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ABSTRACT

Recent studies of subsistence agriculture have proposed several 
emendations in the original model of cultural ecology; social environ
ment, demographic change, use of economic theory, and heavier reliance 
on natural ecological theoryo The ultimate test of any paradigm lies 
in how well it structures understanding of real situations* In a prag
matic sense, this dissertation seeks to demonstrate the importance of 
intergroup relations and demographic change in accounting for present 
agricultural practice in Tubuala, an indigenous community in eastern 
San Bias, Panama.

To estimate demographic rates and to discern demographic change 
in a small population without written records is difficult. This dis
sertation suggests methods which are useful for non-stable populations 
which are not closed. Fertility is relatively high. The mortality 
experience of birth cohorts has varied greatly —  survival rates accord 
with a life expectancy at birth in the range of 48-65 years. Analysis 
of migration histories showed that the number of out-migrants has in
creased greatly since 196?, that this increase has taken place chiefly 
among males, and that destinations for migration have also changed over 
time.. Estimates of percent absent from the community among age groups 
show a dramatic increase over the last decade in all cohorts under 45. 
Of the three important destinations for migrants —  Changuinola, the 
Canal Zone, and Panama City —  reported monthly wages increased only in

xv



xvi
the Canal Zone during this period© Remittances by migrants for the sub
sistence needs of families remaining in Tubuala seemed low© Changes 
over time in the demographic composition of households differed from 
that predicted by Chayanov, for Russian peasant households© Looking at 
recent anthropological applications of Chayanov, it is evident that 
Sahlins1 use of a consumption standard determined by family size owed 
more to Chelintsev than to Chayanov© In addition, Sahlins1 use of 
least-squares regression of the consumer-worker ratio on production per 
worker did not take into account the difficulties in evaluating corre
lation coefficients between two ratios which share a common denominator© 
It is easy, however, to translate Sahlins’ assertions into models which 
can be estimated by multiple regression©

Although many studies have used sown area as a proxy for the 
amount of agricultural work carried out in the household, multiple re
gression shows that the factors influencing size of cultivated area 
differ from those which predict the amount of time a household devotes 
to agricultural tasks© Thus, the best regression model for sown area 
showed that wealthy households had considerably more land under culti
vation than did ordinary households of the same size© The only single 
demographic variable which predicted a significant part of the varia
tion in sown area was the total work-force, weighted by the amount of 
time members had been present in Tubuala over the last five years©

The intensity of household work, on the other hand, was heavily 
influenced by household size and matched Sahlins’ reformulation of 
Chayanov© The data also showed a large difference in the amount of 
work expended per unit land area and a similar difference in yields per



unit area, between rich and ordinary households« This suggests that 
land is not freely available, or, indeed, equally available to all 
householdso Rich and poor households farm to meet subsistence needs 
that are roughly the same, but poor households do so by intensifying 
use of a limited sown area, while rich households seem to have expanded 
cultivated area and seem to employ a more extensive production strategy.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The San Bias Cuna, who presently inhabit the Caribbean littoral 
of eastern Panama and western Colombia, have inspired much anthropologi
cal description (for example, Nordenskiold 1938; Wassen 1949, 1938;
Stout 194?; Holmer 1952) that has largely been concerned with aspects 
of ritual and myth. The early literature, in turn, has figured in more 
general anthropological discussions (for example, Levi-Strauss 196?; 
Divale and Harris 1976; Steward and Faron 1959) but inaccuracies and 
lacunae in early accounts have made such use dangerous (Chapin 1977; 
Hirschfeld, Howe and Levin 1978; Howe 1974b; Linares 1977)o More recent 
investigations (Howe 1974a; Sherzer 1974; Holloman 1969; Costello 1975) 
have tried to remedy deficiencies in earlier data,. However, ethnog
raphers have recorded little about subsistence farming and the factors 
affecting it (Torres de Arauz 1970; Gamble et al„ 1969; and Howe 1975 
are exceptions)» More generally, the literature on San Bias has lacked 
detailed accounts of the interactions between humans and environment0 
Research for this dissertation sought to fill this gap and to give in
formation on a region of San Bias, the eastern section, which has 
received relatively little description,.

Anthropologists have concerned themselves with ecological ques
tions for some time: Helm (1962), Netting (1968), Geertz (1963), Jo No
Anderson (1974), and Jo Wo Bennet (1976), among others, trace the

1



history of this involvement0 Steward (1968:337)» an early advocate of 
this orientation, had defined cultural ecology as "the study of the 
processes by which a society adapts to its environment0" In order to 
permit analysis of this adaptation, he restricted his inquiry to the 
interaction of the "cultural core," the constellation of social, polit
ical, and religious patterns empirically determined to be closely con
nected to subsistence activities and economic arrangements (Steward 
1955?37) and the relevant environment, which at firsti included only 
physical and biological featureso

In general terms, Steward's conception somewhat resembled 
Hawley's (1944) early formulation of human ecology, which focused on 
the community and its adjustment to the environment« It was a syneco- 
logical approach, one concerned with the study of groups of organisms, 
rather than an autecological approach, concerned with individuals,, 
However, the basic, interrelating factors for human ecology came to be 
population, organization, environment, and technology (Hawley 1968; 
Duncan 1959, 1969)« Steward's conception of cultural ecology made 
population change a result of change in society or in environment, 
father than a factor which could itself bring about change„

Those attempting to put Steward's paradigm, as first delimited, 
into use found it necessary to made modifications in ite Sahlins 
(1964), Netting (1965), and Helm (1962) found it necessary to include 
surrounding human groups in the "effective environment" for a society0 
Helm (1962) suggested the use of oecumene to comprehend "not only 
space and habitat but the sociocultural resources and groups beyong the 
society but within its experiental field." Steward (1968:337) later
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included surrounding human groups in his definition of effective en
vironment.

Another problem with Steward's model was his neglect of demo
graphic data; for example, the size, distribution, and age-sex struc
ture of populations under study, A third objection was that Steward 
slighted biological factors (Vayda and Rappaport 1968:488), for example, 
disease and the physiology of human reproduction (Little and Morren 
1976:5)o Finally, J, W, Bennet (1976:214) noted that Steward did not 
concern himself with individual decision-making, thus precluding any 
use of economic theory.

Anthropologists have used two approaches to describing agricul
tural production by members of non-industrial societies. One group of 
studies (for example, Tax 1953; Calavan 1974; Dean 1966; Clark and Has- 
well 1970) has described farmers as economically rational producers 
and has used micro-economic theory to analyze their allocations of 
land, labor, and capital. Others, like Rappaport (1973)9 Vayda and 
Rappaport (1968), and Morren (1977) have argued that the study of sub
sistence should employ the methods and the aims of natural ecology.

Our view is that if a general ecological perspective is 
adopted, the principal unit of study becomes a human popula
tion, and population-specific cultural behavior and biology 
may be studied just as the biology and behavior of other 
species is studied; that is, in terms of the objective mate
rial consequences of specific behavioral and biological fac
tors, It is a basic premise of this book that scientific 
method does not permit a separation of the cultural-behavioral 
attributes of human adaptations from the physical-biological,
In other words, some of the same kinds of questions can be 
asked concerning the adaptive consequences of human cultural 
behavior as can be asked about human biological processes, and 
that same framework— essentially an ecological one— can be 
applied conceptually (Little and Morren 1976:5)°
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This view makes agricultural production, described for a population as 
a whole, analyzeable in terms of energy exchanges within "life-support 
systems" (Morren 1977)°

Recent studies of subsistence agriculture have proposed several 
emendations in the original model of cultural ecology: social environ
ment, demographic change, use of economic theory, and heavier reliance 
on natural ecological theory* The ultimate test of any paradigm lies 
in how well it structures understanding of real situations* In a prag- 
matic sense, this essay seeks to demonstrate the importance of inter
group relations and demographic change in accounting for present 
agricultural practice in Tubuala, an indigenous community in eastern 
San Bias, Panama* This chapter will sketch the background for the 
problem*

Social Environment 
There are several possible viewpoints for discussing the nature 

of interaction between ethnic groups and its importance for subsistence* 
Barth (1964, 1969) used terms from biological ecology and argued that 
the subsistence base for each ethnic group and its interaction with ex
ternal social groups define its niche, or "potential source of organic 
energy" (Barth 1964:17), and that the degree and character of competi
tion among ethnic groups for such resources determines the nature of 
their political relationship* However, without demographic data and 
without an estimate of the extent of various resources, Barth is limited 
to metaphoric use of terms from natural ecology rather than analytic 
ones* Later workers (Love 1977; W* Bennet 1976:174; Hardesty 1977t
109ff) argue that discussions of niche must be quantified to be useful*
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Historic information on intergroup relations in eastern Panama 

seldom includes the kind of data necessary for such quantification,. 
However, it is often possible to discern policy in the mass of dealings 
among ethnic groups, to see the principles guiding these transactions 
(Spicer and Thompson 1972;42), and to gauge their effects on Cuna 
demography and patterns of land useo In general, the effects of such 
policies are strongest where one group politically dominates another0 
Examples of ruling-group policies which have altered the methods of 
production in subject groups include confiscation of reservation lands 
(Ortiz 1973) and intensive exploitation of indigenous labor in eco
nomically marginal zones (Collier 1975)« More benign policies which 
have affected allocation of resources in production include: removing
the menace of slaving raids (Netting 1968), road improvement (Cancian 
1972), promotion of animal traction (Lericollais 1972), and the intro
duction of new cultivar strains through agricultural extension programs 
(Calavan 197^)° Changes in external groups affect local subsistence in 
some cases where political domination is absent and the link between 
the two societies is economic (Helm 1962; Nietschmann 1973)= In Chap
ter 3» I will try to discern the effects of colonial policy and of 
the aims of Colombia and Panama on the size and settlement pattern of 
Cuna populations,,

Cuna-hispanic relations cannot, however, be reduced to one-way 
acculturation. The policy of the Cuna toward the states trying to 
cominate them has also affected the local economy» For example, the 
communities' decisions to move settlements from the mainland to in
shore coral islands probably lowered mortality and morbidity from
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parasitic disease and made communities more accessible to traders. 
Community decisions on whether or not to accept government schools, on 
regulating wage work off the reservation, and on restricting village 
exogamy have all had important effects on the rates of temporary and 
permanent migration. The regional, or Comarca, government has also 
played a role in regulating the export of manpower, in controlling the 
size and volume of tourist enterprises, in determining the legal bound
aries of reservation lands, and in negotiating favorable conditions of 
trade for coconuts, the principal cash crop.

Demography
Steward (1938, 1955) did not treat demography as a topic to be 

studied in its own right, but limited himself to correlations between 
population density and the abundance of resources (Steward 1938:46f), 
As Johnson (1978:83) points out, many more recent accounts of man-land 
relationships have failed to examine demographic data in any detail. 
One of the difficulties with demographic study of a group lacking 
written records is that the investigator is often limited to a syn
chronic analysis,

0 0 , ^that/ the nature and effectiveness of exploitative pat
terns are a prime factor in population size, density, and dis
tribution has been documented in anthropological literature, and 
anthropologists have sketched in broad outline the social- 
organizational consequences of population growth in the history 
of civilization. But there has been little inquiry into the 
specific "fit" or integration between the size of population 
and the particular cultural patterns of a society. It may be 
that this focus is readily rewarding only when the data make 
it possible to perceive significant demographic change, thus 
providing horizons for comparison through time within a 
society (Helm 1962:634),

It is possible, through detailed discussion of the historical data



available for eastern Panama9 to speculate more intelligently about the 
location and identity of the Cuna before conquest and to discern sev- 
eral major demographic changes in the period after contact0 In the 
demographic collapse that followed Spanish conquest, it is possible to 
separate the effects of violence from the effects of epidemic disease 
introduced from Europe and Africa* Eighteenth century documents give 
detailed information on the size and distribution of Cuna settlements* 
During the 19th century, these dispersed settlements formed nucleated 
villages on the mainland of the Darien* In the last part of the 19th . 
century and the first part of the 20th, these communities moved to in
shore coral islands*

Demographic data are important in their own right to the ecolo
gist, and changes in settlement pattern and age-sex structure of human 
populations also affect resource allocation in subsistence farming* 
Boserup (1965) argued that population density influences the degree of 
labor intensification in agriculture, and field studies (for example, 
Cleave 1966; Netting 1968; Calavan 1974; Brown and Podolefsky 1976) 
have generally confirmed this* In addition, distance from market, 
transport costs, and the degree of nucleation in settlements of the 
rural work force can greatly affect intensification (Von Thunen 1966; 
Chrisholm 1962; Stryker 1976; Morgan 1969; Smith 1975)o

Change in the size of the rural work force, relative to total 
rural population, also affects the level and type of labor inputs in 
farming* Migration from rural areas to urban areas is the most common 
cause of such change in rural population structure* In some cases, 
out-migration has changed patterns of agricultural production and has
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caused stress (Richards 1939; Boyd 1975) = In other cases, out-migration 
has not altered subsistence farming, or has increased production 
(Watson 1958; Berg 1965; Beals, Stegner and Wouke 196?) => Over the last 
two decades, the rate of rural-urban migration has increased rapidly 
(Thomas 1971; Caldwell 1969)0 It is important to try to estimate the 
effects of this shift on smallholder farm production0

Table 1 gives estimates of net yearly rates of rural-urban 
migration for selected Latin American countrieso In several cases, 
more than 2$ of the rural population left the countryside each year. 
Panama is not among the countries with the highest rates of rural-urban 
migration*

Rural-urban migrants are not a representative sample of the 
total rural population (Caldwell 1969; Adams 1969; Browning and Feindt 
1969; Ravenstein 1885, 1889; Lee 1966)* For Latin America as a whole, 
migration selects for the young, for the single, for females rather 
than males, and for the educated (Shaw 1973-8)* Search for employment 
is the most common motive for migration (Carajal and Geithman 1974; 
Browning and Feindt 1969)0 Thus, rates of rural-urban migration can 
be expected to have a disproportionate impact on the size of the agri
cultural labor force*

Census data for San Bias as a whole and for Tubuala show that 
migration selectivity differs from that for Latin America in general* 
Men, rather than women, predominate among out-migrants* Migration 
histories, aggregated from migrants and residents of Tubuala, show that 
the proportion of the male labor force engaged in work outside the 
reservation has increased dramatically over recent years, from about
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Table 10 Net rural-urban migration for selected Latin American coun

tries*

Country Census Period
Esto Net Rural-Urban 
Migration/100 Rural3- 

(#)
Est- Net Rural- 
Urban Mig/100 
Rural/Year^ (/)

Brazil 1950-60 10o0 1=0
Colombia 1951-64 2806 2=2
Chile 1952-60 22=8 2=8
Ecuador 1950-62 18=3 1-5
El Salvador 1950-61 15=0 1=4
Mexico 1950-60 23-4 2-3
Paraguay 1950-62 27=3 2-3
Peru 1940-61 34=0 1=6
Costa Rica 1950-63 5-4 0=4
Panama0 1950-60 11-5 1=2

From Shaw (1973;5)
^Estimates of net rural urban migration over the census period as a 
percentage of the rural population at the start of the period0
kAverage yearly intercensal rate*
0Author* s estimate, calculated from Republica'de Panama (1965?22)*
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10%, in 1968 to 40% in 1977° This rise in the rate of out-migration has 
coincided with liberalization of community policy on education and wage 
labor off the reservation* Chapter 5 will try to assess the effects of 
out-migration and reduction in the size of the labor force present on 
agricultural practice in Tubuala*

Agricultural Production 
In describing subsistence farming, a good starting point is to 

outline farmers' knowledge of cultivar varieties, soils, and secondary 
vegetation types (Conklin 1955; Berlin, Breedlove and Raven 1969, 1970)• 
While some knowledge resembles language in being uniform within a com
munity, other knowledge on how classifications guide choices of tech
nique (Johnson 1971) varies among community members* Chapter 6 gives 
the results of a questionnaire of a random sample of household heads on 
farming methods*

The problem of choosing a perspective for examining the allo
cation of land and labor in San Bias food production brings one back to 
the issues raised in my discussion of Steward's formulation of cultural 
ecology and the modifications others have suggested for it, in particu
lar, to whether studies of subsistence should adhere to the concepts 
and methods of natural ecology, or whether they should try to use 
models from economics* Rappaport's (1968) early use of an energy-flow 
model for subsistence agriculture had several'shortcomings: it focused
on the local rather than regional ecosystem, it overlooked serious 
health problems in the population under study (Buchbinder 1973), and it 
presented a model for regulation of ritual exchange too simplified to
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extend to other parts of the New Guinea highlands (Brookfield 1973)o 
Confining a study to the local ecosystem means that income from cash 
crops or from labor migration is not included in the model0 More 
recent energy-flow models (for example, Little and Morren 1976:50) have 
included inputs from outside the local ecosystem, and show an increased 
sensitivity to the health status of the population under study (Morren 
1977)o Even these second generation studies, however, treat communi
ties as a single, presumably homogeneous population* This precludes 
considering intragroup variation* Thus, studies aimed at mapping out 
energy flow cannot map out the choices open to an individual production- 
consumption unit*

This paper's orientation will be closer to Bennet's "adaptive 
dynamics" than to the modified ecosystem model discussed above *

Adaptive dynamics include versions of feedback or systemic 
concepts but add another model or a portion of it— the adaptive 
behavioral process, involving decision-making and choice, 
which may or may not be under the control of the systemic pro
cesses* The adaptive model modified the systems outlook in 
that it considers that control or stability is reached by human 
decisions and bargains, and not by the automatic operations 
of processes behond awareness, although it acknowledges that 
such processes do occur in human systems from time to time 
* , * * Adaptive dynamics emphasizes one element of possibil- 
ism neglected by ecosystemicism and by Stewardian approaches: 
the crucial role of human choice (and therefore, error)
(Bennet 1976:166)*

Boyd (1975:4) outlined an approach which resembles Bennett's in stres
sing the importance of decision-making and permits analysis of intra
group variation*

Briefly stated, the theory of behavioral selection holds that 
in any sociocultural system there exists a range of variation 
of behavioral strategies employed by individual members of the 
group which are designed to acquire and control available re
sources* Each of the individual strategies extant at a given
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point in time is influenced by a variety of constraints which 
are a function of the specific capabilities of the individual, 
the requirements of membership in, and maintenance of the 
group, pressures emanating from other external sociocultural 
groups, and the state of the animate and inanimate physical 
environment„ Such constraints exert pressures on particular 
individual strategy choices resulting in the differential 
effectiveness of these strategies in acquiring and controlling 
the desired resources* Furthermore, the availability of re
sources is assumed to fluctuate as is the structure of de
sires or demands of the individuals involved * The choice of 
a particular strategy by an individual is assumed to be the 
result of a trial-and-error process in which the individual 
attempts to utilize new information inputs to increase the 
effectiveness of his strategies for acquiring and controlling 
various desired resources in the context of operant constraints 
and resource availability* Those strategies which are more 
effective in facilitating acquisition of, and control over, 
greater quantities of desired resources are expected to in
crease in frequency within the group and those which are less 
effective to decrease in frequency*

Chayanpv (1966) was an early proponent of such an approach* He 
studied peasant farming in Russia between about 1910 and 1930 (Kerblay 
1966:xxvi), concentrating on variation in resource allocation and in 
farming methods among households in a single region* He sought a 
theory of peasant production that would explain cases in which peasant 
economic behavior diverged from the behavior predicted by economic 
models of capitalist enterprises (Chayanov 1966;39ff)= His models also 
played a part in a much larger debate over the nature of socio-economic 
mobility of Russian peasant households» At the start of the 20th cen
tury, some theorists maintained that economic development in rural 
Russia was increasing differences in wealth among peasant households 
and polarizing the peasantry into large capitalist farms on the one 
hand, and a landless rural proletariat and migrants to the city, on the 
other (Shanin 1972;46)* Other theorists maintained that differences in 
wealth among peasant households were not increasing with time*
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The debate motivated an ambitious longitudinal study of rural 

households, discussed by Shanin (1972) and by Harrison (1977a)»
Chayanov advanced his theory that the ratio of consumers to workers in 
the household determined the household's economic development (Shanin 
1972:102) as a way to explain changes over time in the economic status 
of households (Chayanov 1966:242ff)0 He argued that each household's 
progress through the domestic cycle corresponded to rises and falls in 
socio-economic status that did not denote polarization of the peasant
ry into the rich and the landless,

Chayanov's work has had wide influence since its translation 
into English, Shanin (1972) and Harrison (1975, 1977a) examined 
Chayanov's work within its historical context, comparing it to contem
porary analyses of similar data. Both saw weaknesses in Chayanov*s 
models (e,g,, Shanin 1972:108-9) and with statistical methods of the 
time that presented data in one-way classification tables and did not 
attempt to characterize intra-group variation (Harrison 1977a:130),
Both also disagreed with some of Chayanov's conclusions, Harrison 
(1975:400ff), examining Chayanov's data from Khar'kov province felt 

that:
„ , , family dependency was a relatively insignificant factor 
in economic inequality, and that farm size and family income 
per head are related together and with other factors in much 
more important ways,

Shanin (1972:109) felt that some dynamic studies in the mid-1920's
showed change in status over a single year for a larger proportion of
peasant households than could be accounted for solely by annual change
in the consumer-worker ratio. Setting aside problems with the data for
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early 20th century Russia, these re-examinations of Chayanov show the
necessity for more sophisticated methods of presenting and analyzing
data from smallholder farming householdso

. Anthropologists comprise a second group who have drawn on
Chayanov, and most gained acquaintance with him through reading
Sahlins' (1972) exposition of the domestic mode of production and his
reformulation of Chayanov1s rule.

Intensity of labor in a system of domestic production for use 
varies inversely with the relative working capacity of the 
producing unit (Sahlins 1972;91)«

To examine variation in household labor intensity, Sahlins (1972:107ff) 
calculated a linear regression of the consumer worker ratio (C/W) on 
sown area per worker (Q/W), or product per worker0 The rule and the 
analysis behind it have been very often repeated (Jorion 1979; Dove 
1979; Lewis 1978)= Some have criticized aspects of Sahlins* method 
(e.go, Minge-Kalman 1977; Evans 1974) and' others have objected to 
Sahlins* omission of the marginalist parts of Chayanov*s analyses 
(Massing 1977:287)° The method's most serious flaw, however, lies in 
statistical theoryo It has not to date received commentb

The last chapter of this dissertation will discuss the problems 
with Sahlins* analysis and will seek alternate methods in multiple re
gression, This method requires a re-evaluation of Chayanov*s measures 
of household composition. Chayanov*s (I966:57ff) model of demographic 
change in the family had not been based on actual data. Indeed, few 
recent examinations of the effects of household composition on agri
culture have included information on demographic trends influencing 
households. The pattern of household development I inferred from the



Tubuala data, discussed in Chapter 3, differs radically from that pre 
dieted by Chayanov0 Mortality, fertility, and the formation of ex
tended households all contribute to the divergence from Chayanov's 
modelo Migration for wage labor also influences dependent-worker 
ratios.

A description of agricultural practice in Tubuala shows major 
points of difference from the cultivation of annual crops in Russia. 
Measures of agricultural production and intensity must be adapted to 
conditions of tropical agriculture as the analysis proceeds.

This dissertation attempts to answer a question concerning 
agricultural production similar to that posed by Chayanov; what is 
the influence of household size and composition on farm matiagement?
At each step, however, it is necessary to modify Chayanov’s methods 
and'to make use of means of data analysis which were inaccessible or 
unknown to him.



CHAPTER 2

REGIONAL ENVIRONMENT

Research for this study took place in Tubuala, a small (popu
lation approximately 1,000) indigenous community located on an in-shore 
coral island near the Caribbean littoral of eastern Panama (see Fig0 1)» 
In some respects, the community could be considered as a biological 
population —  it is largely endogamous, and migration into the com
munity is negligible (see Chapter 5)« It would be possible to limit 
the scope of a study of subsistence in a biological population to the 
territory actually exploited by the human population, as did Rappaport 
(1968) for the Tsembaga, However, if an account of the cultural 
ecology of a human population is to include the character of its inter
actions with external groups, and if the account is to include shifts 
in distribution of the human population through time, then the scope 
of the study must be regionalo However, as one moves through the his
torical record, it is sometimes necessary to broaden or to restrict 
the regional focus=

The present boundaries of the Cuna reservation, the Comarca de 
San Bias, were established relatively recently, in 1930« Before that, 
administrative boundaries had been fluid, and the human population 
mobile and dispersed. In the earliest historical sources. (Sauer 1969: 
2k7), the part of the Panamanian isthmus to the east of Veraguas and 
the Golfo de los Mosquitoes was called Castilla del Oro, Within

16
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Castilla del Oro9 the name Darien was at first applied to the Caribbean 
coast that lay between Cabo Tiburon and the Gulf of Uraba (see Figo 10 
However, the name soon began to be applied to the whole breadth of the 
isthmus between the Rio Atrato, to the east, and the mouth of the Rio 
Bayano, to the west, and it is in that sense that I will use it0

Through much of the historic period, sizeable Cuna populations 
lived to the east of Darien, on the shores of the Gulf of Uraba0 As 
this study moves through time, then, its regional focus must shift with 
the movements of the historical Cuna populationso In order to study 
the earlier part of Cuna history —  from contact to the l8th century —  

description must encompass Darien, and, in addition, the shores of the 
Gulf of Uraba0 For more modern times, the focus narrows to the region 
of Darien east of the headwaters of the Chucunaque and west of its 
moutho This distinction is useful because the Cuna inhabitants of 
that part have evolved a political policy which was distinguishable 
from that of Cuna groups to the west or easto

One of the motives for locating this study in Tubuala was the 
desire to use the data on regional environment which came from feasi
bility studies for a sea-level, interoceanic canal0 As can be seen 
from Figure 1, the proposed Route 1? passed very close to Tubualao 
Because the Interoceanic Canal Study Commission seriously considered 
using atomic explosives for Route 17, a number of ecological studies 
tried to estimate'the possible effects of such explosives on the flora, 
fauna, and human population of the region0 These investigations in
cluded meteorological measurements and geological surveys (summarized 
in UoSo Department of Transportation 1974, 1976), studies of nutrient
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cycling in tropical forest (Golley et al0 1975)» surveys of food intake 
by humans, and demography (Torres de Arauz 1970)0 This chapter will 
give a broad description of the regional environment, as presented in 
the sea-level canal reports, A more detailed description of the dis
trict around Tubuala, including micro-environments ethnoscientific 
classifications, will be presented in Chapter 6,

Geology
Figure 2 shows the geologic formations of eastern Panama, A 

land bridge between Central and South America had existed briefly from 
the upper Cretacious to the middle Eocene, but the final emergence of 
the Isthmus of Panama only.took place during the late Miocene, less 
than 25 million years ago. Much of eastern Panama is of volcanic ori
gin —  the "undifferentiated Cretaceous" of Figure 2, Tectonic pres
sures from the Andes of Colombia created a northwest-southeast striking 
geosyncline, bordered by upfolded highlands. This geosyncline filled 
with Triassic-Jurassic sediments, interbedded with andesitic and 
basaltic lavas (U,S, Department of Transportation 1976), and now forms 
the depression drained by the Bayano, Chucunaque, and Tuira rivers. It 
was the slope-forming characteristics of these sedimentary beds that 
deterred planners of the Interoceanic Sea-Level Canal from trying to 
develop the atomic technology to excavate the carial.

As the north coastal San Bias range emerged, igneous intrusions 
continued, and these mineralized magmas, especially the "Middle-Upper 
Tertiary intrusive grandiorite" on the Caribbean coast near Colombia 
proved to contain gold and silver ores which, exposed by erosion,
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formed placer deposits which were exploited by indigenous populations 
and by the Spaniards» Mineable deposits of gold were formed in the 
Pirre mountains, near the Gulfo de San Miguel0

Climate
Observation stations for the Inter-Oceanic Canal Surveys formed 

a transect of the isthmus, giving meteorological data for each of the 
five major vegetative types in the Darien: Pacific mangrove forest
(at Boca Grande); tropical moist forest (at Pidiaque); riverine forest 
(at Lagrimas); premontane wet forest (at Summit); and secondary growth 
and cultivation (at Soskatupu)0 Figure which shows average total 
annual precipitation, places heaviest rainfall in the transect in the 
Cordillera de San Bias, with gradual decrease toward the Pacific coast= 

Graphs of extremes of temperature for each month, and monthly 
averages of daily maximum and minimum temperatures, show remarkably 
little variation in temperature over the year. Temperatures at Summit 
(altitude approximately $00 m«) were slightly lower than those on the 
coastal plain, and, in Chapter 6, we will see that the Cuna take this 
reduction in temperature and increase in rainfall into consideration 
when selecting crop varieties for cultivation in fields at higher ele
vations (see Fig, 4)„

Graphs of monthly rainfall totals (Fig0 5) show a marked dry 
season, extending from December until April, during which the Northeast 
trade winds (yola purwa 1 bright season wind*) blow. The start of the 
wet season may vary from early April (e0go, Soskatupu in 196?) to late 
May (e»go, Ailigandi in 1975)? and the rains are interrupted by a 
period of relative dryness in September« The Cuna call the Southeast
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wind that blows during this intermission kiki purwao Following this 
break, the rains resume with redoubled vigor during November0 The end 
of the rainy season varies*

Although variation in annual total precipitation is not usually 
large, the years 1975 and the first part of 1976, which preceded the 
start of this study, were exceptionally dry* Annual precipitation of 
1975, recorded in Ailigandi, was approximately 2008 mm, compared with 
2,758 for the previous year (during which the station had been estab
lished) „ Howe (personal communication 1976) notes that dry years

Iseverely affect corn, but none of the farmers I spoke to reported harm 
from the 1976 drought* For bananas (the staple crop), growth is seri
ously checked when monthly precipitation is less than 2 in* (50.8 mm.)* 
The dry season December. 1974 to May 1975 comprised four months, in 
place of the more usual three*

Soils
A map of soil orders and suborders for eastern Panama (from 

Gamble et al. 1969) forms Figure 6* Oxisols cover most of the region; 
these are highly weathered and intensely leached soils with a high clay 
content and distinctive red color* Under older systems of soil classi- • 
fication, these had been called Ground water Laterites and Latisols*
The remainder of the region is covered by various suborders of Entisols, 
recent soils which have not yet developed horizons (Brady 1974)* 
Entisols-psamments are beach sands, which border the Caribbean coast * 
Entisols-aquents refer to marshy soils, and include brackish mangrove 
swamps, and fresh water riverine swamps* The most prevalent suborder 
of Entisols are the orthents, formed of alluvium*
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In general, the agricultural potential for these soils is not 

high. United States agronomists (U.S. Department of Transportation 
19765 4-3) felt that the Oxisols were most suited for cattle raising, 
where relief was not great. Only the Entisols-orthents were thought 
to be, acceptable for cultivation, and that only marginally. If these 
assessments be accepted, then one would expect that, before contact, 
populations dependent on agriculture would concentrate themselves in 
the drainages of the Bayano, Chucunaque, and Tuira rivers. This is 
what C. F= Bennett (1968) assumed, and he estimated a population density 
of 15 persons per square mile at 1500, for the interior river basins, 
compared to 5 persons per square mile for the north coast. Indigenous 
population distributions in 1741 (see Fig. 12) show much the same pat
tern, and it was these river basins which finally came under Spanish 
control, by the end of the 18th century.

Detailed analyses of nutrient concentration in soils of the 
Darien, however, are still few. Gamble et al. (1969) reported concen
trations of exchangeable elements in soils from Sasardi, Ailigandi, and 
Mulatuppu (coastal localities in central and eastern San Bias), which 
are shown in Table 2. Golley et al. (1975) reported on total concen
trations (obtained by atomic absorption spectrophotometry) rather than 
exchangeable concentrations, for soils from each of his five major for
est types, and these are given in Table 3° These tables show no clear 
pattern in the concentrations of various elements, and indeed, the 
authors suggest that their numbers of samples may have been too small 
to adequately sample existing heterogeneity of soil types. It is 
obvious that Premontane Wet forest had lower concentrations of



Table 2o Profile extract analysis0 —  From Gamble et al0 1969o

Location Parts per Million
(Soil) Depth P K Ca Sr Mg Fe Mn Cu Zn pH

Sasardi
(Latisols) 0- 6 1.4 60 1,570 51=0 560 4.4 11.0 1.2 2.2 6=2
Oxisol 6-36 0.7 28 700 20=4 500 0.4 8.0 1.0 1.4 4=7
Ailigandi 0-4 12.5 86 5,150 249=6 ll80 0.8 2=5 1.0 1.8 6=1
(Alluvium) 4-10 0.9 50 4,150 222=6 950 0.8 1.0 1.0 2.8 6=0
Entisol-orthent 10.56 0.7 50 8,000 179=4 990 - 2=5 1=0 1=9 5=8

56+ 4=9 475 2,800 154=2 1210 2.0 5=8 2=0 1=4 5=6
Mulatupu
(Alluvium) 0- 2 2.8 145 1,550 119=4 550 0.4 6.0 0.8 7=5 5=5
Entisol-orthent 0- 6 1.4 75 1,900 125=4 520 5=2 6=2 0.8 0.9 5=4

12-24 1.4 90 2,500 166.2 . 600 2.0 6.5 1.0 1=5 6=4

Beach sands A HoriZo 40.0 120 6,799 90 694 0.9 15=1 2.5 1=6 7=4
B Horiz. 6.5 45 4,150 157 760 2.4 1.2 0.8 6=4 6.6



Table 3= Total concentration obtained by atomic absorbtion spectrophotometry (0-30 cm0), —  
From Golley et al° 1975“156«

Parts per Million
Location P K Ca Sr Mg Fe Mn Cu Zn

Rio Sabana 2=6 41 5,854 20 521 6=0 6=0 1=0 10
Rio Lara 7.6 117 4,232 16 645 6=0 8=0 2=0 51
2nd yr0 2nd 
growth (July) 7=6 62 6,457 11 718 19 52 41 4=0
2nd yr. 2nd 
growth (October) 5=6 48 3,848 14 525 12 48 4 12=2
4th yr<, 2nd 
growth 7=4 46 3,78? 9 434 ' 12 103 2 93=0
6th yr0 2nd 
growth 6=9 86 809 11 410 11 42 4 5=3
Riverine 3=6 76 1,972 10 574 5 36 3 1=6
Premontane wet 0=2 69 466 2 302 58 176 5 1=9
Mangrove 24=8 17 1,947 28 42 102 6l 4 12=8
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macronutrients (P, K, Ca, Mg, S) than did soils of other forest types0 
The authors attributed this to high rainfall, and to the relative poor
ness of the Oxisols which cover the mountainso By estimating rates of 
circulation of nutrient elements, the authors were able to identify 
those that had a small soil inventory and rapid rate of cycling (phos
phorous) , and those having a large soil inventory and rapid rate of 
cycling (potassium)» These appeared to be the elements that limited 

, the rate of plant growth. For both of these elements, the percentage 
of the total inventory contained in the biotic compartments of the 
tropical forest was high (often 80-90%>), in contrast to other elements 
which were held largely in the non-biotic (soil) compartment (Golley 
et alo 1975;1?0)o The authors suggested that, in zones where rainfall 
(and consequent leaching from the soil) is high, and where the ambient 
temperature is high enough to speed the rate of chemical reactions, re
tention of potassium and phosphorous in the biotic sector, rather than 
in the soil, served to reduce the escape of these elements in forest 
stream waters0 The investigators felt that, in general, the rapidity 
of secondary growth in cleared areas was evidence that nutrient levels 
were not seriously limiting to plant growth0 They speculated that the 
extent and duration of disturbance also played a part in the rate of 
recovery, and that extensive disturbed areas would be covered over more 
slowly than would be small disturbed areasc

Forest Types
Golley et alo (1975) distinguished five major forest types in 

present-day eastern Panama; distributions of these types appear in



Figure ?<> By far the most extensive (covering 75% of the region 
studied) was Tropical Moist forest, whose most distinctive feature was 
the presence of two deciduous emergent species, the cuipo (Cavanillesia 
platanifolia), and the bongo (Ceiba pentandra) T h e  forest seems not, 
strictly speaking, to be primary, or climax, but rather secondary 
growth in which some species have attained great size0 There are two 
sorts of evidence for calling the forest secondary: (1) that, given
the climate of eastern Panama, it would be expected that primary domi
nants be -perennial, instead of deciduous; and (2) Sauer’s (196.9:285-87) 
contention that, at Contact, much of eastern Panama was open savanna, 
rather than forest, and that this savanna was the result of extensive 
land clearing by fire0

Mangrove forests border the Pacific and Caribbean coasts of the 
isthmuso The Pacific forests, dominated by Fhizophora brevistyle,

pcovered 6% of the study area, ' The less extensive Caribbean mangrove 
forests (covering 0B&% of the study area) contain mostly Rhizophora 
mangle, with smaller amounts of white mangrove (Laguncularia racemosa) 
in the interior of the forests*

Lowlying lands periodically innundated with frest water are 
covered with Riverine Forest* Although this forest type covers only a 
small part of the study region (2*6^), its dominant canopy species, 
cativo, (Prioria copaifera)̂  now has great importance as a source of 
lumber *

For a complete species list, see Duke and Porter 1970o
^For a species list, see Duke and Porter 1970o
% ,A complete species list can be found in Duke and Porter 1970o
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The Premontane Wet forest covers areas between 250 m0 and 600 iru 

in elevation —  some 13o6% of the study area, being concentrated prin
cipally in the San Bias Cordillerao In contrast to the Tropical Moist 
forest at lower elevations, almost all species are evergreeno

Finally, second-growth and cultivated land covered slightly 
less than 2?4 of the region surveyed*. Cleared land was rapidly re- 
forestedo Within six years, second growth had achieved almost the pro
ductive capacity of more mature forest (as measured by the leaf area

2index, or relative amount of leaf surface per m ), and the increase in 
vegetation biomass (kgo dry weight/ha0) was almost equally rapid*

Although Golley et al* (1975) was able to provide good esti
mates of the vegetal biomass for the forest zones of eastern Darien, 
they were not able to obtain good data for animal biomass* In particu
lar, they did not try to estimate the components which are important to 
human populations as a source of protein* C* F* Bennett (1962) listed 
the main species which provided meat to modern Cuna living on the 
Bayano: agouti, paca, collared peccary, white-lipped peccary, tapir,
black spider monkey, white-faced monkey, brocket deer, coatimundi, and 
tree squirrel* Birds which are used for food include: keel-billed
toucan, collared aracari, blue-headed parrot, red-lored parrot, guan, 
curassow, chachalaca, tinamu, dove, and quail* In recent years, how
ever, game has become sparcer than before near the coast, and so fish 
constitute a more reliable source of protein*

In-shore Waters
It is possible to divide the Caribbean coastal waters of San . 

Bias into two broad regions* Toward the west, in the Gulf of San Bias,



in-shore waters are protected to some extent by the Point of San Bias 
and by a massive algal ridge which runs parallel to the coast (Glynn 
19729 1973; Porter and Porter 1973)* In these sheltered waters* corals 
form extensive reefs, and the fish that shelter in reefs are relatively 
abundanto In recent years9 however, the human population in San Bias 
has increased rapidly, and living space on the inhabited islands has 
become scarceo It is common practice in these communities to extend 
house-sites by filling in the shallow waters (nek tinakwat) on the mar
gins of inhabited islands with coraline rocko Porter and Porter (1973) 
have theorized that, in the western part of San Bias, the use of reef 
corals for landfill has slowed the growth of the reefs and has reduced 
populations of reef-dwelling fishes» The authors felt that it was the 
destruction of the reefs, rather than over-fishing, which has made the 
in-shore waters into an "underwater desert*" Howe (1975:52) noted that 
fishes which dwelt outside the reefs have also become more scarce, which 
would imply that over-fishing has also played a role in the decline of 
fish populations in western regions*

The algal ridge extends east to Niatuppu; beyond it, waters 
are relatirely unprotected from wave action* In the waters around 
Tubuala, only wave-resistant corals occur (Ross Robertson, personal com
munication 1976)o The corals do hot form true reefs, but grow on the 
volcanic basement rock* The result is that many sorts of fish are more 
rare in the eastern part of San Bias than in the west* In addition, 
extensive stretches of "beach rock" —  old corals now above the water 
line —  make the use of living corals for landfill unnecessaryo It is
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therefore not likely that the process described by Porter and Porter 
(1973) is operating in this region*

Before contact, in-shore waters near Tubuala (see Fig* 27) had 
probably been an important source of meat, as well as fish. Hawksbill 
turtles were present, and green turtles were also seasonally available 
(Nietschmann 1973:166). Indeed, Suletup had been a green turtle nest
ing ground (see p. 129). Possible methods of exploitation included 
netting and harpooning, in open waters, catching gravid females which 
came onto the beaches to nest, and emptying nests of their eggs.

Soon after Contact, green turtles began to be heavily hunted as 
a source of ships' provisions, and hawksbills were caught for. sale as 
tortoiseshell (Carr.1967)0 At present, green turtles are almost never 
seen near San Bias, and hawksbills are increasingly rare (Stier 1976b). 
Some conservation measures have been practiced: men in one community
say that they used not to take more than half the eggs in a nest (Howe 
personal communication 1976), and another community forbids gathering 
any eggs, but the decline continues.

A list of the more economically important species of fish in 
waters around Tubuala forms Appendix A. For purposes of fishing, resi
dents of Tubuala distinguish between waters outside (makatpa) the 
islands which shelter the bay (see Fig. 27), and those inside. During 
the dry season, when trade winds blow strongly, the outside waters are 
too rough for fishing, and only the protected waters are accessible. 
Three main techniques are used: spear fishing (using a sling-ray gun),
line fishing from a motorboat (in outside waters), and line fishing



from dugouts, in the protected waters. Species composition of catches 
from these techniques is shown in Appendix A, Techniques, size of 
catches, and contribution of fish to the diet are discussed in Stier 

(1977)o



CHAPTER 3

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

There are several justifications for beginning an account of 
the cultural ecology of Tubuala with a careful examination of regional 
historyo Many deal with the importance of social environment, as dis
cussed in Chapter 1, Major events in the demographic history of the 
region were caused by exogenous decisions: early royal permission for
Spanish raiding and slaving, later withdrawals of European colonists, 
and, eventually, cessation of efforts to pacify the Darien0 These de
cisions had effects on the population history of the Darien and on 
settlement patterns» The economic position of the San Bias Cuna with 
respect to colonial authorities and with respect to Panama has also 
differed from that of better known communities of native American agri
culturalists (Cancian 1972; Collier 1975; Ortiz 1973)o Unlike resi
dents of Zinacantan and unlike the Paez, the Cuna are not peasants«,
They do not rent the land they farm, nor is social surplus transferred 
to a dominant group (Wolf 1966:10) as rent. It,is important to ask, 
then, how the Cuna managed to acquire and maintain a reservation whose 
size suffices for their present agricultural needs, when few other 
Indians in the New World managed to«

A second line of justification is more basic. Evans-Pritchard 
(1962:172-191) spoke at length about the importance of historical



research and about its neglect by contemporary functionalists* His 
criticism has new importance at a time when some cultural ecologists 
propose schemes which resemble older functionalism in their contempt 
for historical evidence (Harris 1978)» Careful examination of the his
torical sources extant for a region does not ensure that an ethnogra
pher will make no generalizations which lack foundation, but it does 
give a surer sense of what can and cannot be proved about the origin 
and development of specific institutions*

A synthesis of the historical materials dealing with the San 
Bias Cuna is especially important because many sources (e*g*, Friede 
1955; Cuervo 1892; Conde del Real Agrado 1975; Simon 1955; Aguado 1956- 
1957)i available only in Spanish, have not been discussed in English* 
Previous ethnographies (Stout 19^7; Howe 1974a; Holloman 1969; Costello 
1975) of the Cuna have not focused on history, and have summarized only 
the documentary material from Panama* Archives in Colombia, princi
pally in Cartagena and Antioquia, have yielded a wealth of published 
documents and chronicles which have not been cited* These sources deal 
mostly with the early post-Contact period (1510-1789)*

These sources shed light on two basic questions* The first is 
the location of Cuna settlements and the ethnic identity of the Cuna 
before Spanish contact* This is difficult, because it is likely that 
many important characteristics of the Cuna arose in the course of re

sistance to Spanish domination (Spicer 1971)° The second question is 
why Darien and Urab^ were never successfully colonized by Europeans* 

The early history of European attempts to subdue the Daridh is 
complex, and a quick summary may guide the reader through a detailed
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account. The first attempts to found a settlement at Uraba were in 
1510o More than a century later, the region was still unsettled, and 
two expeditions set out from Cartagena, The first, in l6l8, was led 
by Bartolome Marin and Sebastian de Tristancho; the second, in 1620 
was led by Francisco Sayavedra, Both expeditions failed, and the mor
tality for the participants — • 91# and 82#, respectively (Simon 1953s 
VIII;631 IX;131) —  deterred further attempts.

Through the rest of the 17th century, only missionaries entered
the Darien and Uraba, The missionaries tried repeatedly to gather dis
persed Cuna households into nucleated settlements (reducciones) and to 
convert the Cuna, Each time, the Cuna revolted and killed or expelled 
the missionaries. By the late l?th century, religious orders were re
luctant to send missionaries into the Darien and Uraba (Severino 1956- 
1957:IV 212),

At the turn of the century, the Scots Company attempted to
found a settlement, without success. Some French did settle along the
San Bias coast during the l8th century, and the Cuna also traded ex
tensively with the English, Alarmed by these threats to its sovereignty, 
the Spanish colonial government in Panama tried repeatedly to bring the 
Darien under military control and to exclude all traders except the 
Spanish, The Cuna resisted. In the late 1780's, the Spanish tried to 
fortify the whole San Bias coast and to make a truce with the Cuna, 
Again, the attempt failed, and the Spanish withdrew completely from 
the northern Darien in 1789,

The period after Spanish withdrawal has been more completely 
discussed in previous ethnographies (Stout 19̂ +7; Holloman 1969; Howe
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1974a) than early periods. Some of the reports on explorations for 
canal routes yield data on the area around Tubuala and on settlement 
patterns in the region. The end of the 19th century saw the formation 
of political factions in San Bias which have influenced events to the 
present day —  although it is likely that factions were present earlier, 
there is little information on them. In some respects, political ■ 
policy of communities in the eastern faction differed from policy in 
central and western communities.

Theories About the Pre-Contact Distribution 
of the Cuna

Although there is little archaeological information about the 
antecedents of the Cuna, anthropologists have promulgated two theories 
about who and where the Cuna were at contact, Lothrop (1937» 1942), 
Steward and Faron (1959), and Stout (1947) maintained that the Cuna 
were the remnants of the Cueva —  stratified chiefdoms that disinte
grated in the demographic collapse that followed Contact, Romoli 
(1953) and Torres de Arauz (1975) felt that people like the Cuna popu
lated the upper Atrato River when the Spanish landed, and that these 
people migrated westward into the Daridn after Spanish withdrawal and 
after most of the Cueva had died, Linares (1977) and Howe (1974b) have 
made convincing objections to each of these theories.

The deculturation hypothesis originated in Lothrop's report on 
Sitio Conte (see Fig, 8), a small (8 acres) site in Code, excavated 
in the 1930's. Although Lothrop had estimated that the site dated from 
1300 to 1500 C,E, (common era), excavations in nearby sites, Cl4 dating,
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and re-examination of Sitio Conte ceramics (Cooke 197̂ i Linares 1977s 
57) show that they dated from 500 CoEo to 1500 C0E0

Lothrop found graves at Sitio Conte which ranged from simple, 
flexed burials without grave goods to chambers containing up to 22 
bodies, a huge number of vessels, weapons, food, jewelry, and fabrics* 
Lothrop divided the graves into three categories (Linares 1977:34-38)* 
He found a great deal of resemblance between the archaeological mate
rial he had excavated and the burials witnessed by Oviedo (1851-1855: 
Vol. Ill 142, 153-156) at contact. Oviedo's description of distinct 
special classes (1851-1855: Vol. Ill 125-140) accorded well with the 
social system Lothrop inferred from the variation in burials in Code 
at Sitio Conte.

Lothrop (1937:9) found little ethnohistorical data on south- 
central Panama, and he thought that the lack of attention to regional 
variation in the early chronicles justified the use of ethnographic and 
historical sources from the Darien region to interpret Code remains 
and vice versa. He also assumed that there had been little change over 
time and juxtaposed 17th and l8th century descriptions with accounts 
from the early l6th century. Lothrop did not claim that the Sitio 
Conte culture had extended eastward into the Darien —  he thought it 
probably had ended around Chame (Lothrop 1942:24)„ Indeed, there have 
been no archaeological finds since his time that suggest a strong link 
between Sitio Conte and eastern Panama. While Lothrop did not suggest 
that the Cuna were likely to be descendants of the people who left 
Sitio Conte, he did see possible survivals of Conte pottery designs in 
molas, reverse applique blouse panels made by Cuna women (Lothrop 1942).
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Lothrop1s (1937) summary of the early chronicles and his 
assumption that the l6th sources from the Darien described the same 
population as did 17th and l8th century accounts served as a guide for 
Steward and Faron (1959) and Stout (1947, 1952)0 These authors be
lieved that, under the impact of Spanish conquest, 11 Their (the Cueva's) 
native chiefdoms were destroyed, their social classes eliminated, and 
their skills in producing art goods in textiles, ceramics, and metal
lurgy were lost" (Steward and Faron 1959"176)o The Cuna were the re
sult of this simplification, and thus became accepted as one of the 
classic examples of deculturation at conquesto

More recent work has questioned whether Sitio Conte repre
sented a stratified society0

Rather than the permanent seat of a well-heeled chiefly family, 
the site may have served for several centuries as a special 
kind of high-status burial ground, a place where a whole host 
of villages— sometimes allied to each other, sometimes at war 
with each other— buried dead with pomp and ceremony» These 
were men of status, individuals who had gained distinction in 
waro  0 0 0  (Linares 1977-76)o

Before trying to discuss whether the Cuna represented the survivors of
"deculturation," it is necessary to see what archaeological evidence is
available from the Darien itselfo

There are only four archaeological investigations which have
been carried out in the Darieho Figure 8 shows sites excavated by
Linne (1929) and Cruxent (1956-1957)o Linne did some surface survey on
the Caribbean littoral and made some small excavations on the Gulf of
Uraba and on ,the Pacific» He inferred from these that the remains from
northern Darien differed from those around the Gulf of Uraba0 No dates
were available for either hypothesized culture, and neither can be
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linked with descriptions in the chronicles or with the present-day 
Cuna0 The pottery Cruxent found (1956-1957:86) at Makkemulug however, 
resembled that found by Linne on the Gulf of UrabcL

At the site of Santa Maria de la Antigua del Daridh (Figc 9), 
indigenous remains underlay the Spanish occupation level0 The floor 
plan of the indigenous constructions were round (Verlinden, Mertens 
and Dolmatoff 1958), and the utilitarian pottery was a type that has 
been encountered as far east as the Rio Magdalena (Colombia)0 The 
excavators believed that the pottery resembled the El Tigre complex 
(Willey and McGimsey 1954:80-83), a late, possibly post-Contact, coarse- 
ware encountered at Monagrillo., in south-central Panama,,

The only other data available for pre-Contact Darien are from 
excavations at site CHO-3 at Miraflores (Cooke 1976; see Fig0 9), where 
three tombs were found in a cemetery atop a small hill near the river 
Bayanoo As in Sitio Conte, the tombs varied in construction,. One was 
simply built, held four individuals, and lacked decorated ceramics,, 
Another was more elaborate, contained a large amount of decorated pot
tery, and held between ten and fifteen individuals„ The cemetery 
seemed older than other sites in the Darien and roughly contemporary 
with Sitio Conte: ceramics probably dated from 680-900 CoEo, while
tests of C-14 material from a tomb that appeared to have been robbed 
yielded dates of 735-895 C0E0

Site CHO-3 has the kind of variation among graves in type of 
grave goods that was found at Sitio Conte and also has several features 
which resemble modern-day Cuna practice0 The location of the cemetery 
—  on a hill near a river, the shape of the grave chamber, and the
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Figure 9. Spanish settlements around the Gulf of Uraba.
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presence of postholes all are like present-day Cuna graves (Cooke9 per
sonal communication 1977)o The differences between graves suggest that 
there may have been class or status differences in the way people were 
buriedo However, the archaeological evidence from the Darien is sparce 
at besto We have no habitation sites except Santa Maria de la Antigua 
del Darien, which is on the eastern border of Darien» The theory that 
the human groups encountered by the Spanish in the Darien were ances
tors of the Cuna has slight support from the archaeological recordo 

The second hypothesis is that of Romoli (1953:104-6, 124-5, 
380-1), drawn from reports of the explorations of Vasco Nunez de Balboa 
during 1512 along the Rio Atrato and the Rio Leon, as reported in the 
secondary accounts of Martire (1966:67-9) and Casas (1951:577-82)0 
Romoli had two types of linguistic evidence: a number of place names
which resemble Cuna, but lack a clear Cuna etymology (Howe 1974b:6); 
and two words which are clearly Cuna (uru canoe and hobba opa = 
corn, Martire 1966:76)0 Romoli inferred that the Cuna inhabited the 
lower Rio Atrato at the time of Spanish contact, and then moved west
ward into the Darien after 1524 (the time of Spanish abandonment of the 
Darien), displacing the remnants of the CuevaQ However, it is equally 
possible (Howe n„dob:7) to argue that the users of the words hobba and 
uru lived on the coast of the Gulf of Urab&o

Others who argued that ancestors of the present-day Cuna lived 
on the Gulf of Uraba include Trimborn (1949:50) and Rivet (1943, 1947)o 
Trimborn cited Lehmann as saying that Cueva inhabited the region east 
of the Rio Atrato to the Serrania de Abibe and south from the Gulf of 
Uraba as far as the Rio Sucio, as well as the Darien0 Rivet (1947:34)



uses a single word, guaca (approximates waka, foreigner) to identify 
the subjects of Nutibara, described by Cieza de Leon (1864:46-48), as 
Cuna-speakerso. Rivet (1943:62) believed this description came from 
the upper valley of the Rio Leon0

Two other words from this account suggest present-day Cuna: 
Anunaybe (father of Nutibara* The name may be related /?/ to annua, 
to fold up /Hplmer 1952:13/ and naipe, snake) and Quinuchu (brother of 
Nutibara, related to nuchu, child /?/) o Cieza de Leon recorded these 
names when he accompanied Pedro Vadillo on an expedition in 1558 from 
San Sebastian de Uraba0 He described the valley ruled by Nutibara as 
deforested, with large thatched houses scattered throughout and stands 
of fruit trees along the riverso

To the east of the Gulf of Urab^, the Spanish encountered dense 
settlement, extensive deforestation, and numerous cemeteries» The 
Spanish called the inhabitants of the Sinu valley the Finzenu, those 
who populated the valley of the Rio San Jorge the Panzenu, and the deni-* 
zens of the upper Rio Cauca the Zendfana (Gordon 1957:32)o It is in 

* the Panzenu (Rio San Jorge) that Parsons and Bowen (1966) encountered ridged 
fields covering approximately 160,000 acres, which he conjectured im
proved the drainage of low-lying soilso Gordon (1957:5^-56) found a 
number of similarities between Zenu populations and the Cuna as they 
are described after 1600: for example, nucleated settlements, rectangu
lar houses with cane walls and thatched roofs, hammocks, matrilinealityo 

To sum up, the evidence for Cuna-speaking populations around 
the Gulf of Uraba is somewhat better than the evidence for locating 
the ancestors of the Cuna in the Darien0 However, there is a great



lack of data to support either theory» One basic problem.is that the 
boundaries of an ethnic group or a tribe are often difficult to define 
(Howe 197^:3)» and l6th century observers contradicted each other in 
delimiting contact-period tribes» While ethnohistorians often assume 
that the Cuna were the descendents of a single tribe, they give no 
cogent basis for this assumption* Howe (I97̂ b?9) felt that the Cuna 
were probably the descendents of a number of chiefdoms in the Darien 
and Atrato Basin* Certainly, when the Cuna begin to be mentioned by 
name in the chronicles of Simon (1953sV 64), at the end of the l6th 
century, they are located on the upper Atrato* There is, however, some 
genetic evidence that the Cuna described in the 17th century came from 
a relatively limited, inbred population*

Early Spanish Contact: 1510-1524
The facts of the early explorations on the Caribbean coast of 

Panama and the establishment of the first settlements on the Gulf of 
Uraba are summarized by Sauer (1969:161), and so narration of histori
cal events will be confined to those necessary to give a context for 
early Spanish policy toward the Indians, about the demographic impact 
of the early settlements, and about the reasons for their abandonment * 

Before the beginning of serious exploration of the Isthmus, two 
basic tenets of Spanish rule had been established: the encomienda
system, and the distinction between "docile" and "intractible" Indians* 
The encomienda system had originated with Colombus, on Hispaniola, in 
1499 (Hanke 1949:19)° Indians were granted to individual Spaniards, 
who were obliged to protect them and teach them Christianity* In
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return, the Spaniards had the right to extract labor and tribute from 
Indianso Although the Indians granted in encomienda were not con
sidered slaves, they were often treated as sucho

A second ruling by the Spanish Crown which had important 
effects on New World demography was an order by Queen Isabel in 1503 
(Sauer I9695I6I) that allowed Spaniards to capture cannibal Indians and 
sell them as slaves0 The term cannibal rapidly came to include any 
Indians who resisted Spanish incursionsb Slaving was especially heavy 
on the northwest coast of Colombia,, The 17th century chronicler Simon 
(1953sV 69) later denied that the Indians of this region (between Ada 
and Cartagena) ate human flesho

In 1508 (Sauer 1969s168-69)? the Crown granted Diego de Nicuesa 
the right to settle lands to the west of the Gulf of Uraba and granted 
Alonso de Hojeda the right to settle lands to the east of the Gulf„ In 
1510, Hojeda tried to establish a settlement at San Sebastian de Uraba 
(shown in Figo 8)„ The colonists ran out of supplies, and Hojeda 
sailed off to Hispanola for more stores and did not return. The 
stranded colonists moved to the west coast of the Gulf of Uraba, dis
placed an indigenous settlement and founded Santa Maria de la Antigua 
del Darien.

Nicuesa got lost looking for western Panama, and wound up on 
the coast of Nicaragua (Sauer 1969:175)» Remnants of his party were 
evacuated to Santa Maria de la Antigua del Darien. Nicuesa claimed he 
should lead the colony at Santa Maria de la Antigua, but the colonists 
rejected his claim, loaded him and some followers into a badly caulked
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boat, and put them to sea„ Shortly afterwards, Vasco Nunez de Balboa 
gained control of the colony (Sauer 1969;219)°

Many historians have written about Balboa's life (e0g0, Romoli 
1955 i Altolaguirre y Duvale 191^)o Although most writers today depict 
him as a relatively kindly man (e»go, Sauer 1969:219), contemporaries 
paint a less favorable picture. He tortured at least one Indian leader 
to death (Oviedo y Valdez 1959:H I  8), raided many Indian settlements 
(Casas 1951:2: 570), and used dogs to massacre one group of Indians 
(Casas 1951:2:591)o His rule in Acla and his search for Dabeiba were 
both fairly brutal.

The King named Pedrarias Davila as governor of the Darien, al
though Balboa had petitioned for the post. By this time, native popu
lations in the West Indies were decimated, and Dominican monks in His
paniola had begun to protest the encomienda system (Hanke 1949)o In 
Spain, there was heated debate on the rights of the King with respect 
to native Americans» These debates yielded a formula, a requerimiento, 
which was given to Davila before he left Spain,

The requerimiento was to be read to each group of Indians the
Spaniards encountered. It announced the divine origin of the universe, 
justified the rule.of the Catholic church over the world, informed 
Indians that the Pope had given the New World to the Kings of Spain, 
and demanded that inhabitants of the New World accept the rule of Spain 
and the teachings of Catholic missionaries. If the inhabitants did not 
comply, continued the document:

o-o , we certify that with the aid of God, we will invade you, 
and will wage war on you in all the places in all the manners 
that we can, and we will subjugate you to the yoke and
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obedience of the Church and of Their Highnesses9 and we will
take your /pvri/ selves9 and your women9 and your sons, and we
will make them slaves, and, as such, sell and dispose of them 
as Their Highnesses order, and we will take your goods, and 
will do you all the harm that we can, as to vassals that do 
not obey or receive their lord (author's translation, from 
Bartolome de las Casas 1951:111 27)o

The ruling of the theologians was that once the requerimiento 
had been read to a community and the inhabitants had failed to comply
with its provisions, the Spanish military could have a free hand* The
chronicler Fernandez de Oviedo y Valdez accompanied Pedrarias on his 
voyage from Spain and was present at the first reading of the Require
ment and at the battle that followed* His comment was:

Sir, it seems to me that these Indians do not want to listen 
to the theology of this Requirement, and that you have no one 
who can make them understand it* Please, your grace should 
order that it be kept until we have, some of the Indians in a 
cage, in order that they may learn it slowly (Oviedo y Valdez 
1851-1855:111 5l)o

Oviedo thought that Indians were stupid, while Bartolome de las 
Casas argued that they should be considered fully human (Hanke 1949: 
125)o Both agreed, however, that the requerimiento was flawed in con
ception and abused in practice* For the Spaniards, it was a license to 
raid and to take slaves* Andagoya (1865:6-8) described what happened 
in Santa Maria de la Antigua after Pedrarias took command:

* * *  /bad stores/ added to the evil nature of the land * * * 
brought on so much sickness among the people that they could 
not be cured, and one Spanish month seven hundred men died of 
sickness of hunger * * * seeing how the people were dying 
/Pedrarias and other leaders/ began to send out captains in 
various directions, not to make settlements, but to bring as 
many Indians as possible to Darien* * * * All the people 
/Indians/7 who were brought there, and there■was a great multi
tude, were immediately sent to the gold mines, for they were 
rich in that land; and as they came from a great distance, and 
were worn out and broken down by the great burdens they had to 
carry, and as the climate was different from their own, and 
unhealthy, they all died*
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Bartolome de las Casas and Oviedo both describe numerous expe

ditions seeking gold and slaves. The two chroniclers agreed on the 
consequences of these raids.

It is more than a little tiring to write /it/, and for others 
to read it, and neither paper nor time suffice to tell entirely 
what the captains did to destroy the Indians and to rob them 
and lay waste the land, if all was told as it happened, but 
. . . in this land of Castilla del Oro, there were two million 
Indians— they were uncountable— and it is necessary that it be 
said how such a number of people ended in so little time 
(Oviedo y Valdes 1851-1855:III ^3)0

Oviedo's estimate of the pre-Contact population of Panama was not based
on any detailed data, and may have been exaggerated (cf. Sauer 1969:
284). The estensive savannas encountered by the Spanish at contact
(Sauer 1969:285-88; Gordon 1957:58-59) were probably the result of
slash-and-burn agriculture with a short fallow period, and it is likely
that human population in the upper Chucunaque and Bayano and in the
Sinu, San Jorge, and Cuaca valleys was dense. Within a short time
after the founding of Santa Maria de la Antigua del Darien, these areas
were forested.

Balboa competed for power with Pedrarias, and others in the 
settlement tried to divide responsibility between the two (Oviedo 185I- 
1855:III:43). The Spanish established a second colony at Acla, near 
the present site of Tubuala. By 1517» Balboa assumed control over the 
new settlement, which supplied slaves to Santa Maria de la Antigua 
(Oviedo 1851-1855: III:58) = Ada was the scene of some of the worst 
early abuses of the requerimiento recorded by Oviedo 1851-1855:111:58), 
and Balboa sent numerous parties into the mountains to capture Indians 
who fled from slavery (Casas 1951:III:80). In 1517, Pedrarias ordered
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Balboa to build a fleet at Acla and transport it over the central Cor
dillera and down the Chucunaque to the Pacific» The project cost the 
lives of between 500 (Oviedo 1851-1855sIlls58) and 2,000 (Casas 1951s 
III:80) Indian workers0

In early 1519, Pedrarias accused Balboa and four others of 
conspiracy in the death of Nicuesa, and they were hastily executedo

Thus ended the life of Vasco Nunez de Balboa, who worked so 
hard to enlarge the dominions of the king, as he said, killing 
and destroying the aboriginies, /he died/ such an ignominius 
death „ , „ and it will be well that Vasco Nunez be placed in 
the catalogue of the lost, with Nicuesa and Jojeda and with 
those who afterwards will be placed there, who made a bad end 
in these Indies, being distinguished in doing ill to the 
Indians (Casas 1951s Ills 87)o

Shortly after Balboa's execution, Pedrarias led an expedition 
to the Pacific, following the route first blazed by Balboa, and founded 
the city of Panamao Having established the settlement, Pedrarias 
wanted to stay there, a move which Oviedo opposed, saying that it would 
amount to abandoning Santa Maria de la Antigua, In 15.22, Pedr arias put 
Oviedo in charge of Santa Maria de la Antigua del Darien but himself 
remained in Panama, Two years later, Oviedo was ordered to abandon the 
settlement, Pedrarias justified the order by saying that the supply of 
Indian workers near Santa Maria was exhausted,

Pedrarias attributed the death of Indian laborers to disease.
He maintained (see p, 57) that the collapse of the indigenour popula
tions had been caused by smallpox and that the location of Santa Maria 
was not a healthy one for Europeans, Oviedo disagreed, however, be
lieving that the Indian groups had been destroyed by the brutality of 
the Spanish, and that the move to Panama was an attempt, by Pedrarias, 
to discredit him and to force him to give up his estates.
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The chronicles from the first Spanish effort at colonizing the 

Darie'n are not the ideal source material for determining the ethnic 
composition of the indigenous tribes occupying the Darieho Except for 
Oviedo and, perhaps, Balboa, the Spanish were poor observers0 Informa
tion on the inhabitants of the Darien —  mostly recorded by Andagoya 
(1865) and by Oviedo (I85I-I855) —  is summarized by Sauer (1969) and
by Lothrop (1937)o If one is looking in these chronicles and syntheses

/

for cultural traits and for linguistic evidence of "proto-Cuna" occupa
tion, the main finding is negative* Except for the few words recorded 
during Balboa’s 1512 expedition up the Atrato (discussed in the last 
section), none of the groups described in these chronicles resemble the 
present-day Cuna* The written record for this period, however, is far 
from complete*

The words uru ( ulu=canoe) and hobba ( opa=corn) were recorded 
by Rodrigo de Colmenares, who accompanied Balboa on his first expedi
tion up the Atrato, and who gave oral reports to Martire (1966) and to 
Casas (1951)0 Balboa himself described the expedition in a letter to 
the King of Spain, dated 20 January 1513 (Medina 1914:II:129)o Balboa 
had been told by the Indians that he encountered that they obtained 
gold from the highlands to the south of TJraba, and that the cacique 
Dabaibe (Medina 1914:133) traded this gold with Indians on the coast, 
in return for salt, cotton cloth, dried fish, and slaves*

Balboa led another expedition up the Atrato in the summer of 
15151 in which he was said (report from Tierra Firme to the King 
^Altolaguirre 1914:78/) to have reached Dabaibe * Balboa reported 
(letter to the King ̂ Altolaguirre 1914:847) that he was told at
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Dabeibe that gold mines were situated much farther inland» He found 
the land ravaged by locusts (langostinas) and was forced by hunger to 
turn backo

Throughout the l6th century, the region of Uraba and the lands 
to the south and east of it were under extreme stress« Slaving had been 
permitted in much of the area from the beginning of Spanish explora
tion; numerous raiding expeditions from Santa Maria de la Antigua had 
destroyed the villages and scattered the inhabitants; forays from Carta
gena started after the abandonment of the Darien„ Discussing other 
"persistent cultural systems," Spicer (1971) considered that they were 
formed, in part, during resistance to cultural domination* If that be 
applicable here, it is probably more profitable to look for origins of 
the Cuna identity system in the stress and dislocation of the post- 
Contact period, than to try to search for Cuna traits in times before 
Contact*

Epidemic Disease in l6th Century Darien 
Accounts of the Spanish occupation at Santa Maria de la Antigua 

leave us with two questions about the role of disease: first, to what
extent the "unhealthy location" of the settlement contributed to the 
decision to withdraw, and, second, to what extent epidemic diseases / 
introduced by the Spanish can be blamed for the demographic collapse 

of the indigenous population*
For the Spanish settlers, the only epidemic described is the 

modorra ("drowsiness") described above (Andagoya 1865)0 Sauer (1969s 
250) believed that it had been brought from Spain* Aside from that



one epidemic, which did not recurr, there seemed to be low mortality 
from disease* It is likely that falciparum malaria (Sauer 1969:251) 
had not yet become endemic to the region.

It seems, then, that health considerations did not really fig
ure in the Spanish decision to abandon the Darien. It is not likely 
that the sites on which the new settlements at Panama and Nombre de 
Dios were built were any improvement over Santa Maria de la Antigua —  

Casas (1951:111:197) maintained that more than 40,000 Spanish had died 
in these cities in the 28 years after their founding, and that it was 
administrative blindness which prevented the locations from being 
changed.

As for the role of disease in the depopulation of the indige
nous part of the Darien, there is for the first nine years of Spanish 
settlement a conspicuous lack of description of named epidemics among 
the Indians. It is likely, however, that diseases like TB and typhoid, 
which could account for the mortality Andagoya described (above) would 
have gone unnamed and unnoticed by the Europeans. The first New World 
epidemic of smallpox started in December 1518 or January 1519 (Crosby 
1972:46) in Santo Domingo, and spread very rapidly to Puerto Rico and 
to the Yucatan. Crosby thought it likely that it was smallpox which 
decimated the Andean highlands in the 1520*s, and, in that case, it 
would have had to pass through Panama. It should be noted, however, 
that the smallpox epidemic would have postdated most of the raiding and 
slaving expeditions of the Spanish in the Darien. Pedrarias set out 
for the Pacific coast in March of 1519, the founding of Panama was in 
August of the same year, and the shift of the government to Panama
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followed quicklyo Since it is likely that the drop in the indigenous 
population was an important factor in Pedrarias* decision to shift the 
seat of government, this depopulation must have occurred before 1519» 
and therefore probably before smallpox could have reached Panamac In
deed, Andagoya records an attempt to move the capital from Santa Maria 
de la Antigua to Acla in 1517=

o o o /it was/’ seen that in Darien there were no Indians un
less they were brought in from other provinces, and, since they 
/the Indians/ all died, it was decided that the community 
would move to Acla^ and thus the village /jSanta Maria de la 
Antigua del Darien/ was abandoned (Andagoya cited in Alvarez 
1944:280) (author's translation)0

The first mention of smallpox in documents relating to Panama 
dates from 1527, in which Pedrarias Davila is answering accusations 
about his administration (Alvarez 1944:603-632)» When accused of mis
treating Indians, he denies the charge, saying:

It /the depopulation of Darien/ was caused by the smallpox 
epidemic which passed through this land, when a great quantity 
of Indians died, as is public knowledge» I assert that it 
passed just as in the island Hispanola and in the islands of 
San Juan and Cuba and Jamaica, where, in the same epidemic of 
smallpox, the majority of the Indians died, which is public 
knowledge and well known, that there was smallpox in the 
aforementioned islands and in Tierra Firme, which caused the 
total destruction of the Indians (Alvarez 1944:608) (author's 
translation)o x

Although smallpox decimated Indian populations in Panama, the Darien 
had been emptied before the start of the epidemics* Pedrarias' mention 
of smallpox is an effort to exculpate himself=

Once smallpox arrived, its effect was probably severe = The 
classic example of a previously isolated population is Iceland, During 

a single epidemic, 1707-1709, 3(% of the population died (Stearn and 
Stearn 1945:14), Age-specific mortality figures for the unvaccinated



in England (Dixon 1962) show that the old, the very young, and the 
pregnant are most likely to succumb0 Overall, 30% of those infected 
diedo Since England was not isolated, mortality for New World inhabi
tants was probably higher than this. There were at least three major 
epidemics in Panama after the first; measles struck the country in 
1531 (Marks and Beatty 1976;162); smallpox combined with influenza in 
1558-1559 (Marks and Beatty 1976:162), and smallpox reappeared in 1647- 
1649 (Severino 1956-1957:IV:l80)o

The Gulf of Uraba 1524-1550
After the abandonment of Santa Maria, some of the Spanish 

colonists moved to Acla, rather than to Panama, and Ada was the origin 
of new efforts to reestablish ties with the Gulf of Uraba0 Leading 
these efforts, with official encouragement, was Julian Gutierrez, a 
resident of Acla, who worked with a native interpreter, Isabel Corral 
(the two eventually married ̂ Friede 1955:III:4^)° In these dealings, 
it seems that the settlers of Acla wished to better relations with the 
Indianso The first record we have of this shift in policy was a 1532 
edict that Indians captured in Uraba by raiding be freed and trans
ported back to their homes. Owners who failed to comply with the 
ruling were to be fined (Friede 1955:II:288-298).

Gutierrez was made responsible for the repatriation of the cap
tives, and, in the course of numerous voyages to the Gulf of Uraba, he 
met a number of caciques, some of whom came from upriver on the Atrato. 
Gutierrez exchanged gifts with these caciques, brought many to Acla to 
meet Spanish leaders (and returned them to Uraba), and exchanged gifts 
with the Indians. In order to prevent more raiding by the Spanish*
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Gutierrez gave letters to community leaders, which, written by the 
governor of Ada, threatened with death any Spaniard who did the 
Indians harm (Severino 1956-195?!Ill;466ff„)»

Over the next decade, Panama and Cartagena vied with each other 
for legal and die facto jurisdiction over Uraba0 The region was im
portant as an entrance to Dabaibe, Buritica, and Sinu, all of which 
held gold in pre-Colombian burials as well as in mines and in placer 
depositSo The King of Spain repeatedly warned the Governor of Carta
gena, Pedro de Heredia, to stay out of Uraba and Sinu (Friede 1966:
III;36, IBS),

There were repeated skirmishes between parties from Ada (led
by Gutierrez) and forces from Cartagena0 In 153^? Pedro de Heredia
kidnapped Gutierrez and set out to colonize Uraba= Gutierrez persuaded
a contingent of de Heredia's men to desert and led them, in a raid on
the settlement which had been founded by Cartagena, San Sebastian de
Buenavista (see Figo 10)» De Heredia won the ensuing hostilities^ and
Gutierrez retreated.

Undaunted, forces set out yet again from Ada, and founded a
settlement some 12 miles to the south of San Sebastian (Severino 1956-
1957:III:4??) with the intention of attracting the Indians away from
the encomiendas at San Sebastian, and thus forcing the Cartagenos to
abandon the place 0

00 o for it is a certain thing c „ o that the settlements in 
this land last only as long as there are natives around to 
serve them, and no longer, <.00 (Simon 1953:^:182),

In 1536, the King reversed himself, and declared that the Rio
Atrato should be the boundary between Cartagena and Castilla del Oro
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(Panama), thus upholding Cartagena*s claim to most of the Gulf of Uraba 
(Severino 1956-1957:111:^78).

Pedro de Heredia -continued sending raiding parties into Sirni 
(Friede 1955:III2 230-239)» and San Sebastian de Buenavista was the 
entry point for these expeditions* Santa Cruz succeeded de Heredia as 
governor of Cartagena and asked Gutierrez in 1539 to take charge of the 
settlement at San Sebastian* Gutierrez was, however, unable to halt 
Spanish raiding in Sinu* A royal letter to Santa Cruz summarizes the 
problem*

* * * /a representative of Cartagena and of San Sebastian de 
Buena Vista/ has told me that Pedro de Heredia had conquered 
and populated this land and its coast, and that, having con
quers d_and pacified it, and holding the Indians in peace and 
calm /my informant/ said that judges who have gone, and con
tinue to go to this province, having no intention but to 
profit from their stay, have destroyed and are destroying this 
whole region, sending captains and. other people into peaceful 
areas, under pretext that they send them to trade with the 
Indians, and the said captains and others go robbing and de^ 
stroying peaceful villages, taking the gold /of the Indians/ 
by force, without'giving them anything in exchange, and 
abusing them in other ways to make them give up their gold*
Because of this, many of the peaceful Indians have fled and 
are fleeing from the villages to the mountains, with their 
wives and sons * * * and because of this, the Indian popula
tion is diminishing and the land is being abandoned (Friede 
1955:V:243) (author*s translation)*

When the gold in the Sinu was exhausted, many of the settlers in San 
Sebastian de Buena Vista moved on* By 1549, only five or six house
holds remained (Friede 1955:X:5l)°

Further Secular Attempts to Settle the 
Darien and Uraba 1596-1622

Introduction
After the abandonment of San Sebastian de Buena Vista, the 

region was left alone for over 40 years* The only published
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information on the period is an application by a citizen of San Sebas
tian de Buena Vista for permission to form a new settlement» Permission 
was granted but not acted on (Severino 1956-1957»IV210)0 At Garachine 9 
missionaries encountered a group who called themselves the Tarena0 
Torres de Arafiz (1975s98) believed they were remnants of the Cueva, 
while Severino (1956-1957:1^:12) believed they were either Ghocos or 
Ostioso

By the early 17th century, however, mission accounts show that 
the Cuna were an important group in the eastern Darien and had many of 
the distinctive traits they bear today (Salcedo 1908)0 Secular 
accounts for this period are less clear: place names are garbled,
names of tribes and caciques are confounded, and ethnographic descrip
tion is scantyo This section will treat three secular attempts to 
settle the Darien, that of Pedro Martin Davila, in 1596, that of Sebas- 
tion Sanchez de Tristancho in I6l7-l6l8, and that of.Francisco 
Maldonado Sayavedra in l620o

Pedro Martin Davila's expedition never actually encountered any 
Cunao His original orders were to subdue a number of tribes (see 
below), including one recorded both as Funucuna (Simon 1953:8, 65) and 
Cunacuna (Parsons 1967:15; Severino 1956-1957:IV:13)o Torres de Arauz 
(1975:98) lists Cunacuna among the early names of the group now known 
as Cunao However, the Davila expedition brought back only hearsay 
evidence about theirio

Identifying the Indians encountered by Tristancho 1617-18 is 
somewhat easiero Wassen (1962) and Howe (1974b) both felt that the 
Indians in the congregation of Fray Adrian de Santo Tomas were Cunao
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Some of the members of Fray Adrian’s congregation remembered the Tris- 
tancho expedition (Archive de Indias, Audiencia de Panama 69-3-34, 
cited by Severino 1956-19572 4l) and commented that Marin9 Tristanchio’s 
second in command9 would have been a better choice for chief than 
TristanchOo

Pedro Martin Davila
In 15959 Pedro Martin Davila9 a mestizo, requested permission 

from the governor of Antioquia (Figo 10) to conquer lands at Uraba and 
to the east: Nitana, Caribana, Panzenue (Sinu)9 Guazaze9 Tuango,
Uraba, and Urabaiba (Dabeiba?)o Permission was granted, and specified 
that among other provinces Davila should conquer Funucuna (Simon 1953: 
8:63-83)0 Davila set out from Antioquia in June of 1596, with a total 
force of over 500Q He established a settlement at San Augustin© Al
though the exact location of the settlement is not known, it may have 
been near the site of Santa Maria de la Antiqua del Darien (Parsons
1967:15)o The Spanish censused the Indian populations they encountered,

1 1totaling 3,014 persons, and divided them into to encomiendaso
The soldiers began to loot graves near San Augustin; Davila 

tried halfheartedly to restrain them0 The Spanish went upriver on the 
Atrato to Rio Oromira (probably Rio Murri /Severino 1956-1957?IV;13/), 
where they turned back because of disease and lack of supplieso Mean
while, the small group of Spanish remaining in San Augustin executed 
the cacique on whose land the settlement was built, for reasons which

Hhe census was recorded in a memorial by Gonzalo Rodriguez de Lepe, 
which was deposited in the archives of the Real Audiencia (Simon 
1953?VIII;83) but which has not been published.
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were not made clear in the chronicle 0 The Indians banded together 
under the son of the dead cacique, attacked the village of San Augustin, 
burned it, and killed most of its inhabitants (a few Spanish escaped to 
Tolu and to Genu)0 When the scouting party returned from upriver, they 
found the village in ruins, and retreated to Tolu, In all, of the 500 
people who had set out on the expedition, 44 returned (Simon 1953s 8:75)= 
Pedro Martin Davila died destitute in prison»

During this campaign, Davila received some vague information 
about the inland tribeso Davila's informant protested that his people 
lacked gold deposits, but obtained gold ornaments from people further 
up the Atrato —  the Funucuna and the Dabaibe„ He said that 35-40 
years ago, men speaking a strange language arrived at his village with 
gold to exchange for women, and he conjectured that these men must have 
been from Dabaibe or from Funucuna (Simon 1953s8;80-84)0 This story 
can be interpreted two ways. It can be taken as an example of the 
Billy Goats Gruff principle (Chapin, personal communication 1976), or 
it can be taken as confirmation of the existence of the gold trade 
described by Balboa (Cooke, personal communication 1977 ,/see page 55/)° 
If the latter interpretation be accepted, then it seems likely that the 
Cuna participated in this trade0

The Expeditions of Tristancho and 
Sayavedra

The next account we have which refers to the Cuna dates from 
1617, when Bartolome Marin (a resident of Cartagena) was passing a 
beach near Cabo Tiburon (Simon 1953s 9s121-141), where he encountered 
several Indians, one of whom he carried off to Cartagena,, The abductee



was fed and given gifts9 and then returned to his native shoreso Marin 
accompanied the Indian to his house9 some 4-6 days* walk inland9 and 
was left there while the Indian went off to see his cacique9 whom he 
called Tunuguna0

Tunuguna arranged to send a party—  including a black slave 9 
who acted as interpreted —  back to Cartagena with Marin0 In Cartagena 
Marin and his companions described the land as densely inhabited9 and 
rich in gold mines* The governor of Cartagena, de Acuna, feted the 
envoys, and started to plan the pacification of the region*

As head of the expedition to found a settlement, de Acuna chose 
Sebastian Sanchez de Tristancho, and gave him a force of 106 men (Simon 
1953:9*131)« From the start, there was considerable tension between 
Marin and Tristancho* Having arrived in the Darien, members of the 
party could not agree on a site for the settlement and eventually 
divided in three* One force, under Tristancho, went inland in search 
of gold; a second group traveled upriver in search of a better location 
for a settlement; a third party remained near the coast, at a site they 
called San Augustin*

Tristancho*s party tried to brutalize the Indians it encoun
tered, to force them to give up their gold* Indians divided the party 
in two, ambushed both parts, and killed all the members* When settlers 
who had remained on the coast at San Augustin learned of the massacre, 
they deserted the village and returned to Cartagena* The party which 
had traveled upriver remained somewhat longer, but many of the men 
sickened and died* Eventually the remnants of the party returned to 
Cartagena*
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Francisco Maldonado Sayavedra had originally hoped to lead the 
l6l8 expedition. In 1620 he assembled a force of over 400 men and led 
them to the Atrato, along with their wives and children0 At the mouth 
of the Atrato, the party chose a marshy, mosquito-infested sited for 
their settlement, which they called El Real de la Resureccidrio The 
settlement ran short of provisions<, A party sent inland to reconnoitre 
was ambushed and killed,. Those remaining at El Real sickened —  many 
developed severe skin ulcerso Indians attacked El Real, and the set
tlers retreated to an island at the mouth of the Atrato, Many died 
there of starvation and disease.

Decimated by Indian attacks, deserted by their black servants 
(who had sailed for Cartagena) and wasted by disease, the settlers had 
difficulty in securing a ship to evacuate them. Of more than 800 
people who had set out from Cartagena, 115 returned (Simon 1953?IXi 
191)o The Maldonado expedition earned the Darien the sobriquet 
"slaughterhouse and tomb for Spaniards" (Simon 1953?IX:l65)» Memory of 
this disastrous venture discouraged further Spanish attempts to settle 
the Darien until late in the l8th century.

Missionary Efforts in Darien and Urabg 
Every religious order in Cartagena —  Augustinians, Dominicans, 

Capuchins, Franciscans, and Jesuits —  sent missionaries to the Darien, 
in spite of the region1s formidable reputation. For each of these ex
peditions, the pattern of response was identical. At first there were 
large numbers of converts, and the missionaries successfully founded 
many reducciones (nucleated settlements). After a short time, however, 
the converts rebelled and expelled or killed the missionaries, -
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An Augustinian friar, Alonso de la Cruz, left Cartagena for

Punta Caribana (to the east of Uraba) in 16260 He traveled inland on
Rio Mulatos and found himself in the domain of the cacique Cartaya0 He
converted Cartaya and brought him to Cartagena (Severino 1956-1957:IV?
103-l4l)o There are three reasons for thinking that Cartaya was Cunas
his people included a large number of albinos (Severino 1956-1957:IV;
117), curers are called lele (which is close to other 17th century
renderings of nele, or seer), and they refer to demons as guaca (which

2resembles waka, or foreigner)„
De la Cruz received permission to continue his missionary ac

tivities, returned to Uraba and claimed to have converted more than 
6,100 people and brought them into missions0 His figures for the popu
lation of various settlements are discussed at the end of this chapter 
(see also Table 5, p<= 121) = Although de la Cruz wrote that he encoun
tered more than one ethnic group in his missionizing, he gives no 
detail on the ethnic composition of various settlements,,

The reducciones flourished until 1633, when de la Cruz jailed 
a local chief who fathered a child by a close relativeo The converts 
rioted, killed de la Cruz and several other Spaniards, and burned two 
of the settlementso The Indians fled inland« Authorities in Cartagena 
did not retaliateo

Shortly later, Indians petitioned for a return of the friars0 
The request was granted in 1635, and the reducciones were reestablished.

The standard orthography for Cuna renders a g as k and k as kk0 There
fore, guaca as recorded in the account differs from waka in having an 
unvoiced rather than a voiced consonant at the start of the second 
syllablec Rivet (19^7:3*0 had thought that guaca in an account by 
Cieza de Leon was close to the present Cuna word waka0
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One of the missionaries, Fray Andres de Jesus, published a catechism in 
Cuna (Severino 1956-1957°IV:136)« Lay Spaniards, however, raided the 
settlements continually, robbing the inhabitants0 Eventually, the con
verts threatened to riot, and the missionaries fledo^

Converts in Panama sent out the next expedition to the Darien. 
Julian Carrisolio, a Spaniard, had been shipwrecked on the Caribbean 
coast of Darien in l623o In 13 years of residence among the Indians, 
he gained considerable authority and persuaded his protectors to submit 
to Spanish rule„ A delegation traveled to Panama and secured the ser
vices of an Augustinian friar, who left the Darien after a short time 
(Severino 1956-1957: TV: 36)= Carrisolio journeyed again to Panama, and 
took back Fray Adrian de Santo Tomas, a Dominican, who worked in the 
Darien until I65I0 The main source for information on his mission was 
an account by Salcedo (1908:85-136) which was sent to Spain, as docu
mentation for a history of the Catholic Church in the West Indies.

In his conduct of the expedition, both Fray Adrian and the 
governors had learned from previous mistakes. Carrisolio was early 
given the titles of governor, alcalde, and justicia mayor, and Fray 
Adrian recorded that he had been told by the Indians that, had Marin 
been named head of the 1618 expedition, instead of Tristancho, the 
Indians would have long ago become friends of the Spanish (Severino 
1956-1967:IV:4l). Fray Adrian founded four populations in the Darien: 
San Enrique de Pinogana (population 250, founded March 1638), San

^These reducciones were described by Severino de Santa Teresa from let
ters written by Fray Adrian and by Carrisolio, in the Archive de Indias 
(A.N.P. 279)o Although the Salcedo account.(1908:122) mentions an
other settlement, Santo Tomas, on the Cape'ti (founded August 1638) , it 
is not mentioned in the Archive de Indias.



Jeronimo de Yaviza (September 1638), San Sebastian de Capetin (popula
tion 65) June 163^)  ̂and San Andres de Cuque (May l64l)0 Authorities 
wanted to move San Andres to the coast, but the site was resettled 
later and renamed San Juan de la Vega de Tacarcuna (see page 122, and 
124) 0 These settlements lasted until 1651., when the Indians revolted 
"without any motive or basis /other/ than their natural wickedness" 
(letter from the Cabildo de Panama 20 November I65I quoted in Severino 
1956-1957:IV:6?)„

Fray Adrian’s account is important because it bears on the 
problem of whether the Cuna were descendants of the Cueva, or whether 
the Cuna displaced them* In addition to the Cueva, Fray Adrian (Sal
cedo 1908:117) mentioned six "provinces," but did not make clear 
whether these are language groups, confederations or villages, or pejo
rative names for outsiders (Howe 1974a) „ Of these eight groups, only " 
two are discussed in any detail —  the Tunucunaes and the Paparos, The 
Tunucunaes are described as a fierce, valient group, living in dis
persed settlements, lacking chiefs with authority (Salcedo 1908:116)0 
The name Paparos is sometimes used by Fray Adrian as if it referred to 
a small, distinct group (the people who settled San Sebastian de 
Capetin), and sometimes as if it referred to the whole region (e0go, 
Salcedo 1908:124; Howe 1974a)„ To add to the confusion, Fray Adrian 
describes myth,ritual, and subsistence as if they were uniform for the 
regiono Wassen (1962) argues convincingly that the general account 
refers to the Paparos and that the vocabulary in the account indicates 
that the Paparos spoke Cuna, Indeed the customs and physical
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appearance described resemble present-day Cuna culture in many respects,
including a high rate of albinism*

Having shown that the Paparos were Cuna, Wassen further argues
that it is possible to show that the Cuna were not descended from the
Cueva, since (Salcedo 1908:130) the Paparos are said to be enemies of
the Cueva, and to have forced them back to Chepo, near Panama City*
Howe (1974a) found that passage ambiguous and thought that the Cuna
were a post-Contact amalgamation of a number of chiefdoms*

The Capuchins, like the Dominicans, used Carrisolio as their
liaison* Entering the Daridh in 1648, they established reducciones on
the Gulf of Uraba: at San Buenaventura de Tarena (Severino 1956-1957:
IV:175-95)) at Tunucuna, near the former settlement of San Sebastian de
Buena Vista, and at Tumbiana* The missions at San Buenaventura de
Tarena lasted less than a year —  when the friars tried to bring in
Spanish troops, the inhabitants revolted* The missionaries at San
Sebastian de Buena Vista and at Tumbiana simply gave up the attempt to
prosyletize, and applied for transfer*

j/theg/ * * * soon despaired of their efforts bearing any fruit, 
so fierce and terrible were the Indians; within a year, they 
decided to abandon the effort (letter from Fray Joseph de 
Camposm 21 December quoted in Severino 1956-1957:IV:221)*

In 1665, Julian Carrisolio, who had figured in the ill-fated 
efforts of the Dominicans and the Capuchins, was again seeking mis
sionaries for the northern Darien* By this time, Carrisolio had mar
ried the daughter of one of the caciques, named Santa Cruz, who lived 
at Tarena, eight days walk inland from the coast. The letters and 
depositions which supported the request for missionaries showed that
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many communities were located in the cordillera* They said that the 
reason earlier attempts at reduccion had failed was that settlements 
on the coast were raided by "men of few obligations, who make the in
habitants anxious" (cited in Severino 1956-1957!IV:212)o Carrisolia 
asked the governor of Cartagena to deny such persons access to the 
coast. In spite of fear of raiders, some populations were spending 
several months of the year on the coast, and some of the villages that 
had been established by the Augustinians between 1626-1655 continued to 
be occupied.

More interesting, however, than the data which accompanied the 
request for missionaries was the response. The Capuchins were unwil
ling to venture again into the Darien, The Provincal, when asked for 
missionaries, replied that earlier expeditions had found the region 
hopeless, that one missionary had been eaten in the Darien, that the 
number of friars was much reduced because of plagues in 1657 and in 
1649-50» and that, in sum, he could not spare any of his staff. The 
correspondence continued until, in 1678, the Consejo des Indias 
(Severino 1956-19571IV:227) sent the Provincal a curt letter, accusing 
him of tepid faith and lack of devotion.

The Capuchin missionaries reentered the Darien in l68l and es
tablished Tarena (population 500) on the Rio Tuira, and San Joseph 
(population 500) on the Rio Paya, The missionaries, however, reported 
that there was great resistance to the reducciones, and that it was the 
leres (approximates neles, or seers) who were responsible for the popu
lation's intransigence. By 1689, all the Capuchin had withdrawn from 
the Darien and had returned to Spain,
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Thus, it appears that during the 17th century, missionaries' 

attempts to reduce the inhabitants of northern Darien were no more suc
cessful than had been earlier secular attempts to populate the region 
with Spanish, By the end of the period, the Darien inhabitants had 
built a reputation formidable enough to daunt missionaries.

Once in the field, it. appears that missionaries failed to com
prehend the acephalous nature of the indigenous political system. The 
best example is the treatment of Carrisolio, who, acting as a mediator, 
was quickly given posts of authority by the Spanish, However, Carri
solio could not keep people in the reducciones. In 1651, the inhabi
tants revolted; in the l680's they retreated to the less accessible 
parts of the Cordillera, Throughout the rest of this history, we see 
the same fragility of authority extending beyond the community.

In these missionary accounts we have the first records of "con
spicuously Cuna" traits: descriptions of inna rituals, of neles, and
of a high incidence of albinism. It is the last trait —  albinism —  

which will enable us to readdress the problem of whether the Cuna were 
descendants of the Cueva, a distinct group which at contact had lived 
to the east of the Darien, or a post-Contact amalgamation, I will re
address this question at the end of the chapter. The albinism is prop
erly called tyrosinase-positive oculocutaneous albinism, and it is in
herited as an autosomal recessive like many other genetically transmitted 
errors of metabolism (Witkop 1971)° If we can show that the high inci
dence of the gene is due to genetic drift rather than to natural selec
tion, we will have evidence that the breeding population was isolated.
If albinism had reached a notably high incidence during the 17th century,
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it is likely that the isolation of the breeding population extended 
back before Contact6 This, then, is an argument against the possi
bility that the Cuna were an amalgamation of the survivors of the demo
graphic collapse that followed contact*

Pirates and Scots 
One of the reasons the Spanish were anxious to control the 

Darien was to keep out English and French ■‘pirates, who used the region 
as a base for their raids on Spanish settlements, on trans-isthmian 
gold shipments (gold from Peru was shipped to Spain via Panama and 
Porto Velo), and on the gold mines in the Darien* Although pirates 
were present in the Darien by 1602 (Cruxent 1956-1957?13)i the period 
of greatest contact with the Cuna was 1675-1725 (Stout 19^7?51)o ' From 
the early part of this period, we have the very well known accounts of 
Dampier (1906), of Wafer (1934), and of Blackwell (1963)» all of which 
played an important role in the planning of the Scots' Colony (Prebble 
1968; Hart 1929), which was located 1*2 km from Tubuala* The brief 
occupation by the Scots yielded descriptions of the terrain near 
Calidonia, the number and nature of the indigenous settlements, and a 
description of their government *

The observations of Wafer (1934) and of Dampier (1906:43-55) 
date from their crossing the Isthmus from the Gulf of San Miguel to 
Rib Concepcion* While the party rested near Rio Congo, an accidental 
gun powder explosion injured Wafer's knee, and he was left behind* He 
spent some four months in the interior of the Darien* Wafer (1934?78, 
80) described the land as forested and sparcely settled*



Their Houses lie mostly thin and scattering, especially in New 
Plantations, and always by a River-side„ But in some Places 
there are pretty many together, so as to make a Town or Vil
lage, yet none standing close or orderly, in Rows or Streets, 
but dispers’d here and there, like our villages on Commons, or 
in Woodlandso They have Plantations lying about them, some at 
a nearer, others at a greater distance; reserving still a 
Place to build the common War-house on0 They change not their 
Seats or Houses, unless either for fear of the Neighboring 
Spaniards, if they think them too much acquainted with the 
place of their abode; or to mend their commons, when the 
ground is worn out of Heart; for they never manure not (Wafer 
1934:89)=

The staple crops Wafer describes are: corn, plantains, bananas,
sweet potatoes, and sweet and bitter manioc» Those living on the Carib
bean coast had coconuts planted on the islands, but they lacked cacao 
(Wafer 1934:54)„ Households kept chickens but lacked pigs (Wafer 1934: 
71)» After men had cleared the fields, women took responsibility for 
planting, cultivating, and harvesting (Wafer 1934:93)=

Blackwell (1963), whose travels on the Caribbean coast of the 
Darien were roughly contemporary to those of Wafer, was probably a 
tradero Although he claimed much longer experience in the Dariln than 
did Wafer, his account is far less detailed* The exact location of his 
residence is not clear, although we know that he frequented the Gulf of 
Hraba* It is possible that he was sometimes describing Choco inhabi
tants rather than Cuna (Torres de Arauz 1970:98)= In spite of these 
difficulties, his account is useful for its description of the fresh
water and salt water fauna of the eastern Darien* From him, one learns 
that Suletup (see Fig* 2?) used to be a nesting place for sea turtles 
(probably Chelonia mydas), and that manatee (Trichechus manatus) was 
abundant* Both of these were in heavy demand to provision European 
ships and it is likely that their abundance was one of the factors that
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drew ships to the bay at Makemulu (e<,go» Monty 1892) and that influenced 
the Scots' Colony to choose the site of Punta Escoceso

All three of these men —  Dampier, Wafer, and Blackwell —  par
ticipated in the organization of the Darien Settlement by the Company 
of Scotland Trading to Africa and the Indies. In the planning, Dampier 
deferred to Wafer (Prebble 1968:65)9 whose manuscript was among the 
documents submitted to the Directors of the Company. Blackwell advised 
the Company on what goods should be taken for trade. The goods which 
were stocked —  mostly tweeds, serges, and heavy stockings —  were 
totally inappropriate for the climate, and proved unnegotiable (Hart 
1929:88). The settlement on Punto Escoces actually lasted less than a 
year. The first expedition arrived in November 1698 and abandoned the 
settlement June 1699° A second flotilla, not knowing of the abandon
ment, arrived in Darien on November 16999 and surrendered to Spanish 
troops in March 1?00. Both expeditions suffered heavily from lack of 
stores and from poor rations. The mortality, from illness and mai
nour ishment was: for the first expedition, ?44 of 1200 within 16
months; for the second expedition, 94-0 of 1300 within a smaller period.

It is difficult to know the extent to which diseases endemic to 
the Darien were responsible for the mortality, and to what extent star
vation and bad sanitation were the culprits. Borland (1779), a member 
of the second expedition, noted that while the men remained aboard the 
ships, they stayed healthy, but that when they took up residence on the 
mainland, they sickened immediately. This suggests an insect- 
transmitted disease,^ and, of course, falciparum malaria comes to mind.,--Malaria rather than yellow fever.



It had been introduced to the New World through the importation of 
African slaves who, we have seen, had been present in eastern Darien 
for almost two. centurieso. Malaria was reported, in other American 
colonies (Marks and Beatty 1976:173) to be especially severe for new
comers © The seasonality of illness among the natives (as reported by 
Borland) also argues for malaria0

They say that in the wet time here, even the Indians them
selves are sickly and keep their houseso And they being a 
people but few in number, and their wives’ not having many 
children, seems to be an indication that this is none of the 
healthiest climates (Borland 1779*17)

In general, however, those who formed part of the Scots’ Colony 
were in no condition for detailed or objective observation0 Most of 
their descriptions confirm those of Wafer and Blackwell0 From Borland 
(1779) we learn that the area around Calidonia, like the western Darifen, 
was heavily forested, and that settlements were concentrated along 
rivers, and located inland from the coasto People seemed to spend much 
of their time in leisure (as one expects of slash-and-burn cultivators 
with easy access to marine animal protein ̂ Netting, personal communica
tion 1976/)o ”We find them a poor naked people, living, as we used to 
say, from hand to mouth, being very idle and lazy, and not industrious" 

(Borland 1779:53)o
From the accounts of the signing of treaties between the Scots 

and the indigenous population, we learn that the region was divided 
among a number of leaders whose power and influence were determined by 
their success against the Spanish (Prebble 1968:146)0 At the end of

^For discussion of the effects of disease on demographic rates, see 
Chapter 5o
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the 17th century, a cacique named Diego dominated the coast from Cali- 
donia east to Carreto Bay, while another held influence in villages 
west of Isla Pino (Tupak)0

Cuna leaders later told authorities (Arosemena 197^5145) that, 
after the expulsion of the Scots, the villages around Calidonia were 
anxious to obey the Spanish, and expected the Spanish occupation of 
the fort to continue several years. However, the Spanish stayed only 
16 months at Fort Saint Andrew, It is possible that high mortality 
from disease played a role in the decision to abandon the site.

Further Pacification Attempts 1700-1789 
In the years following the Scots' colony disaster, events fol

lowed a pattern which had already become familiar in the 17th century. 
There were a number of attempts by the Spanish to bring the Darien 
under control, and the Cuna engaged in an almost continuous guerilla 
war to expel the Spanish, Some of the truce negotiations between the 
Spanish and the Cuna have survived (e,g,, Murillo 1892), and from then 
it is possible to discern part of the Cuna's policy towards the Spanish, 
The Cuna were often divided about how to deal with strangers, and the 
factions which developed resemble better known political rifts in the 
20th century.

During this period, government reports blamed unrest on the 
presence of English and French agitators, and some officials denied 
that the Indians had any real cause for complaint with Spanish rule. 
Modern interpretations of this period (Stout 1947s52; Holloman 1969s 
4l4) stress the Cuna's skill at pitting the Spanish, French, and Eng
lish against each other. However, toward the end of the period.
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indigenous leaders played a more important role than European agitators 
in leading insurrections and in negotiating with the Spanish, If one 
asks why the Spanish failed to subjugate the Darien, the sheer intran
sigence probably figures more in the answer than help from the English 
and French (although they were important as a source of munitions),

French pirates arrived in the Darien shortly after the expul
sion of the Scots (1761 ̂ Arevalo 1892:258/), At first they raided the 
Indians, but later some settled near the Gulf of San Bias and at Cali- 
donia, hunting green and hawksbill turtles, raising plantains, and 
trading with ships that needed provisions. At the same time, another 
group of French settled on the eastern shore of the Gulf of Uraba 
(Severino 1956-1957?IV:255), and planted groves of cacao. Many married 
Cuna women. In 1714, bands of Cuna and French started raiding Spanish 
settlements on the Sinu, and these raids continued for 20 years. An 
early truce between Cuna and authorities in Cartagena, dated 1724, de
manded that missionaries and crillos be kept out of the Darien and 
Uraba, This truce estimated that there were 20,000 indigenous inhabi
tants in the Darien and Uraba (Severino 1956-1957?IV:255)°

Jose Llamas y Rivas, who served as Bishop of Panama and as 
Governor of Terra Firme (Rojas y Arrieta 1929:96), encouraged Spanish 
settlement in southern Darien. Reducciones were established at Sampu, 
Pirre, Mutamagandi, Patanaca, and Tupiza in 1724 (Ariza 1975:109)° The 
priests in charge of the settlements abused their position, exploiting 
Indian labor and physically maltreating the people in their care,

Luis Garcia was a mestizo who had been employed by the President 
of Panama, don Manuel Alderete, to kill Charles Tibon, a French pirate
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who had been raiding and looting the eastern Darien since 1712 (Sever- 
ino 1956-1957?IV:258)0 Alderete procrastinated in paying Garcia, who 
returned to Darien and allied himself with the Indians at Pirre„ They 
took refuge in the mountains and resolved to exterminate the Spanish in 
the Darien and Indians who collaborated with the Spanish0 The rebels 
attacked Yaviza, killing all Spanish inhabitants =: Attacks on El Real ,
de Santa Maria and Chepigana followed,. The government sent out a force 
which killed most of tlie rebels in a battle at the headwaters of the 
Chucunaqueo

The government fortified the towns of El Real de Santa Maria 
and Chepigana, but these measures failed to reassure the Spanish 
settlers, many of whom left the Darien, In 1754, Cuna and French 
rebels sacked Santa Cruz de Cana, The government ordered that the 
forts be strengthened.

In 1737 9 the French asked for pardon (Severino 1956-1957?IV; 
297)? and authorities in Panama began to negotiate a truce. Initially, 
reducciones were to be established in northern Daricfn within ten years 
and in southern Darien within four years, Martinez de la Vega,
Governor of Terra Firme, was authorized in 1740 to issue a pardon to 
the rebels (Murillo 1892:292), The communities on the northern coast 
conferred with those.in the south, and in 1741 Felipe de Urinaquica, 
cacique principal in the north, took the Cuna demands to Panama 
(Murillo 1892:282-286)= The provisions that the Cuna wanted included:

1, That Cuna not be forced to settle in reducciones,
2, That only Jesuit missionaries be sent into the Darien,
3, That missionaries be forbidden to force Indians to undergo 

baptism.



40 Abolition of fees for church rituals and obligations to support 
the missionso

5o Recognition of Cuna leaderso
Go A named leader of non-Cuna in the Daridho
7o A bilingual protector appointed as advocate for the Indians0 
80 Exclusion of "mulatos, zambos, and negrosft fran the Darieno 
9o Limits on the admission of Spaniards to the Dari£n0

10b Permission for caciques to arrest any foreigner causing a
nuisanceo

11o Permission for Frenchmen who had married Cuna women to remain 
in the Darien0

The Spanish accepted these terms, with small amendmentso In addition, 
the authorities granted salaries to the two caciques principales and 
to eleven caciques (Severino 1956-1957»276-277)o Accounts of the nego
tiations for this truce show that the Cuna leaders were politically 
sophisticatedo An interview with eight of the delegates, recorded by 
Conde del Real Agrado (1975) shows that they knew the history of con
tact with the Spanish in detailo The interview (Conde del Real Agrado 
(1975:143) suggests that there was a way to transmit historical know
ledge from one generation of leaders to the nexto

After the treaty was signed, Jesuits took up residence in the 
Darien (Severino 1956-1957:IV;281-283)o Shortly after the first 
redueciones had been established, however, smallpox and measles epi
demics decimated the residents0 Many survivors fled to the hills, and 
others turned hostileo The missionaries withdrew, saying:

o o o on the northern border, the souls /of the inhabitants/ 
are not so disposed to follow the standard of the Faith, and 
for this reason, his Excellency insisted that jfche propagation 
of faith in the southern region /of the Darien/ not be halted? 
on the chance that enlightenment might reach those of the 
north coast who had shown themselves so blind (Relaoion de 
mando del Virrey Eslava, cited in Severino 1956-1957:IV:282)o
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The treaty of 1741 had granted permission to the French to re

main on the northern coast of Darieho In the years that followed,
their numbers increased from 66 to 1700 The Cuna had no cacao when 
Wafer observed them, and it is likely that the French introduced it to 
the Darien during the l8th century0 French settlers planted 75 large 
plantations of cacao, averaging about 1,500 trees each (Severino 1956- 
1957?IV;3-6)» They also cultivated plantains and tobacco, and hunted 
Chelonia mydas (green turtle)» Although there is no information about 
who worked in the cacao groves, establishing them must have required a 
considerable labor force= The French might have brought slaves into 
the Darien, although this is unlikely, given the treaty terms of 17410 
It is possible that the Cuna worked on these plantingso One expedition 
of French from St„ Domingue in the 1750's hoped to establish plantations 
in the Darien with a Governor and legislature (Pares 1963;552n)0

The truce lasted less than a decade„ In 1750, Cuna killed some
of the French settlers, and others fled (Severino 1956-1957;IV:312,
305)° The insurgents reached as far west as Chepo and destroyed the 
fort at San Rafael de Terable«, Cuna raided French settlements in 1754 
(Severino 1956-1957:IV;312) and 1757-1758 (Arevalo 1892:259)° Many 
French resettled in the Sinu, where their declarations have been re
corded (Severino 1956-1957:IV:304-306)0

Contemporary Spanish accounts say that the English bribed the 
Cuna to massacre the French (Arevalo 1892:259)= However, the Spanish 
overestimated the influence of alien agitators in other situations, and 
it is likely that they did so here0 . Nele Kantule, a 20th century 
leader, gives an account of these l8th century revolts in terms that
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very much resemble the 1925 revolution (Nordenskiold 1938:197)= His 
account describes economic exploitation, but it is difficult to de
termine the extent to which Nele Kantule's description is colored by 
recent events* It is possible to speculate that the French employed 
Cuna workers and that the Cuna resented their role* The insurrection 
also formed part of a change in policy toward non-Cuna ethnics* After 
1757» merchants were denied access to Cuna villages, and intermarriage 
was forbidden (Howe 197^a:21)*

Insurgence continued into the second half of the l8th century* 
During this period, however, there was a division in the Cuna; those 
to the west, at the Rio Sabanas and at the headwaters of the Chucunaque 
remained intransigent (Ariza 1975:113, 124), while those in the east 
were considered more docile* The latter group had reoccupied the 
reducciones at Pirre, Balsas and Yaviza and had formed a new settlement 
at Tichiche* Cuna from the west killed many of the cooperators during 
1758 and raided settlements on Rio Congo in 1762*

Concerned, the King of Spain requested a report on the Darien 
in 1760, with recommendations for pacifying it* The alferez mayor of 
Tolu drew up the report (Severino 1956-1957:IV;295-301) which suggested 
that a fort be constructed at Calidonia* As a preliminary to such con
struction, an expedition was sent out to map the waters of the Gulf of 
Uraba and the coastline westward to Calidonia* From the ship's log, we 
get some information on the political situation near Calidonia and on 
the trade relations with the British* The navigators (Monty 1892:483- 
489) used an interpreter, a Cuna who had spent some three years in 
Jamaica, who told them that Jamaican ships came regularly to trade for



cacao and carey (tortoise shell), and also for tortuga* In addition, 
Paneho, the head of the nearest mainland village, had received a patent 
from the Governor of Jamaica, along with a gold-handled staff0 When 
the Spanish offered Pancho a salary from Panama, he refused it, saying 
that he was bound by the patent previously given hirrio

Those of the expedition who traveled to Pancho's settlement 
(Arevalo 1892) noted that settlements were dispersed, following the 
river banks, and that the hamlets on each river seemed to form a vil
lage 0 Arevalo's comments on subsistence are like those of Wafer (193*0 
and Borland (1779) except in noting that cacao was cultivated in the. 
area*

As to the total size of the population, Arevalo (1892:1 259). 
estimated 2,000 men capable of bearing arms, and slightly over 3,000 
in the total population» He noted that his estimate was close to that 
of a Jesuit, in an (unpublished) report to the Virrey of Nuevo Reino de 
Granada, iv 1753°

After another series of raids (in I768-I769 /Ariza 1975:11^/) 
by the Chucunaque groups on Spanish settlements in southern Darien, the 
government in Panama, working through Simanca, a former pirate, per
suaded the cacique Bartolome de Estrada to form reducciones at Cupa 
(now Pinogaha) at Molineca, and at Tichiche (on the Rio Grande)„ How
ever, these settlements were decimated by a smallpox epidemic around 
1770° Thus, in 177*+» when Ariza reported, the Spanish controlled only 
a small proportion of the total indigenous population at Darien, When 
Blacks and Spanish settlers were added to the number of Indians under 
Spanish control, the total was IO83 (Ariza 1975:79)° In order to
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protect the settlements, the government built forts at Chepigana, at 
Yaviza, at Cana, and at Real de Santa Maria, The forts, however, did 
not prevent a raid on the mining town of Pasiga, in which 350 of the 
400 inhabitants were killed.

In 1?84, the King of Spain ordered the Virrey de Nueva Granada, 
Antonio Caballero y Gongora, to occupy the Darien coast, regardless of 
cost (Rojas y Arrieta 1929:158), Antonio de Arevalo (a member of the 
1761 mapping expedition) was put at the head of an expedition from 
Cartagena which fortified Caiman, Mandinga, La Concepcion, and Cali- 
donia, renamed Carolina del Dari6n0 In order to facilitate troop move
ment between north and south DariSn, Ariza cut a road from Puerto del 
Principe, in the south, to Puerto Escoces (de Puydt 1868:70.; Cullen 
1853:197-97)° An inspection of the fortifications, in 1787, showed 
them to be badly situated (Arguedas 1891:I 385t 396), being surrounded 
by marsh and by newly cleared fields. Mortality was high among the 
troops. The inspector suggested trying to attract settlers from the 
Sinu region, . •

When the British Government ordered the Governor of Jamaica to 
stop sending aid to the Cuna, the Spanish hoped to finally subdue the 
region. After an unsuccessful Cuna raid on Carolina del Darien, the 
Spanish negotiated a truce, the treaty of Turbaco dated 1787, with 
Bernardo Estola, the chief cacique in the region. Although some a 
authors (e=g,, Holloman 1969:140) write that this treaty marked the 
withdrawal of the Spanish from the Darien, this is not the case. The 
truce stipulated that the Cuna:
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lo would no longer trade with any but Spanish traders;
2o would recognize the sovereignty of the King of Spain;
3= would keep no arms save bows, arrows, and tools for land 

clearing; and
4<, would submit disputes to the Spanish authorities0

I ' " '

After the treaty had been signed, Virrey Gongora made attempts to 
settle the Darien with North American families, but was forced to aban
don the plan because of continued high mortality from unidentified 
fevers (Rojas y Arrieta 1929; 159) <■

However, Gongora's successor, Francisco Gil y Lemus, made the 
king an. unfavorable report of the forts on the Darien coast, saying 
that their costs outweighed the benefits from them* Thus, in April of 
1789, a Cedula Real ordered the abandonment of the forts at Mandinga,
La Concepcion, and Carolina, and the withdrawal was made official in a 
treaty signed in Cartagena in October 1789 (Torres de Arauz 1977) which 
provided that:

lo The Cuna would hold no commerce with non-Spanish ships*
20 Cuna would be admitted freely to Caiman, Rio Sinu, and 

Cartagena to sell cacao and carey*
3o If the Spanish wished, at some future time, to resettle, the 

Cuna would help with land clearing*
4* Cuna caciques would be responsible to authorities in Caiman 

(Severino "1956-1957;IV:313) =
The treaty brought to an end two and a half centuries of 

attempts to subjugate the Darien, and, at this point, it is necessary 
to review the factors which deterred the Spanish from further efforts* 
One factor, certainly,was that after 1750 (Rojas and Arrieta 1929:27) 
there was a decline in overland transport across the Isthmus of Panama* 
South American traders had begun to ship goods overland to Cartagena,



or around Cape Horn* Thus, for Spain, Panama had lost much of its 
strategic importance. Another deterrent was disease„ Although the 
role of disease in the l6th century withdrawal of the Spanish from 
Santa Maria de la Antigua del Darien is debatable, high mortality from 
diseases like malaria and yellow fever, which had become endemic to 
the Darien was certainly an important cause of failure of European 
attempts at settlement after l600o The low economic potential of the 
region also entered into the Spanish decision to withdraw. Although 
those who proposed settling the Darien claimed that its soil was ex
tremely fertile (e0go, Blackwell 1963; Ariza 1973), modern soil surveys 
(Gamble et al, 1969) show the northern coast to be marginal for agricul
ture, especially when compared with the alluvial soils to the south.

The Spanish seem not to have comprehended the egalitarian na
ture of the indigenous political system. When early missionaries tried 
to give authority to persons of influence —  e,g,, Carrisolio —  it 
seems that support for these leaders eroded when labor or tax require
ments became heavy.

Several authors, reviewing the causes for Spanish withdrawal, 
stress the diplomatic craft of the Cuna (Holloman 1969:414; Stout 194?: 
92): their ability to play one ally against another. Although the 
British and the French were important as a source of arms, I think that 
to stress Cuna Machiavellianism is to miss part of the picture. Much 
of the military success of the Cuna can be attributed to the advantages 
of guerilla fighters living in dispersed settlements, and defending 
their own land. Some can be attributed to an unusually flexible politi
cal organization which placed great importance on educating the



individual and on making him politically conscious0 Because of high 
mortality from violence and from disease9 it was important that the 
distribution of authority be flexible0 Documents like Conde del Real 
Agredo (1975) show that leaders had a strong sense of history, and 
that they gave a great deal of thought to the problem of how to deal 
with the Spanish* We also see, in the late l8th century, that the 
division between collaborators and intransigents was a source of bitter 
conflicto

Colonial and Post-Colonial Policy towards 
Indigenous-held Lands

To appreciate the importance of the Spanish failure to colonize 
the Darien, it is necessary to regress briefly, and to survey the 
colonial policy towards Indians in the central part of the Nuevo Reino 
de Granada, where Spanish settlement was heavy, and to compare this 
situation with the Darien* As in the Darien, indigenous population had 
declined rapidly during the l6th century (McGreevey 1971•51-63)o In an 
effort to halt the decline, the government began, in 15959 to allot 
resguardos —  land grants to Indian communities* At the same time, the 
enslavement of native Americans was replaced by the concierto system of 
forced wage labor on White landholdings* Through the early part of the 
l8th century, there were two sorts of pressure on resguardos: the
drain on the workforce imposed by the concierto system, and the rental 
of resguardo lands by poor Spanish immigrants*

Starting in 1777$ the Viceregal government and the Crown began 
to sieze and to sell lands that were not privately held, or that lacked 
proper documentation* This included many of the resguardos* Rapid
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growth of urban areas was increasing the demand for foodstuffs, which,. 
in turn, drove up the value of land near the cities* We see then Von 
Thunen's model (1966) in action, where transport costs are an important 
influence on the value of land, and where the indigenous groups in the 
most economically attractive locations ran the most risk of losing 
th r land* Besides freeing land for purchase, sales of the resguardos, 
by forcing Indians off the land, created a large, vagabond workforce 
which, in turn, depressed wages for agricultural work (McGreevey 1971: 
60) *

After the declaration of independence from Spain, the policy 
of the Republican government of Colombia was one of allotment—  the 
division of communally owned lands into individual holdings* The first 
proclamation of this policy occurred in 1810, and it was reiterated 
during the 1820's (Bushnell 1970:177)° Many of the weaker resguardos 
were divided in the years before I85O (McGreevey 1971:63)= Much of the 
land thus acquired became pasture land for cattle (McGreevey 1971:127)= 
There seems almost to have been a concerted effort to keep land out of 
the hands of the dispossessed, and the purchasing power of rural wages 
declined rapidly between l8$0 and 1900*

Thus, at a time when most of the indigenous groups in Colombia 
were becoming peasantized, the absence of Spanish settlement in the 
northern Darien meant that the region was less exposed to the risk of 

confiscation than were other parts of Colombia*

Blacks: Cimarrones and Palenques
Although Spanish settlers did not compete with the Cuna for the 

resources of Darien and Uraba, Black settlers did (Stout 1947:50)*



Spanish colonial policy toward Blacks in Panama and. Colombia differed 
greatly from policy toward Indians* While many of the colonial laws 
dealing with Indians aimed at protecting them from undue exploitation, 
there were no efforts to protect Blacks until the l8th century, and 
most laws dealing with slaves prescribed punishments for escape or re
bellion (Uribe 1963:21)* The protest over slaving and raiding expedi
tions, abuses of encomienda, and the extinction of many Indian tribes 
led colonial authorities to shift the burden of heavy manual work from 
Indians to Black slaves (Uribe 1963? 21)*

Slave trade in Panama began before 1519 (Stout 1947:50)* In 
what is now Colombia, slaves were present by 1537 (Uribe 1963? 3)= The 
scale of the slave trade increased greatly during the 17th century as 
Spanish mines and haciendas increased in number and size* An early 
'17th century resident of Cartagena (cited in Uribe 1963?6) wrote that
10,000 to 12,000 entered that city each year* Most of the slaves in 
Colombia were concentrated in the western provinces* Black slaves made 
up 3807/6 of the total population of Choco in 1779, 19=3% of the popula
tion of Popoyan, 18*196 of the population of Antioquia, and 606% of the 
population of Cartagena (Uribe 1963?7)°

Many slaves escaped* From the l6th century onward, the number 
of laws against escape and the severity of penalties for aiding slaves 
in flight testify to the magnitude of the problem (Uribe 1963? 21)* In 
Darien, rebel slaves in the Bayano valley and on the San Bias coast 
were given freedom in the late 16th century (Stout 1947? 50)° Sparcely 
settled areas like the Darien and Uraba were natural refuges for
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escaped slaves,who were called cimarrones0 Communities of escaped 
slaves were called palenques (literally, palisade)c

During the 18th century, mining costs increased greatly rela
tive to production (Sharp 1975)» Some mine-owners had over-invested 
in slaves, and the rate of manumission increased during the century.
By the l8th century, the group "free persons of color," which included 
mestizos as well as Blacks, had grown. In Antioquia, for example, it 
comprised the majority of the total population (Parsons 1949:49). Many 
of these "free persons" encroached on Indian reservations in Antioquia. 
It is likely that this was also true in other provinces.

The earliest evidence of hostility between Cuna and Blacks 
comes from the 1741 truce with Panama described in the last section.
A century later, Cullen (1855:69) recorded that the Cuna tried to pre
vent Blacks from entering the interior of the Darien, and had killed 
four Blacks in Chiman during 1851= Conflict between Blacks and Cuna 
continued through the 1925 revolution, as described below.

Growth of a "Purchase Society" 1789-1903 
The treaty of 1789 stopped Spanish efforts to impose change on 

the northern Darien; in Helms' (1971) terms, the treaty ended directed 
contact between Spanish and Cuna. Until the independence of Panama 
from Colombia, the interaction between northern Darien and the dominant 
state was an example of "purchase society" (Helms 1971), in which the 
need for manufactured goods was the most important motive for Cuna 
adaptation to interaction with the state.

From 1780-1795? Fidalgo (1891) mapped, the Caribbean coast of 
the Darien,and the notes from these explorations give us a picture of
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eastern Darien just after the Spanish withdrawal. Fidalgo (1891:184)
noted that most of the Indians living near the Gulf of Uraba were
refugees from the south. As during the l8th century, settlements were
strung out loosely on the riverbanks, with the residents along each
river forming a community. As to political organization:

They do not recognize our sovereignty over themselves, con
sidering themselves to be independent, governed only by their 
own desires. Nevertheless, they greatly appreciate the 
letters of patent and the appointments as Captains and First 
Lieutenant which are issued to them by the Viceroys at Santa 
Fe. They /the mass of people/7 do not subordinate themselves 
to their own captains or caciques, either, and only obey them 
in times of war— -either in raiding our own settlements, or in 
defending themselves— and it is only on such occasions that 
they choose from among themselves a cacique, or chief, whom 
they will obey (Fidalgo.1891:185)o

The account of Roberts (1965) who commanded a Jamaican trading
brig which visited Calidonia in 1816, showed that ties with British
traders continued. Cacao, tortoise shell, green turtle (tortuga) and
fustic (wood used to manufacture dyes) were the important trade goods.
Coconuts were plentiful along the coast, but were not yet bought by
traders. Men spent most of their time in cash-producing activities.
In subsistence agriculture, men only cleared the land, while women
planted, cultivated, and harvested (Roberts 1965:4?)= By the time of
Cullen's (1853:65, 1866:265) expedition, coconuts made up an important
part of trade, in addition to vegetable ivory, hammocks, canoes of
tropical woods, and other products described by Roberts.

Interoceanic Canal Explorations 
As the good harbor at Calidonia and the mountain passes which 

gave easy communication with the Pacific coast had attracted Spanish
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and Scot colonists, geographical advantages made Calidonia one of the 
favored routes for proposals for the interoceanic canal= For our pur
poses, the main value of accounts of the expeditions seeking canal 
routes is the data they provide on settlement size and location, and 
the slight amount of ethnographic data* However, the explorations did 
not make a comprehensive survey of the interior of the Darien, but only 
of relatively narrow regions. In addition, the accounts disagree, and 
so, to judge the veracity of these narrations, it is necessary to give 
a brief account of them,

Humbolt, in 1808 (U,S, Dept, of the Navy, Bureau of Navigation 
1883;18) had advocated explorations in the eastern Darien, but it was 
Cullen (1853) who led the first reconnaissance expeditions across the 
cordillera. The route he advocated ran from Napakanti Tiwar (see Fig, 
14) to the Rio Savannah, Cullen (l853sl4, 23) claimed that only a 
single, narrow ridge divided the Caribbean coastal plain from that of 
the Pacific, and that the ridge was transected by valleys whose 
greatest elevation was 150 feet,

Cullen's (1833:%-2) description of the eastern Darien very much 
resembles the accounts of the Scots,

So luxuriantly fertile is the whole country .on this route, and 
so manifold are its agricultural advantages, that, totally ir
respective of the project of a Canal, I would most strongly 
recommend it to the attention of the colonist, as presenting, 
from the valuable nature of its products, and the precocity of 
their growth, a more eligible locality for settling; and as 
affording a greater certainty of a speedy return for capital 
and labour, and a surer prospect of the attainment of affluence, 
than any other agricultural country,

Puydt (l868s71) later claimed that Cullen had never journeyed further
inland than Panama City,
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Shortly afterwards, Gisbourne walked inland for one day from 

Puerto Bscoces, on the Atlantic side* He spent four days stumbling 
around near the Gulfo de San Miguel on the Pacific side* From his 
rough sightings across the intervening territory, he gave an equally 
optimistic account of the route (UoS0 Bureau of Navigation 1883* 46)0

In 1853 •> a United States expedition tried to follow the Cullen/ 
Gisbourne route, and found the maps to be inaccurate« The members of 
the expedition got separated, and a large party got lost by trying to 
follow Cullen's maps0 Having found that the continental divide was not 
a single ridge, but multiple ridges, and that the minimum elevation of 
the transecting valleys was well above 150 feet, the expedition hoped 
to have shown the Calidonia-Savanna route to be impracticable»

However, it was not until 1870-1871, when a U0S0 Navy expedi
tion, commanded by Selfridge (U0S0 House of Representatives 1874:19) 
made an accurate survey of the proposed routes, that Cullen was fully 
discreditedo Selfridge was able to demonstrate that there was no pass 
with an elevation of less than 550 feeto Examination of the Sasardi- 
Morti route showed that no pass was present at a lower elevation than 
289 feet (U0S0 House of Representatives 1874:22)„ The Selfridge expe
dition ended interest in the Sasardi-Calidonia region until the mid- 
1960's, when the U0S0 Atomic Energy Commission revived the project»

Another route which had been proposed for an interoceanic canal 
was between the Rio Tuira and the Rio Atrato (see Fig* l4)0 Puydt 
(1868) scouted the region in l86l and 1865 and made indirect measure
ments of the altitude of the divide„ Like Cullen, his figures were 
inaccurate (U=S„ House of Representatives 1874:86)o
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However, Puydt gives the only account we have of the political 

relationship of the Darien inhabitants to the government of the 
Eepublica de los Estados Unidos de Colombiao When Puydt (1868:92) 
traveled along the Chucunaque and the lower Tuira, he encountered only 
Spanish-speaking residents, mostly Blacks= The Indians who had popu
lated villages in the region during the l8th century had either gone 
north or had been absorbed into the surrounding population., North of 
the Cordillera, the Cuna had been given political autonomy by the 
Eepublica de los Estados Unidos de Colombia, and were free from tax or 
impost. Although Colombia expected them to form a confederation under 
a single cacique, the cacique de Puydt visited at Arquia had influence 
over only six small villages in the headwaters of the Tuira,

Effects of Panamanian Policy 1903-Present 
Eecent history of the Cuna with respect to the state of Panama 

has been much discussed (Holloman 1969; Stout 194?; Nordenskiold 1938; 
Howe 1974b; Erice 1975)9 and it is certainly not the place of this 
study to give a comprehensive account. However, since the accounts 
above all concentrated on the western and central regions of San Bias, 
and since the eastern and western regions have disagreed on matters of 
ethnic policy (e,g,, whether to give allegiance to the new Panamanian 
state, what should be the place of schools) it seems advisable to show 
what was the position of the eastern faction on these issues.

Inter-island chiefs, now called caciques, played an important 
role in San Bias from the late 19th century to the present. Sources 
differ on who was inter-island chief in the late 19th century:

I



Holloman (1969:419) said the chief was Pancho, while Nordenskiold
(1938:210) recorded Kipan (or Kwipan), as did my informant0 It is
possible that more than one man claimed the position* At the end of
the 19th century, Inanakinya succeeded to the position* Black tappers
and trappers began to come into the Darien at about this time*

Inanakinya went back and forth to Bogota * * * foreigners were 
entering; Blacks were tapping the rubber trees; they were 
shooting crocodiles; they were casting nets* He spoke thus,
"I want to really secure the land; I don't want other people_ 
to enter* The officials do not want to give the land ̂ for a/ 
reservation*" Thus, he was really going back and forth /to 
Bogota/ (Interview with GJ, 20 August 1977)°

When Panama seceded from Colombia in 1903» Inanakinya went to Panama 
and obtained an interview with Guerrero, the new president (Norden
skiold 1938:213)° On returning to San Bias, Inanakinya found that 
opinion was divided on whether to give allegiance to Panama or to 
Colombia* Inanakinya made another trip to Bogota and was thrown into 
prison and killed*

There were two contenders for the post of inter-island chief: 
Simral Colman of Ailigandi and Inapakinya of Sasardi, the parent vil
lage of Mulatuppu and Tubuala* Inanakinya had designated Inapakinya 
as successor* Rivalry between Inapakinya and Colman dates back to the 
time when both were studying Dios ikar (literally the way of God, 
chiefly tradition) with Kuppi, a teacher at Takarkun* Supporters of 
Inapakinya say that Colman made improper advances to a female in Kuppi's 
household (Howe /personal communication 1978/ was told the woman was 
Kuppi's daughter, while I was told she was his wife), and was forced 
to leave without thoroughly learning the traditions* Whether or not 
the story is true, Panamanian independence led to a split in the



communities of San Bias* Inapakinya and the villages loyal to him 
acknowledged Colombia as their state, while Colman and the villages 
following him gave allegiance to Panama=

A third faction emerged shortly afterwards« Charlie Robinson 
of Nargana, a chief without traditional learning, headed a faction com
mitted to cultural assimilation into Panamae Robinson was the first 
leader to pledge loyalty to Panama, and Panama favored him and his fac
tion throughout his lifetime.

The policy of Panama toward the Cuna resembled that of the 
Spanish colonial authorities during the 17th and l8th centuries. The 
constitution of 1904 provided for missionaries to the indigenous tribes 
of Panama (Falla 1975b:3), and the National Assembly passed a law on 
31 December 1908 aiming at "achieving, by all possible peaceful means, 
the reduction to a civilized life of all the savage tribes in the 
land" (Falla 1975b:6 /author's translation/), The law authorized: 
employment of missionaries and teachers, establishment of missions, 
and grants of land and supplies to non-Cuna who wanted to settle the 
San Bias coast.

The only missionary who entered San Bias under this law was 
Padre Leonardo Gassd', who tried to gain admittance to Tup lie, A force 
from Ailigandi, headed by Colman, sacked the village and forced Gassd" 
away at gunpoint (Falla 1975b:8), Gassd" then settled on Nargana, where 
he remained until 1913= Although he tried to exclude Baptist mission
aries, Anna Coope (1917) came to Nargana shortly afterward. Her in
fluence as' a teacher extended beyond Nargana, since many of her 
students became teachers in other communities (Holloman 1969:425)=
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In 1915» the Panamanian government fixed the boundaries of San 

Bias and established the Intendencia, headed by a Panamanian official, 
to oversee local government, regulate immigration, and promote settle
ment by non-Cunao The government of Panama made at least two grants 
of land to non-Cuna settlers: Jesse Hyatt, a UoSo citizen, received
25,000 ha. near Mandinga Bay in western San Bias (Republica de Panama 
1916a) and Guillermo Bardy received 30,000 ha0 near Anachucuna in 
eastern San Bias (Republica de Panami 1916b)„

In western San Bias, the years before 1925 saw increasing,ten
sion between Cuna and the Panamanian police stationed in many of the 
communitieso There are several sources of information for the period. 
Marsh's (1934) account has long been the most accessible, and Holloman 
(1969) relies on it heavily. Unfortunately, Marsh was egocentric, 
inaccurate and racist. Falla (1975b), Erice (1975) and Howe (1974a: 
68-72) give more accurate accounts of events in communities of western 
and central San Bias.

There have been no published accounts that concentrated on the
area east of Isla Pino since Marsh's book. Marsh (1934:179? 191) wrote,
(cited in Holloman 1969:428), that the Cuna at Sasardi were seriously
menaced by American Fruit Company operations at Puerto Obaldia, and by
extensive rubber tapping by men living on Isla Pino.

One of the chief grievances of the Indians was the fact that 
over a hundred Negroes had camped on Pinos Island, near Ina 
Pagina's village of Sasardi, and were sending strong parties 
of rubber hunters into the interior from there. They were 
destroying the wild rubber trees, overrunning the Indian 
plantations, and threatening Indian villages. Ina Pagina had 
cone nothing to drive them out, and they were becoming stronger 
and bolder every day. . . .  The Indians were exceedingly bit
ter about the Negroes at Pinos Island, and I had no doubt that 
they would attack and drive them out of the interior sooner 
or later (Marsh 1934:231)=
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Marsh (1934:191) wrote that the Cuna refused to work on the banana
plantations, and so the Company had to look elsewhere for laborers:

In a series of quick raids, all the Negro criminals, vagabonds, 
sope sellers, etc., in Colon were rounded up and shipped to 
Puerto Obaldia in care of the local Corregidor . the
hungry Negro criminals, left to their own resources, raided 
the plantations of the Indians for bananas, coconuts, and 
plantains.

In previous fieldwork, on Playon Chico, in the western region,
I had found that those who had seen, or participated in, the 1925 re
volt spoke heatedly about the abuses of power by Panamanian police, 
which had preceded the uprising. I was surprised, therefore, when 
former residents of Sasardi, living on Tubuala, did not speak of simi
lar experiences. Those who had seen or heard of the 1925 revolt, spoke 
of the revolt, and the tensions that preceded it, as something confined 
to the west, to the communities where police had been stationed.

In reply to my questions about the banana plantations, one
informant replied:

There used to be a large banana plantation at Armilla— it was 
all waymatun /clone/o I worked there a lot, cutting waymatun.
Wages were $3.00 a week, just a little. I had three children 
then. . . .  Many people from here worked there, 200 maybe 
. . .  people from Mulatup, from here, from Tuppak, from 
Napakanti, a lot of people worked. The Company's boat was 
going back and forth for ten years, maybe. Then the waymatun 
sickened, it was ruined . . . it was over. The Company 
people went away.again.

When I asked about rubber collectors living on Tuppak (Isla
Pino):

They were isper cutters, caucheros, ten, I think, a lot . . o 
over by Wisimulu, they lived, they built houses . . . they 
staye_d here a month, then, when that was over, they all went 
off /in a flock/ to their home. The Blacks were gone— they 
only stayed a year. Then, some looked for ipecac, we would 
go look in the woods. After that, other foreigners came,
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turtle hunters, and casters of nets® A lot of them came in, 
they lived scattered around; they worked two or three months,
I can't say® Then the chief, Inapakinya, really began to get 
angry again® "Have done with casting nets and cutting isper®
This is my land, my children's® My sons will work, they will 
harpoon tortoise and catch them on the beach, and therefore, 
begone®" Then it really was finished; they went off together 
to their homes® They all went, and there was no problem at 
all®

In assessing these statements, it is important to remember that 
village members tend to glorify past leaders® It is possible that my 
informants were minimizing the importance of events which had caused 
them real concern at the time® In the 1950's the eastern communities 
felt threatened by non-Cuna settlers on the site of the former banana 
plantations and bought the settlers' lands and houses®

I think it is safe to say, however,' that Marsh exaggerated the 
gravity of problems in eastern San Bias® One source of bias was clearly 
ideological® Marsh believed that a high incidence of albinism among 
the Cuna was a sign that they would soon evolve from a brown-skinned 
race into a white-skinned one (Marsh 1934:209)° He (1934:220) believed 
that Cuna had a Sanskrit, or Aryan, structure and had a vocabulary con
taining elements in common with Norse® Marsh's (1934:221-222) aims 
in participating in the revolt were explicit®

I announced that I first wanted to save these Tule people from 
threatened destruction and Negro mongrelization by the en
croaching Panamanians who were already entrenched on the San 
Bias coast, and planning a complete conquest of Darien®

Although Holloman (1969s427-36) relied almost exclusively on Marsh's 
account of the revolution, she made no mention of his political philos
ophy® It is possible that Marsh gave an accurate account of troubles 
before the revolution in western and central San Bias® In the east,
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his statements do not accord with the recollections of the people I 
talked with* I think that the discrepancy is probably due to Marsh* s 
prejudices rather than to local pride on the part of the Cunao

The communities near the banana plantations and near Isla Pino, 
Sasardi, Calidonia, and Navagandi did not participate in the 1925 re
volt » The treaty which ended the hostilities (Acta de la Reunion 1962; 
62-5) makes no mention of foreign companies« Rather, it provided for: 
ending of hostilities, permission to use shotguns; autonomous local 
government and full franchise; an end to compulsory school construc
tion; and freedom in uses and customs» The truce also stipulated that 
those who wished to assimilate not be prevented from doing so0

For Cuna of the central and western region of San Bias, the 
revolution of 1925 has itself become a symbolo In many ways, it re
sembled revolts in the past„ At independence, Panama adopted a policy 
toward the Cuna which very much resembled that which the colonial 
government had held before 1789: reduccion, attraction of non-Cuna 
settlers, forced missionization* To this was added the forcible sup
pression of identity symbolsc The Cuna reacted as they had during the 
17th and l8th centuryo

Post-revolution: Intercommunity Politics
Nele Kantule, first chief to Ustuppu, and successor to Colman 

« as inter-island chief, played an important role in the years that 
followed the revolution, a role which influenced the whole Comarcao 
In the years after 1925, he tried to unite the communities that had 
participated in the revolution, but the confederation lasted only a 
short time (Holloman 1969:447)° He attempted several innovations:
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establishing cooperative (non-governmental) schools (Stout 1947:90)4 
formalizing communal work organization, and organizing community-wide 
agricultural cooperatives. Elsewhere, I have discussed (Stier 1976b) 
the history and functioning of. such cooperatives in Playon Chico, a 
community in central San Bias, In the community of Ustuppu, Nele 
Kantule's plan met with opposition. In the eastern region, we will 
see that communal cooperative fields were being planted from the 1930,s 
onward.

When the confederation formed by Nele Kantule fell apart 
(Holloman 1969:453) in 1930, Nele Kantule sought a reconciliation with 
the national government, The legislative result of this rapprochement 
was Law 59 of 1930 (Nordenskiold 1938:112-14), which set the boundaries 
of the reservation. Shortly afterwards, many of the communities signed 
a declaration of loyalty (Howe 1974a:25) and received suffrage (Hollo
man 1969:453)°

In 1945, the Cuna and the government drew up the Carta Organica 
which legalized the existing system of indirect rule (Holloman 1969: 
490-95)° The comprehensive Law 16 of 1953 reiterated the.provisions of 
the Carta Organica, with the addition of,generous promises of agricul
tural development and public works on the part of the national govern
ment, .

Law 16 of 1953 excluded the land which had been granted to 
Bardy from the reservation. After the company left, lands at Pitto 
remained in the hands of Grimaldo, a Panamanian, while those at Perme 
were occupied by several non-Cuna, In 1954, all the members of Cuna 
villages in the eastern region contributed $3=25 per capita to buy the
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lands of Grimaldo0 Once the lands at Pitto had been bought, however, 
there arose enmity between the villages and Coetuppu and Mulatuppu 
asked that their money be returned to themo The lands were never 
brought under cultivation*

When Yapilikinya, cacique of the eastern region, wanted to 
acquire the lands of the settlers at Perme in 1957, only Anachucun, 
the village nearest to Perme, and Tubuala were willing to participate* 
Eighty-nine men from Tubuala and 45 from Anachucun raised $14,610*75 
to buy the lands of the nine settlers at Perme * Those who had con
tributed money formed a sociedad, or cooperative, and planted the land 
at Perme to coconuts and to bananas*

Interoceanic Sea-level Canal 
As 19th century explorers had found the Calidonia-Savanna and 

Sasardi-Morti routes attractive for building an interoceanic canal, so 
did planners in the I960's* The Canal that had been built had several 
disadvantages: it was not sufficiently large for the largest tankers;
it was vulnerable to sabotage; and it required a large, skilled work
force for i maintenance* The development of nuclear explosives altered 
the cost considerations*

This technique /nuclear explosives/ not only brings a sea- 
level canal into the range at last of practical and economic 
possibility; it also turns every earlier conception upside 
down* The cost of a nuclear device is not much different what
ever its explosive power is* Consequently, it would be cheap
er to make a few large craters, with a few devices buried deep, 
than to make a lot of small ones* It would therefore be
cheaper to make a big canal, say a third of a mile in width,
than to make one half the size* And, improbable though it may 
seem, it would be cheaper to make a canal of a given size 
through a mountain range than to make it through a low-lying
plain* Cheapest of all, no doubt, would be to sink a very
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few of thq most powerful known devices very deep? and blow a 
large part of the isthmus out of existence0 Nothing would be 
easier, if it were not for the danger from blast, seismic 
shock and radiation* It is only these side-effects that put 
a limit to nuclear excavation (Howarth 1966:279)°

In order to estimate the magnitude of the "side effects," the Commis
sion for the Interoceanic Canal ordered a number of studies, including 
agricultural ecology (Gamble et al„ 1969), demography (Torres de Arauz 
1968), and human ecology (Torres de Arauz 1970)° These studies are 
valuable for their information on environment but had little influence 
on the decision of whether or not it. was feasible to excavate a sea- 
level canal using nuclear devices*

It was only after most of the other investigations had been 
carried out that geological consultants submitted their findings* They 
found that much of the Sasardi-Morti route (Route 17) crossed land 
whose bedrock was made up of clay shales, which, when excavated by 
nuclear techniques, would probably not form stable slopes* Conven
tional excavation, said the consultants, was probably the only way 
that the shallow slopes necessary to prevent rockslides could be 
achieved* In addition, the members of the Commission found themselves 
constrained by the provisions of the 1964 Limited Test Ban Treaty*
They feared, also, that Panama would not approve the plan: '

0 0 = prospective host-country opposition to nuclear canal ex
cavation is probably /how/ as great if not greater than esti
mated in 1964 (UoS* Atlantic-Pacific Interoceanic Canal Study 
Commission 1970:43)*

Functioning of Political Structure 
in Economic Issues

This chapter has asserted that the Cuna political structure and
the historical knowledge it embodies have had important influences on
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the economic relationship of San Bias to the national economy0 Much of 
the last section dealt with the acquisition and expansion of a reserve, 
by the San Bias Cuna= The political system formalized by the Carta 
Organica and by.Law 16 of 1953 has also been important in regulating 
three of the most important sources of cash income for the Cuna; the 
export of coconuts, the export of manpower, and the tourist industryo 
This section will attempt to sketch the recent history of these indus
tries, and to show how the political system has functioned in promoting 
theme

In coconut production, we have seen that, in two cases, the 
motivation for the formation of production cooperatives (sociedades) 
were politicalo Nele Kantule proposed this as a part of a strengthen
ing ov communal work obligations and as a move toward increasing the 
cash-getting potential of the reservation,. Under Yapilikinya, the 
eastern region acquired lands in order to expel non-Cuna settlers= 

Trade, as well as production of coconuts has been shaped by 
political forces: by early menace from raiders, by later price compe
tition between Colombia and Panama, and by Panama's efforts to restrict 
trade with Colombiac In the Nargana region, when sale of coconuts be
gan around 1890 (Stout 1947s73? cf0 Cullen 1853), conservatives 
objected to establishing groves= Informants in Tubuala have similar 
accounts, but trade seems to have started earlier in the 19th Century0

The elders said "Don't plant coconutso Soon the foreigners 
will come to kill us in the groves =, Therefore, do not think 
of planting, coconuts, , , 0" The father of Benino, he planted 
coconuts, they say, he began to plant coconuts. When they had 

1 borne fruit, all the elders gradually began to speak of plant
ing coconuts. Little by little, one after another began to 
speak of it , , , they all, gradually, said, "Let us clear 
land for coconuts,"
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Since coconut groves have to be relatively near the coast or near 
rivers, because of the weight of the fruit, and since the groves are 
not moveable, the groves could only be established in a time when in
habitants were confident that there would be no more raiding along the 
coasto

Prices for coconuts, as for many tropical agricultural exports, 
have fluctuated. During World War I, the price of coconuts rose to 
50/nut, and then fell sharply during the 1930's. It rose again during 
World War II, and was artificially raised still higher when Colombia 
instituted price supports in the middle 19^0's. It had been Nele 
Kantule who persuaded Panama to exempt the coconut trade from the laws 
regulating exports (Holloman 1969:454), Articles 34 and 35 of the 
Carta Organica provided for an elected junta to maintain coconut prices 
by all lawful means.

In 1963, when Panama tried to prohibit coconut trade with 
Colombia, attempts by Panamanian police to seize ships near Tigre 
(Holloman 1969:119) led to bloodshed, and the President later reopened 
the border to avert further incidents, Holloman (1969:359-61) narrates 
the response of the September 196? Congress© General Kuna (CGK) to an
other attempt by the Panamanian government to cu,t off trade with Colom
bia, on the grounds that the trade in livestock, which sometimes accom
panied coconut trade, was a possible route for the entry of hoof-and- 
mouth disease into Panama, The governmental representative was argued 
down,

A second important source of cash income to San Bias has been 
wage work in the Canal Zone, and, as for the coconut trade, caciques
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the terms of employment0 Nele Kantule, in 1932, had agreed with the 
UoSo military on the wages and work conditions for Guna working in Army 
mess halls and barracks* Since 19^5, the CGK has served to initiate 
requests for improved wages or work conditions, and the caciques have 
acted as intermediaries between the CGK and the military authorities 
(Holloman 1969s377)= From the start, men seeking work in the Canal 
Zone had to have permission from the local Congreso to work, as well as 
a character reference from the first chief of their community (see Chap
ter 5)o The greatest number of these workers came from Ailigandi and 
Ustuppu (bastions of the Nele Kantule faction)* In the beginning, each 
group of workers in a single barracks elected a head to represent them 
in dealings with the military*

In 1971» the caciques reached a new agreement with the military, 
in which mess attendants (the largest category of Cuna workers in the 
Canal Zone) were paid at the UoS* minimum wage rate* In May 1977, the 
caciques again went to the Canal Zone to negotiate* The agreement re
affirmed that mess attendants were to receive the minimum wage (then 
$2*30/hour), living quarters on the post (at a cost of $5=50/week), 
meals in the mess halls (costing $37°00/month), coverage under work
man's compensation, and limited PX privileges* However, it was also 
agreed that workers .would not be covered by life insurance or medical 
insurance, and that they would not accumulate sick leave or annual 
leave * Thus, in case of sickness or death, the worker and his family 
have to fall back on kin, on the community, or on urban mutual aid 
groups*
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Urban mutual aid groups have been organized at both tribal and 

local levelso UTEKA, Union de Trabajadores Cunas, formed in 1969» 
represents all Cuna working on military bases in the Canal Zone, or
ganized by baseo It is the successor to Accion Oivica, a workers’ 
organization formed in the 1960’s (Holloman 1969s376)o

Members of UTEKA contribute $lo00/month to the treasury* In 
addition to aiding the families of members who have suffered non-job- 
related illness or injury, or who have died, UTEKA has contributed 
toward school construction on the reservation, toward scholarships for 
students pursuing secondary education in Panama, for the hospital on 
Ailigandi, and for expenses of Traditional Congresses* UTEKA has also 
taken over the operation of an agricultural development project that 
had been started by Accion Civica in 1963* The project, at Utirbe, is 
located near the Carti-Llano highway, at Mandinga* UTEKA workers are 
clearing 20 ha* for plantains, tomatoes, and com* The whole organiza
tion, working cooperatively, had started clearing the land, but travel 
distances were large and the union now employs full time resident 
workerso

Migrants from a single community also formed capitulos, or 
chapters, in Panama City and in Changuinola* These chapters function 
like UTEKA; they are supported by monthly contributions and send money 
to the parent community for municipal projects, scholarships, and for 
the relief of families of members who died or were injured* Some capi
tulos also act as credit cooperatives* Many give unaet, formal 
speeches of counsel and admonition (Howe 1974a;124ff) to members*
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A third industry whose structure has been influenced by politi

cal considerations is tourism» Several small-scale tourist enterprises 
were started in western San Bias in the 1960’s0 One was managed by a 
Cuna cooperative; the others were operated by non-Cuna (Holloman 1969; 
Falla 1975a)o The non-Cuna businesses had become a source of tension 
by 1967, mostly directed at the caciques (Holloman 1969s365)° The 
September 1967 CGK voiced fears that two caciques had compromised them
selves by accepting tours of the U0S0 paid for by the owner of one of 
the tourist establishmentsc The CGK feared that the cacique would en
croach on its authorityo

In January of 1969, the CGK passed resolutions to expel three 
of the non-Cuna businesses for having failed to obtain CGK approval for 
land use within the reservation (Article 21 of Law 16 of 1953) and, in 
one case, for failure to pay debts to a neighboring village (Falla 
1975a)o The CGK was able to eventually expel one of the non-Cuna 
entrepreneurs, but could not oust the other two=

These small businesses were dwarfed by government plans to con
struct a 686-room tourist hotel complex on the Cayos Grullos, at a cost 
of thirty-eight million,, IPAT (Institute Panamano de Turismo) proposed 
the hotel as the result of ten years of study of Panama's tourist poten
tial « San Bias was one of the areas judged suitable for development,,

„ o o the indigenous population /remains? ° = <, in a surpris
ingly good state of preservations We must take conservation
ist measures to prevent the cultural contamination of the 
indigenous element« Such loss of ethnic characteristics would 
mean not only the loss of this civilization, but also ?the 
loss of? one of the principal tourist attractions of this 
country and of San Bias, in particular (Falla 1975a:42)o
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The preliminary designs for the center took up 52% of total government 
spending for San Bias in 197^° IPAT had announced its intentions to 
the CGK in 1973 and asked the Representantes to the National Assembly 
and the caciques for permission to carry out field surveys for the 
ancillary installations like aqueducts and an airport0

When the engineers actually began to survey, the local Con- 
gresos communities near the proposed site of the center objectedo 
Falla (1975a:43-56) summarized the meetings that followed* Throughout 
these negotiations, it is clear that IPAT did not fully disclose the 
scope of the project* In addition, the national government overesti
mated the authority of the caciques and the representantes over local 
leaders* IPAT tried to deal exclusively with the caciques, although 
the Carta Organica (Article 25) required that caciques consult local 
chiefs in dealings with the national government which directly affect 
the community*

Representatives from Corrigimiento no* 1 (one of three admin
istrative divisions in San Bias) met with IPAT in December 1974, and 
argued that IPAT had obtained permission for hotel surveys but not for 
field surveys for the ancillary facilities* When engineers flew to 
San Bias to start the surveys, Cuna forcibly prevented them from leav
ing the planes, and the CGK of April 1975 divided over whether to 
permit the studies to continue * The CGK unanimously condemned the 
Representantes (Howe, personal communication 1978) and, shortly after
wards, most villages disowned the caciques and representantes and 
named new ones* The split lasted more than a year*
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Falla thought there were two motives for opposition to the con

struction of the Tourist Center» The first was fear that new oppor
tunities for wage work (at least 673 new jobs) would diminish the 
agricultural work force and that uncultivated land in San Bias would 
tempt non-Cuna from the interior to settle on reservation lands0 The 
second recalls one of my arguments at the start of the chapter».

It is unusual that the Cuna, and, in general, the indigenous 
groups of Panama, when contrasted with native Americans of 
Mesoamerica or of the altiplano (highland South America), that 
they are not subjugated, as is the peasant who surrenders his 
surplus to urban centers; and, in his own home, is the victim 
of the relations engendered by this sort of exploitation 
(Falla 1975a?65 /this author's translation/)=

The tourist-center controversy brings this account of the history of
San Bias to the ethnographic present, 1976-1977° There remain a few
topics in San Bias history that are best discussed in overview? the
significance of evidence on albinism for evaluating theories about the
origin of the Cuna, the role of epidemics in the post-contact period,
and an overview of the population history of the Darien0

Albinism, Population Genetics, and the 
Origin of the Cuna

At the beginning of this chapter, I reviewed hypotheses about 
the pre-Contact location of the Cuna? whether they should be con
sidered remnants of the deculturated Cueva (Lothrop 1937; Steward and 
Faron 1959), intruders from the east (Romoli 1953), or "remnants of a 
number of different chiefdoms both on the Isthmus and in the Atrato 
Basin" (Howe 1974a? 9)° The cultural and linguistic information recorded 
in early chronicles does not conclusively prove any of these views
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(Howe 1974a: 9), and cases where ethnic groups are not the same as bio
logical descendants also confuse the mattero

The high incidence of albinism among the Cuna provides a new 
line of argumento Tyrosinase-positive oculocutaneous albinism is in
herited as an autosomal recessive —  that is, a child showing the trait 
must have parents who are both carriers for that trait <, By about 1626, 
Cuna-like inhabitants of the eastern coast of the Gulf of Uraba showed 
a high incidence of albinism (Severino 1956-1957sIV;119)» In 1638,
Fray Adrian de Santo Tomas noted the same high incidence among his 
congregation in the Tuira valley0 In the Bayano, Wafer (1934:80) re
marked on the number of albinos in l68l0 He estimated they formed 
between 0o35% and 0o50% of the population* Thus, three roughly con
temporary accounts show that a high incidence of albinism was geo
graphically widespread*

Keeler (1964a) discussed these data and compared them with his 
own census results* He used the Hardy- Weinburg law (which assumes an 
infinitely large population, absence of mutation, absence of selection, 
and random mating) to estimate the gene frequency for albinism among 
the Cuna* He then estimated the number of mutations that would b® 
needed each generation to balance the high selection against albinos 
due to infanticide, increased risk of skin cancer, and a sexual pref
erence for non-albinos (Howe, personal communication 1978)* He cal
culated that the mutation rate for the locus was 3°98 x 10 ^ per 
generation (Keeler 1964bs119)°

This estimate is implausibly high* Cavalli-Sforza and Bodmer 
(1971s107) assembled estimates of mutation rates and found that the
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mean mutation rate per locus per generation was probably 10~^ or less0 
Thus, Keeler's estimate is about 40,000 times the estimated mean0 The 
reason Keeler's estimate fell so wide of the mark was that the Cuna do 
not meet the assumptions for the Hardy~Weinburg law —  they are not an 
infinitely large population with random matingo

The coefficient of inbreeding for individuals, F, is the prob
ability that two alleles at a locus be identical by descent (Johnston 
1973?103)o a, which is the average of F for individuals forming a 
population, describes a groupc It is possible to show that a is in
versely proportional to N@, the effective size of the population (John
ston 1973;105)o A small, endogamous group can be inbred even if mar
riage of consanguines is uncommon or prohibited* The effect of in- 
breeding on a population with a given gene frequency for a locus is to 
raise the number of persons homozygous for that locus (Woolf and 
Dukepoo 1971:401)*

In their study of albinism among the Hopi, Woolf and Dukepoo 
(1971) found a rough relationship between the degree of inbreeding and 
the incidence of albinism* First Mesa, the least inbred (a = 0*0025) 
lacked albinos, while Second Mesa (ct = 0*014) and Third Mesa ( a = 0=007) 
had an incidence of 0*52% —  roughly the same as the Cuna* The authors 
examined three explanations for the high incidence of albinisms 
heterosis, genetic drift, and cultural selection* They found no evi
dence for heterosis, rejected the hypothesis of genetic drift by 
arguing that the Hopi shared ancestry with the Jemez, the Zuni, and the 
San Bias Cuna (all of whom have a high incidence of albinism), and 
decided that cultural selection was probably responsible for the
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persistence of albinism in the population* They speculated that since 
albinos could not do agricultural work and were forced to remain in the 
village while other men were working, albinos had more opportunity for 
sexual encounters than other men*

The possible explanations of a high incidence of albinism among 
the Cuna are the same as for the Hopi; heterosis, genetic drift, and 
cultural selection* Cultural selection does not seem likely* Until 
recently, Cuna settlements were dispersed, and agricultural work was 
probably carried out near the houses, and women did much of the farm
ing* Finally, most Cuna today are not sexually attracted to albinos 
(Howe, personal communication 1978)* There are no data to support the 
hypothesis that heterosis is responsible for the high incidence of 
albinism* Some scientists argue that heterosis in humans is rare 
(Cavalli-Sforza and Bodmer 1971:734)* The only proven case is the 
hemoglobin-S polymorphism, sickle-cell anemia* Some theoreticians 
believe that the "cost" of heterotic polymorphisms, that is, the sum 
of sub-optimal fitness, preclude more than a limited number *

Genetic drift is the remaining explanation for the observed 
incidence of albinism* Woolf and Dukepoo* s argument against- genetic 
drift —  common origin of the Cuna, Hopi, Jemez, and Zuni —  has no 
linguistic or historic evidence to support it* A second argument 
against genetic drift is that for it to act on a polymorphism, the 
selection coefficient, s, against the homozygote must be quite small:
/ s /< 1/(2N)
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where s = 1 - f

f = (number of offspring born to homozygous individuals)
4 (number of offspring born to unaffected)

N = population size
Woolf and Dukepoo estimated that the selection coefficient for albinism 
among the Hopi was 0o2-0o3 in the present and 0o4-0o5 in the paste 
This is far too large to allow the frequency of albinism to be main
tained at equilibrium by drift alone0 It is possible, however, that 
the frequency is not at equilibrium and that the observations are a 
transient polymorphism«

It is possible that, in the case of the Cuna, demographic col
lapse after contact produced a situation where founder effect was 
importanto It is difficult to imagine, however, that founder effect 
operated in the same way for three geographically distinct populations 
described in the 17th century= It is also possible that albinism was 
the result of heterosis which affected the whole pre-Contact population 
of the Darien and Urab&o In that case, however, it is likely that the 
Spanish would have noted albinism in some of the groups they saw during 
conquesto

While there is not enough information to permit any definite 
statement about population genetics among the l?th century Cuna, I 
think that the most plausible explanation is that high incidence of 
albinism was a transient polymorphism due to genetic drift, maintained 
and made visible by inbreeding0 I think this is evidence that the Cuna 
observed in the 17th century had long -formed a reproductively isolated 
population which spread in the century after Contact0 The fragments of 
linguistic information recorded in the earliest chronicles lead me to
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think the "homeland" was in the Atrato Basin* I do not think that this 
dispersion entailed a life of unceasing travel» Present-day villages 
have been known to split and to move short distances, and to exploit 
work camps five or ten miles distant from the main settlement* The 
migrations discussed could be the result of gradual movement —  the 
result of net movement of ten miles in a generation*

Disease
In the post-Gontact period, we have seen that high mortality 

from disease played a role in European decisions of whether to try to 
settle in the Dari6n, and, once there, whether to persevere * In the 
next chapter, we will see that the Cuna, also, were consciously in
fluenced in their choice of sites for settlement by considerations of 
mortality from disease, and that changes of settlement location also 
had effects on health of which the Cuna were not always aware«

From accounts of the early European attempts at colonization, 
it is difficult to separate the three major causes of deaths violence, 
hunger, and disease* Indeed, the effects were almost certainly inter
active* Poor planning and ignorance often played a major role in the 
failure of these expeditions*

It will be remembered that, reviewing the chronicles of the 
l6th century settlers, both Carter (1951:178) and Sauer (1969:279) con
cluded that disease played only a minor part in the failure of the 
first attempts; that violence and hunger accounted for all but a small 
proportion of the deaths, with the exception of epidemic of modorra, 
which has not yet been identified* Mortality for 17th century
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expeditions is show in Table 4„ The probable cause for the relatively 
low mortality of the Scots, compared with that of expeditions from 
Cartagena and Antioquia, is that the Scots were not fighting the 
Indians, so their mortality from violence was much lower than that of 
the Spanisho

I earlier discussed the evidence for falciparum malaria in the 
17th century* It is difficult to be sure whether yellow fever was 
present in the New World before contact, or introduced later* One dif
ficulty is that it was not described and named as a distinct disease 
until the middle of the 17th century* Although (Marks and Beatty 1976s 
149) Mayan manuscripts describe yellow fever, and although an outbreak 
can be identified in Santo Domingo during 1495, the low tolerance of 
native Americans for the disease (contrasted with West Africans) sug
gests that if endemic foci were present in the New World, they were 
small and isolated* By 1635, however, the disease was persistently 
epidemic throughout the Caribbean*

Both in Latin America and in Africa, the epidemiology of yellow 
fever is complex, involving monkeys and one or several mosquito vec
tors, as well as humans * In Latin America, monkeys serve as a reser
voir, and humans are usually infected while felling timber by mosquitoes
like Haemagogus sp* (which is arboreal) (Faust, Russell and Jung 1970s 
680)* The infected human, on returning to his habitation, in turn 
infects domestic mosquitoes like Aedes aegypti —  starting an epidemic 
in the settlement* Thus, communities whose numbers are doing a good
deal of land clearing are at greatest risk*
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Table 40 Mortality in European settlers of the Darien 1596-1699=

Leader Reference Date
No. 

Set Out
No.
Died

No.
Returned Mortality

Po Martin 
Davila

Simon 
1953s8s63

1936 500 44 , 91o2

Tristancho Simon
1953:9:131

1618 106 87 82.1

Savaadra Simon
1953:9:191

1620 800+ 115 85.6

Patterson Hart 1929: 
96

1698 1200 744 62=0

Scots - 2 Hart 1929:
143

1699 1300 940 72.3
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Summary of Population Data from the Parian:
Contact to 1900

The last section of this chapter will attempt to use the assem
bled historical background to evaluate pre-1900 demographic data from 
the Dari^n-Uraba region* Throughout this period, we are dealing with 
estimates of settlement size —  there are no census data* The authors 
of reports often were motivated to exaggerate or to minimize population 
figures* In spite of these difficulties, however, it is possible to 
sort the relatively good estimates from those that are less likely to 
be reliable*

Estimates for the pre-Contact population of eastern Panama vary 
widely* Although Sauer (1969:284) believed that Oviedo’s estimate of 
two million should be trusted, C* F* Bennett (1968:36) doubted that 
even Oviedo’s observant habits and extensive travel gave credibility to 
his estimate, which lacked explicit enumeration* In addition, it 
should be remembered that Oviedo was trying to make a case against 
Pedrarias’ administration, which he held to be guilty of the radical 
depopulation of the Darien*

C* F* Bennett (1968:36) took Steward’s (1949:664) estimate of 
150,000 for eastern Panama as a lower limit for credible population 
totals* Bennett’s own estimated densities are shown in Figure 11* He 
felt that the heaviest settlement would be in alluvial zones, and that 
population concentration would follow rivers, a pattern that continues 
through the 19th century*

Demographic data for the period immediately after Contact are 
scarce (Pirizon 1971:65)° In the first part of the l6th century, the
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Figure 11. Human population densities in Panama, circa 1500 C.E. —  From Bennett 1968.
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debate over the boundaries of Panama and Cartagena, as well as the 
heavy illegal raiding that went on in the Uraba region, contributed 
to the absence of administrative records for the area0 By the second 
half of the l6th century, Spanish colonists had lost interest in the 
region.

During the 17th century, we have a number of population esti
mates by missionaries, but it is necessary to remember that the mis
sionaries probably exaggerated the number of persons that they had 
baptized and settled in reducciones. The settlements reported by the 
Augustinian Alonzo de la Cruz are shown in Table 5, along with popula
tion estimates. In addition, de la Cruz estimated that a population 
including 2,250 arms-bearing men had not yet been brought into super
vised settlements. The figures given by de la Cruz are certainly 
higher than the 4,432 estimated in the mid-l8th century (Murillo 1892; 
78-9), for the eastern coast of the Gulf of Uraba.

From information given to Fray Eusebio de Sevilla (also shown on 
Table 5) we know that the eastern coast of the Gulf of Uraba was 
settled, but these are second hand figures.

The reducciones established by Adrian de Santo Tomas (Severino 
1956-1957sIV;44) are shown on Figures 12-14, with other reducciones 
formed during the 17th century. These settlements are large. We know 
that the usual settlement pattern, at this time, was dispersed, and 
nucleated communities the size of the reducciones would have increased 
considerably the amount of labor expended on transport (Von Thunen 
1966)0 This could have been one of the factors motivating the insur
rections that ended most 17th century efforts at missionization.
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Table 5= Augustinian reducciones in eastern Uraba 1626-1633 and 1677°

Name Pop0 1626^ 1677(c) Church8 No0 of Barrios

Santa Ana *

Damaquiel 700 5004- * 4
Misiachia 600 2
Chicarachicha 500 , 2-300 4
Alfatichica 400 *

Matamoros 600 1,000+ *
Paquitusa 200
Parabay 500
Mosio 300
Mugirica 600 2
Nacarino 300 2
Numiaran 200
San Sebastian 800 Sf 3
Uraba/Guari 300 *

Chichirubi 200 500+
Ceraba 2-300+

Total 2,700 2,400-2,600

awhether or not the community has a church (* = church) 
bSeverino 1956-1957;IV:124-6 Fray Alonzo de la Cruz 
cSeverino 1956-1957:IV;216-217 Fray Eusebio de Sevilla
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Few comparative data are available for the early post-Contact 

periodc, Cook and Borah (1971:411=429) analyzed published data on demo
graphic change during the l6th and 17th centuries for three groups in 
Colombia; the provinces of Tunja and Pamploma (both in the highlands 
northeast of Bogota) and the Quimbaya, who occupy the middle altitudes 
of the Cauca River valley0 The authors calculate a for these regions, 
a measure of rate of population growth or decline0

(P? - P-,) 
w = (100)

yp^Pg (Cook and Borah 1971:90)

where p^ = population at the first point in time 
p = population at the second point in time 
t^ = initial time (year)

= second time (year)

Cook and Borah found that the Colombian data showed the same relation
ship between climate and the rate of population decline that they had 
found in central Mexico (Cook and Borah 1971:429)o Rates of decline 
for Tunja and Pamploma decreased after the start of the 17th century as 
populations stabilized, while rates of population decline for the 
Quimbaya (according to counts of tributaries) remained higho By the 
mid-17th century, the Quimbaya were extinctc Part of this decline, 
however, is due to Indians leaving the encomiendas to take up other 
occupationso

Data for the l8th century are probably more reliable than 17th 
century estimates,, A detailed description of settlements, with
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estimates of.the number of families in each, accompanied the account of 
the truce of 17410 As noted for the 17th century, the limits of the 
community and of the local political unit coincided, and the settle
ments forming them were loosely grouped along the major riverso Figure 
11 (Panama), and Figure 13 (Uraba) show the number of families in each 
communityo The organization of the description —  giving the settle
ments in the order of their location along the major rivers, and the. 
fact that most estimates were rounded to the nearest 20 —  make it 
likely that the source for these data were a Cuna informant0 If this 
was the case, then the term families probably refers to households 
(neka) rather than to nuclear families= Assuming 8 persons to a house
hold, Wassen (1949:23) estimated the total population to be l6,6l60 

Looking at the distribution, we see that the most densely
I

settled areas were the headwaters of the Bayano, the Paya/Saraque/ 
Pucuro region, and the lands around the Gulf of Uraba„ Thus, the cen
ter of density is considerably to the south and east of where it is 
now, and its location suggests diffusion of population from the high
lands of the Tuira-Atrato watershed,. This would accord with the tra
dition of origin on the mountain Takarkuna*

During the 19th century, we lack systematic censuses of the 
Darien, and the estimates of the various canal explorers diverge widely= 
Cullen (18535 72) maintained that the population of the Darien had 
fallen dramatically since 1741, that the whole population totaled less 
than 3,000 persons, and that there were no settlements near the route 
he proposedo However, much of Cullen"s information was inaccurate 
(U0S0 Bureau of Navigation, Depto of the Navy 1883s 18) „ The expedition
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that followed Cullen’s route the next year passed a village they esti
mated to hold 800 (UoSo Bureau of Navigation 1883;53)o Selfridge, 
following a similar route (UoSo House of Representatives 1874:10) en
countered three nucleated villages on the Subcuti, and estimated their 
total population at l,000o Thus, the estimates of men who had done 
actual exploration in the Darien were much higher than Cullen’s: Puydt
1868:92) estimated 5,000; Selfridge (UoSo House of Representatives 
1874:10) estimated 7,000= An earlier paper (Stier 1976b:53) had dis
cussed the gap between the estimates of Selfridge and those of Cullen, 

However, what is more important that the totals in the nuclea- 
tion of settlement that had taken place by the time of Strain’s and 
Selfridges observations, both along the coast (Stout 1947:59) and in
land 0 We will see this described for the forebearers of the Tubualeftos, 
in the next chaptero

Summary
This chapter has tried to address some old problems, as well as 

to raise some new ones, in the ethnohistoric material on the Cuna, The
first, of course, is their origin. It seems that the fragmentary
records of the earliest explorations on the Atrato, the 17th century 
accounts to subdue the Uraba-Darien region, inferences from population 
genetics, and the demographic data from the l8th century, suggest that
the Cuna had been a reproductively isolated population at contact.

We have seen that political considerations probably played a 

large part in the withdrawal of the Spanish from the Darien in the
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early l6th century0 Later 16th century colonists were little attracted 
to a region whose supply of gold had been depleted, and whose indig
enous population had been decimated by violence and epidemic disease 
(smallpox and measles)» By the 17th century, the entry into the region 
of diseases to which Europeans lacked immunity —  especially falciparum 
malaria and yellow fever —  raised mortality dramatically, among the 
would-be colonists. When, to these figures, was added the risk of 
death by violence, average mortality was 86^, The reluctance of secu
lar colonists and of missionaries to enter the region was probably 
rational.

The l8th century saw continued efforts to bring the Darien
I

under control, at a heavy cost in terms of life and property. With the 
treaty of 1789* at Cartagena, administrators had decided that cost ex
ceeded benefit. The importance of this withdrawal was that, during the 
early period of Colombia's independence from Spain, when many resguar- 
dos were being divided and sold, and when settlers were encroaching on 
indigenously-held lands, the Darien was ignored.

When San Bias did, again, come under pressure ■—  from Panama —  

we have seen that efforts to assimilate the Cuna by force were concen
trated in the western part of the Comarca, and that the descriptions 
of "economic abuses" in the east were more the result of prejudice than 
of observation.

For the period since 1925, I have tried to show how the inter
community political structure has functioned in negotiations with 
exterior governments on topics of economic importance.
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HISTORY OF THE TUBUALA-SASARDI AREA

The coastline between Kwati tiwar (Sasardi) and Punto Escoces 
forms a relatively protected bay, which presently holds four Cuna 
villages: Mulatupu, Tubuala, Cuba, and Calidonia (formerly Coetupu),
The region had economic importance for Europeans during the ontact 
period. This chapter will summarize the information dealing specifi
cally with the Sasardi-Calidonia area from early European sources and 
then will deal with Tubuala's oral history. It will concentrate on 
topics stressed in the last chapter: the role of disease in influen
cing choice of settlement location, the growth of village cooperative 
enterprises, and the establishment of schools in the community.

Early History: 1510-1853
When the Spanish came (Helms 1978:124), the coastline near 

Tubuala was included in the domain of Careta, which extended from Cabo 
Tiburon to Masargandi, The region included a nesting ground for green 
turtles (Oviedo y Valdez 1959:111) and adjoined several passes across 
the central Cordillera, Helms (1978:125) speculated that Careta's 
village was important in long-distance trade, In 1511, Balboa (Sauer 
1969:220) traveled from the coast, across the cordillera, and down the 
Rio Morti and Rio Sabana to the Pacific, The settlement of Ada, 
founded in 1515 (Sauer 1969:259) was located on what is now called
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Escorromurru (Cruxent 1956-1957?36)«, As noted in the last chapter,
Ada continued to he occupied after the abandonment of Santa Maria de 
la Antigua del Darie'h, until about 15400 The only evidence I have 
found that the Indian groups observed during this European occupation 
were ancestors of the Cuna is that the name Ada "could have been a 
garbled form of the Cuna kala, which means 'bones’" (Howe 1974b:5)o

Pirates frequented the region in the years that followed (Lopez
de Velasco 1894:352)« Drake ( C o  L o  Anderson 1911:348-49) probably 
camped on Isla Pino in 1572 and called it Port Plentyo Guided by 
cimarrones (escaped slaves), Oxenham crossed from near A d a  to the Gulf 
of San Miguel in 1575 and raided shops bound for the city of Panama 
(Cruxent 1956-1957:13; C = L0 Anderson 1911:351) = Parker landed at Ada 
in 1602, while sailing toward Porto Bello ( C o  L, Anderson 1911:395)°
In 1679 English and French pirates gathered on Isla del Oro (now called
Suletup) and used it as a base for crossing the isthmus (Cruxent 1956-
1957:13)° It is from this assembly that we obtain the observations of 
Wafer (1934) and of Dampier (1906), which led to the choice of Punta 
Escoces for the ill-fated Scots colony» By this time, the Cuna had 
occupied the Calidonia region, settling along inland rivers» The 
region between the Bahia de Calidonia and the Bay of Careto was domi
nated by the cacique Diego0

French pirates settled Calidonia after the expulsion of the 
Scots, and Spanish authorities tried to regain control (see pQ 78)„
In the guerilla warfare that followed, the headwaters of the Chucunaque 
and Bio Sabanas —  the area inland from Sasardi-Calidonia —  was a 
stronghold of resistance to the Spanisho The earliest evidence for
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settlement on the coastal rivers dates from 1741 (Murillo 1892:273-78)„ 
That account describes the Cuna as "dispersed, without having formed 
villages of regular households for permanent habitation"(Murillo 1892: 
273-74)o According to the document, which sounds like a description by 
a Cuna, possibly one of the negotiators of the 1741 truce, the settle
ments along the coast are as shown on Figure 12: 1757 figures for
settlement along these rivers are considerably lower (Wassen 1949:23), 
as are those recorded by Ariza in 178lo Ariza also recorded approxi
mate numbers of cacao trees (Wassen 1949:23; Davis I866-I867, map 14), 
which were concentrated along the coast between Calidonia and the Gulf 
of Uraba.0

The fort of Carolina del Dariih (see p0 84), occupied 1784-1791 
(Cruxent 1956-1957:32ff)» was located on the site of Aclao The outpost 
held some 800 men at most "counting both sick and well" (Cruxent 1956- 
1957:34), but the fortified area could accommodate only half the occu
pants*

The Fidalgo expedition, which mapped the Darien coast, gives a
description of the settlement pattern of the time*

^the Cuna/ live on the banks of the rivers and never on the 
sea-shore* They very seldom have aggregated settlements 
(poblacion reunida), but the homesteads on the banks of a 
single river are called a village* From this is /the habij/ 
that the Indians distinguish /among/ themselves by the names 
of the rivers on which they have their hamlets (Fidalgo 189I:
184)*

I do not think that this account describes the settlement pattern 
once present in the Bayano: nucleated villages with widely scattered
work houses (Howe, personal communication 1978)* C* F* Bennett
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(1962;36) notes that the Bayano arrangement of houses in a village was
not present in the 17th century*

At that time /the 17th century/” the Bayano Cuna lived in a 
tnore dispersed pattern than at present and the villages that 
existed were not laid out according to any particular plan*

By 1760, Cuna were trading hawksbill and green turtle to Jamai
can ships * Roberts traveled on one of these ships in I8l6 (Helms 1978; 
139) and noted what may have been a permanent settlement on the coast 
at Sasardi* In trade of goods like ivory nuts, cacao, and rubber, the 
coastal populations served as middlemen between inland Cuna and the 
British* They also raised hogs and chickens for sale to European boats 
(Roberts 1963:36)*

When Cullen (1853:65) visited the area, he noted trade in coco
nuts* Since coconuts are heavy fruits, it is easier to transport them 
by water than overland* Therefore, coconut groves are planted near 
water where they are accessible by canoe* He noted permanent shore 
villages; Calidonia, at the site of Carolina del Darien, numbered five 
huts; Sasardi numbered 20 (Cullen 1853:72)* Later canal explorations 
(see p*127) noted large, nucleated villages on the Subcuti (ice*, 
Sokkopti)*

Oral History: Late iSOO* s to Present
With the consolidation of inland villages during the 19th cen

tury, oral histories become integrated and coherent* Before this, 
accounts vaguely describe origin in western Colombia, dislocation after 
Spanish conquest, and dispersed settlement* Much of this, e*g*, the 
claim that the Cuna once lived at Bogota or Cartagena, is almost cer
tainly fiction*
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Long ago <> = => my ancestors had not yet come to these hills0 
The grandfathers lived, they say «, o c in Bogota „ o o they 
lived at Cauca = = = my grandfathers came from Cartagena0 We 
lived there = o = then the Spaniards, Christopher Colombus 
maltreated my ancestors. He cut off the heads of the chil
dren 0 , 0  little ones, women, old folk, all were beheaded and 
cut in little pieces, , , , The Spanish planted fields /axid/ 
as for my ancestors, they fled to the forest , , , in between 
the hills, they fled and fled, , , , The ancestors lived in 
groups of three or four; the Cuna were almost gone /per 
perkumai/; the Panamanians were clearing the land.

The accounts describe the sort of dispersed settlement found in
the l8th century, and named settlements correspond to those found in
the l8th century sources discussed above, There followed a nucleation
of settlements, described as a congregation of all ritual specialists
considered necessary for a functioning village (Howe n,d,a;236),

Thus, fleeing and fleeing, the ancestors went to the headwaters 
of this river; they truly came here, , , , Near here, a few 
lived; by Wala, four or so lived. The land was becoming all 
Panamanian; here, a few Cuna still lived, , , , My ancestors 
moved to Sokkopti, then they came to Morti , , , then they 
moved to Sasardi, The place was named Pirya, and my ances
tors came to live:there. It was a village, my grandfathers 
came: inatuleti came; a nele came; one who knew kapur ikar
came; one who knew sia ikar came; one who knew muu ikar came;
, , , people who knew apsoket came.
Thus, my ancestors began to travel. They said, "There isn't 
enough land," They said, "This river, where does it flow; 
where does it emerge? Where in the sea does it come out?"
The% began to say, "Let us look for it again," Two /i,e^, a 
few/ people were chosen, they went cutting and cutting /their 
wa^/o They were forest people, hunters of collared peccary, 
hunters of white-lipped peccary, you understand, , , , "It is 
done; we still didn't reach there," they said, , , , Thus, 
they went back to /their/' home.
Later, two /i,e,, a fev̂ 7 more people went; , , , they emerged 
at the beach, the beach at the mouth of the Sasardi river.
They really came to see , , , they traveled around the islands

, that lie here. It was all mangrove, they saw mila 
/tarpon/, huge kelu /jacks/, whose fins stood out from the 
water, huge tapu /barracuda/, , , , They went back again, to 
their home.
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When they arrived, they told everything to the elderso .» = o 
The elders were afraid; the Spaniards were clearing land, they 
/the elders/ didn't want to come to the mouth of the river„
They stayed in the woods; they were afraid of the foreignerso 
Thus, they only began to clear a path; there were no good 
paths, only small trails winding every which way0 0 0 = The 
foreigners will come again to shoot them, they said* <,00 
They were afraid of the foreigners; they were afraid and poor*

The decision to establish fields on the coast seems to have 
been linked to the start of the coconut trade, early in the 19th cen
tury (see po 104)o When first settled, the lands near the coast were 
easy to work and fertileo People established permanent settlements on 
the coast, and retained the former, upriver settlements, as work camps:

They all said, "clear coconut fields." When they had cleared 
fields for coconuts, they also served for banana fields; I'm 
not kidding that it was good land for bananas. /The land/ had 
good secondary growth; there were none of the bad weeds. . . .,
When you worked hard until noon, you could finish clearing in 
one day. /People/ were making huge fields. Today, when you 
work, there are high weeds. You can only accomplish a little; 
at sunset you have not finished, the land has gone bad.
Thus, my ancestors lived in the beginning. They really 
worked big coconut fields, as soon as they came to the river 
Sasardi. The elders no longer lived at the headwaters— that 
place was abandoned; it was only used as a work camp. . . .
They would sleep /there/ ten days /working bananas and cacao/, 
then return to Sasardi. . . .  The elders who lived there 
would go /catch/ hawksbill turtles. There were huge numbers 
of hawksbills. Many would climb onto the beaches, they say.
By the time they had finished, they would have caught twenty; 
they could catch eight. They got money from the hawksbills.

The village of Sasardi grew quickly; from 30-35 houses in 1873 
(Stout 1947:59), it had expanded to 90 houses in 1909= Soon after 
that, a fire set by two men burned the whole village, and the com
munity split. Half of the inhabitants of Sasardi had moved to Mula- 
tuppu by 1925, while half remained on the mainland. Soon after this, 
however, the river which had supplied drinking water shifted course,
toward the north.
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The river went dry; _the_water went to Kwatia„ The elders went 
to where the river /now/ flowed, and said, "We will build a 
wall of epit logs. It’s a good idea; we will build a dam,,"
They carried rocks; they positioned the rocks. It couldn’t 
hold, however; when a storm came up, the wall brokeo The 
elders wearied of this. "We will give up; we won’t do it 
again," they said. Then, in the river bed, they dug wells, 
to get drinking water. The water was bad. They went to Mula- 
tuppu, where there was a river, to carry water.

At about this time, inhabitants at Sasardi began as a group to
clear low-lying lands at Kwatia, in order to plant cacao for sale to
traders. The lands were thought to be inhabited by spirits, who, when
disturbed, caused an epidemic in Sasardi.

At first, people could not go there. There were many croca- 
diles; the place was infested with jaguars and with the spirits 
of jaguars . . .  it was all a huge swamp— not good land, you 
understand. . . .  Then the elders spoke, "Let us clear the 
land." There were huge sokla /palms/ there, huge trees— it 
was all heavily wooded. Thus, we were clearing the land, cut
ting the brush, felling trees . . .  all of us in the village, 
as a sociedad /cooperative/, you understand; we were all to
gether.
Thus, when we jfelled the trees, things came out— they came out 
/of the forest/ . . . people began to get sick. People got 
sick, and turned__yellpw= They had swollen stomachs and boils. 
Then, the nele /seer/, who saw how things were, said, "The 
clothesline of the kingfisher is broken. Let us exorcize the 
land. If we do not, everyone will.die."

In order to calm the epidemic, the village carried out an
apsoket, an eight-day long exorcism (for description, see Howe n.d.a)
designed to bring the spirits once again into confinement.

Thus the people worked; they carved balsa statues. All the 
people, everyone worked, making all sorts of things. .. .
The chicha was ready, thus, when the inna /intoxicating bever
ages to get the spirits drunk/ was ready, they set up the 
balsa figures. When the house was filled, the exorcist was 
there, his hammock was slung . . .  underneath the hammock lay 
the crosses; everything was ready.
The exorcist, Yabiliqui&a, began to_sing. He was singing 
thus to counsel the balsa figures /familiar^ „ „ „ he sang
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to the chicha for six days, and then it was ready to be drunk„
Then he went into the underworld, carrying the chicha* * * o 
Under the earth, lives the king of the tusu /boils-Z* That was 
their leader; that is how the spirits live in the underworld*
When he /Yabiliquifia/ got there, he said, "call first to your 
comrades=_ I have gotten chicha for you* Call the bats, call 
the tus /[boils/, call the crocodiles, the short crocodiles, 
the kingfishers, everyone, You will put them under the ground 
* . * you will drink inna for eight days*" Yabiliquina*s 
speech was done* * * * Then it /the ceremony/ was complete*
Then the chief /Yabiliquina/ said, "Let us not stay in Sasardi*
Let us move to Tubuala* We will leave the land here quiet; 
let no one come here again* * * * In the underworld, the 
spirits are drinking chicha* When they become drunk, they will 
parade on the land, and people may get sick again," he said*

The move to Tubuala was initially an emergency measure, but 
most of the residents decided to remain* Those who were reluctant to 
leave their fields and homes returned to Sasardi, and remained there 
several years. Eventually, they found the site too buggy, and moved to 
Mulatuppu *

At this time, Tubuala consisted of three small islands, covered 
with coconut palms* The inhabitants of Sasardi paid the owners $1*50 
for each coconut palm on the island. From the beginning, those who 
wanted to construct houses had to fill in their house sites with rock 
and sand before building. Land fill was carried out by individuals, 
but house construction was done communally* Thus, migration from 
Sasardi was motivated by an epidemic, which followed a loss of the 
water supply and an effort to bring swampy lands under cultivation*
The nature of the epidemic is unclear; malaria, smallpox (aisapet), 
and yellow fever have all been suggested by informants.

The next chapter will discuss mortality in more detail, and 
will address the question of whether infection rates from insect-borne
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diseases were lowered by migration to the islandso It is likely, how
ever, that the move did reduce incidence of several intestinal infec
tions » Residence on in-shore islands meant that refuse and offal were 
disposed of far from the sources of drinking water, and the incidence 
of diarrhea, which is often spread through fecal contamination of drink
ing water, is low. Among infections transmitted by contact, the main 
problem is Ascaris lumbricoides, since small children, who sometimes 
defecate on the ground, transmit the eggs0 Conditions do inhibit the 
transmission of hookworm,,

A Biography of Yabiliqulna

As chief, Yabiliquiha played an important role in the migration 
to Tubuala, and, as cacique, he dominated regional politics until his 
death in 1972. Like other leaders (Howe 197^ai111), his memory is 
venerated within the community. His views on wage migration, on edu
cation, and on the importance of agricultural production differed from 
those of many of his contemporaries. However, instances of his 
"chiefly planning" and foresight are better seen as part of his role of 
ney seet (carrier of the place), than as a unique sort of charisma.

Yabiliquiha was born in Sasardi, the son of Inaparkikile and of 
an unknown mother. His father died when he was small. It is said that, 
as a child, he suffered from headaches, thought to be a sign of an. ex
panding intelligence, and that his sister's husband, a curer (inatuleti) 
bathed him in medicine in order to help his mind grow. As a youth, 
Yabiliquiha made no attempt to study, and occupied himself hunting with 
harpoon, and weaving baskets. He married the daughter of Inayopili,
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and had several children, among them Kawitio Then, saying that his 
wife maltreated the children, he left her and went to work on a UoS0 
lumber boatc After several years of sailing between the UoSo and 
Europe, he returned to San Bias, and briefly rejoined his wife. After 
a short time, however, he left her and married another womano

Soon after his return, he apprenticed himself to Nele Takinya, 
in Pitto, in order to learn apsoket ikar (literally the way of con
versing, the exorcism)= He owned fertile coconut fields, an with the 
yield from them he bought gifts for his teacher= Nele Takinya died, 
however, before Yabiliquiha had completely mastered the rite, and the 
nele's spirit, reluctant to leave the community, brought on an epidemic 
(swike, undefined), which YabiliquiKa managed to stop. Another nele 
who lived in Wala, later told Yabiliquiha that Nele Takinya had not 
revealed all the secrets of the net with which spirits are to be cap
tured (a common sort of competition between ritual specialists /iiowe 
1974 a: 258/)o Yabiliquiha went to Wala to study further <>

It was soon after this that Yabiliquiha led the exorcism in 
Sasardi described above, and it is said that his fame grew.. People in 
Tubuala claim that when Ustuppu was struck by an epidemic that Nele 
Kantule could not contain, the village called on Yabiliquiha0 They 
say that Nele Kantule was not even able to remain at the side of 
Yabiliquiha during; the chanting but fled to a distant house0

After mastering the exorcism, Yabiliquiha again fell into mari
tal difficulties, left his second wife, and went to live in Tuppak, He 
also began to learn Pap ikar (the way of God, chiefly tradition) from 
Inapakinya, one of the two inter-island chiefs who had succeeded
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Inanakinya., As recompense, Yabiliquiiia worked in the coconut fields of 
Inapakinya, and cleared land for him,. During this time, Yabiliquiiia 
also learned other rituals, but Inapakinya eventually counseled him to 
stop learning medicine, and to concentrate on being a chief0 Yabili- 
quiha became a chief while the community was still at Sasardi, and was 
named by Inapakinya to succeed as inter-island chief0

His knowledge was widely respected* For example, Howe, in 
1970, recorded a gathering chant (Howe 197^a;114) which lamented the 
decline in chiefly knowledge and cited Yabiliquiha as the sole remain
ing great chief* People from other factions (e*g*, Ustup) were less 
laudatory (Howe, personal communication 1978)=

Like chiefs in other communities (e=g*, Howe 1975:17)» Yabili- 
quina exhorted men to work hard in agriculture, and strongly encouraged 
them to be present during the seasons when agricultural work was 
heaviest* At the start of the agricultural year, during the dry 
season (yor), men say that Yabiliquiha would admonish the assembled 
men of the villages

Boys, work well* Work in the forest, clear fields from old 
forest (ney serret), clear fields from bush (nainu sae), plant 
bananas, sow corn* If you do not work, how will you feed your 

■ children? You will lack food, you will lack drink, your chil
dren will feel sad* Don't sadden your children* /if/ you have 
bananas, if you have coconuts planted . * * you will feel good*
It is like that for cacao, you will /be able to/ sit and drink 
matun /beverage of bananas and cacac/* * * *
The new year has started, so don't go away for a while» Start 
now to think of working a little* Comrades, don't think of 
going away for a whiles I won't give you permission* When 
you have cleared fields from old forest, when you have cleared 
fields from bush, when you have burned your fields, when you 
have planted corn, then, if you want to, go, for a while to 
Panama* Then you will come back at the corn harvest* But as
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for the present, before you have planted corn, before you have 
worked, you want to go to Panama? Who will do your work, when 
you are gone?

A person who did not return for planting or for harvest was 
obligated to find a substituteo This sort of exhortation, aimed at 
motivating the men of the village (sortakan kannoe, literally to 
strengthen the comrades) is one of the important duties of a chief0

Policy Under Yabiliquina; Agriculture
For much of his term in office, Yabiliquina was successful in 

reducing migration. The problem of estimating past migration rates 
will be discussed in detail in the next chapter, but one rough gauge 
for a situation where migration is predominantly male is the sex ratio. 
In i960, the sex ratio for Tubuala was 104.1 (males/females x 100), 
compared with 90.9 for San Bias as a whole (Republica de Panama 1964 
IX;25-26). By 1970, however, when Yabiliquifia retired, sex ratio at 
census for Tubuala dropped to 90.6, while that for San Bias was 88.8 
(Republica de Panama, unpublished data sheet).

Another indication that Yabiliquiha's exhortations were suc
cessful is the fact that Tubuala exports weruk (a cultivated palm used 
for thatch), bananas, and cacao to other communities in San Bias and 
to the exterior. At first, the community had held plantings of weruk 
at Puerto Escoces, and, during that time, the whole village pooled 
labor for house construction. When those plantings were exhausted, 
however, Yabiliquina advised people to make individual plantings of 
weruk closer to the village. At this point, house construction ceased 
to be a communal activity. Occasionally, however, the community as a
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whole sells weruk to men from other villages, assigning each household 
a fixed amount to cut from its holdingso

Although the Calidonia region had extensive cacao groves during 
the l8th century, Sasardi lacked cacao, and was obliged to import it 
before Yabiliquitia proposed clearing community fieldso As was the case 
with weruk, the communal fields were eventually abandoned, but house
holds continued to plant cacao groves individually, and several house
holds sold large amounts (over 100 kg) to traders from Ustuppu and 
Turbo (a town in northern Colombia) during 1976)o

Cooperative banana fields have been planted in lands first 
cleared for coconut cooperatives, and are used on qccasions when the 
village has to entertain guests (e0go, at traditional congresses)0 
Tubuala also exports bananas to Ustuppu and to western communities,.

There is some debate (Howe 1974b:37) about the origin of the 
idea of cooperative fields: Holloman (1969:450) claims that Nele
Kantule was the originator of the idea, while Chapin (personal communi
cation 1976) contends that village-owned fields whose yield was used 
for ritual purposes, like hospitality, or supplying food during an 
apsoket, probably predated Neke Kantule, but that cash-crop cooperatives 
may have originated with him,.

Actually, Nele Kantule never succeeded in convincing the vil
lage of Ustuppu to start large coconut cooperatives (Castillero n0do)o 
Land was not available near Ustuppu, and there was opposition to a pro
posal to clear lands at Makepkantio In the case of Tubuala, communal 
fields at Tainti and at Oros Nakusa were planted before the community 
left Sasardio Two other plantations were cleared later: Ikwa Kwichit,
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whose revenues were given to the daughters of the founders, and Sursis 
naito

The fields at Tainti were on low-lying ground„ During the 
1950’s, a shift in the course of the Kwati river flooded the fields, 
and those who had worked at excavating drainage ditches in UcSo owned 
banana plantations proposed draining the fields at Tainti using the 
same techniques,. The work was carried out by the whole cooperative0 
In most of these plantings, however, the coconuts gradually died, and 
bananas were planted in their stead at Tainti, Oros Nakusa, Sursis Nait 
and at Perme (whose founding is discussed below)e Community members 
feel that bananas ought not to be sold within the village, but that 
does not prevent exporto Because transport is not always available, 
and because bananas can only be stored for a short time (Howe 1975s27), 
individuals would have a hard time trading in bananas on a profitable 
scale. Large-scale fields, harvested cooperatively to meet previously 
agreed-on contracts, however, overcome the difficulty.

The management of the cooperatives at Sasardi is relatively 
simple, and differs little from that described for Playon Chico (Stier 

1976a;50~52)o The position of chief rotates among the members, a 
series of fines controls the number of absences, and membership in the 
cooperative is inherited. The management of the plantations at Perme, 
however, has been complicated by the high initial investment, by the 
size of the yield (which reached 1,000 coconuts per man per work 
period), and by conflicts between the villages of Tubuala and Ana- 
chucuna. Membership in Perme is not inherited; instead, the heirs are 
repaid the initial capital investment. In at least one case, however,
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when a member was expelled for failing to work his share, the members
had difficulty in agreeing on the amount of his compensation,.

Initially, members of Tubuala felt a strong responsibility
toward Anachucuna, a small shore village near the Colombian borderc
They had contributed to buy the lands at Perme because of complaints
that non-Cuna settlers were molesting people of Anachucuna, Later,
Yabiliquina had conducted an apsoket at Anachucuna,

The children couldn't grow; they kept dying. Their stomachs 
were lumpy; /the children/ turned yellow, Yabiliquina began 
to speak, "Let us exorcise the place. My cocal is here, this 
is all my village; I’ll do it for free; I won't charge money 
, , » =" Here, there were members, eighty-four members of the 
cocal. They all went at once to Sukkun, They gathered every
thing; tobacco, all the medicines, cacao, and uka. There was 
a tree , , , and at the top hung the clothesline of the wind.
Thus, pakka achu /The jaguar with the tube-like nave]/ howled 
in the night "Swa, swa, swa, . , ," That animal's clothes
line hung /the nele/ was saying, on the tree, "Therefore, 
you must cut down the huge tree that stands there," said the 
nele, "When you have cut it down, the land will heal again 
, , , then the little ones will really grow well," Thus, 
Yabiliquina exorcised the place, /Once the spirits had been 
driven underground, the tree could be felled^

However, shortly before the end of Yabiliquiiia's term in 
office, it was decided to divide the cooperative, A nele from Anachu- 
cun had said that, unless the village of Anachucun moved, there would 
.be an epidemic, Anachucun wanted to move its village into the middle 
of the coconut groves, but Tubuala was reluctant to allow it, Anachu
cun started cutting down coconut palms, and Tubuala decided to secede,

A recent incident, which involved a third exorcism illustrates 
the present relationship between the two villages, A nele in Anachucun 
had dreamed that an epidemic of yellow fever menaced the community, and 
charged that Tubuala, in clearing land for new coconut fields, had 
destroyed the homes of the ponis (spirits), who were, in consequence,
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angryo The human residents of Anachucun were also angry, asking how
Tubuala would feel if Anachucun cleared lands in the Calidonia region
and caused an epidemic0 Tubuala sent a delegation almost immediately
to Anachucun, and contributed toward the expenses of the exorcism*

In a description of the apsoket ceremony, Howe (1975s5) noted
the strictness of community controls over members during the ceremony*

In all of these actions the Cuna are very clearly displaying 
the integrity of the community and its solidarity in the face 
of an external, or one might even say, externalized, threat *

While Howe (1975) and Chapin (1975) deal with exorcisms involv
ing a single community and the spirit world, the latest example in 
Anachucun shows confrontation between two human communities, as well as 
confrontation between human and spirit communities*

Policy on Education 
Comparing leaders of different communities in San Bias, both 

traditionalists and progressives urged their followers to work hard in 
agriculture, and communities across the whole political spectrum 
founded agricultural cooperatives which operate on similar principles* 
With respect to education, however, there were great differences be
tween communities* The first village to found a school had been 
Nargana, under the pre-revolutionary "assimilationist" policy described 
in the last chapter * Ustuppu established a school in 1932, relatively 
soon after the revolt, and Nele Kantule stressed the importance of 
secular education for the individual and for the community* In con
trast, both Inapakinya, and later Yabiliquiha, opposed the founding of 
schools in their respective communities* Both, however, encouraged the
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education of a few children of the community; Inapakinya sent four
boys to the school of Anna Coope (in Nargana) before the revolution,
and Yabiliquifta sent a small number of boys to the Asyla de la Infancia
(in Panama City) in the early 1940*s0

For many years, however, Yabiliquirla opposed the founding of a
school on Tubualao A contemporary quotes him as saying;

If I establish a school, the boys won't be able to work ̂ in 
the forest/o Day after day they sit,_you see, the small boys.
They become accustomed ̂ /to inactivity/, sitting in school day 
after day; they do not want to go to the foresto They are 
always tiredo They go around visiting in the village„ The 
elders, the old ones, are the people who worko

Holloman (1969;90) claimed that a ministry of education report
on the i960 census showed that 37$ of the population over age ten in
Tubuala and Coetup could read and write, compared with 49.9$ of the
over-ten population in San Blas0 Since neither community then had a
school, she attributed these high rates to a "diffusion of pre-
educational attitudes from other communities" and to people's eagerness
to travel to other communities in San Bias to study, or to learn to
read and write while working outside the reservation* Her figures,
however, seem to be seriously inflated (Howe 19?4a;200)* The i960
census (Republics de Panama 1964;IX;69) showed, in fact, 25=8% literacy
for San Bias (persons over age 10) as a whole * Breakdowns by community
are not available for I960, but the 1970 census, which took place four
years after the founding of a school in Tubuala, showed only 16*2%
literacy among Tubualanos over age 10 (compared with 57=9$ for San Bias
as a whole) (Republica de Panama nod*)*

During the i960's, there was much debate among members of the
community as to whether or not a school should be founded* In 1965?
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however, a Baptist missionary established a small Sunday school on 
Tubuala, and,leaders worked out a compromise in which the Baptist was 
expelled and a secular school foundedo Because no land was available 
for a school building, the men of Tubuala formed a cooperative, filled 
in a large area on the northeast side of the island, constructed a 
school building, and rented it to the government (Holloman 1969s296)0 
The school grew rapidly, and, by the 1970 census, the proportion of 
children aged 7-15 in the community attending school was 56%, the same 
as the general rate in San Bias. Current levels of education for the 
community are discussed in the next chapter o

s Recent Trends
A decade before the fieldwork described here, Holloman (1969s

295-97) described Tubuala as one of the most conservative communities
in the Comarcao

Tubuala was the only major community in San Bias which, in 
1967, could be described as reactionary with respect to atti
tudes associated with modernization0 The island was the home 
of the First Cacique (interisland chief) Yapilikina. He and 
his predecessor firmly opposed the introduction of schools and 
other changes associated with modernization, , » o If the 
differences among San Bias communities in 1967 are conceptu
alized as a modernization continuum, then Tubwala was at the 
opposite end of the continuum from Nargana,

However, we have seen that two indices of modernization: the propor
tion of men absent for wage work, and the proportion of children , 
attending school, both increased rapidly in the late I960*s, until they 
approximated levels for the Comarca as a whole,

After Yabiliquina's resignation as cacique in 1970, and death 
in 1972, the village continued to move closer to progressivism.
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Yabiliquina1s son9 Kawiti9 succeeded him as first chief of Tubuala and 
as caciqueo People who remember Yabiliquina often consider that the 
village has gone downhill since his deatho Indications they cite in
clude: migration to Panama9 increased thefts of property and crops9
and increased marijuana smokingo These seem to be indices of stress9 
but it is necessary to take a wide view to put them in perspectiveo

First9 there is the fact that chiefs9 like saints, tend to be 

praised more in death than in life* The Cuna have been described (Howe 
1979s 8) as ambivalent to the office of chiefship0 While chiefs are 
seen as necessary, and are respected in the abstract, actual chiefs 
receive little deference in daily life, are distrusted, and are harshly 
criticized for improper conduct,. Praising a past chief is one more way 
of disparaging a present oneo Second, the Cuna as a group seem to be 
unusually pessimistic about the present and about the future (Howe 
19?4asl2l)o Finally, it is easy for ethnographers working with any 
group to collect detailed accounts of how much better things used to 

be0
However, it is certainly true that the village sees, at present, 

a good many !ltrouble caseso" Anyone who attends meetings of the Junta 
Local and the mens* gathering (where most disputes are resolved) sees 
numerous convictions for theft, and even more unproved accusations0 
In addition, paternity cases, divorce, and petty, verbal quarrels are 
all frequento

However, observers report that these sorts of incidents are 
moderately frequent in many communities (Howe 1974a:376% Howe.and 
Sherzer 1975•436-37; Holloman 1969:246)o Since the first real
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community study took place only a decade ago, it is difficult to say 
anything about real changes over time in the degree of social control» 
However, ethnographers have offered two sorts of explanation for de
clines in traditional organization, Holloman (1969s246-4?) argues that 
modernizing change has created several categories of men —  the sal
aried, the school-leavers, and the migrants —  who are not responsive 
to traditional social controls, Howe (1974a;200ff) felt that Holloman 
exaggerated the amount of heterogeneity in the population with respect 
to education and income, and the importance of this diversity for 
social control. He noted that educated men often were brought into 
village government as secretaries, giving them a stake in its con
tinuity, In addition, multiplication of secular offices within the 
village government (Howe 1974a:216, 421ff) incorporates a large propor
tion of village members. This is certainly true for Tubuala,

A second means I noted for reducing diversity in Tubuala was 
the sponsoring of long chicha (inna suit) ceremonies by men who had 
salaried jobs and by store owners. For men who must buy all the pro
visions, this involves considerable outlay (for description of chicha 
ceremonies, and community work contributions, see Howe 1974a:JjSff),

A factor which seems a more real strain on loval village govern
ment is simple demographic increase (Howe 1974a; 429)° The effects of 
population growth are intensified by nucleated settlements, and migra
tion to in-shore islands reduced possibilities for settlement fission.
To be colonized an island must be near a river (to supply water), must 
be somewhat protected from the open sea, and must be small enough to
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be completely cleared of brush« Island sites are rare, in the Calidonia 
region.

Population increase affects social organization in several
sorts of ways. There is the general strain of providing services for
an increased number of people, as well as an "irritation coefficient"
(Rappaport 1968:116) which expresses the principle that the number of
interactions (and therefore the number of possible causes for dispute)
increases faster than does population. The Cuna note that population
pressure and the proportion of people with small landholdings (Howe
and Scherzer 1975s 437-38) affect the incidence of crop theft. In abso-

2lute terms, however, population density in San Bias is low —  7»7/km 
(Republica de Panama 1970:IV:2), and shows little increase from 6.3 per 
km in i960. However, where travel to and from fields makes up a sig
nificant part of each day’s work, population growth in nucleated 
settlements leads to a decrease in land used per person, and an in
crease in the labor intensity of farming (Stryker 1976:335), even where 
land is abundant =

There is considerable anecdotal evidence for increased popula
tion pressure on land, and, consequently, shorter fallow and greater 
labor necessary in clearing. "Hot" weeds, mostly grasses and sedges, 
seem to have increased at the expense of "cool" broadleaf secondary 
growth. Insect pests are more prevalent: for example, banana borers,
once a negligible problem, now infest most plantain fields, and people 
are forced whether to plant vastly greater numbers of plantains ( see 
Chapter 6), or to rely more on insect-resistant cultivars.
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In summary» then, it seems that population growth and density- 
dependent irritants may have placed more of a strain on social control . 
than has increased population heterogeneity due to modernization0 In
creased labor migration, however, may have placed an added burden on 
the system, and the next chapter will try to estimate the extent of the 
actual increaseo



CHAPTER 5

DEMOGRAPHIC DATA AND INFERRED TRENDS 

Introduction
In research on the effects of demographic change, it is obvi

ously important to ascertain the existence of change, its duration, and 
its magnitudeo In a short-term field study of a site which lacks 
registration of vital events, retrospective interviews are the main 
source of demographic data, but obtaining estimates of demographic 
rates from retrospective data requires non-standard techniques* In 
the first part of this chapter I will examine national census data for 
San Bias, as well as a demographic survey which was conducted in the 
region during 19&9 (Torres de Arauz 1970)* I will then present data 
from my census conducted in Tubuala in 1976 and compare estimates of 
fertility and of mortality derived from the Tubuala data with those pre
sented by earlier studies*

The second part of the chapter will focus on migration* Oral 
histories collected from Tubuala indicated that the community had been 
relatively conservative with respect to the establishment of a primary 
school and with respect to granting permission for wage work* Infor
mants agreed that community leaders encouraged members to remain on the 
reservation and to engage in agriculture = Men say that many rules were 
liberalized in the late I960*s* The question remains, however, whether 
there was a real change in migration rates after the relaxation of

151
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village regulations. Using migration histories collected in the course 
of the community census, this chapter will trace migration patterns 
from I93O to the present, for persons born in Tubuala and in Sasardi 
(after the division with Mulutuppu), The chapter will briefly explore 
data on attitudes toward migration, and will close with an account of 
household composition, and will try to clarify the economic relation
ship of migrants with households in Tubuala,

National Census Data 
Conducting and analyzing a community census is troublesome, 

and, before embarking, it is worthwhile to discuss national census data, 
and to try to determine whether they give an accurate picture of demo
graphic change for San Bias, Panama has conducted decennial censes 
since 1910 (Sanchez-Albornoz 1974:19) , but those before 1950 did not 
cover the indigenous areas accurately (Republica de Panama 1954), and 
only the general report volumes of the 1950 census are obtainable now. 
Another problem is that the censuses usually report on San Bias as a 
single unit, and, in some tabulations, do not differentiate it from 
the province of Colon, to which it belongs.

For individual communities, the only data available to indicate 
migration rates are sex ratios and intercensal increase 1960-1970, shown 
(for selected communities) in Table 6, These vary widely between com
munities, and changes are difficult to interpret, Out-migrants for 
wage labor have generally been male, but communities with secondary 
schools attract students from communities in San Bias which lack secon
dary schools, and such students are predominantly male. The two sorts 
of migration can not easily be distinguished.
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Table 6, Population of selected San Bias communities 1960-1970o

I960 Sex Ratio % 1970 Sex Ratio

Carti-Sugitup 746 .79

00O+ 752 085
Nargana 632 1=07 +43 0 2 905 1.10
Tikantikki 505 1=04 +22.4 618 1=00
Playon Chico 1,178 .92 +18.4 1,395 =85
Tupile 868 00°o +15.4 1,002 .91
Ailigandi 1,353 086 +26.0 1,705 =85
Ustuppu 2,362 089 +21=2 2,066 =85
Mulatuppu 1,399 .951 +21.43 1,626 Lf\

CO

Tubuala 704 1.04 +23=43 869 =91
Coetuppu 387 .82 +18.9 460 .98
All other 9,209 0.88 +33.82 13,283 0.88

Total, (all commso) 19,343 .90 +27.50 24,681 OOCO

Republica de Panama 1964 (IX 67-68)0 
Unpublished data sheet for 1970 census.



All three censuses gathered information on migration within 
Panama, but procedures differed* The 1950 and i960 censuses discussed 
migration within and between districtos (for census purposes, San Bias 
forms a single districto), but the 1970 census only requested informa
tion on interprovincial migration* The province of Colon contains 
Panama’s second largest city, which far overshadows San Bias* As a 
whole, the province of Colon showed an almost equal number of in
migrants (6<>2?/o of 1970 population), and out-migrants (6*9̂  of 1970 
population) during the period 1965-1970 (Medica 197^:109), and so net 
migration was low* Numbers of male out-migrants (57%) and female out- 
migrants (43%) from Colon were almost equal, as were numbers of male 
and female in-migrants (57% and 45% /Republica de Panama 1970:Ills8l, 
93/)* We will see, however, that migration to and from San Bias dif
fered from this pattern, as did migration to and from Tubuala*

The number of persons born in San Bias but enumerated outside 
their birthplaces in the 1950 and i960 censuses are shown in Table 7o 
The data show that most migration took place between San Bias and the 
exterior, rather than within San Bias, and that (in the I960 census, 
where sex was reported) approximately two thirds of migrants were male* 
In 1950, 6069% of the total population reported having migrated; in 
i960, 10*91% of the population was enumerated outside its native com
munity* The proportion of migrants was thus fairly small*

Although the 1970 national census did not report migration for 
San Bias, it is possible to estimate age-specific net migration for the 
period i960 to 1970 from the published age and sex distributions
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Table 7° Migrants born in San Bias by place of residence, 1950 and 

1960=

I960
1950 Males Females

San Bias 
(diffo districto) 186

Where enumerated

Panama City 510 San Bias 154 146
Colon 434 Colon (Province) 452 285
Elsewhere 114 Outside Provo of Colon 9^4 388

Total 1,244 Total 1,550 819

Republica de Panama 1965°
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(FigSo 15 and 16)9 through the survival rate method0 The method esti
mates

V t =^  - (s> ̂
where M , is the net migration of age group x between one census and 

x the next,
x is an age or age group
0 is the population aged x at first census 

is the population aged x+t at the next census 
s is survival rate for age x (Shryock, Siegel and Assoc* 1973*630). 

The survival rate of an age group between one census and the next can 
be obtained from life tables or from national census data* Table 8 
compares net migration for San Bias 1960-1970, estimated by each method* 

A problem with both sets of survival rates is their appropriate
ness for San Bias between 1960-1970* The life table survival rates for 
Panama were calculated for the nation as a whole, on the base of the 
I960 census, which did not include the indigenous population (referred 
to the "Indian jungle population" ^/Keyfitz and Flieger 1971/) = The 
tables showed life expectancies of 67=2 years for women and 65 years 
for men —  substantially higher than life expectancies estimated from 
San Bias data in the next section*

In general, the survival rates yielded by the national census 
are lower (especially for younger age groups) than are survival rates 
calculated from the life tables* In part, this accords with a somewhat 
lower estimate of life expectancy from the census data (6l=8 = e^, for 
sexes combined /Redica 1974:337) = In part, the national census sur
vival rates differed from the life table rates in incorporating the
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Figure 15. Distribution of San Bias population in I960 by age groups and sex. 
Republica de Panama 1964.
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Table 80 Estimated net migration 1960-1970 by age and sex, comparison 
of life-table and national census survival rates (San Bias, 
Panama)0 -

- .

Age Group 
I960

I960
Pop0

Life Table 
Survival Rate 

(a)
Expected 
1970 Pop < 

(b)
1970
Pop.
(c)

Net
Migration

(d)
' (# of 
i960 Pop = )

National Census 
Survival Rates 

(e)
Estimated Net 
• Migration 

(f) % of I960
Males
5- 9 1480 o9851 1457=95 905 -552=95 -37=4 =9254 -464=59 -31=39
10-14 1136 o9835 1117=26 700 -417=26 -36=73 =9649 -395=79 -34=84
15-19 789 =9812 774=17 586 -188=17 -23=85 =9816 -188=48 -23=89
20-24 613 .9788 600=00 624 + 24=00 + 3=92 =9565 + 37=67 -$■ 6=14
25-29 622 o9736 605=58 535 - 70=58 -11=35 - 1=0071 - 91=41 —14=69
50-34 542 .9682 524076 498 - 26=76 - 4=94 =9649 - 24=99 - 4=61
35-39 500 =9599 479=95 403 - 76=95 -15=39 =9499 - 71=95 -14=39
40-44 415 =9416 390=76 423 + 32=24 + 7=77 =9492 + 29=08 + 7=01
45-49 4oi =9092 364=58 284 - 80=58 -20=09 =8929 - 74=05 -18=47
50-54. 351 08673 304=42 333 + 28=58 + 8=14 =8836 + 22=88 + 6=51
55-59 217 08031 174=27 174 - 0=27 — 0=1 =8439 - 9=12 - 4=20
60-64 207 =7243 149=93 125 - 24=93 -12=04 =6314 — 5 = 70 - 2=75
65-69 101 06223 62=85 71 * 8=15 + 8=07 =6005 + 10=35 +10=25
70-74 109 o4589 50=02 51 + 0=98 + 0=90 =4162 + 5=68 + 2=62
75* 108 o5412 58=45 45 - 13=45 -12=45 !

Totals 7591 5757 -1357=94 —17=89 -1220=44 -16=08
Females
5- 9 1412 o9870 1393=70 1384 - 9=70 — 0 = 69 =9755 - 6=59 - 0=47
io-i4 1103 =9839 1085=24 1140 + 54=16 * 4=96 1=0082 * 27=96 + 2=53
15-19 1063 =9792 1040=89 910 -130=89 -12=31 =9526 -102=61 - 9=65
20-24 922 .9772 900=95 912 + 11=05 + 1=20 =9122 * 70=95 + 7=69
25-29 911 =9749 888=45 725 -163=13 -17=90 =9723 -160=76 -17=64
30-34 656 .9685 635=33 597 - 38=33 - 5=84 =9306 - 13=47 - 2=05
35-39 590 .9606 566=78 399 -167=73 -28=43 =8990 -131=41 -22=27
40-44 399 =9487 378=53 389 + 10=47 + 2=62 =9249 + 19=96 + 5=00
45-49 382 . -9259 353=69 259 - 94=69 -24=79 =8707 - 73=61 -19=27
50-54 297 08928 265=16 275 + 9=84 * 3=31 =8788 + l4=oo + 4=71
55-59 192 o8375 160=80 138 - 22=80 -11=87 =8537 - 25=91 -13=49
60-64 212 =7742 164=13 121 - 43=13 -20=34 =6624 - 19=43 - 9=16
65-69 80 .6748 53=98 . 51 — 2=98 - 3=73 =6436 - 0=49 - 0=61
70-74 71 .5062 35=94 41 + 5=06 . * 7=13 =4763 - 16=64 -10=21
75* 92 06309 58=04 20 - 38=04 -41=35
Totals 8382 7981=81 7361 -620=27 — 7=40 -404=89 ' - 4=83
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Taj sx~5Lx+lc/ 5Lj where is the total years lived between ages 
x and x+! per 100,000 persons born (Keyfitz and „ (-
Flieger 1971s548),

(b) (expected 1970 population of age x+10) = (observed i960 population 
of age x) (sx)o

(c) observed 1970 population (Eepublica de Panama 1970:Ills2?)0

s11 = X+ / P* where n= interval between censuses 
x X x= age group

t= time of first census
P- =population at age x at 
x time t

Calculated from Medica (1974:126)



errors in reporting and in coverage for both censuses,. The patterns of 
omission of age and sex groups were similar for the two censuses (Medica 
1974:127), and incorporating the two sets of errors "confounded" them, 
and reduced their impact 0 However, national census survival rates were 
still probably too high for San Blaso Shryock, Siegel and Assoc, 1973:634). 
discuss possible correction factors. These are based, however, on being 
able to calculate average life expectancy at birth, and we will see
that such estimates for San Bias can vary widely.

Looking at estimated net migration, by age and sex, we see 
that, overall, both methods showed that women migrated much less than 
men. For men, both methods showed that the youngest groups (5-19 in 
i960) yielded the largest volume of net out-migration. This accords 
well with findings on selectivity in migration from other regions, 
discussed in Chapter 1. For women, however, the life table method 
shows a pattern of estimated migration which is rather peculiar: ages
25-29, 35-39, 45-49, and 60-64 show heavy loss, while intervening years 
show relatively small loss. It is likely that this pattern is due to 
errors in reporting peculiar to San Bias, as well as nation-wide error 
patterns. Few villages in San Bias had instituted birth registration 
before the 1970's and people most often arrive at estimates of their 
ages while working outside San Bias or while attending school= Men are
more likely to have a rough idea of their ages than are women, and,
also, are more likely to know enough Spanish to communicate with census 
workers than are women. Finally, analysis of errors in the national 
census (Medica 1974:12) showed that the age groups most under-reported 
were older women. Net migration rates for women estimated from
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national census survival rates showed fluctuations that were slightly 
less violent than those shown by life table estimates, and they also 
showed relatively lower total net out-migration (33% of male net migra
tion, as compared with 4 ^  of male net migration estimated by life 
table survival rates)o On the whole, national census survival rate 
estimates of migration accord better with anecdotal evidence and with 
community rates than do life table estimates^

Estimated migration from San Bias differs in pattern from the 
province of Colon0 Colon, between 1965 and 1970, showed a low rate of 
out-migration, with migrants roughly equally divided between men and 
women0 San Bias, in contrast, showed a high rate of net out-migration 
(10=17% of population over age 5 in I960) between I960 and 1970, and 
males made up the greater part of the flow=

In several ways, however, national census data were not ade
quate for the study discussed here= They were old (dating from 1970), 
and publications were aggregated at the district or province level 
rather than at the level of the individual community= In addition, the 
questions asked on the national census (residence in 1965 and place of 
birth) yielded no information on short term migration, although men 
working away from San Bias were often absent for less than a year0 
The demographic surveys of Torres de Arauz (1970) focused on communi
ties in eastern San Bias, but included no date on migration*

I therefore decided to carry out a house-to-house census of 
Tubuala, followed by an effort to trace all migrants defined as persons 
born on Tubuala (or in Sasardi), or incorporated into the village 
through marriage, but living outside the village at the time of censuso



Census Methods
The house-to-house census of Tubuala was conducted between mid- 

October and mid-December of 1976; migrants living in Panama City were 
interviewed during May and June of 1977» and censusing of migrants from 
Tubuala living on Cuba (a neighboring community) took place in July of 
1977o When migrants to other locations could not be interviewed, infor
mation was obtained from spouses or parentso All interviews were con
ducted in Cuna, without the aid of an interpretero Appendix B contains 
copies of census forms» Censusing usually took place during the mid- 
to-late afternoon, when most adults had returned from off-island worko

As in most underdeveloped areas without birth registration, a 
major problem was determining the age of respondents (Van de Walle 
1968;49)o One real danger is that, where parity influences the census 
taker in estimating the ages of women, fertility estimates will be 
seriously distorted (Van de Walle 1968:l43ff)o In order to make age 
estimates as independent as possible of parity, I questioned respon
dents, and, where possible, their parents on the datable events they 
remembered and their approximate age at the time0 The success of a 
method like this depends on how detailed a chronology can be assembled 
for the community, and how accurately the developmental stages of chil
dren can be describedo Events used in determining ages were: 1903,
the separation of Panama and Colombia; 1925 —  the revolt of communi
ties in western San Bias; 1936-1937 —  migration to the island of 
Tubuala from the shore community of Sasardi; 1938 —  the death of 
Inapakinya (former cacique) and succession of Yabiliquina; 1950 —  an 
accidental fire which burned many homes on Tubuala; 1954 —  the
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separation of Cuba from Tubuala; 1967 —  the construction of a school 
on Tubuala; and 1972 —  the death of Yabiliquina0

Stages in development for children, and the approximate ages 
I assigned to them were: kwarukwa (literally, newborn); nappaki sii
(literally sitting on the ground) a child who can sit unassisted but 
not walk 5-10 months; unni unni nanai (literally, crawls) 10-12 months; 
kaluki nanai (literally, walks within the walls) 1-2 years; appar- 
maikwichi (literally, stands running) 2-3 yearso At puberty, serkusa 
denotes girls at menarche (estimated at 12 years); and yaakwa denotes 
unmarried girls past menarche= Boys at puberty are sometimes said to 
have started wearing pants (karson yosa) because boys without pubic 
hair do not hide their genitalso This is, however, an old-fashioned 
idiomo

I arrived at age estimates by interviewing each member of a 
household, eliciting a history of marriages, of live-born children, and 
of migrations, and the remembered dates for each event0 The paucity of 
datable events, however, means that ages for adults are, at best, 
approximations to within two or three years each way*

Another difficulty was that my limited fluency in Cuna and the 
public'nature of the census precluded questioning on aspects of fer
tility like stillbirths, miscarriages, and induced abortions,. When 
asked about their live-born children, male respondents commonly omitted 
children born out of wedlocko

Discussion of the census data will be divided into sections 
dealing with fertility, mortality, age structure and migration, and 
household structure0



Fertility
Because the cfensus elicited abbreviated fertility histories, 

and because of difficulties in estimating ages of adults, this section 
will limit itself to reviewing the ethnographic data on childbearing 
for the region, to estimating total fertility rates and comparing these 
with the results of previous surveys, and to discussing, briefly, some 
factors which appear in this situation to be important in influencing 
levels of female fertility (Davis and Blake 1956; Nag 1962)„

Ethnographic descriptions of childbearing tend to be somewhat
breezy and uninformative (e«g», Torres de Arauz 1970:42; Stout 19^7:3*0 
and detailed discussions have concentrated on the symbolism of Muu Ikar 
a chant which is occasionally sung in cases of complications during 
childbirth (Chapin 1977; Holmer and Wassen 1953)° This probably re
flects the fact that most ethnographers in San Bias have interviewed 
male informants, who know more about chants performed by male curers 
than about the actual ministrations of midwives (koe kaet)0

When a woman is unsure if she actually is pregnant, she gener
ally consults a nele (seer), who, for a small fee (approximately 32=50)
consults familiarso He does not, apparently, make a physical examina
tion = Miscarriages (ikar pa melle tii) are fairly common, and some 
women are known to be liable to themo Breech births (askun sii) are 
also fearedo Because there is little open space on Tubuala, the surpa 
nek (seclusion hut) is generally constructed within the larger house, 
and, within it, the woman squats on a stool while giving birth. The 
midwife receives small gifts for her services: cloth, cotton yarn, red
thread, wrist and ankle bands, and a small sum of money=
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In regions without birth registration, a common survey

/

method for estimating age-specific fertility is to ask each woman if 
she gave birth during the last 12 months» Both Torres de Arauz (1968) 
and the national census for Panama (Republica de Panama 1970:III;135) 
included this question, and the results are shown in Figure 17° There 
can be mistakes in the reference period, however, in the responses to 
this question (Shryock, Siegel and Assoc° 1973?827) and, for that 
reason, I did not include it in the Tubuala census°

Average number of children ever born per woman is shown on 
Table 9 (for women who were either currently married or had borne a 
child) and for all women in Tubuala (see Table 12 on p0 l80) ° Fer
tility levels are high, and the relatively constant averages for women 
over 45 seem to show that older women were not prone to omit children 
(assuming no change in fertility over time)° Comparative data are only 
available from the I960 census, since Torres de Arauz (1968) discussed 
only women 15-49, and since the 1970 census aggregated results for all 
indigenous mothers° The i960 data (Table 8) were calculated for women 
who had borne at least one child (Republica de Panama 1964:IX:8l)°
They show a much smaller average total fertility for higher age groups 
than do the Tubuala figures^ It is likely that this is because the 
national census asked fertility questions to the (male) head of the 
household, "who, in the majority of cases, did not remember precisely, 
or, sometimes, did not remember at all" (Republica de Panama 1964:IX:3)° 

Ascertaining marital status for women in San Bias is difficult,. 
Divorce and separation are frequent, and are difficult to distinguish, 
since rejoining a former spouse requires no formalities° Similarly,
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Table 9= Average number of children ever born per woman, for women 
ever married (Tubuala 1976 compared with San Bias i960)„

Age n
Children 
Ever Born Deceased

Children 
Surviving Ever Born*

Deceased
Before

_ _ Age 1
15-19 11 0.909 0.091 O.818 1.567 0.180
20-24 35 2.114 0.371 1=743 2.327 0.356
25-29 40 2.875 0.200 2.675 3=259 0.519
30-54 31 4.032 0.548 3.484 4.139 0.610
35-39 15 5o333 1.067 4.267 4.826 0.779
40-44 17 5=176 1.294 3=882 5=805 . 1.183
45-49 10 7.400 I.8OO 5=600 5=974 1.038
50-54 17 7=706 1.294 6.412 5=659 1.130
55-59 11 7=727 1.727 6.000 5.612 1.106
60-64 9 6.333 2.333 4.000 5.514 1.169
65-69 9 7=111 2.778 4.333 5=586 1=757
70-74 4 7=750 2.500 5=250 5=147 1.197
75-79 3 6.667 2.667 4.000 (75+) 5=579 1.039
80-84 1 7.000 4.000 3.000
*Republica de Panama 1964;IX:8l0 Obtained by asking the head of the 
household; "How many live-born children did she have?" "How many 
died before beginning to walk?"
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many never-married girls get pregnant out of wedlock0 A few examples 
of the sorts of complications that ensue are presented below»

l o  A young girl, A, two months pregnant, appeared before the Junta
Localeo Two men, B and C, were suspected of having fathered the child, 
but investigations failed to ascertain which was actually responsible0 
All three were fined S25=00o

C, however, had simultaneously fathered a child by another 
girl, D, and had paid another similar finec He had later married D, 
and wanted his first fine to be refunded to him* There was a good 
deal of argument, but the Junta had, a week earlier, made a rule that 
in such cases people had to request a refund of the fine within 3 days
of the marriage, so C did not get his refund.

Within six months of the marriage, however, C had left his 
wife and returned to his parents’ house. People were uncertain whether 
he would eventually rejoin D,

2, A young girl, G, was accused, before the Junta Locale, of 
trying to induce herself to abort, through medicine smuggled into 
Tubuala concealed in a cigarette. Two fathers were possible (H and I); 
and the girl hoped that I would be found to be the father, since he 
was single and H was married. It was decided, eventually, to fine all 
three for the illegitimate pregnancy, and to omit the charges of 
inducing abortion.

As is evident from these examples, the Junta Locale reviewed 
several cases of illegitimacy, and had established a series of fines 
and regulations governing them, with additional fines if either 
offender was a primary school student,

The rules for divorce are somewhat complicated. If the hus
band had fathered a child by another woman, and then deserted his wife, 
both he and the co-respondent were fined $25,00, In the case where 
the wife had been unfaithful, but her former husband later wished to
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rejoin her, there was a further fine of $50o00o Although, in theory, 
men and women are fined equally, it seemed in actuality that more oppro
brium was directed at offending women than at men* For examples

lo A young woman, X, whose husband was working outside the reser
vation, was accused of having become pregnant by a man from outside 
Tubuala, and of having subsequently attempted to induce abortiono 
There was doubt, at first, as to whether she actually was pregnant 
(a nele had said that she was not), and then there was a question of 
whether she was taking medicine to induce abortion, or for general 
ill-healtho

The accused man, however, had confessed to X’s HM, and the 
husband's relatives, en masse, stormed over to the house of the girl 
and removed from it the goods that her husband had sent: for example,
bed and sewing machine 0

2o A man, T, had married a woman living outside Tubuala, and had 
moved to her community, but had later fathered a child by a woman from 
Tubualao He had to pay a fine ($80o00) to compensate the community 
for his absence (i0eo, for not participating in community work) as well 
as a fine for having fathered a child outside wedlock.

These examples show that some marriages are brittle. The 
examples also contrast with ethnographic accounts (e.g., Stout 1947:38) 
that children are kept in ignorance of sexual matters, and have little 
opportunity for clandestine activities due to crowded conditions on 
the island.

Because of the impermanence of marriages, I did not try to 
ascertain current marital status, to distinguish between births inside 
and outside wedlock, or to distinguish between common-law and legalized 
marriages. I tried to ascertain only whether a woman had ever been 
married, or had borne a child, and included both as "ever-married."
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The computed proportion of women 15-19 in this category is 30=5^» for 
women 20-24 it is 71=4%, for women 25-29 it is 95o2̂ , and for women 
50-34 it is 85<>3/£o One problem with this way of determining marriage 
status could have been reluctance to report children born out of wed
lock who did not survive, on the part of women not presently married 
without living children,. These marriage rates are, however, far lower 
than those reported by Torres de Arauz (1968 : 4); in her study, 95»6% 
of all women had formed unions before age 200 The difference if real, 
is probably due to recent increases in migration on the part of younger 
maleso

Within Davis and Blake's (1956) classification of variables 
likely to affect fertility, the ones that seem most important for San 
Bias are age. at entry into sexual unions and length of time spent be
tween or after unions, fecundity as affected by voluntary causes, and 
foetal mortality for voluntary causeso

While the effect of age at marriage on fertility is clear (e0g„, 
Friedl and Ellis 1977), the effect of instability of marriage on fer
tility depends on several factors, including the amount of time a woman 
is not married (Stycos 1955; Blake 1961) and the age at entry into 
marriage (Ram and Ebanks 1973)° A study which separated two components 
of union instability —  reproductive time lost and number of alliances 
(Chen, Wishick and Scrimshaw 1974) found that, in general, when people 
entered a new union quickly, instability raised their fertility, but 
that otherwise instability of marriage lowered fertility0

It seems possible that age at entry into sexual unions ha.s 
risen slightly since Torres de Arauz* (1968) study« However, since
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the fertility histories in the Tubuala census are not complete, it is 
not possible to see if age at first parturition has risen over the last 
decadeo

Contraceptive methods seem little used. Although Baptist 
missionaries on Ailigandi distribute contraceptives, both Catholic 
missionaries (who run the nearest hospital) and village authorities 
opposed use of contraceptives by women, and I knew of no one who had 
obtained them0 The relationship between breast-feeding, birth inter
val, and infant mortality has been much discussed (Solien de Gonzales 
1964; Knodel and Van de Walle 196?; Knodel 1968, 1970; Frisch 1975; 
Berman, Hanson and Heilman 1972; Potter et alo 1965), and many authors 
feel that continued lactation increased the interval between births0
In the San. Bias communities he visited, Jelliffe et al= (1961:279)

/
found breast feeding of children under 18 months to be the rule, and 
found that 65?o of children 19 moo-24 mo0 were being breast fed0 Torres 
de Arauz found the same prevalence (1970:26)„ However, bottle feeding 
as a supplement to breast feeding was common by 1976, and at least one 
infant was fed exclusively by bottleo

There is considerable anecdotal evidence that women sometimes 
try to induce abortion, but the medicines (which are said to be effec
tive only if the woman is in the first trimester) seem not always to 
worko I only learned of one case of a successful self-induced abortion, 
and that woman later diedo

Infanticide was common in many San Bias communities until 
recently (Holloman 1969:96), including in Tubuala, but informants 
hasten to say that it no longer occurso



Morbidity and Mortality 
One of the questions to be answered in this section is the prob

able effect of migration from the interior of Dari6n to the coast9 and 
from the coast to the in-shore islands on health and on mortality0 
While records of disease prevalence are not available before the 1930* s9 
it is possible to compare present disease prevalence in the Darien with 
that reported from San Bias* It is difficult, however, to learn much about 
overall morbidity from these accounts, because they focus on a single 
disease (Buck, Sasaki and Anderson 1968; Weisbrod and Johnson 1973)9 
over a wide region, rather than focusing on the total health picture of 
a limited region0 Having examined the literature which deals with mor
bidity, this section will estimate mortality through survivorship ratio 
and compare the estimates with those of Torres de Arauz (1968)0

Chagas* disease, caused by Trypanasoma cruzi, has both an acute 
form, which prevails among children, and a chronic form, which is the 
leading cause of heart disease among adults, in parts of Latin America 
(CIBA 1974:52)o A survey of infection rates for triatomid bugs (which 
transmit the disease) from human habitations (Sousa and Johnson 1973) 
found that the most common vector was Rhodnius pallescens, and that 
infection rates for the vector were high in many provinces of Panama, 
during the whole period of the study (1964-1970)o A 1936 survey of San 
Bias communities, which included Sasardi, showed about 3%> of persons 
who were examined to be infectedo In contrast, a nation-wide survey 
(Sousa and Johnson 1971) for T0 cruzi infection carried out in 1965- 
1969, which included small samples from San Bias, and somewhat larger 
samples from Darien, found infection rates to be low for both regions
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(C$ and respectively) compared to central Panama, where infection 
rates were 208%o

The demographic impact of intestinal worms —  hookworm, round
worm, and whipworm —  is probably less dramatic than that of Chagas' 
diseaseo A study of the demographic and economic effects of parasitism 
on an island in the Lesser Antilles (Weisbrod et al0 1973) found that 
only schistosomiasis and Strongyloides stercoralis (threadworm) infec
tions could be shown to lower worker productivity, that prevalence of 
parasitic infections had no discernible effect on local death rates, 
and that only So stercoralis appreciably lowered female fertilityo The 
Gorgas Memorial Institute (UoSo Department of Transportation 1976;4-40 
ff) found hookworm to be highly prevalent among native populations in 
the Darieno In contrast, examination of school-age children in Ustuppu 
(Wassen 1949:105) and of children aged 1-4 in western San Bias (Jelliffe 
et alo 1961) showed hookworm infections (Necator americanus) to be rare, 
and Trichuris trichuria infections to be uncommon* Roundworm infec
tions (Ascaris lumbricoides) were, however, extremely common (99& in 
Ustuppu, 4l% in eastern San Bias)* Nurse practitioners at the hospital 
Inapakinya, in Mulatuppu, roughly estimated that roundworm infection 
was universal in the region in 1976, that whipworm (T̂ o trichuria) 
affected about 1% of the population, and that hookworm infections were 
absent»

These differences between the San Bias island communities and 
the Darien interior accord well with what we know of sanitation 
practices in the two regions* In San Bias, most human wastes are de
posited in the ocean, and organisms like hoodworm or whipworm, which
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require shade and protection during a long free-living period, are 
rare. In contrast, roundworms, which lay eggs that are resistant to 
heat and light, and are infective as soon as they are deposited, are 
extremely common0

A regional study of mortality among children in the Americas 
(Puffer and Serrano 1973) found that diarrhea was a leading cause of 
deatho A number of organisms can cause diarrhea: among them are
Girardia lamblia (a flagellate protozoan), estimated by hospital staff 
at k% prevalence (Hospital Inapakinya), and Entamoeba histolitica (an 
amoeba) at 2% prevalence0 A study which aimed at showing the preval- 
lence of diarrhea caused by bacteria in a nation-wide sample of Pana
manian communities (Kourany, Vasquez and Mata 1971) examined a sample 
of children under ten in Ailigandi, and found no diarrhea of bacterial 
origin. Nationwide, the prevalence was 3o7°/°i and, in the Darien, the 
rate was 2o7%° During the investigations for the sea-level canal, 
Kourany and Vasquez (1974) conducted a study of workers on the canal, 
including those who had been locally hired, and, in some cases, the 
families of locally hired workers. When diagnoses of diarrhea are 
broken down by ethnic group, the Cuna workers had the lowest incidence. 
However, the families of workers contributed disproportionately to the 
number of cases of diarrhea. They made up about 1($ of the study 
group, and contributed 4 %  of the cases of diarrhea, and this suggests 
that age, as well as ethnic group, affected the distribution of illness. 

Recent studies have s,hown that diarrhea slows the growth of 
young children, and it is interesting that Cuna curers note the same 
relationship. When discussing epidemics and exorcisms at Sukkun, I
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asked GJ if children had suffered from diarrhea (satuertae) => "Yes*
They defecated again and again, and their feces were watery —  smooth, 
like watero Children with diarrhea cannot grow<> They are pale and 
their stomachs swell„ » « o ^Before the exorcism^ they used often to 
die."

The disease which is most often cited (e.g., Holloman 1969s97) 
as a cause for moving from the mainland to the islands is malaria. The 
common vector is Anopheles albimanus, and epidemics usually occur 
during the wet season. Both Plasmodium vivax and £. falciparum are 
found on the mainland (U.S. Department of Transportation 1976) and an 
earlier chapter speculated that P. falciparum had been introduced after 
contact. A small survey in 1956, in which patients were probably not 
picked at random (Simmons et al. 1939) showed very high proportions 
(33-689?) of infected persons, but these may not have represented the 
whole population.

In 1957, Panama started a nation-wide campaign against malaria, 
which included spraying residences with insecticide, blood testing, 
and distribution of chloroquine. Nationwide rates for morbidity and 
mortality for the period 1957-1969 are shown in Table 10 (San Bias is 
aggregated with the province of Colon during this period) and records 
for San Bias are shown in Table 10. 'It is likely that these figures 
underestimate mortality in San Bias, since the Comarca had no hospitals 
befbre 1965, and many communities still lack health facilities and 
death registration. Jelliffe's tour (Jelliffe et al. 1961:282) in 
1961 had shown no blood samples positive for malaria, no palpable 
spleensi and a small prevalence of hepatomegaly, among children aged
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Table 100 Mortality and morbidity rates from malaria for Panamas
1957-1975 and incidence of malaria in San Bias 1969-1975=

Morbidity Rate Mortality Rate
Year (per 100,000) (per 100,000)
1957 775=6 20o3
1958 698=4 11=2
1959 491=2 8=6
1960 420=5 7=3
1961 357=5 6=2
1962 287=6 3=9
1963 228=7 5=5
1964 149=7 3=2
1965 154=8 2=0
1966 284=8 2=2
1967 203=0 1=6
1968 118=4 1=5
1969 ' 421=1 1=7-
1970 397=6 1=1
1971 70=4 0=6
1972 53=7 0=6
1973 101=6 0=2
1974 73=1 0=7
1975 30=9 0=06
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Table 10— continued»

Year Inhabitants % Samples % Positive
No= Cases 

P= Falciparum

1969 24,373 loO 0=3 1
1970 25,171 3.1 0=5 1
1971 25,436 6.0 0=0 0
1972 25,830 16=2 0=0 0
1973 26,380 25=1 27=1 205
1974 26,940 100=6 31=7 402
1975 27,510 780 5 2=5 40

Republica de Panama 1975 (Informe Programa de Eradication de Malaria)



0-4o In 1973-1974 (Table 11), however, there was an epidemic of fal
ciparum malaria in eastern San Bias*

Data on arboviruses are scarce for the Darien and for San Blaso 
The Darien Highway surveys indicated that arthropod borne viruses, 
including Venezualian equine encephalitis, Mayaro, and St= Louis 
encephalitis were prevalent in the Darien, and that 56% of the indige
nous population had antibodies to one or more arboviruses= Although 
urban yellow fever had been eradicated from Panama by 1905, a 1936
survey (Simmons et alo 1939) showed many inhabitants of San Bias to
have antibodies to yellow fever, and showed that at least one resident 
had been exposed to the disease after 1927= Outbreaks of jungle yellow 
fever were recorded in eastern Panama in 1948, in 1957, and in 1965 
(Galindo and Srihongse 1967)=

Doctors in Ailigandi and Mulutuppu felt that tuberculosis was 
among the most serious health problem in San Bias: one estimated that
80% of children had experienced infection before age 16; the other felt 
that prevalence of active cases in the community was about 10% (Gruver, 
personal communication 1976; Asenjo, personal communication 1976)=

To draw conclusions from these scattered data is hazardous=
For intestinal infections and for Chagas” disease, the available survey 
data show island communities to have lower prevalence than interior 
communities. However, since bacterial diarrheas often occur in epi
demics, the frequency of infection can change rapidly in the community 
(Buck et alo 1968:80). Estimates from single surveys may therefore not 
give an accurate picture. Recent recorded epidemics in eastern San 
Bias have included malaria (1973-197*0 and measles (in 1967/§olloman
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1969-95/)i and informants from Tubuala discuss several epidemics which 
are not easily identified* One probable consequence of a disease pat
tern like this is that mortality rates fluctuate greatly over time, 
and that estimates of overall mortality levels cannot be very precise* 

Torres de Arauz (1970) tried to estimate overall mortality by 
calculating the proportion who were reported to have died before learn
ing to walk (156/1,000), and using this as an estimate of q(l)9. 
mortality from birth to age 1* From U*N* model life tables, she found 
that her estimate corresponded to mortality levels which predicted a 
life expectancy at birth of roughly 46 years* There are a number of 
difficulties with Torres de Arauz’ (1968) report —  one of them is her 
vagueness about techniques* Her method lumps fertility and deaths 
reported by women of all age groups, and does not take into account 
that the youngest (15-19) and oldest mothers are more prone to omit 
children them are low-parity mothers 20-29 (Shryock, Siegel and Assoc* 
19735830), Another problem is that when mortality changes over time esti
mation methods should try to specify a reference period*

Brass and Coale (1968:104-124) presented a method for esti
mating cohort mortality from age-specific total fertility and sur
viving fertility rates which has advantages over that used by Torres 
de Arauz* It relies most heavily on the reports of women 20-29 and 
seems relatively insensitive to variation in fertility patterns and to 
non-standard mortality patterns* Table 11 shows calculations for women 
living in Tubuala at the time of census* Brass’ method takes the pro
portion of children deceased born to mothers in each age group (column 
5) and applies a multiplier to correct for the age at which



Table 11= Estimation of infant and child mortality from child survivorship0

Age
CD

n
(2)

Avgo Noo 
Born Alive 

(5)

Avg= No= 
Surviving 

(4)
Prop=
Deceased

(5)
Multiplier^

(6)
xc
(7)

d
qx 0 
(8)

Estimated Life 
Expectancy at 

Birth©
(9)

15-19 56 *278 =250 0=101 =999 1 0=101 55=55 '
20-24 49 1=510 1=245 0=175 1=022 2 0=179 47=68
25-29 42 2=758 2=548 0=069 .1=000 5 0=069 65=16
50-54 54 5=582 2=912 0=159 1=001 5 0=159 56=18
55-59 14 5=571 4=429 0=205 1=016 10 0=208
40-44 17 5=176 5=882 0=250 0=993 15 0=248
45-49 10 7=400 5=600 0=243 0=992 20 0=241
50-54 17 7=706 6=412 0=168 1=007 25 0=169
55-59 11 7=727 6=000 0=224 1=008 50 0=225
6o-64 9 6=555 4=000 0=568 0=999 55 0=368

^Proportion deceased = 1 - (average number surviving/average no born alive)
^Obtained by linear interpolation from Table D-5 Shryock and Siegel 1975;888, using 
the ratio P1/P20
Cx = average age of children who died*

= proportion of children dying before age x0
^Obtained by linear interpolation from the "West" series model life tables for females 
(Shryock, Siegel and Assoce 1975:881, 887)0

Og
l
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childbearing begins» The results (column 8) approximate q(x), the 
proportion dying before age x. To give an idea of the variation in the 
life expectancy at birth (ê ) implied by q(l), q(2), q(3)9 and q(5), I 
obtained e^ by linear interpolation from the model West" tables for 
femaleso The estimates (shown in column 9) vary widely0 In part, this 
is probably due to extremely small sample size0 In part, it illus
trates Brass' caution that the q(x) figures are better interpreted as 
mortality for a specific cohort than as indicators of a single, unvary
ing, mortality level (Brass and Coale 1968:115)<> In particular, the 
q(2) was probably influenced by the 1973-197^ malaria epidemic0

Age-sex Structure, Residence, and Migration 
Figure 18 shows the age-sex pyramid for residents for Tubuala 

including out-migrantso The most striking difference from the pyramids 
for San Bias from the I960 and 1970 national censuses is that, when 
migrants are included, men substantially outnumbered women» The sex 
ratio (number males/number females x 100) was 110o7°

Communities in San Bias vary in their willingness to accept 
immigrants (Howe 197^a:280), and Tubuala is reputed to be one of the 
most reluctant to admit non-natives0 Howe (1974a:280) cites a number 
of explanations for this unwillingness, including: "self-consciously
preserved distinctness," fear that persons lacking inherited land would 
be driven to theft, fear that an outsider would eventually want to 
found a household in his own community (thus removing his wife from the 
village)o In addition, Tubuala has always lacked space for house 
siteso Most of the men seeking permission to marry into the village 
have been school teachers, and they are charged $100 for entryc For
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non-teachers, the fee is reduced to $50o Several cases which concerned 
immigration aroused controversyo They illustrate some of the points 
mentioned above„

l o  About five years ago, residents of Paya, a community in Colum
bia, lost their land to cattle ranchers, and some twenty families 
sought admission to Tubuala0 Tubuala, however, said that it lacked 
house sites and farming lands, and so the families settled in Sukkuno 
The applicants included a woman who had been born in Tubuala0

20 M had resided some eight months in Tubuala, working on the 
lands of two Tubuala residents who were away in Panama City0 He re
quested permission to marry J, who was pregnant with his child. The 
Junta Locale was reluctant to grant permission, saying that he lacked 
land, would be likely to begin stealing food from other people's fields, 
and would be likely to desert his wife. The discussion became very 
heated, and one of the elders tried to calm down the discussing, saying 
to M, that he would regret having no place to go if he fought with his 
wife (men usually return to their mother's house, when there are fights 
with their in-laws)o

Mo was told to leave. He protested, saying that he had already 
planted fields and that his employers owed him money. The money was 
found, and paid, and M, reluctantly left for a neighboring village.

Three weeks later, however, J approached village elders and 
asked to have the whole gathering, rather than the Junta Locale, con
sider M's request. She said that M, was willing to pay $100 as a fee 
for admission. The gathering as a whole approved, but one of the 

v leaders of the Junta Locale resigned in protest.

Table Ig shows birthplace of respondents, by age and sex. Over 
98% were born either in Tubuala, or at the community's former site, 
Sasardi, Several immigrants came from nearby Mulutuppu, which had once 
been part of Sasardi, or from Koetup, another community near Tubuala, 
Most of the remaining immigrants are schoolteachers.



Table 120 Birthplace of respondents, by age group and sex, Tubuala 1976o

Carti Tiwar Cayman
Age Tupile Coetup (Unknown) tukku Sasardi Mulatup Nuevo Nargana Tubuala Ustup
Males
b- 4 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 68 0
5- 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 71 0

10-14 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 71 0
15-19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 56 1
20-24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 55 0
25-29 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 63 1
30-34 0 0 (1) 0 0 0 0 0 33 0
35-39 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 36 0
4o-44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 0
45-49 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 14 0
50-54 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 10 0
55-59 0 0 1 10 0 0 0 3 0
60-64 0 0 0 15. 0 0 0 4 0
65-69 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 1 0
70-74 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 1 0
75+ 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 1 2 (1) 1 49 1 1 0 501 2

Total 559



Table 32— Continued,,

Age
Carti
Tupile Coetup (Unknown)

Tiwar
tukku Sasardi Mulatup

Cayman
Nuevo Nargana Tubuala Ustup

Females
0-4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 74 0
5-9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 65 0
10-14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 65 0
15-19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 43 0
20-24 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 54 0
25-29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 47 0
30-34 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 43 0
35-39 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 0
40-44 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 19 0
45^49 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 0
50-54 0 0 0 0 5 0 ,  0 0 12 0
55-59 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 7 0
60-64 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0
65-69 1 0 0 0 8 1 0 0 0 0
70-74 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
75-59 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
804- 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 1 1 0 0 37 3 0 1 460 0

Total 503
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Residence at time of census, tabulated by age and sex, forms 

Table 15= Looking at the subtotals, it is evident that men reside more 
often outside the community than do women= The only destination to 
which women have migrated frequently is Cuba, a few hundred yards from 
Tubuala=, Males 10-19 who have migrated to locations within San Bias 
are generally secondary school students0 They live as lodgers (akkwet 
denotes both host and lodger) of families in communities that have high 
schoolso Older migrants to communities within the reservation have 
generally married into the community,.

Data on residence at the time of census say nothing about past 
trends in migration,, Each interview, however, included a residence 
history, which requested the duration, destination, occupation, and 
monthly salary (if engaged in wage work) for each migration,, Taeuber 
(1966; Taeuber, Chiazze and Haenszel 1968) discussed the analysis of 
residence histories, but noted that the amount of data in them could 
quickly become intractableo He focused on the timing of migration in 
the life cycle, and discussed the possibility of calculating age- 
specific migration rates*

I will analyze residence histories from the perspective of the 
whole population and by birth cohorts* In preparing the data for 
analysis, I rewrote each residence history as a 46 by 2 array, where 
a^ ^ denoted a person's place of residence in year x (where x ranged 
from 1930 to 1976), and a- „ denoted a person's age group in year x*

9 X

For a first description, I defined age-groups to correspond roughly to 
the categories of agricultural workers: age 0-l4 (non-worker), 15-19



Table 13o Place of residence at census, by age and sex: Tubuala 1976-1977o

CD cd cd cdQ -P H•H a cd •H o O "H
1

<D o Pi O ti <D p _ •H rOPk cd cn tSD o
1

•H P4 bo cd K E
1

O-P §• 5 S A A O 5 rd . cd o o-p H cd .2 S, _ o cd H ■3<D -p cti cd bO pi C Pi ‘ cd -p cd Pi rH g -p •p cd -P orJD i—| Si <v H H •P •H C i—I ti ti (D 0) 3 ti P4 CO o 4->Age •H o 0 CO rCl cd CO o cd 3 2 3 cd <D o oo o O IS S5 pD ED O o H O P4 PU ̂ o cq to > O o% E4
Males

0-4 ' 65 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 69
5-9 70 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7110-14 53 0 0 0 1 7 0 0 8 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 7215-19 17 0 0 0 1 6 1 1 10 0 0 0 0 16 0 4 0 1 0 5720-24 12 1 0 0 5 2 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 25 0 4 0 0 2 5525-29 27 0 2 1 8 1 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 12 1 7 0 4 0 6730-34 19 0 0 0 5 1 0 0 0 o' 0 3 1 0 0 4 1 0 0 3435-39 28 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 3840-44 8 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 1545-49 11 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1650-54 13 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1755-59 11 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1460-64 18 0 0 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1965-69 5 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 770-74 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6754- 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Total 365 1 2 2 39 19 3 1 19 4 1 9 2 60 1 24 1 5 2 559
(fo) 65»3 =2 =4 =4 7=0 3=4 =5 =2 3=4 =7 -2 1.6 =4 10 0 7 =2 4=3 = 2 =9 =4 100

Females
0-4 70 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 05-9 65 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 010-14 59 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 015-19 36 0 0 0 2 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
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Females
20-24 49 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 54
25-29 42 0 0 2 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 48
30-34 34 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 44
35-39 14 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 ■ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19
40-44 17 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21
45-49 10 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13
50-54 17 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18
55-59 11 0 0 - 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12
60-64 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9
65-69 8 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10
70-74 4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5
75+ 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
Total 449 0 0 3 38 4 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 505
to) 88=9 =6 7o5 =8 =4 =4 1=4 100
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and 60-69 (part worker), 20-59 (full worker), student (aged 15+) and 
migrants who were absent for less than a year0

Figure 19 shows numbers and age-groups of male migrants, by- 
destination, as aggregated from residence histories covering 1930-1976o 
Among locations within San Bias (sheets a and b), most migrants chose 
the communities nearest to Tubualai Cuba, Mulatuppu, and Ustuppu0 
Migration to Cuba started earliest —  in 1948 —  and most migrants were 
full workers or young children. The number of migrants increased 
slowly, as house sites on Cuba became more difficult to obtain. Migra
tion to Mulutuppu and to Ustuppu increased most rapidly during the 
1970s, and most of the increase consisted of persons under age 14 and 
of full time students over age 15, graduates of the primary school in 
Tubuala who sought to continue their education in the Siclos Basicos.

Residence in locations outside San Bias (sheets c and d) has 
been largely concentrated in the Canal Zone, Panama City, and Chan- 
guinola. The Canal Zone employed many workers during World War II, 
but residence there declined sharply at the end of the war. During the 
period 1947-1967, residence outside San Bias was rare„ This coincided 
with the term in office of Yabilikina, whose policy was to restrict 
emigration. After 1967, residence in Changuinola (at the banana plan
tations) and in the Canal Zone increased rapidly, and almost all resi
dents were adult workers. Residence in Panama City increased most 
rapidly after 1972 and most of the increase was among full-time stu
dents over age 15 and in full workers, many of whom are employed in 
restaurants.



Figure 19. Numbers and age groups of male absentees, by location, 
1930-1976. —  These symbols are applicable to Figures 
19 and 20.

F igure
Age groups  

0 - 1 4  years

1 5 -1 9  and 6 0 - 6 9  years

stu dent  (150  

^  20-59 years (full  w o r k e r )

lH 20-59 (absent less than f u l l  year)
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Figure 19. Numbers and age groups of male absentees, by location,
1930-1976. —  a, male migrants 1930-1953 (predominantly) 
locations within San Bias.
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Figure 20 shows numbers and age groups of female migrants, by 

destination, from 1930 to 1976c Numbers of female migrants to Cuba 
roughly equaled numbers of male migrants, but almost no women resided 
in any other location outside Tubuala before 1971o Part of the lack 
of female migrants can be explained by household structure and uxori- 
local post-marital residence= This does not, however, explain why so 
few unmarried girls attended school in other communities of San Bias 
or sought work outside San Bias* Discussions in the gathering and in 
the Junta Locale of the requests by women for travel permits show that 
there was strong community sentiment against migration by women0

lo E, an unmarried girl, had received permission to travel to 
Panama City, telling the Junta Locale that she would be staying with 
her father, who had been working in Changuinolao The Junta Locale 
learned after her departure that E's father had remained in Changuinola, 
and that E was alone in Panama City* The Junta decided that it would 
require a letter from the father of an applicant before granting per
mission for women to travel alone (such a letter was not required for 
males)o

2o H, one of the few literate women in the village, asked to visit 
her brothers in Panama Cityo The men said that brothers do not always 
watch over their sisters, and cited cases of girls from other communi
ties having become prostitutes in Panama City* They refused permission., 

Three days later, however, H visited the airport, and found 
that the soldier who usually policed the airport was absent (it was 
Sunday and traffic was usually light)0 The young men urged her to 
seize the opportunity and to leave0 She did, and the gathering, that 
night, argued heatedly what to do0 The elders decided to fine the men 
who had incited her to leave and to request a notable in Panama to have 
the girl sent back. If the notable refused, the gathering planned to 
send a guard after her0

)
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Later, H. requested that her luggage be sent to Panama. Her 

family complied, but the national guardsman confiscated the goods at
the airport, and put them in storage at the jail of a nearby village.
The boxes contained a fresh fish (a bonito), which rotted. Two women 
started calling the national guardsman ’'bonito," and they were brought 
before the Junta Locale and told to desist.

H. remained in Panama City for some months.

H.'s behavior annoyed the elders of the community —  both the
Junta Locale and the gathering spent many hours discussing the case.
The question arises, however, why control over women should be more 
important to the community than control over men. As in the case of 
in-marriage, discussed above, there seems to be a desire to preserve 
village endogamy and thus to preserve community "distinctness" and 
ethnic identity. Since post-marital residence is uxorilocal and matri- 
local, maintaining control over women (the house-holders of the com
munity) is the best way to preserve village endogamy. Holloman (1969: 
163) gave a similar explanation for restrictions on womens' travel.

Discussing the size and destination of the migrant population 
shows clearly that numbers of absentees have increased (most dramati
cally for males), but it is difficult to see whether this could be due 
solely to growth in the total population —  i.e., to increases in the 
size of younger cohorts, which may be continuing to migrate at the same 
rate as before —  or if there is an increase in the proportion of per
sons migrating, within age groups. To answer this question, I sought 
to estimate the proportions absent for age-groups, and to see whether 
these rates of absence had varied over time. The analysis resembled 
Taeuber's (1966:421; Taeuber et al. 1968:63ff) in general form, but
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peculiarities of the data required some modification. The first, of 
course, was that ages for respondents were not exact. I lumped re
spondents into five-year cohorts, and, for computation, treated each 
cohort as if every member's age fell at the midpoint. This very much 
simplified calculating person-years spent within and outside the com
munity, for five year periods between 1930 and 1976. A second problem 
was that Cuba, now a separate community, had formed part of Tubuala 
until I960, and still is closely linked with the parent community. I 
decided, therefore, not to include migrants to Cuba among the absentees.

Table 14 shows percent person years absent, 1930-1976, for 
females by age groups and makes the same point as did Figure 20: 
females seldom left Tubuala until recently. Figure 21 shows the migra
tion histories of male age groups. The groups which are presently 
70-74, 65-59* 60-64, and 55-59 show a rise in absence between ages 20 
and 39 (corresponding to World War II), and continued low rates after 
that. The next three cohorts, 50-54* 45-49* and 40-44, show a very 
different pattern: an early rise, followed by decline, and then a con
tinual increase until the present. Thus, more of the 40-44 males are 
absent at present than were gone during the 15-29 year range, which is 
when migration is usually highest. The cohorts under age 39 show a 
continuous rise in percent absent to the present.

One way to see change in percent absent for age groups is to 
plot age-specific rates of absence over time (Fig. 22). For those 
graphs, the pattern is clear. For all age groups for which there is 
data, the percent absent rose during the second World War, and declined 
after it. Patterns during the early I960's varied among age groups,



Table 14. Percent absent, by cohort 1930-1976 (females)• —  Parentheses show approx age during 
period.

Age Group 1930-34 1935-39 1940-44 1945-49 1950-54 1955-59 1960-64 1965-69 1970-74 1957-76
75+ (30-34) (35-39) (40-44) (45-49) (50-54) (55-59) (60-64) (65-69) (70-74) (75+)0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
70-74 (25-29) (30-34) (35-39) (40-44) (45-49) (50-54) (55-59) (60-64) (65-69) (70-74)0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
65-69 (20-24) (25-29) (30-34) (35-39) (40-44) (45-49) (50-54) (55-59) (60-64) (65-59)0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
60-64 (15-19) (20-24) (25-29) (30-34) (35-39) (40-44) (45-49) (50-54) (55-59) (60-64)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
55-59 (10-14) (15-19) (20-24) (25-29) (30-34) (35-39) (40-44) (45-49) (50-54) (55-59)0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50-54 ( 5- 9) (10-14) (15-19) (20-24) (25-29) (30-34) (35-39) (40-44) (45-49) (50-54)0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
45-49 ( 5- 9) (10-14) (15-59) (20-24) (25-29) (30-34) (35-39) (40-44) (45-49)0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
40-44 ( 5- 9) (10-14) (15-19) (20-24) (25-29) (30-34) (35-39) (40-44)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
35-39 ( 5- 9) (10-14) (15-19) (20-24) (25-29) (30-34) (35-59)0 1.1 2.1 0 0 1.1 0
30-34 ( 5- 9) (10-14) (15-19) (20-24) (25-29) (30-35)0 0 0 0 0 0
25-29 ( 5- 9)

0
(10-14)

0 (15-19)
0

(20-24)
0 (25-29)

0
20-24 ( 5- 9) 

0
(10-14)

0 (15-19)
0 (20-25)

0
15-19 ( 5- 9) 

0
(10-14)
0.9

(15-19)
3.510-14 ( 5- 9) 

2.5
(10-14)
3.8

5- 9 ( 5- 9) 
0.9

200
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but in the late I960* s, when restrictions on labor migration were 
lifted, the rate of absence for all groups under 55-59 rose steadily<,

Migration for Wage Work
There remains, however, the question of why rates of absence 

have increased, Ravenstein (1889:286), discussing European migration 
assumed that migrants usually wish to better themselves, Lee (1966) 
felt that economic conditions at the area of origin and destination, 
the difficulty of "intervening obstacles" to migration, and migrants' 
knowledge of conditions at the proposed destination all affected migra
tion rates. In order to get a clearer idea of the economic rewards of 
migration from Tubuala, and of non-migrants' knowledge of conditions 
in important destinations, I gave a questionnaire to a small (n = 3*0 
random sample of male residents of Tubuala, during February 1977= Most 
questions sought to compare wages, possible savings,' and cost of living 
in three common destinations: Changuinola, the Canal Zone, and Panama
City,

Figure 23 shows average monthly wages, total cash savings, and 
duration of migration to Changuinola and the Canal Zone, as reported by 
respondents, (Since migration to Panama City for work began recently, 
there were very few returned migrants from there,) Although sample 
size was too small for differences between averages to be significant, 
the results accorded with people's reported reasons for choosing be
tween the two and with data from other sources (e,g,, personnel office 
in the Canal Zone), Until 1970, monthly wages in the Canal Zone were 
far lower than wages in Changuinola, but they rose when kitchen workers
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in the Canal Zone were accorded the UoSo minimum hourly wage. However, 
savings by returned migrants from the Canal Zone have continued to be 
lower than savings by migrants from Changuinola, in spite of the fact 
that migrants spent longer in the Canal Zone than in Changuinola» In 
part, this is because many migrants to Changuinola work on contracts, 
where much of their earnings is withheld until the end of the work 
periodo These contracts specify higher production hour and longer 
hours than are required from hourly workers, but give higher wageso

When men were asked to choose among Panama City, the Canal Zone, 
and Changuinola, as a place to work (see Table 15), opinion was divided0 
Those who chose Changuinola said that living expenses were low there, 
and that it was easy to save money= Those who chose the Canal Zone 
said they preferred to work indoors, and that the food was good* Asked 
to estimate how much men currently earned in the three locations, about 
two thirds could cite a figure, and the averages agreed well with 
present reported wages0 When asked about the costs of room and board 
in the three locations, the number who did not know or declined to name 
a figure fluctuated between about 1/5 and approximately 1/2„ People 
knew least about room and board in the Canal Zone, perhaps because few 
have returned from there recently= Actual costs in the Canal Zone were 
$22/month for room and 637/month for board, deducted from workers* pay
checks » Men who estimated living costs for Changuinola and for Panama 
City noted that Panama City was usually more expensive = Overall, male 
residents of Tubuala seemed fairly well informed about the costs of 
living and about wages in the most common migration destinations, even
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Table 15o Selected results from questionnaire on wage work; Tubuala

1977.—  (n = 34)

Question % Response
lo While you were away, who took 

care of your wife and children?
Not married at the time 26
Wife's father 24
Ego *s father 6
She harvested food for herself 21
Ego’s son 3
Had never migrated 12
No response 9

While you were away, did you 
send money home to your family?
If so, how much?
Not applicable (never migrated 
or had no family at the time 15 

Sent no money home 18
Sent money home regularly 24
Sent moneh home occa- 32
sionally

No response 12

(avgo amto $2?=95/month) 
(avgo amto $13.27/ 
occasion)

Should a young married man work 
for his father-in-law or go to 
work in the city?
Should stay home and work 35
for WF

Should go to the city 15
Don’t know/no response 41
DoeBn’t make any difference 9

If a man earns a lot of money 
working in Panama and has a wife 
and children in Tubuala, how 
much should he send home for 
his wife to buy thingso
Average amount (n = 22) $12»17/month
Don’t know 12
No response 21
Should send money only 3
occasionally
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Table I5— Continued, Selected results from questionnaire on wage work.

Question % Response
Which of these is the best place 
to work: Panama City, Canal
Zone, Changuinola?
Changuinola 41
Canal Zone 35
Panama City 18
Best to work in Tubuala 6

How much will men earn in 
Changuinola, at the present? 
' Average amount (n = 22) 

Don1t know 
No response

How much will men earn in 
Panama City, now?

Average amount 
Don1t know 
No response

$112,63/month 
35 

6

$97=17/month
26
6

How much will men earn in the 
Canal Zone, at the present? 
Average amount (n = 26)
Don1t know 
No response

$191ol5/month
26
6

9, What is the cost of a room in 
Changuinola?
Free 59
Average amt, $52,17/mo 15
Don*t know 15
No response 6
Cost deducted from wages 6

10, What is the cost of board in 
Changuinola?
Average amt, $35°63/mo 79
Don't know 9
No response 12

11, What is the cost of a room in 
Panama City?

Average amt, $87,57/mo 76
Don’t know 18
No response 3
Very expensive 3
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Table 15— Continuedo Selected results from questionnaire on wage work0

Question % Response
12. What is the cost of board in 

Panama City?
Free (ate in restaurant where
employed) 3
Average amount $51=63/mo 65
Don't know 26
No response 3
Expensive 3

13= What is the cost of a room in 
the Canal Zone?
Free 29
Average amount $40.50/mo 18
Don't know 41
No response 9
Deducted from wages 3

14. What is the cost of board in 
the Canal Zone?
Free 32
Average amount $24.25/mo. 12
Don't know 38
No response 12
Expensive 3
Deducted from wages 3

15= Do you plan to go away to work?
Yes 21
No 47
Perhaps. 6
Don't know 12
No response 15

I
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though only a small proportion (20o6%) were actually planning to mi
grate o

Education and Migration 
Table 16 shows number of years of schooling completed, by age 

and sexo Among males, the first group in which a substantial number 
had completed primary schooling was the cohort born 19^7-1951= Of the 
cohort born 1952-7, however, a considerable number had completed secon- 
dary school» This had been the first cohort able to attend primary 
school in Tubuala0 The proportion of males born 1957-1971 who had 
never attended school was quite low0 Among females, only one born be
fore 1952 had attended school at alio The overall percentage of women 
who had never attended school (75=2) was considerably higher than for 
men (53»8%), and the only cohort which showed a proportion attending 
school roughly equal to men was the 1967-1971=

Comparing these figures with those for education completed in 
San Bias as a whole (Republics de Panama 1970;III;124) is difficult, 
because the 1970 census enumerated students at the place of current 
residence, and so omitted from the San Bias population many students 
born thereo

Changes in educational level of a population have obvious im
portance for migration rates, since, in many cases, educated persons 
are more likely to migrate to cities than are uneducated persons (Adams 
1969; Browning and Feindt 1969; Caldwell 1969; Cardona and Simmons
1975)o Some have hypothesized that the selectivity of rural-urban 
migration declines over time (Cardona and Simmons 1975:28) and perhaps



Table 16= Years of schooling completed, by gender and

Age
Group 0 1 2  3 4 5 6
Males
0- 4 6? 1 0 0 0 0 0
5- 9 24 16 11 15 5 0 o

10-14 6 1 4 4 14 12 14
15-19 2 1 0 4 1 2 6
20-24 16 0 1 , 3 1 2 6
25-29 33 0 4 3 6 1 11
30-34 28 1 1 l l 0 2
35-39 32 0 0 1 2 1 2
40-44 14 0 0 0 1 0 0
45-49 15 0 0 0 0 0 1
50-54 17 0 0 0 0 0 0
55-59 13 0 0 l 0 0 0
6o-64 19 0 0 0 0 0 0
65-69 7 0 0 0 0 0 0
70-74 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
75-79 2 0 0 0 - 0 0  0
Totals 301 20 21 32 31 18 42

(53=8) (3=6) (3=8) (5=7) (5=5) (3=2) (7=;
Females
0- 75 0 0 0 0 0 0
5- 9 23 13 15 11 2 1 0
10-14 12 0 5 6 17 6 18
15-19 19 0 1 8 5 2 4
20-24 49 0 0 0 1 0 4
25-29 48 0 0 0 0 0 0
30-34 44 0 0 0 0 0 0

group: Tabuala census 1976o

7 8 9 10 11 12+ Total

0 0 0 0 0 0 68
0 0 0 0 0 0 7110 2 4 0 0 1 72
6 13 10 8 1 3 57
1 4 5 5 0 11 55
0 3 0 2 1 3 67
0 0 0 0 0 0 34
0 0 0 0 0 0 38
0 0 0 0 0 0 15
0 0 0 0 0 0 16
0 0 0 0 0 0 17
0 0 0 0 0 0 14
0 0 0 0 0 0 19
0 0 0 0 0 0 7
0 0 0 0 0 0 6
0 0 0 0 0 0 2
17 22 19 15 2 18 558
(3=0) (3=9) (3=6) (2=7) (0=4) (3=2) (100=0)

0 0 0 0 0 0 750 0 0 0 0 0 650 1 0 0 0 0 65
3 0 0 1 0 0 430 0 0 0 0 0 54
0 0 0 0 0 0 48
0 0 0 0 0 0 44



Table 16— Continued.,

Age
Group 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12+ Total
Females
35-39 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 19
40-44 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21
45-49 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13
50-54 17 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 18
55-59 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12
60-64 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9
65-69 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10
70-74 5 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5
75+ 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
Totals 580 13 21 25 25 9 27 3 l 0 1 0 505

(75=2) (2=6) (4.2) (5:0) (5.0) (1=8) (5=3) (0=6) (0=2) (0.0) (0=2) (0.0) (0.0) (100.0)
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eventually becomes negativeo That reasoning starts by assuming that 
persons who have not attended school find few work opportunities in the 
city, and are less likely to be informed of migration opportunities as 
they occuro It is not clear that these arguments apply to migration 
for wage-work, however, and the number of adult migrants from Tubuala 
who intend to remain permanently in the city is small0

Household Organization and Composition
Cuna kinship relationships are reckoned bilaterally, and the 

most obvious kin-based group is the household, which is typically matri- 
local or uxorilocal (Howe 1974b:42; Stout 194?; Holloman 1969:159-197) 
and includes several conjugal family units= Upon marriage, a man 
generally enters the household of his wife and works under the direc
tion of the jural head of the householdo While living in the household 
of his wife, a man is subordinate to his wife's father and economically 
dependent on him. The arrangement breeds great tension (Howe 1974b:42; 
Stout 1947:25).

Recent years have produced several discussions of the effects 
of contact and wage migration on household structure and size* Helms 
(1976:14) suggests that residence in high status households may have 
been virilocal before conquest, but that associations between fathers- 
in-law and sons-in-law were probably also importanto She notes that 
neolocal residence was recorded during the late 17th century (Helms 
1976:14) and suggests that a later shift to matrilocal residence may 
have been associated with opportunities for males to travel, and with 
their extended absence. Holloman felt that the matriuxorilocal
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household had persisted in the community of Tupile in spite of rapid 
acculturation and stress from absence of male workers (Holloman 1969s 
195)<> The reasons for the persistence were: (l) the absence of a
market in fresh produce, which forced nonagriculturalists into depen
dency on agriculturalists; and (2) the eufunction of matrilocality for 
women given the periodic absence of men working in Panama and the fre
quency of marital breakup (Holloman 1969s195)o Thus, she felt that 
neolocal households were rareo Costello (1975) who studied a very 
acculturated community in the early 1970's felt that "expanded economic 
alternatives," cash cropping and labor migration —  had resulted in a 
pattern of neolocal household establishment which dated back to the 
1920's and in the ownership of house sites by males rather than females,. 

There has also been debate over changes in the average size of 
householdso Gasso (cited in Stout 1947:82) observed households aver
aging 20-25 persons in San Bias, and Chapin (personal communication
1976) obtained detailed accounts in Ustuppu of large households, which 
persisted through the 1940's0 In corroboration, aerial photographs 
taken in 1939 show house structures to have been much larger than at 
presento However, Stout (1947:82) who traveled in western and central 
San Bias during 1940-1941, wrote that household size had decreased to 
less than ten persons per household owing to a preference on the part 
of younger men for neolocalityo Helms (1976:153) wrote that Gasso's 
report showed unusually large households and that there was a later 
decline to a more traditional size,.

Coale et al= (1965) felt that large households were not likely 
to be common in societies with high birth rates and high death rates.
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although they might be the idealo Coale et alo (1965;68) estimated 
that where women remained in their mothers' household throughout the 
mothers' life (assuming CDR=CBR=50, age-specific mortality from a model 
life table, and average age at marriage of 15), average household size 
would be approximately 5=55 persons= Coale's assumptions accord fairly 
well with what we know of the 19th century Cuna, and make Gasso's 
estimate of average household size seem implausible, unless (Fallers 
1965) the circle of recruitment for households was wider than it is 
now0

One difficulty in both of these debates has bepn an absence of 
census data dealing with households= Holloman (1969) drew on a small,
"judgmental" sample of households. Costello's (1975s68ff) census 
deals with an unusually acculturated village, and national census data 
use categories which say little about the actual kinship structure of 
households (Republics de Panam^f 1964;IX;73ff)o Helms' (1976) argument 
about shifts in household composition encounters the problems of un
certainty about the pre-Contact ancestors of the Cuna, and about bias 
in European observers discussed in Chapter 3°

This section will report census data on household composition 
from Tubuala, and will try to establish a basis for discussing economic 
relationships within the household, especially the sexual division of 
labor and the types of economic stress which result from labor migra
tion o It will discuss problems with the consumer-worker ratio as it is 
commonly defined and reach a definition that is more useful in statis
tical analysiso Finally, it will treat portions of the questionnaire
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shown on Table 16, in which migrants were asked about their economic 
relationship with the families they left behind0

Holloman (1969s185) and Costello (1975s69) used different 
classifications for households =. Both schemes depended on the presence 
or absence in the household of persons outside the nuclear family and 
the presence or absence of more than a single sleeping huto Laslett's 
(Laslett and Wall 1972s51) classification of household types is both 
more detailed and more familiar to social scientists, and I employed 
it in this censuso Laslett distinguished between extended family 
households, which included one or more persons outside the conjugal 
family unit (or nuclear family), and multiple family households, which 
contained more than one conjugal family unite Extended family house
holds can be classified by the genealogical relation of the person out
side the nuclear family to the married couple0 Thus, if the additional 
member is of a generation earlier than the married couple, the house
hold is said to be extended upward. If he is of the same generation 
as the married couple, the household is said to be extended laterally. 
Multiple conjugal family unit households can be classified by the re
lation of secondary conjugal family units to the household head. Thus, 
a household including a secondary conjugal family unit of a daughter
of the head would be said to have "secondary unit(s) down."

>

Table 17 shown numbers, types, and composition of households in 
Tubuala. Multiple family households predominate, forming 55% of all 
households = Extended family households form another 20.2% of all house
holds, with the remainder holding only simple conjugal family units. 
Thus, the independent nuclear family is less common in Tubuala than
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■12. Single person 1 1,00 0 =50 0 ,50 0 . 0 60,00
32 0 Simple conjugal

family unit 19 60 32 3=33 1,76 3=22 1,21 2,66 2,94 37=74 —
.41. Extended up from CFU 7 7=86 4.41 2,36 4,10 =93 3=10 4,19 50,14 0
42 o Extended down from

CFU 10 6,80 3=85 2,05 3=75 ,85 2=51 4,28 47=80 1
43= Extended laterally 3 7=00 3=87 1,50 3=55 1=50 2=92 2,71 32,00 1
44, Combinations of

41-43 5 8,20 5=26 1=90 5=06 1,00 1=87 3=81 35=20 1
52 o Multiple CFU down* 46 12,61 7=01 3 = 30 6,50 1,85 2,34 3=75 55=00 5
55= Other multiple

families 5 12,20 7=06 2,80 6,46 1,30 3=22 3=45 56,00 2
560 Member of secondary

CFU away 4 10,45 5=70 3=00 5=12 1,50 1,98 4,24 57=25 0

9=90 5=51 2.63 5=15 1=46 2,47 3=62 49=0 10
^Reckoned from CFU of family headc
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in Rio Azucar (Costello 1975"68) <, where it comprised slightly less than 
half of all householdso While most extended and multiple family house
holds incorporate only relatives linked through women9 a substantial 
number of households show extension or incorporation of secondary 
nuclear families through maleso In most cases* the relatives thus in
corporated are orphans or others lacking kin* Household composition 
seems relatively flexible on the whole0

The mean household size calculated for the population varies 
with the assumptions made in calculation0 Lodgers form a negligible 
part of the population (0o2P/o) and so their exclusion has little effecto 
Absentees (excluding those who formed households on Cuba) make up a 
large part of the population0 Many are students who are dependent on 
Tubuala households and return annually to the village0 Others, migrant 
workers, contribute in varying degrees to Tubuala householdso If 
absentees are excluded, household size averages 8ol3 persons; if 
absentees are included, average household size increases to 9o90o

The age and sex composition of the household is as important 
as size in determining need for agricultural labor and ability to fill 
this needo Chapter 1 discussed A0 V0 Chayanov’s studies of peasant 
farm management in Russia and his use of the consumer worker ratio to 
explain observed patterns of household socio-economic mobility» In his 
model of the development of the household, shown in Figo 24, a couple 
marry and produce nine children over 26 years, all of whom surviveo 
Children’s consumption and ability to work increase regularly with age 
(Chayanov 1966s57)o The model was not fashioned to fit any demographic 
data and it excludes several factors which we have seen to be important
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Figure 24. Model for the development over time of the peasant household.
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in Tubuala: mortality, the possibility of extended or multiple-family
households, and long-term migration by one or more of the family mem
bers « The weights for consumer and worker units do not accord with 
Tubuala datao In addition, the definition of workers and consumers 
becomes cumbersome in analysiso

We will find that it is useful to examine separately the effects 
of workforce and the number of consumers on household resource alloca
tion* However, Chayanov defined the consumer-worker ratio so that 
workers are also counted as consumers* Thus, the two are confounded 
and cannot be separated* A more useful index for this purpose is a non- 
worker-worker ratio, or dependent worker ratio*

In weighting consumer units by age, one possible approach is 
to assume that the total needs of each member of a family are propor
tional to caloric needs (Cassen 1978;66)* Where subsistence agricul
ture provides the bulk of food to the household and where the diet 
varies little among household members, this assumption will not 
weriously distort calculations* Table 18 compares the consumer weights 
assigned by Chayanov with weights derived from FAO/WHO caloric recom
mendations and with weights calculated from food intake (dry weight) 
observed in the course of dietary studies in the sea-level canal 
investigations* It is obvious that the weights assigned by Chayanov 
are considerably below recommended caloric intake and below food intake 
observed in the Sasardi-Mulatuppu region* While observed intake was 
roughly comparable to recommendations, the FAO weights were graduated 
by single years rather than by five year intervals and I decided to 
use them in later calculations*
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Table l80 Weights by age for consumer units.

■u Dietary Intake
Age Chayanova fao/Who Survey0
0 — 0.27 0.271
1 0.10 0.39 0.271
2 0.30 0.45 0.481
3 0.30 0.52 0.481
4 0.30 0.57 0.481
5 O.30 0.62 0.481
6 0.30 O.67 0.760
7 0.30 0.71 0.760
8 0.50 0.75 0.760
9 O.50 0.79 0.760
10 0.50 0.83 0.760
11 0.50 0.87 0.956
12 0=50 0.90 0.956
13 0.50 0.93 0.956
14 0.70 0.9*7 0.956
15 0.70 1.00 0.956
16 0.70 1.00 1.00
17 0=70 1.00 1.00
18 0=70 1.00 1.00
19 0=90 1.00 1.00

aChayanov 1966;$8 
bCassen 1978;65 
cDuke 1975;283
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The weights to be assigned to workers are a separate problem«> 

Chayanov reckoned that women contributed only slightly less than men 
to the workforceo However, the sexual division of labor has grown 
marked in San Bias in recent times (Howe 1975s30ff; Helms 1976?15*0°
In most communities,, women do little or no agricultural work. Daily 
work records from Tubuala, discussed in Chapter 7, show that men alone 
carry out the agricultural work of clearing, burning, and planting, 
while both women and men do harvesting,. Gathering firewood is also 
shared, but women alone fetch water, cook, and tend children* I 
counted women, therefore, as non-workers in agriculture°

When we compare actual demographic data with Chayanov’s model, 
we find further discrepancies* The average ever-married women 45-49 
in Tubuala has given birth to 7=4 children, of whom 5=6 survive, in 
comparison to Chayanov1s couple, who produce nine children who all 
survive„ The events which most affect dependent-worker ratios, how
ever, are those which affect the family’s workforce* Chayanov made no 
provision for the death of workers in the family* From infant mor
tality data, however, I estimated a life expectancy at birth of roughly 
56 years (average of figures from q(2) and q(3), Table 12* From the 
"West” model life tables for 6q= 55, the proportion of men who die 
between age 20 and age' 50 (^q^) is roughly 0*20* This means that if 
married men have the same mortality as others, one out of every five 
men who marry and start families dies before children have reached 
working age* Chayanov's model also ignores the possibility of divorce 
and old age* Most non-workers whose households are disrupted by death 
or divorce are incorporated into extended families*
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Figure 25 gives a rough idea of the effect of the factors men
tioned above on Chayanov’s model= Instead of the rapid rise and de
cline over time of the consumer-worker ratio shown in Figure 24, a 
regression curve of age of household head on the dependent worker ratio 
(including absentees) shows a gradual decline to a minimum at roughly 
50 years and gradual rise0 However, the regression equation accounts 
for about 12o5% of the observed variation in household dependent-worker 
ratios. Mortality, variation in fertility and the formation of ex
tended and multiple family households all figure in the remaining 
variation.

When we take absenteeism into account, we find that the average 
household dependent-worker ratio increases from 2,4? to 3o620 Figure 
26 shows the relationship of household dependent-worker ratios (ex
cluding absentees) to age of household head. The proportion of 
observed variation explained by age of household head (4̂ ) is smaller 
than in Figure 25°

Summary
This chapter has tried to give an overview of the demographic 

situation in San Bias as a whole and in Tubuala, and to focus on 
changes in rates of rural-urban migration. The size and composition 
of the migration stream from Colon as a whole differed from that for 
San Bias. Colon showed a small rate of net out-migration between 1965 
and 1970, in which males only slightly outnumbered females. Survival 
rate estimates of net migration from San Bias between i960 and 1970 
showed that outmigration was heavy, and that males migrated out far.
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more than did femaleso Out-migration was greatest in the age groups 
that were 5-19 in 1960o

The chapter discussed methods used for a community census of 
Tubuala, and then presented fertility data from that census0 Recorded 
total fertility from the Tubuala census was higher than from the 
national census for i960, but the proportion of ever-married women in 
age groups 15-54- was lower than had been reported in an earlier survey 
of the region (Torres de Arauz 1970)6 Monitoring the cases discussed 
in local councils, I found that both divorce and illegitimate pregnancy 
were•frequent»

Data on morbidity and on mortality are hard to synthesize, be
cause most of the literature focused on short-term surveys of single 
diseaseso Estimating mortality levels from the proportion deceased of 
total reported fertility showed that birth cohorts had survival rates 
that predicted life expectancies at birth varying from 47o6 to 65ol 
years (using the "West" series model life tables)„ This finding empha
sizes the dangers in estimating a single mortality level for a region 
where epidemics and improving health care are constantly altering 
actual mortalityo

Analysis of migration histories showed that the number of out- 
migrants has increased greatly since 1967s that this increase has taken 
place chiefly among males, and that destinations for migration have 
also changed over time0 Estimates of percent absent over time among 
cohorts show dramatic increases over the last decade in all cohorts 
under 45o
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A small-scale inquiry showed that of the three important des

tinations for migrants ,—  Changuinola, the Canal Zone, and Panama City, 
reported monthly wages increased only in the Canal Zone during this 
period 1960-1975= Total cash savings during migration increased in 
Changuinola, although wages fluctuated during the period,, Remittances 
by migrants for the subsistence needs of families remaining in Tubuala 
seemed low=

Examination of the kinship composition of households showed 
that multiple family households predominated, and a considerable number 
of households had incorporated members linked through males (rather 
than females) to the householder0 Household size was large, but no 
households approached the size reported for the turn of the century0 
Indeed, general work on the relationship between demographic rates and 
household size makes these estimates implausible0

Chayanov* s model for household development in the Russian 
peasantry differs in several ways from observations for Tubuala and 
for San Blas= The weights for consumers are considerably below dietary 
intake observed in San Blas0 Weights for workers assume a flexible 
division of labor, while that in San Bias is fairly rigid* While 
Chayanov's model for the development over time of the household assumed 
that the ratio of consumers to workers would rise sharply and then 
sharply decrease, data from Tubuala shows that there is no fixed pat
tern of development* Factors which contribute to the divergence be
tween model and reality include: variation in fertility, mortality,
and the possibility of migration by one or more household workers*



CHAPTER 6

CULTIVARS, CULTIVATION PRACTICES, AND LAND USE

At the beginning of this paper, I discussed two perspectives 
for viewing natural systems: one drawing heavily on the methods and
outlook of biological ecology, the other drawing on economics and 
stressing the importance of human decision and choice0 The second of 
these orientations seemed to have advantages for analyzing a system 
like the one in San Bias, where the historical record shows the eco
nomic effects of conscious policy with regard to education, relations 
with nation states, and the preservation of indigenous-held territory* 
It is reasonable, then, that a description of agriculture in Tubuala 
should be oriented toward describing the range of choices open to 
farmers*

Methods for fieldwork dealing with subsistence are not uniform 
for cultural anthropology, so this chapter will start by discussing 
methodology in some detail* After that I will describe the land types 
recognized by Tubuala farmers on the basis of soil, terrain, and vege
tation* I will then describe the cultivated varieties (cultivars) of 
the principal crops: bananas, corn, rice, coconuts, root crops, cacao,
and cultivated fruits* The cultivar descriptions will stress the 
differences among farmers in reported cultivation practice*

Where there exists an explicit classification of field types 
(for example, Conklin 1955i 1969; Boyd 1975:109), the anthropologist

227
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has a framework for describing land use as well as a ready made cate
gorization useful in estimating yields and intensity© In Tubuala9 how
ever, there is no explicit set of terms for different types of fieldso 
Discriminant function analysis shows, however, that the age and cul- 
tivar densities vary among fields with different types of soils and 
terrain0

I draw data for this chapter from three sourceso The first is 
a questionnaire, shown in Appendix C, which I administered during 
January 1977 to the heads of sample households (n=24) randomly drawn 
from the top and bottom quartiles of the population of households of 
the village, ranked by unweighted consumer-worker ratio0 In the course 
of the year, however, it became obvious that the sample size was un
manageable, and half the sample households (drawn at random) were 
excludedo In August of 19779 before the end of the agricultural year,
I administered the questionnaire again to households remaining in the 
sampleo Thus, all households have complete interview data for the 
agricultural year 1976-1977» In addition, some households have partial 
information on the agricultural year 1977-1978o

The second source of data consists of actual measurements of 
fields planted to staple crops by sample households during 1977o I 
measured these fields with a Brunton pocket transit and tapeo Once the 
length and bearing of each segment of a field border- were recorded, I 
calculated areas using the double-meridian distance algorithm, a stan
dard surveying method* Calculated error of measurement averaged about 
3%o Since fields often held several crops and cultivars, it was 
important to learn the cultivar composition and the density of planting
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for each fielcL To this end, I walked a random transect, measuring 
distances from points on the transect to cultivated plants and noting 
the type of plant0 Cottam and Curtis (1956) describe the point- 
centered quarter method, in which at each point in the transect, the 
investigator measures the distance to the closest plant in each quad
rant » The average of these distances approximates VM, where M is the 
mean area per planto M is the inverse of total density for the ploto 
By calculating the proportion of each cultivar in the sample measure
ments, it is possible to estimate the density for each cultivar0

One real difficulty in using the point-centered quarter method 
was that cultivated plants like bananas are generally aggregated 
(clumped) rather than randomly spaced over the field© Cottam and
Curtis found that none of the methods they discussed accurately meas-

\
ured the density of aggregated plant populations© A rough adaptation 
of my own was to measure the distance to the center of aggregations, 
note the number of plants in each clump, and divide M, the mean area 
per plant, by the average number of plants per clump© The resulting 
estimates of density had a high standard error and are probably not . 
reliable as absolute measures© They do*, however, show relative density 
and differences and cultivar composition among different sorts of plots© 

Day-by-day records of work and harvesting by members of the 
sample houses comprised a third source of data for this chapter© In 
cost-route surveys such as this one, farmers are typically interviewed 
once or twice a week on the work carried out by household members, on 
harvests, and on returns from non-farming activities (Spencer 1972)© 
These data are less dependent on long-term recall than are the
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questionnaires discussed above, and they can serve to verify informa
tion on the farming year as a wholeo In addition, day-by-day harvest 
records provide the only reliable means by which to estimate yields for 
crops like bananas that bear fruit throughout the year0 I interviewed 
members of sample households every three days between May and October 
of 1977o Chapter 7 discusses the cost-route data more fully0

Land Types
Tubuala farmers distinguish types of land by soil character

istics, terrain, and the nature of the secondary growth= The resulting 
classification however, is not comprehensive, and not all characteris
tics figure in defining each land type. Farmers recognize considerable 
variability within each land type, and they rely on their experience 
of the productivity of particular pieces of land.

Figure 27, a map, shows the approximate distribution on the 
islands and mainland near Tubuala of some of the land types to be dis
cussed* The simplist linguistic distinction of land types falls be
tween neipa (flat land, primarily the coastal plain) and yala (hills, 
delimited in the figure by the 100 m contour)* In general, hillside 
fields are cultivated for shorter periods and left fallow longer than 
are flat areas, for several reasons * First, hillside fields are rela
tively distant from the village and it is common in subsistence agri
cultural systems that intensity of cultivation decline with distance 
from the settlement (Von Thunen 1966; Chrisholm 1962; Sautter 1962)0 
Secondly, hillside fields lose soil nutrients to runoff, and farmers 
often note that after a single season of cultivation, plantings near
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Figure 27. Distribution of land types around Tubuala.
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the bottom of a slope grow faster and yield better than plantings near 
the top0 Finally, the dry seasons of 1975 and 1976 were unusually 
long, and most banana varieties require monthly precipitation of 50 mm 
or more for good growth. Banana plantings in the hills are more ad
versely affected by prolonged water shortage than are fields on the 
coastal plain,

A regional soil survey for eastern Panama, discussed in Chap
ter 2, showed that oxisols, highly leached and weathered red soils 
with a high clay content, predominate in the region around Tubuala, 
These soils correspond to what the Cuna call nappa kinnit (literally, 
red earth), and the Cuna agree with agronomists in thinking that the 
soils have low agricultural potential. The Cuna cultivate nappa kinnit 
for a shorter time (one to four years) than other soils, and leave it 
fallow longer, Five to ten years is considered the minimum acceptable 
length of fallow. Figure 27 showed entisols-psamments along the coast. 
The Cuna call these ukkup (sand) and plant them primarily to coconuts.

Two other soil types do not figure on the regional soil map, 
but play an important role in agriculture, Nappa korokwat (literally 
yellow earth) is a light brown soil, less heavy in texture than nappa 
kinnet, and intermediate in fertility, length of cultivation, and 
duration of fallow (generally four to eight years), Nappa sichit 
(black earth) is the preferred soil type, which remains productive the 
longest (five to ten years) and requires the least fallow (three to 
eight years),

Several types of land are named for a single, dominant plant 
type. For example, alluvial sands along the river Kwati (see Fig, 27)



are called susis neka after a tree (Ficus sp.) commonly found there0 
Fields established in this area are flooded annually, and the flood 
waters deter week growth and probably deposit soil nutrients. Some 
banana fields in this zone have been under continuous cultivation for 
over 20 years, Sarki neka refers to freshwater swampy areas (cross- 
hatched in Figure 27) along the river Kwati, and these are considered 
relatively difficult to clear, Masar neka is named for a tall cane 
(Gynerium sagittatum (Aubl,) Beauv,) that covers the low lying land 
which extends inward from.the margin of the coastal mangrove swamps 
(aili neka, indicated by broken horizontal lines on Fig, 27)» Masar 
neka usually has brown soils, which are often poorly drained. Men who 
observed construction of drainage ditches in the banana plantations of 
Perme and Changuinola began to dig drainage ditches (tian) in their own 
fields some 30 years ago. They found that draining fields in the masar 
neka zone increased the life-span of banana stands. The last type of 
land defined by a plant association is mata, which refers to broadleaf 
plants found on hillsides of black earths takar (Calathea sp,), urwa 
(Clavi.ja longifolia, Calathea insignis), samu (Phytelelphas semannu 
Cook), ukkurwar (Ochroma pyramidale (Cav, ex, Lam,)), tupsip, sakkwa, 
and innarwar (all unidentified). This kind of vegetation is easy to 
clear and regenerates quickly, preventing a grassy succession. Plots 
of land which hold this type of vegetation are prized.

In assessing the potential of a given plot of land, Cuna con
sider the type of vegetation to be more.informative than soil type 
alone. Fields that have been left fallow but do not yet hold tall 
trees are called nuchukwakwa (immature), and farmers wait to
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recultivate them until vines (tup) and brush are gone, and the trees 
stand a little apart® In fields under tall secondary growth, some 
plants (ila, a0koao Iriartea sp, mamar, and irsu) indicate relatively 
high fertility, while others like ikwa (Dipteryx panamensis (Pitt)
Record and Hell), naapa, mokkorwar, arra, and warakwakura denote poor 
soilso

Some informants divide weeds into those which are "cold"
(tiopikwa), considered to be beneficial to crops, and those which are 
"hot" (tiopisuli) and harmful to crops® Cold plants include naiwar 
(Carludovica sp©), pachar (several species, including Piper psuedo- 
fuligineum CoDoCo), and takar (Heliconia maria Hook F 0) as well as the 
plants which comprise mata (discussed above)® All of these are broad- 
leaf plants, and it is probable that they act as groundcover, preventing 
a grassy succession® "Hot" plants include most grasses and sedges, for 
example, kakan,serret (literally old grass, included Paspalum virgatum 
L®, P® maniculatum, and Voyria sp®), pinna (Cyperus diffusus, C® 
ligularis L®, Scleria pterota Presl®), oros kakan (literally rice grass), 
and op kakan (literally corn grass)® People find that such "hot" weeds 
harm banana plantings, and this accords with the experience of commer
cial farmers (Simmonds 1966:165) who find that grasses compete for 
nitrogen with banana plants, while broadleaf weeds do not®

The Seasonal Pattern of Agricultural Work

Figure 28 shows the yearly cycle of agricultural work® It 

begins in the middle of the dry season, with the clearing of fields not. 
cultivated within memory (ney serret) and fields under fallow (nainu)®
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People in Tubuala note several natural cues for beginning to clear 
land: the leaves of naiwar (Carludovica sp0) begin* to turn yellow, the
crocodiles begin to nest, and thunder (not followed by rain) begins to 
sound over the horizon© Chiefs announce to the gathering that the time 
has come to clear land, and admonish them to work hard© In Chapter 4 
I gave an example of such exhortation, and noted that in earlier times 
men were also refused permission to leave the village during this 
season of peak work©

Land clearing is divided into two tasks —  ney saet (literally 
making the land), in which large trees are cut, and sappi sikket (liter
ally cutting brush), which is clearing growth which can be cut in a 
single stroke© Trees suitable for making canoes are generally left 
uncut —  these include pinnu (Dimeracostus strobilaceous 0© Ktz©), 
iksi (mahogany) and ulu war (cedro)© In general, plots with relatively 
old fallow growth are cut and left to dry before plots with young 
growth are cut© Indeed, the latter-are occasionally not burned before 
cultivation, if the cultivator lacks time© Men usually try to burn 
plots before the onset of the rains, but those who fail to burn before 
the first showers sometimes manage to burn fields before the onset of 
heavy rains©

Farmers in Niatuppu begin planting annual crops shortly after 
the start of the rains (Howe 1975:18), but men in Tubuala generally 
wait a month after burning and start sowing rice and corn in mid-May©
The motive for waiting is probably uncertainty about rainfall —  pre
cipitation in April and May (Fig© 5) is highly variable, and farmers 
want to avoid a situation where early rains cause seed to germinate9
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but later drought kills the young plants and necessitates re-sowing0 
Bananas are planted over a period of several weeks after the corn sow
ing, and are generally interplanted with corn* Procuring planting 
material —  young suckers ~  is time consuming, and is one cause for 
the delay0 It is possible that, in planting relatively late, Tubuala 
farmers are for .going optimal yields in some years0 The nitrate level 
in bare soils rises rapidly after the first rains (Wrigley 1971:38), 
and declines, due to leaching, as the rains continueo

Unfortunately, I did not observe the labor expenditure in fel
ling trees, clearing brush, and plantingo Questionnaire data, combined 
with measurement of fields, gives estimates of labor input for banana 
fields: 2? man-days/ha« in ney saet, 6 man-days/ha0 in sappi sikket,
and 21 man-days/hao in actual planting (this does not include the time 
spent procuring planting material)0 While few households cleared any
thing approaching a hectare of land during 1976 or 1977 (see next chap
ter) , the period from March through early June is justly considered the 
peak season for agricultural work*

There is much variation in the amount of weeding farmers give 
corn, rice, and bananas during the months of June through August„
Those who planted rice during 1976 generally weeded it once or twice 
(see Table 28, p0 259), but most farmers did not week corn at all (see 
Table 26, p0 256)0 Farmers harvest traditional, late-maturing, corn 
types while immature, during the period of August through September0 
The soft ears (op tutu) are roasted and are also made into a drinko 
The rice harvest begins in early September, while the harvest of late- 
maturing corn usually begins in early October, and continues through
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the end of the montho My impression is that corn plantings are much 
larger in Tubuala than in central San Bias, and the amount of time 
necessary to harvest corn is correspondingly longer0 Like planting 
season, the corn harvest is considered a peak period for farm laboro

A few farmers (8% of those interviewed in 1976) reported plant
ing a second crop of corn (op yolep) at the end of the rainy season, 
in alluvial sands near the mouths of some rivers0 This low incidence 
contrasts with fhe situation in Playon Chico during 1975, where the 
majority of plantings reported by a non-random sample of farmers (Stier 
1976a:40) were op yolep0

Bananas: Cultivars and Cultivation Methods
Bananas are not native to the New World, but some types were 

brought by the Spanish from West Africa soon after conquest (Simmonds 
1966:89)0 By the end of the 17th century, they were the staple of the 
Cuna dieto A detailed look at the varieties of bananas presently grown 
in San Bias shows that the clones must have entered the region in 
several different periods0

The taxonomy of cultivated bananas is complexo Most are de
scended from Musa acuminata, with hybredization by M0 balbisiniana in 
some cultivars (Simmonds 1976a)0 The most commonly used classification 
devised by Simmonds and Shepherd (1955), groups clones on the basis of 
the relative contribution of Mo acuminata (denoted A) and Mo balbi
siniana (denoted B) to the genomeo Classification depends on score's 
of some 14 vegetative, floral, and fruit characteristicso The system 
is difficult for non-botanists, and the identifications reported below
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were made chiefly by Simmonds (personal communication 1976b) and by 
Shepherd (personal communication 1976) on the basis of slides sent to 
them,.

The Cuna divide banana clones into several broad categories: 
waymatun (literally foreigner-banana), sinomas (literally Chinese 
banana), wayakir, silip, and machunnat (literally true banana)0 From 
the names, it seems likely that the last three types were present in 
San Bias earlier than the first two types0 The names of rare clones 
vary among regions in San Bias: for example, several names reported
by Howe (1975) from Niatuppu and from Playon Chico by Stier (1976a) 
differ from names in Tubuala.

Taxonomically, silip, wayakir, and machunnat all fall into the 
plantain subgroup of the AAB group= Silip turpasuit belongs to the 
'French Plantain' complex (described by Simmonds 1966:59)= Wayakir, in 
the 'Horn Plantain' group, was tentatively identified as a clone known 
in the Philippines-Indonesia-New Guinea region, while wayakir sichit 
(literally black wayakir) seemed to be 'Sept Semaines,' a plantain 
generally found in Martinique and Guadeloupe (Shepherd, personal com
munication 1976; Simmonds 1966:120)„ Machunnat belongs to the 'Horn 
Plantain' clone=

In general, plantains are resistant to most banana diseases, 
but are highly susceptible to banana borers (Cosmopolites sordides 
/Simmonds 1966:345ff/) and to nematodes (Burden and Coursey 1977:99)= 
Cuna say machunnat is vulnerable to nusu (literally worms), which seem, 
from descriptions, to be Cosmopolites sordides* Farmers recognize 
infested plants by the absence of the oskun, or newest leaf, and cut
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and section all affected plants. Conscientious weeding is also im
portant in controlling the borers.

Although my oldest informant did not remember a time when nusu 
had not posed a problem (he said that his father had not known them in 
his youth, however), GJ felt that the depredations of the borers had 
worsened since his youth. He remembered a time when people relied 
heavily on machunnat, and when planting 100-200 new suckers a year 
would suffice for a household (cf, present-day plantings, discussed 
below). At present, stands of machunnat seldom bear more than a single 
crop, but he remembered a time when plantain stools bore up to three 
ratoon crops. Some of his recollections, of course, are tinged with 
nostalgia, but it is possible that rapid population increase, and more 
intensive land use have exacerbated problems with insect pests.

Table 19 summarizes the experience of respondents with various 
types of plantains, A large number of respondents cultivated machunnat 
in 1977» in contrast to Niatuppu, where it was rare1 (Howe 1975:22), 
Respondents had grown plantains successfully in a wide variety of soil 
types, but, when compared with other types of bananas, reported that 
the plants bore fruit for only a short time,

Cultivars whose Cuna names include waymatun comprise a second 
major group of banana clones. With one exception, all the clones in 
the waymatun group fall in the AAA category, which are less resistant 
to drought and to disease than hybrid groups like the plantains or the 
ABB types (discussed below), Waymatun sunnat (true foreign banana, 
sometimes called simply waymatun) belongs to the Cavendish subgroup, 
and is probably the clone ’Pisang masak hijau,* Clones of the



Table 19° Experience with plantain types, soil recommendations, and estimated persistence of
plantings: Tubuala 1977° —  n = 240

a* Percent presently cultivating varieties* Zes no
machunnat 70 30
silip turpasuit 43 57
wayakir 17 83
wayakir sichit 17 83

bo Percent who felt that plantain varieties 
of those who were presently cultivating,

would grow well on the following soils (asked 
or had recent experience)°

an^ kinnet sichit korokwat ukkup flatland hills
' machunnat (n=l6) 6 25 38 6 12 19 38

silip surpasuit (n=10) 0 20 30 10 — 20 4o
wayakir (n=3) 50 0 25 0 0 0 25
wayakir sichit 25 0 0 .0 0 0 75
(some respondents made more than one answer)

Co Average estimated duration of production (asked of those 
varieties or had recent experience with them)0

who were presently cultivating

average std= dev° (duration in years)
machunnat 2°55 l=6o
silip turpasuit 2»30 1=06 -
wayakir 1°50 0=50
wayakir sichit 1=00 0=00
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Cavendish subgroup were probably introduced to the New World early in 
the 19th centuryo As the name suggests, waymatun sunnat is said to 
have been introduced to Tubuala before other clones in the group0 
Clones of the Cavendish subgroup intergrade, and plants of one clone 
often produce offspring of another cloneo Therefore, some of the 
Cavendish clones discussed below for San Bias may be mutated descen
dants of a single imported type0

Merki waymatun (American foreign-banana) is probably ’Gros 
Michel* which was the basis of the American banana trade before epi
demics of Panama Disease forced plantation managers to look for new 
clones or to seek uninfected sites0 The Gros Michel clone was probably 
brought from Burma to Martinique early in the 19th century, and spread 
widely through the Caribbean during the period 1855-1875 (Simmonds 1966s 
78)0 It was apparently introduced to San Bias about forty years ago by 
workers returning from the banana plantations0

In commercial cultivation, *Pisang masak hijau* is less 
tolerant of poor soils and less hardy than *Gros Michel* in many re
spects, but it has the advantage of being resistant to Panama Diseaseo 
In subsistence cultivation, informants disagreed on the relative hardi
hood of waymatun sunnat and merki waymatun and on the type of soils 
they requiredo The disease called tukkar unke (literally to pull off 
the fruit stem/neck) affects merki waymatuno First the leaves wilt and 
dry and then the pseudostem and flower collapse (Simmonds 1966:368)0 
Only merki waymatun is said to be susceptible to this disease0 Others 
said that stands of merki waymatun often persisted far longer than 
stands of waymatun, despite lack of care0 Some respondents told me
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that these types produced well only on hillside fields of black earth, 
but others had grown these types successfully on a number of soils (see 
Table 20)=

Waymatun mattu (short foreign banana) is 'Dwarf Cavendish,' a 
widely-distributed dwarf clone of the Cavendish subgroup (Simmonds 
1966:79)o Like other Cavendish strains, it is immune to Panama disease 
and its short stature renders it less liable to wind damage than other 
banana varieties. Somewhat less than half of the respondents said they 
presently cultivated this clone, and it was said to require careful 
weeding. In tolerance for a range of soils and in longevity, it re
sembled merki waymatun and waymatun sunnat (Table 20),

Identifications for eskoro waymatun (literally iron foreign- 
banana), eskoro waymatun kinnit (red iron foreign banana), waymatun 
kinnit (red foreign banana), and waymatun ipya enna (foreign banana 
with full eyes) are less certain than the preceding. All were rela
tively uncommon, Waymatun ipya enna and eskoro waymatun kinnet were 
tentatively identified as belonging to the 'Red' and 'Green red' clones 
of the AAA group, 'Red' plants often produce 'Green red' offspring, 
and the distinctive red color appears to be a chimera —  that is, a 
developmental accident in pigmentation rather than a mutation (Simmonds 
1966:85)0 The cultivars produce relatively small bunches of fruit, 
and, while widely grown as a backyard clone, are not grown commercially. 
The coloring for the clone is variable, and eskoro waymatun and waymatun 
kinnit may also be members of the group,

Waymatun ochi (sweet foreign-banana) belongs to a distinct 
genetic group (AA), Being a diploid, it is considerably less hardy



Table 20, Experience with banana types (AAA group), soil recommendations and estimated duration
of productivity? Tubuala 1977o

no
91 9
91 9
43 5768 22
41 5922 78
9 91

*e percents). (Asked of

a. Percent presently cultivating varieties,
merki waymatun (’Gros Michel') 
waymatun sunnat ('Pisang masak hijau') 
waymatun mattu ('Dwarf Cavendish') 
waymatun kinnet 
twaymatun ipya enna ('Red/Green Red') 
eskoro waymatun (— )
eskoro waymatun kinnet ('Red/Green Red')

b. What soil(s) will this type grow well on? (f< 
were presently cultivating, or who had recent experience,)

merki waymatun (n 21)
(Comments? not in poor 

waymatun sunnat (n=2l) 
waymatun mattu (n=10) 
waymatun kinnet (n=15) 
waymatun ipya enna (n=9) 
eskoro waymatun (n=5)
eskoro waymatun kinnit (n=2) 50 100

p 0 Average estimated duration of production (asked of those who were presently culti
vating or had recent experience)(in years)

Average Std, DeVo
merki waymatun 3=86 2,14
waymatun sunnat 4,43 2,80
waymatun mattu 3=50 1,49
waymatun kinnet 4,10 2,23
waymatun ipya enna 3=11 1,26
eskoro waymatun 3=30 2,56

 ' eskoro waymatun kinnet______  ■__  1,00_____________0,00__________

any kinnet sichit korokwat ukkup flatland hills
24 14 19 5 5_ 24 19drained land — - 1C$ Not in poor• soils —  1056)
33 29 29 5 0 24 3340 20 20 0 10 40 20
6 27 33 7 13 27 33
33 33 11 0 0 il 110 20 4o 0 0 20 60

244
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than the triploid groups discussed above, and yields little fruit= 
However, its fruits are sweet, thin-skinned, non-fibrous, and prized 
by the Cuna for eating when ripe and for confecting matu war, a corn 
bread wrapped in leaves and roasted among the coals,

Waymas (foreign-banana), or sinomas (Chinese banana) is a 
relatively recent introduction to San Bias, which has become the most 
common cultivar in terms of area under cultivation and yield. It is 
the 'Bluggoe' clone of the ABB group. Due to a large contribution of 
M. balbisiniana, this group has great vigor and high resistance to 
drought and disease. These characteristics permit waymas to be planted 
in land that receives little or no fallow and to plant waymas in pure 
stands. Once established, plantings in fertile areas (e.g., sursis nek 
or drained nappa korokwat) continue to bear fruit almost indefinitely. 
Stands of waymas., interplanted with coconuts, cover most of the flat 
areas near the coast (Table 21).

I was told that both sursis nek and the low-lying coastal areas 
' were once planted mainly with machunnat. This would probably have been 
possible if fields were put under fallow occasionally, to deter insect 
pests. However, most of these areas are now farmed almost continuously, 
and it seems likely that increasing intensity of land use required use 
of a reliable and resistant cultivar like *Bluggoe.*

In general, subsistence cultivators do not face the same prob
lems as commercial cultivators. Most clones grown for local consump
tion (including the plantains, the Cavendish group and Bluggoe) are 
naturally resistant to Panama disease (Simmonds 1966;375, 378).
1Sucrier,1 1Gros Michel,' and the Cavendish group are all susceptible



Table 21= Experience with banana types (AA and ABB groups), soil recommendations and estimated
duration of productivity; Tubuala 1977=

Percent presently cultivating varieties^ Yes No
waymatun ochi (’Sucrier1) 74 26
waymas (*Bluggoe *) 100 0

Percent who felt that banana types would grow well on the following soils (asked of 
those who were presently cultivating or who had recent experience)o

any kinnet sichit korokwat ukkup flatland hills 
waymatun ochi (n=17) 23 22 29 6 6 17 47
waymas (n=23) —  17 13 - 17 39 13
Average estimated duration of production (in years)»

Average Std, Devo
- waymatun ochi 3°19 2o09
waymas 7=63 5=14

9h
Z
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to Sigatoka disease (leaf spot), but are commonly planted in pixed 
stands, retarding transmission of the disease (Simmonds 1966:383)0 
Howe (1975:21) noted that informants in Niatuppu did not identify 
banana blight .as a problemo Tukkar unke9 described above9 was the 
only disease I heard of while in Tubualao The description could fit 
either Panama disease or bacterial wilt (Simmonds 1966:401)o The two 
are difficult to distinguish, and, indeed, sometimes occur togethere 
On the whole, however, insect pests seemed to do more damage to San 
Bias banana plots than diseaseo

Opinions vary among farmers on the best sorts of planting mate
rials (mas muu) for bananas0 In general, suckers growing directly out 
of the parent plant are said to be deep-rooted and difficult to dig, 
and the Cuna say that they are still breast-feeding, *ampa onuunaio" 
Some prefer to cut the parent plant down and to use the new suckers 
which sprout around the base after a month0 Others simply select 
suckers which stand a little apart from the parent stem* In general 
relatively large suckers are used for planting in neipa, where trans
port distances are not great, while smaller suckers are used for plant
ing hillside fields0 Size in planting material affects the duration 
of the growing period before flowering —  large suckers bear fruit up 
to l1/a months sooner than small ones —  but has no effect on yield 
(Simmonds 1966s162)0

Young plants face attacks by borers, and those in coastal 
locations are also liable to be eaten by crabs (suka)0 Farmers often 
wrap the young suckers in leaves or place broken calabashes over the 
pseudostems in order to protect them from crabs0 Another danger is
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wind damage„ Because of a superficial root system, bananas are easily 
toppled by strong winds« Informants agreed that the most dangerous 
winds in this respect were tii purwa (literally water wind), the east 
or northeast wind which brings rains, and yala purwa (literally hill- 
wind), a south or southeast windo

Once fields are planted, farmers occasionally cut down the 
undergrowth, but do not attempt to cultivate the soil* Indeed, culti
vation might easily damage the root system of the bananas0 As plants 
mature, farmers allow all suckers to grow, rather than pruning0 Dense 
planting appears to maximize yield by weight, although it reduces the 
size of bunches (Sirnmonds 1966:192) o Yield of ratoon crops —  crops 
from the suckers of the original plantings —  generally declines with 
time (Sirnmonds 1966:192), but the pace of the decline has never been 
calculated accurately for commercial plantings and the decline for sub
sistence cultivation is still less well known«

At harvest, farmers nick the pseudostem, bring the fruit gently 
to the ground, and then cut the pseudostem and leaves into small sec
tions, scattering the pieceso This practice seems to deter infestation 
by borer weevils, which shelter in dead plant material0

Of the men interviewed, reported having planted bananas in 
the agricultural year starting 1976 (n=24), while 67% reported planting 
bananas in the agricultural year starting 1977 (n=12)o Table 22 shows 
average number of days spent in clearing land and planting bananas 
during the 1976 season. During administration of the first question
naire, I did not consistently record plantings by type. Averages of 
plantings per household, by type, for 1977, are shown in Table 23o
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Table 22= Days spent in establishing banana plantings, retrospective 
interviews (omitting missing data) days per person,.

Average Std. Error

Days spent in felling trees (n==20) 3.15 2.50
Days spent in cutting brush (n==19) 2.73 2.46
Days spent in planting bananas (n=22) 2.04 1.91

Table 23. Banana plantings in 1977, retrospective interviews.

Type Average No. Std. Error

waymas (*Bluggoe1) 94.2 118.4
waymatun ('Pisang masak hijau') 74.2 68.0
merki waymatun ('Gros Michel') 12.5 31.1
machunnat ('Horn Plantain') 101.7 144.1
other 0 0

n = 12
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Comparing reported totals planted with observed densities and with 
harvesting by type, we will see that waymas and waymatun predominate in 
the latter categories, while machunnat forms only a small part of the 
observed plantings and yeild, although commonly planted» The discrep
ancy is due to machunnat1s short productive span and liability to 
insect damage0

On the whole, retrospective data on clearing and planting of 
bananas were more difficult to obtain than retrospective data on grain 
crops, and they are probably less reliableo This may be due to the 
nature of cultivation methods —  bananas are planted over a long period, 
often in fields previously cleared for grain crops» Because some men 
experience difficulty in getting planting material, and because the 
bananas can be planted at many points during the rainy season, spread
ing out the work of planting may be one way to lessen the workload 
during the busy March-to-June period. Delayed planting, however, means 
that crops do not profit from increased levels of soil nitrate early in 
the rainy season. Another motive for staggering planting may be that 
bananas flower and fruit in a fixed period after planting. The fruit 
can be harvested only for a limited period; for example, 'Gros Michel* 
fruits are ideally harvested between 80 and 100 days after flowering. 
After 110 days, starch content drops, sugar content rises, and there 
is danger of the skin’s bursting (Simmonds 1966:221), Once harvested, 
fruit can be stored for less than a week in the home. Thus, if all 
planting was carried out in a short time, there would later be an un
usable surplus of fruit, while planting spread over the rainy season 
ensures a more steady supply.
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While these practices make good economic sense, they also make 

it difficult for the farmer to recollect and to summarize all the 
planting he has carried out over the year= In contrast, rice and corn

tare sown over a short time, in relatively few locations* They are also 
harvested over a short time, and farmers keep track of their harvests 
and ask each other about them* Therefore, I early decided that retro
spective interviews, while fairly adequate for annual crops, should 
serve only as a preliminary guide for perennials like bananas and coco
nuts, to be supplemented by measurement of areas under cultivation and 
day-by-day work and harvest records*

Corn; Cultivars and Cultivation 
The Cuna plant several types of corn, which they classify by 

kernel color; op kinnit (red corn), op sichit (black corn, actually a 
dark red in color), op korokwat or op kortikket (yellow/orange corn), 
op sippu (white corn), and suir op (named after a bird Holmer ̂ 1952: 
148/ calls codorniz, or quail; C* F, Bennett/1962:42/ calls possibly a 
dove, with mauve eggs)* A variety introduced in central and western 
communities some years ago (Stier 1976b:4l) and recently introduced to 
Tubuala is op nii warpaakwat (three-month corn), also called op parpat 
(mottled corn)* This is an early-ripening type* All the traditional 
cultivars belong (Bird, personal communication 1976) to the complex of 
races identified by Bird and Goodman (1977? Goodman and Bird 1977) as 
the Tropical Lowland Flour Complex (cf* Howe 1975:23)° This is a wide
spread group, found from Guatemala to Bolivia, and very common in low
land Colombia*
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Everyone interviewed reported planting corn in both the 1976 
and 1977 seasonso Often, men cleared and planted land in a group 
(pulalet)o Indeed, in 19779 no man was an island, entire unto himselfo 
In some cases, the cooperators lived in the same household; in most 
cases, cooperators were close relatives living in different households 
and, in a few cases, cooperators were unrelatedo

The largest cooperative corn fields were located at Titukku 
(see Figo 27, literally the river headwaters), on the river Kwatio 
Figure 29 shows the genealogical relationships involvedo In 1974, S, 
with the help of his sons, cleared part of a tract which had lain 
fallow for more than 20 yearso In the next year, W0 (who like S, had 
rights to the land through his wife) brought together his sons and 
sons-in-law to clear another tracto In the following year, R, who' had 
inherited rights to the land from his mother, formed a third group, 
and, during 19779 S opened his cooperative to the public, including 
men who had no traceable kinship with the original owner0

Average time expenditures by respondents for land clearing are 
shown in Table 240 The figures for 1977 are probably more accurate 
than those for 1976 because the later questionnaire asked for work 
periods for each field individually, while the earlier had asked only 
the total number of days for each type of worko It is important to 
remember that much of the land originally cleared for corn was even
tually planted to bananas©

Before sowing, farmers often soak seed in water for one to 
th ee days, until it has begun to sprout (ainiee)© The soaked seed is 
carried in a plastic container or calibash and as the farmer progresses
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Table 24, Average number of days spent establishing corn plantings 
1976 and 1977o —  Standard error in parentheses»

1976(a) 1977(b)

Days spent by respondents in 
nek saet 3o7 (2.0) 6,6 (1=9)

Days spend by respondents in 
sappi sikke 3o6 (2.3) 5-1 (3=8)

Days spent in sowing cown 2o4 (1=5) 4,3 (2,2)

(a) n = 24
(b) n = 12

\
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across the field, he uses a dibble stick to make holes in the ground 
and places six or seven seeds in each hole. Corn is seldom mixed with 
other types of seed for sowing.

During the period studied, the types of corn used for seed 
changed (Table 25), Between 1976 and 1977» the proportion of men 
planting 0£ nil warpaakwat increased notably. This type of corn is 
high-yielding and early-ripening, but has the disadvantages of not 
storing well and of tasting insipid (saekwa) when used to make inna (a 
beverage from mature corn), However, it is well liked while immature, 

Corn is more liable to insect and animal depredation than 
bananas, Timurkwa, ant-like creatures, prey on the young leaves. Corn 
borers (op nusu) cause damage when rains are late. In addition, re
spondents (n=24) reported damage by waki (8?o, blue-headed parrot), 
sikkwi (8%, birds), wetar (25̂ , collared peccary), kwin (4%, squirrel), 
and yannu (4%, white lipped peccary), A majority (71%) of informants 
did not, however, note damage to corn by animals.

The care given to corn before harvest varied. Table 26 shows 
the number of times fields were weeded, broken down by soil type.
Fields of nappa korokwat and of nappa kinnet were weeded slightly more 
frequently than fields of nappa sichit, but the majority of fields 
(65%) were not weeded at all.

As the corn ripens, men go several times to note its progress 

(op arkae), and to watch for animal damage. When fields are cleared 
for the first time, men often must spend one or more days clearing a 
path to the field and cutting footholds in steep slopes. Corn is 
harvested after the kernels harden (serret), Men cut down the corn
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Table 25o Percent of respondents who reported planting seed types in 
1976 and 1977o —  Some used more than one type0

1976(a) 1977(b)

op kinnet 75 OO

op sichit 17 0
op kortikket/op korokwat 38 42
op nii warpaakwat 13 50

(a) n = 24
(b) n = 12

Table 26, Weeding by soil type for fields in 1976o

Soil Type 0 1 2 3 4 5 unko Toto

nappa sichit 11 3 1 0 0 0 0 15

nappa korokwat 3 4 0 0 0 0 0 7

nappa kinnet 8 2 1 1 0 1 0 13

unknown 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

Total 22 9 2 1 0 1 1 36
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stalks and slit the husk of each ear for inspection® Ears which are 
partly insect-eaten or mildewed are stripped and put in a net bag 
(muchilla) for early consumption9 while healthy ears remain in the 
husko After each day’s harvest9 the healthy ears are packed (onmakke)9 
tip down, in hemispherical baskets (karpa)o Loads carried on a single 
trip often approach 100 Ibso (45 kgo)o

As the corn is brought back to the village 9 it is stacked in 
lofts (op aila) above a hearth in the kitchen house, and fires burn 
continually to dry it0 Corn harvested at Titukku is dried in a shed 
at the site before being brought back to the village®

Farmers seldom plant corn in masar nek, because of the danger 
from crabs (suka)0 On fields away from the coast, however, corn is 
almost invariably the first crop sown in a newly cleared fieldo For 
very distant fields (often hillside fields of nappa sichit) farmers 
sometimes do not plant bananas, because of the difficulty of transport, 
but plant only corn year after year® In fields closer to the village 
farmers generally plant bananas the first time they clear the field®
If bananas do not thrive, however, they will plant only corn in sub
sequent cultivation cycles®

Bice: Cultivars and Cultivation Practices

Compared to bananas, corn, and coconuts, rice is grown in small 
amounts by a minority of farmers® Older informants do not remember a 

time when rice was a major crop, and claim that the community bought 
imported rice as far back as they can remember (ca® 1915)o

Farmers in San Bias recognize many cultivars of rice® In 
Playon Chico, these included oros kinnet (red rice), oros Fortuna (a
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recently introduced cultivar with heavy glumes and an especially heavy 
bran layer), oros sichit (black rice, named for the color of the husk), 
oros tukkor (which has rounded grains), oros purwi (little rice, named 
for the size of its grain) (Stier 1976b:36ff)o In Tubuala, farmers 
also cultivated oros nii warpaakwat (three month rice, an early- 
maturing cultivar), oros turpasuit (rice with a long inflorescence), 
oros sippu (white rice), and oros tukkwao One reason for this diversity 
is that rice is self-pollinating0

During field work, I assumed that all rice categories were cul- 
tivars of Oryza sativa (Howe 1975s26), However, Chapin (personal com
munication 1976) found that agronomists in Panama were not familiar with 
the specimens of oros kinnet he brought them, and it is possible that 
some of the cultivars grown by the Cuna are, in fact, Oryza glaberrima, 
a species domesticated in West Africa, and known to have been brought 
to El Salvador, French Guiana, and Panama (Porteres 1976:441)„

Half of the heads of households questioned said that they had 
grown rice during 1976, but only 17% of the group questioned in 1977 
had cultivated rice during that year, although 72% of the farmers ques
tioned on the 1976-1977 year had intended to plant rice the following 
year0 Table 27 shows the inventory of cultivars for 1976 and 1977* It 
is notable that oros sippu, the most commonly used type in 1976, was 
little used in 1977, but the sample of respondents in the latter year 
was smallo

Tubuala farmers planted rice both on slopes and in low-lying 
areas (ney matta) and prefer black and brown soilso In practice, how
ever, red clay soils are often used (see Table 28)« Rice is more
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Table 27» Rice varieties in 1976 and 1977 (percent of respondents)„

Seed Type 1976(a) 1977(b)

oros sippu 42 8
oros kinnet 17 0
oros sichit 4 8
oros turpasuit 4 0
oros Fortuna 4 17

(a) n = 24
(b) n = 12

Table 28. Frequency of weeding by soil type of field: rice 19760

Soil Type 0 1 2 3 4 Total

nappa sichit 0 3 2 , 0 0 5
nappa kinnet 1 4 3 0 1 9
nappa kowokwat 0 0 0 1 0 1
unknown 0 1 0 0 0 1

Totals 1 8 5 1 1 16
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susceptible to animal damage than corns birds like sikkwi kolo (the 
buff-fronted foliage gleaner) and kiki sikkwi (the russet antshrike) 
do the most damageo The extent of animal damage depends, in part, on 
season, cultivar, and care of the field. Rice planted late in the 
season was harmed by birds more than early-sown rice (Stier 1976a; 36), 
Fields which have not been completely burned and fields which have been 
poorly weeded afford birds more shelter than well-kept fields.
Finally, oros sippu seems more susceptible to birds than other culti- 
vars. Table 28 shows frequency of weeding, broken down by soil types. 
Rice was more frequently weeded, in general, than corn. Almost all 
fields were weeded at least once, and a large number were weeded more 
than once.

The general practice was to sow rice, like corn, at irregular 
intervals over the field. One respondent, however, had attended a 
school of agriculture established by the Peace Corps at Mandinga, and 
had learned there to space rice evenly (2 feet apart) in rows measured 
with a rope. Those with whom I discussed SS's methods said that it was 
all very well to devote a good deal of time to rice if one had no chil
dren at home to feed (the case with SS), but that they had other work 
to do,

Howe (1975?75) describes the technique used in rice harvesting. 
Perfect stalks are broken individually from the plant, stripped of 
leaves, and bound into bunches, which are carried to the village and 
spread in the sun to dry. The next day, imperfect ears are stripped 
from the stalk into a basket. The average number of bunches harvested 
by those who planted rice in 1976 was 27=5 (std, error 14,4), Most
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households estimate that two bunches of rice will provide one main meal 
for their memberso Therefore, among those cultivating rice, the aver
age harvest would feed the household for somewhat less than two weekso

Coconuts: Cultivars, Cultivation Methods,
and Trade

Coconuts are the principal cash crop throughout San Bias, and 
previous chapters showed that the initial decision to plant groves, the 
founding of production cooperatives by the Sasardi-Tubuala community, 
and the wider conditions of the coconut trade were all influenced by 
political considerationso This section will concentrate on the eco
nomics of production, on cultivation methods, and on how changes in 
trade conditions have affected individual producers©

Although there exist names for different varieties of coconuts, 
coconut cultivars are far more variable than cultivars of most other 
cropso While most crops are vegetatively propagated (bananas, taro, 
manioc, yams), self-fertilizing (rice), or planted in fields of a 
single type (corn), coconuts are wind-pollinated (Poponoe 1970) and 
are planted in mixed groveso

Fremond, Ziller and Nuce de Lamothe (1966:13ff) distinguish a 
San Bias type of coconut —  a tall palm, resistant to wind damage, 
which bears a relatively small number of large, round nuts, containing 
a large amount of milk and a relatively thin layer of meat© -When asked 
what types of coconuts they planted in their fields, most respondents 
said they had mixed stands of okop arrat (green coconuts), okop kinnet 
(red coconuts, named for the color of the husk), and okopv korokwat 
(yellow-orange coconuts)o A few men had planted cultivars from other
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villages: one had gotten okop kwarkwat (papaya coconut) seed in
Anachucun9 while another had obtained seed for okop koepa in Urkanti* 
Informants in the central San Bias community of Playon Chico (Stier 
1976a: 20ff) distinguished several other varieties,.

Coconuts are sold by number rather than weighto Size is im
portant only as a lower limit9 since Colombian buyers reject especially 
small nutSo Thus, when selecting seed for propagation, Cuna judge 
parent trees by the number of nuts they produce, rather than by the 
size of the nuts* However, since coconut varieties do not breed true, 
productivity of the parent tree is not always a guide to productivity 
in the seedlingo In practice, most Cuna use for planting any germi
nated nuts (okop niet) they findo

For growth, coconuts require well-drained, well-watered loca
tions with strong insolationo Because the fruits are heavy, coconut 
groves in San Bias are planted in locations relatively accessible by 
canoe: on islands, near the coast, and along navigable rivers, to
minimize the distance the nuts must be carried on lando Such locations 
are scarceo Since groves produce for many years, and since the yield 
has cash value (in contrast to subsistence crops), the inheritance 
rules for coconut fields are rather more exact than for other types 
of lando Howe (1974b) describes joint tenure as practiced in central 
San BlaSo In Tubuala, however, groves are held only by individuals and 
by large cooperatives (described in Chapter 4)0 Since landholdings are 
scattered and since the nuts, once collected, are not identifiable and 
are easily sold, coconut theft is frequent (Howe and Sherzer 1975)o 
Much discussion in the frequent gatherings of men (macherkanpii)

1
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concerns theft accusations and ways to control theft, and there are 
frequent admonitions to the citizenry to respect the property of others. 
Men generally try to gather the nuts frequently, another factor favor
ing easily accessible locations.

Table 29 shows respondents' preferences for soils for coconut 
groves. Relatively few favored nappa korokwat, the most common soil in 
low-lying coastal areas, probably due to its poor drainage. In some 
fields, however, men had dug drainage ditches to alleviate waterlog
ging. The most notable effort was at the cooperative coconut field at 
Tainti.

Accounts differ as to the pests and diseases to which coconuts 
are liable in San Bias. Holloman (I969:120ff) described an unidenti
fied blight spreading from east to west during the period 1963-196?i 
and estimated that the blight had reduced production levels in 1964 to 
28# of their 19^9 level. However, J. R. Williams (196?) who studied 
agriculture in Mulatuppu during 1966-196? makes no mention of any coco
nut diseases. Howe (1976:29) described three invertebrate pests: 
sipep, sipep purwikwa, and okop nusu. He suggested that more than one 
disease was probably present in San Bias. In addition, Howe noted a 
less regular spread of dease than Holloman had described, with much 
variation among and within communities. During my own fieldwork in 
Playon Chico during 1975» descriptions of the behavior and appearance 
of sipep and nusu suggested that these were, respectively, Strategus 
sp. (a relative of the rhinocerous beetle, Sp. cocoron) and Rhyneo- 
phorous palmarurn (a weevil whose larvae tunnel in the trunk of coco
nuts and play a part in transmitting red ring disease). Informants
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Table 29« Preferred soils for coconutso —  n=240

Soil Type % Preferring

nappa sichit 33
nappa korokwat 8
akkwa piske 29
neipa (any flat ground) 29
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in Playon Chico felt that cultivation practices like clearing coconut 
palms of dead leaf bases, burning coconut husks, and use of insecticide 
all played a part in determining the health and productivity of coco
nut groves (Stier 1976a:3^ff)o

Informants in Tubuala distinguished only one kind of sipep and 
one kind of nusu. Photographs of sipep showed it to be, indeed, a 
species of the genus Strategus (Lever 1969:135-39), a dynastid beetle 
found in the Caribbean and South America* GJ, a man of over 70, told 
me that sipep had not been present when he was young, but that he first 
noted them after he was married, while still living in Sasardi (i0e0, 
1925-35)o As adults, Strategus sp» burrow underground to young palms 
and bore upward into the trunks, usually killing the palm* The Cuna 
report sipep to be most harmful on island plantations, and use a 
variety of means to combat the beetles*

a* What creatures harm coconuts on the mainland?
kwin (squirrel)
sipep
nusu
no pests or few

2%
21%
29/o
21%

b» What creatures harm coconuts on the islands?
kwin
sipep
nusu
no pests or few

c* What do you do against sipep?
fill burrows with hot water 
fill burrows with hot, soapy water 
use machine oil or kerosine 
use purchased insecticide 
dig them up and kill them 
do nothing

21%
17/o
17%
2%
k%

17%
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cL What do you do against nusu?

Cut away dead leaves tyo
use boiling water 17%
use salt 4%
use purchased insecticide 21%
do nothing $4%

In addition to direct methods, clearing and burning dead leaves, 
trunks, and husks also reduces Strategus infestation, since the larvae 
inhabit piles of decaying plant material= Unfortunately, burning or 
removing this material means a loss of the soil nutrients incorporated 
in the dead plant matter (Gamble et al0 1969s5)o

How to you dispose of coconut husks?
burn them 92%
throw them outside the field 4%
no response 4%

How do you dispose of coconut leaves?
burn them 54%
throw them in piles 42%
no response 4%

The above showed that fewer respondents noted damage done by 
nusu than by sipep in island locations, but that more had seen infes
tation in mainland locations„ About half of all respondents, however, 
took no measures against nusu, while almost all attempted to kill 
sipepo The difference may be due to the characteristics of the pests* 
Sipep attack singly, as adults, the burrows are large, and the insects 
(about 3" long) are relatively easy to find* Nusu, in contrast, infest 
coconut trunks in large numbers and are less easily found and destroyed* 

Although I had thought that nusu were Rhyneophorous palmarurn, 
photographs taken in Tubuala appear to be larvae of a dynastid beetle, 
possibly Strategus sp* Several explanations are possible* Larvae' of
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both insects are fat, white, and hairless, and the Cuna may not dis
tinguish between them0 Indeed, it is possible that many worm-like 
creatures are called nusu, including (as Howe 1976:29 suggested) the 
eelworm Rhadinaphelenchus cocohilus Cobbo which transmits red ring 
diseaseo However, these nematodes are 1 mrrio long and therefore not 
easily visible« It is likely that the exact referrent of nusu will 
remain, for the present, an unsolved problem in Cuna ethnoentomology0

Cuna farmers do speak of the rapid, simultaneous death of. large 
numbers of coconuts (per kirkusa, they all died as in an epidemic), but 
they refer to single groves, rather than to all coconut plantings in 
the region*

To sum up this information on coconut pests and diseases, all 
later sources contradict Holloman?s picture of an advancing blight, 
and suggest, instead, aggravation of previous insect infestation* It 
is possible that more intensive land use has contributed to the prob
lem, and increases in labor migration since World War II may also have 
played a part, as men devote less time to the maintenance of coconut 
groveSo

Oral histories of the coconut trade are somewhat confused in 
chronology, but a common theme is the competition between Panama and 
Colombia for this trade 0 This has included attempts by the Panamanian 
government to restrict trade between San Bias and Colombia*

Traders from Panama tried to encourage copra processing, and 
older men remember being instructed in it by Panamanians and by Cuna 
from Ustuppu* Copra could be dried by sun or by smoke, and some care 
was necessary to achieve the right degree of dryness without scorching:
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If /the copra/ is well dried, and /the grain£7 rounded, then 
it will be soldo If it's overcooked, it will not be bought; 
if it's underdone it will not be bought = '» = thus, thus will 
you make it0

Women and children tended the fires and watched over the copra as it 
dried. Quality in the manufacture of copra depends on reducing the 
moisture content of the meat to approximately 6%, without overheating, 
which raises the acid content and leads to rancidity (Fremond et al. 
1966;215ff)o Once dried, it is important that the copra be stored in 
a dry, ventilated place free of insects. Climate, lack of storage 
facilities, and unreliable transport all probably contribute to the 
difficulties of copra production and trade. In the early i960's, 
Panamanian traders stopped buying copra, and the manufacture on a large 
scale ceased. In 1966, observers in Mulatuppu (J. E. Williams 1967:88) 
found only a few individuals curing small amounts of copra from the 
meat of nuts which were damaged and so not acceptable to Colombian 
boats.

During times when the government of Panama tried to block trade 
between San Bias and Colombia, Tubuala and Mulatuppu gained importance 
as smuggling centers. Ships from Colombia sailed west to Tubuala and 
Mulatuppu and anchored in the mouths of the coastal rivers, hidden by 
the mangroves, their masts camouflaged by mangrove branches. Motor-

3
boats from western and central San Bias secretly brought coconuts to 
Tubuala and Mulatuppu for trade to Colombia. During this time, cooper
atively owned stores in Tubuala profited from the trade.

The present terms of trade with Colombia have been described 
by J. E. Williams (1967:80ff), Holloman (1969:117-122) and Costello
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(1975*152ff)9 and need not be repeated here o Prices have risen 
slightly since these descriptions:' in 1970-71 * prices paid to pro
ducers varied from $5 to $8/100 coconuts (Costello 1975*155); during 
1976-1977 they fluctuated between $7 and $11 per hundredo

Several investigators have estimated the total volume of the 
coconut trade, but most of these estimates have serious flaws0 
Holloman (1969:121) quotes a 19^9 estimate by the Catholic Mission in 
San Bias of l80 million per year and a 1964 estimate by a U0S0 busi
nessman interested in investment of 50 million per year0 She gives 
no information on how the estimates were made, and it is likely that 
they are guesses* The national census (Republica de Panama 1964:120) 
asked each indigenous farmer how many trees he owned of several eco
nomic crops, including coconuts0 However, when investigators compared 
i960 estimates in the Bayano with actual counts of living trees, they 
found that the census figures omitted 66-84% of the observed number 
(Republica de Panama 1964:110)0 The census gives figures of 2o3 mil
lion producing palms in 1950, and 2o0 million producing palms in i960, 
but again, it is possible that these figures are no more reliable than 
those for the Bayano0 The best available estimate for total coconut 
export is that of Herrera (n0do) who worked from the tonnage and number 
of voyages of ships paying tariff in Puerto Obaldia (at the Colombian 
border) during five months of 1972o Herrera estimated annual exports 
for that year at 1794779̂ -00 coconuts, at a total value of $lo05 millioho 

Estimates of household income from coconuts show almost as 
much variability as estimates of total volumeo Again, authors do not 
make clear the source of their dataG Costello (1975:167) asked men in



Rio Azucar how much land, in total, they held in coconuts, divided in
formants into four categories on the basis of landholding, and gives a 
range of monthly income for three of the four groups of landholding 
(small landholders $5-$15/month, moderate landholders $10-$40/month, 
and large landholders $25-$100/month or more)0 Using his distribution 
of landholders, and taking the average income for each group as the 
mid-point of the range, and the average income for the highest group 
as the maximum, we arrive at an average of $510 per landholder per year0 
Holloman (1969:122) estimated annual per-capita income from coconuts in 
1967 for Sto Ignacio de. Tupile at slightly under $70, but did not say 
how she arrived at that figure» This would mean a yearly income of 
$560 per eight-person household0 Jo R« Williams (1967:93) could not
persuade informants to answer his questions, but guessed that each man
sold 30-40 coconuts per week, for an annual income of $85-$115°

For Tubuala there are two sources of data: questionnaires
which asked men to estimate the monthly yield of each field they owned 
and asked about membership in cooperative fields, and day-by-day 
records of coconuts harvested by each worker in 12 sample households, 
over five months= This chapter will give estimates of average income0 

The average of estimated yield from household fields was 226 
nuts per month (std» error 306) per household or $244/year (assuming a 
price of $o09 per coconut)o Income from cooperative holdings averaged 
200 coconuts/month (stdo error 132) or $216 per year0’ Total estimated 
income per household, then, is $460 —  slightly less than estimates for 
Rio Azucar and for San Ignacio de Tupile, Recorded harvesting from 
household fields for the period May through October averaged 114 nuts
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($10o24) per month, or approximately $123 per year0 Combined with 
yield from cooperative fields, this would give a household income of 
$338 per year0 Recorded income, then, is substantially lower than 
estimated income0 Coconut theft is probably responsible for part of 
the discrepancy and omissions in reporting,and recording may account 
for another part of the differenceo

Ground Crops: Cultivars and Cultivation
Practices

Although ground crops like.manioc, taro, sweet potato and yams 
were probably pre-Contact staples in the Darien (Howe 1973:23), they 
contribute little to subsistence agriculture in Niatuppu and in Playon 
Chico (Stier 1976a:42ff) at present* In Carti, by contrast, their role 
is somewhat larger (Howe, personal communication 1976)* Few respon
dents in Tubuala cultivated these crops, and the harvests recorded in 
day-to-day records were quite small* Crop inventories are shown in 
Table 30.

The most commonly cultivated root crop was mama (Manihot 
esculenta Crantz, manioc)* Although Wafer (1934:62-63) recorded the 
use of bitter manioc, all the cultivars now in use are sweet* Authors 
commonly equate the terms "sweet" and "bitter" with concentrations of 
hydrogen cyanide but there is actually no relationship between taste 
(influenced by sugar content) and cyanide content (Narty 1978:64)* 
Levels of cyanide production seem to be influenced by environmental 
factors as well as by heredity, so specimens of a single cultivar may 
vary in HCN content* The HCN-producing glucosides are distributed
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Table 30» Inventory of ground crops and locations of fields; Tubuala 

1977= -- n = 24.

Crop Name % Cultivating Soil Type of Fields Location
kwalu 21 nappa kinnet 60% island 60%

(5) ukkup ZQP/o 
nappa sichit 2($

mainland 40%

tarkwa 12
(3)

neipa $(% 
nappa sichit 20%

mainland 100%

mama 46 nappa sichit 27% island 64%
(11) nappa kinnet 45% 

nappa korokwat 9% 
yar 9% 
ukkup 9%

mainland 36%

wakup/warr i/pukkwa 17 nappa kinnet 50% island 75%
(4) yar 25% 

ukkup 25%
mainland 25%

/
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throughout the plant, and concentrations vary with plant part, age, 
and cultivar (Narty 1978;62)„

Informants recorded growing a number of varieties of mama; mama 
sippu (white manioc, 3%  of respondents), mama kinnet (red manioc, 12%!), 
ua mama (fish manioc, k-%), mama korokwat (yellow manioc, 8%) and mam 
nii warpaakwat (three month manioc, 4%)0 Another variety which was 
described but not reported was siler mam, said to bear especially large 
tuberSo

Locations for manioc fields are influenced by several consider
ations: in recently-cleared fields, where the soil is full of tree
roots, manioc tubers will entangle themselves in the roots, and harvest 
will be difficulto Thus, since mama does not require fertile soils 
(and, indeed, some claim that plants in fertile soils produce excessive 
vegetative material and small tubers), it is often grown in fields pre
viously cultivated or in fields which have received only a short fallowp 
Predation by animals is a problem with most root crops, and, for this 
reason, men prefer to start fields on island locations, where large 
animals like the collared peccary are absent,■ Leaf-cutter ants (ikli) 
also harm manioc plantings0

Men use a section of stem for plantings, and often replace a 
section of stem as they harvest each plant0 Most varieties of manioc 
mature in less than six months, and informants claim that the tubers 
of plants older than six months are woody and fiberous0 Some informants 
claim that mama is best harvested during the dry season, (It will be 
remembered that the tubers probably evolved as storage organs during
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drought„) Once harvested, the tubers can be stored only a short time, 
since they quickly discolor and wilt=

Tarkwa is Xanthosoma sagittifolium (L») Schott, new world taro0 
It can-be distinguished from old world taro (Colocasia esculenta (L«) 
Schott) by the shape and attachment of the leaves* New world taros 
have saggitate, or arrowhead shaped leaves, while old world taro 
species have peltate leaves, meaning that the stalk is attached inside 
the margin (Purseglove 1972:1:60)*

Of the three people cultivating tarkwa in 1977» one was growing 
tarkwa arrat (blue-green taro), a second was growing tarkwa kinnet (red 
taro), while the plantings of a third man had been eaten by a collared 
peccary (wetar)* Other known taro types include tarkwa plolet (taro 
with rounded corms) and tarkwa.kortiket (orange taro)* Tarkwa prefers 
moist locations and apparently thrives in all soils except nappa 
kinnet *

Kwalu (ipomoea batatas), sweet potato, cultivars included merki 
kwalu (American sweet potato, grown by 4^ of respondents), kwalu 
korokwat (yellow-orange sweet potato, 8%), kwalu kinnet (red sweet 
potato, k%), and kwalu sippu (wtitte sweet potato, k%)0 In contrast to 
other ground crops, for which planting material had been obtained 
locally, planting material for sweet potatoes had been obtained from 
outside the community: in Coetup, Achutup, Caiman Nuevo, and Colombia*

A small number (17^) of the respondents cultivated yams but I 
did not succeed in obtaining specimens to identify species* Howe 
(1975?23) felt that yams were native to the New World, and were prob
ably a pre-Contact staple, but only Discoria trifida is actually a
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New World domesticate (Coursey 1976;72)o D0 alata (of Asian origin)9 
Do rotundata9 and D0 cayenensis were all brought to the Americas by 
slaving ships9 which used several cultivars which stored well for pro- 
visionso Since slave trade to the Darien began early in the 16th cen
tury, and since plantains are known to have been an early import, it 
is likely that yams also entered the region near this time0

Tree Crops: Cacao, Mangos, Avocados,
and Others

The amount of care given to tree crops and the access rules for 
them varyo Thus, mangos, which are abundant, easily grown, and not 
salable, are considered God’s (Dioskat) and anyone may harvest at will 
from trees on privately owned or on public lando Cacao and avocados, 
which are less easily grown and which are sold and traded, have stricter 
access rules (Howe 1974b)* ,

Sia (Theobroma cacao) has been cultivated in the area around 
Sasardi since at least the l8th century, and Chapter 4 described the 
efforts of Yabiliquiha, during the early 20th century, to encourage its 
cultivation0 Tubuala is one of the few San Bias communities to export 
cacao, vending both to traders, in Colombia and to other San Bias com
munities o The Cuna distinguish a number of types of cacao by the color 
of the podo Although "Criollo11 cacaos were found in Central America 
at the time of conquest, the cultivars grown by the Cuna seem to be 
nTrinitarion a variable, hybred group formed in Trinidad during the 
early l8th century by the crossing of Criollo types with Amazonian 
"Forastero" types from South America (Cope 1976;288)0
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Most households have several cacao groves9 generally inherited 

from parents, which are located on flat areas (neipa) in relatively 
well-drained parts of the coastal plain0 Cacao is harvested inter
mittently over the year, with the largest harvest during November0 The 
plant is cauliflorous, ioe0, flowers and fruit are attached to the bark
of the trunk and branches, and men use a knife blade at the end of a
pole to cut the fruits from the tree0 Often women and children help 
during the harvest, gathering the falling pods, splitting them, and 
removing the seeds0 The seeds are then brought to the village, left 
to ferment a short time, and then spread in the sun to dry0 Before
using, women roast the beans for several hours over a slow fire0 The
light-colored beans (that is, those which more resemble the Criollo 
type) are used for ochi, a beverage of cacao, corn, and sugar, while 
the darker beans (those with the violet pigmentation characteristic of 
Forestero types) are used for matun, a beverage of cooked, mashed ripe 
bananas, flavored with cacao0

I collected no systematic data on the size of harvests but the 
next chapter will discuss reported frequency of harvestingo For two 
families, I was able to weigh the dried beans from the November bar- ' 
vest: one family had harvested approximately 2? kg0, while the other
had harvested 59 kg0 during this periods When sold within the com
munity, cacao is measured in a box whose volume is about one quart each 
boxload which sells for SloOOo In Turbo, Colombia, the price was about 
33 pesos per kg0, in January of 1977o

The Cuna recognize four cultivars of avocado: asue ololet
(round avocado, possibly Persea nubigena varo Guatamalensis
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j/Lo 0= Williams 1977^), asue kurkurkit (calabash-shaped avocado), asue 
tukkar suit (avocado with a long neck) and asue kinnet (red avocado)0 
Avocados (Persea americana) had been a cash crop through the I960’s and 
farmers received $2o00 to $3=50 per hundred (depending on size) during 
the harvest season (February through May /Jo R« Williams 1967s847)°
In Colon, the avocados sold for $10 to $25 per hundred,. Seven resi
dents of Tubuala pooled capital in 1962 to buy a launch in order to be 
able to transport avocados during the harvest seasono However, during 
the late I960's, most avocados were hit by an epidemic and the majority 
of trees diedo At the present, those that are produced are consumed in 
the villageo

Mangos (Mangifera indica) were introduced to the Caribbean 
during the l8th century and so were probably introduced to San Bias 
later than some other crops discussed in the chapter» People eat the 
immature fruits during the end of the dry season, and during the period 
of May through July the ripe fruits are abundant„ Women do most of the 
gathering and consume the fruits in great quantitieso Other less com
mon cultivated fruits, the cashew (Anacardium occidentale) of which 
people eat the fleshy pedical, the mamey, nalup (peach palm), marya 
(tamarind), and naras (cultivated orange and lime)0

On the Quantitative Description of Fields
The pattern of land use in Tubuala is complex, and there are 

difficulties in describing the associations of cultivars interplanted 
in fields and in characterizing the fields themselves= Each head of 
household controls 10 to 20 fields scattered through the region* These 
fields are of different ages, each field is often planted with several
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cultivars of several crops, and yield per area unit will vary widely 
among these fields* It is not sufficient, therefore, to say that a 
household farms x ha* of land —  we must know what sort of land it is 
and when the fields were planted* It is necessary, then, to have some 
way to describe these landholdings accurately*

In some societies, there exist sets of linguistic terms for the 
various stages of use of swidden fields and for types of swiddens 
(e*go, Conklin 1969; Boyd 1975s109ff) but I was not able to elicit any 
such classification from Cuna farmers* The first section of this chap
ter, however, showed that it was possible to classify most plots on the 
basis of soil type and terrain* We also found that many farmers felt 
that different cultivars ought to be planted in different sorts of 
land* It is legitimate to ask, then, whether we find differences in 
cultivar composition among plots of different soils and terrains* If 
we find such difference, then it will be possible to characterize dif
ferent sorts of fields, even though there are no explicit linguistic 
names for the categories. In this example, I will concentrate on 
fields holding the staple —  bananas.

Discriminant function analysis is a multivariate technique for 
studying the extent to which previously defined populations overlap or 
diverge from one another, and is often used in problems of classifi
cation (Snedecor and Cochran 1967:^14)* Thus, if there are p discrimi
nating variables to be used in characterizing g groups, it is possible 
to estimate up to (g - l) linear functions of the form

Di = dilZl+d12Z2+00°+dipZp
where D. is the score on the ith discriminant function, d. . is a i 13



weighting coefficient, and Zy are standardized values of the p dis
criminating variables„ While it is possible to derive up to (g - 1) 
discriminant functions, it is very often possible to get an adequate

t
model with fewer functions (Cooley and Lohnes 1971?244)0 The group 
membership of each case can be predicted on the basis of the scores 
(D\'s) of each case on the discriminant functions, and it is possible 
to gauge the efficacy of a model through the accuracy with which it 
predicts group membership0

In this problem, the categories of classification will be land 
types: neipa korokwat (brown soil, level), neipa sichit (black soil,
level), yar sichit (black soil, hillside), neipa kinnit (red clay, 
level), yar kinnit (red clay, hillside), and susis nek (alluvial sand)0 
The variables to be used in characterizing the groups are the den
sities, expressed in plants per ha0 of several important crops and 
cultivars: waymas, waymatun, machunnat, waymatun ipia enna, merki
waymatun, corn and coconuts0

Strictly speaking, the sample of fields used in this analysis 
is not randomo It consists of all fields planted to bananas from a 
randomly selected group of households0 This analysis does not take 
the factor of ownership into account* In addition, there are a large 
number of fields for which data are missing, and these are omitted 
from the analysis*

If ownership has a marked effect on the crop selection, then 
this analysis will mislead* Ownership could not be included as a 
variable because the number of cases is small (n=7l) and the number of
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groups is already large» A simple model seemed necessary to start to 
examine the data on crop density.

averages for the eight .variables used in the discriminant functions. 
The standard errors are quite.large, When F-ratios are calculated for 
one-way analysis of variance, only corn, coconut and waymas densities 
had F-ratios which allowed rejecting the hypothesis of equal mean den
sities for all groups (5°80, 4,51, and 2,40 respectively, with 5 and 
65 d,f, p < ,05)o

functions although the variables differed greatly in their effect. The 
number of discriminant functions could have been as great as five, but 
after two functions had been estimated the discriminating information

much simpler than to deal with five: it is possible to map them on a
single surface. The discriminant functions with standardized co
efficients were:

Table 31 shows the average densities and standard error of the

All variables were included in the estimated discriminant

not included in the functions was small (Wilks*A = ,701, approximating
p

X = 22,3 with 18 d»f,, .3 >p >,23), To deal with two functions is

Wilks'A ^=,336 approximating 68,6 d,f,40 p<,0Q5 
D0=,548X1-,l60Xo-,122Xx-o171X, -o232X=+,003X,-,089X_+o903X0

Wilks' A 2=0501 approximating 43,6 with 28 d,f, p < ,05 
Standardized values of these variables:
where X^ = waymas density

X^ = machunnat density 
X[_ = merki waymatun density 
Xy = corn density

Xg = waymatun density 
X^ = waymatun ipia enna density 
Xg = density other bananas 
Xg = coconut density



Table 31o Mean and standard error of cultivar densities for land-types: Tubuala 1977o

Density in 
Plants/ha0 nei

pa 
(1
) 

ko
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pa 
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yar
 

(4)
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it
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pa 

(5
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ki
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yar
 

(6
) 
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l

waymas ('Bluggpe') 4518=7 10125=7 2989=6 7184=4 7327=0 12348=7 6068=2
(4054=3) (11268=7) (3948=0) (7134=1) (8970=6) (14674=4) (7814=0)

waymatun 968=9 3283=2 2147=3 0=0 2821=9 0=0 1962=8
('Tall Cavendish') (2483=0), (5066=8) (3205=7) (0=0) (3915.I) (0=0) (3653=7)
machunnat 237=3 403=0 2371=7 4o6=5 583=0 0=0 964=7
('Horn Plantain') (551.0) (1163=5) (8120=4) (704=1) (886=4) (0=0) (4600=0)
waymatun ipia enna 
('Green Rd')

0=0 36=7 0=0 0=0 0=0 0=0 8=80
74=17

merki waymatun 108 = 6 • 1354=6 1402=4 0=0 0=0 0=0 789=5
('Gros Michel') (269=6) (5470=9) (2600=4) (0=0) (0=0) (0=0) (3053=6)
corn 0=0 0=0 0=0 7561=0 959=6 0=0 153=2

(0=0) . (0=0) (0=0) (13096=0) (2350=5) (0=0) (1187=0)
coconut 909=0 323=6 80=3 498=7 353=3 0=0 4oo=6

(774=4) (471=6) (376=6) (863=7) (866=0) (0=0) (667=8)
Total no= of
fields 20 17 22 3 6 3 71

Distance 19=0 33=2 45=0 • 35=0 4o=8 61=7 34=8
(walking time in- (13=6) (22=0) (22=6) (22=9) (16=2) (12=6) (22=1)
min«)
Avgo year planted 1974=7 1972=0 1974=2 1974=3 1975=2 1960=7 1973=3

(2=1) (5=2) (2=5) (2=5) (1=5) (11=0) (4.63)
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The functions themselves are worth examining because the standardized 
coefficients for each variable show their relative contribution,, Thus, 
in the first function, (density of corn) plays by far the largest 
parto In the second function, Xg (density of coconuts) and X^ (density 
of waymas) both play large parts. Figure 30 shows a plot of the score 
on the first discriminant function (D̂ ) by the score on the second 
function (D^). Group centroids and the boundaries of groups are super
imposed. The plot does not show points where two or more plotted cases 
coincide.

Table 32 shows the actual and predicted group membership for 
the cases analyzed. Cells on the diagonal are correctly classified. 
While the proportion of cases misclassified is large (53%)* a chi- 
square test shows that the proportion correctly classified is greater 
than would be expected by chance. The pattern of misclassification is 
interesting. The categories neipa korokwat (level fields with brown 
soil) and yar sichit (hillside fields with black soil) were most accu
rately classified, as would be expected for the most distinctive . 
groups. Neipa korokwat has the highest density of coconuts and rela
tively high density of waymas, while yar sichit has notably low den
sities of coconut and high densities of waymatun, machunnat, and merki 
waymatun. Neipa sichit was notably ill-classified and was most often 
misclassified as susis nek. Both are relatively well-drained alluvial 
soils. The three categories neipa kinnit, yar kinnit and susis nek 
all had very few cases, making them difficult to characterize =

Two variables which were not included in the analysis above 
were distance to the field and age of the field. Both could be
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Figure 30. Plot of discriminant scores for fields, showing group centroids and predicted
boundaries between groups. —  Where two or more fields in a group had identical 
scores, superpositions are not shown.



Table 32<> Actual and predicted classification from discriminant analysis of field types.

Predicted Group Membership
Actual Group 

Name n cases
Neipa
korokwat

Neipa
sichit

Yar
sichit

Neipa
kinnet

Yar
kinnet

Susis
nek

Neipa
korokwat 20 14 (70%) 0 ( 0%) 5 (25%) 0 ( 0% ) 0 ( 0%) 1 ( 5%) .

Neipa
sichit 17 3 (18%) 0 ( C%) 4 (24%) 0 ( 0%) 2 (12%) 8 (48%)

Yar
sichit 22 1 ( 4%) 1 ( 4% ) 16 (.73%) 0 ( 0%) 0 ( C%) 4 (18%)

Neipa
kinnet 3 1 (33%) 0 ( 0%) 0 ( 0%) 1 (33%) 0 ( 0%) 1 (33%)

Yar
kinnet 6 0 ( 0% ) 0 ( 0%) 3 (50%) 1 (17%) 0 ( 0%) 2 (33%)

Susis
nek 3 0 ( 0%) 1 (33%) 1 (33%) 0 ( 0%) 0 ( 0%) 1 (33%)

43,1% of cases correctly classified 
Chi-square = 4l023 . p <,001



expected to influence field density; distance might be expected to 
influence the intensity of use for a field and age could be expected 
to influence density directly since the number of suckers in a banana 
stance increase at first and then decrease with age. However, I did 
not examine interaction effects,,

- Averages for distance and for year planted, broken down by land 
group, are given in Table 31. In both cases, the F-ratios for a one 
way analysis of variance are statistically significant (5=10 and 8=34 
respectively, with 5 and 65 d=f= p <=05)o A discriminant analysis 
using these two variables and the land groups described above yields 
the functions;

D1= -=657X1 + l=06x2 Wilks'A 1= =609 x 2=4l=7 10 d=f= p < o01 .
D2= =932X;l + =637X2 Wilks'A 2= =8l4 ^ 2=13=5 4 d=f= P<r=0l

Where X^= standardized value of distance (measured in min= walking
time) Xg= standardized value of year planted,
A comparison of actual with predicted group membership shows a slightly

2smaller proportion of cases correctly classified (43=7% X =37=3 
pcoOl) and much the same pattern in the misclassification as in the 
analysis above =

It is possible to ask whether the classification used in the 
analyses above is optimal. An alternative classification of fields, 
used in earlier papers, grouped them into two categories; hillside 
(yala) and flat (neipa)= It can be asked whether these two categories 
are more appropriate for use here than the more detailed classifica
tions discussed above = A discriminant function based on the eight crop
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and cultivar densities given on p« 280, for the categories yala and
neipa has a rather lower canonical correlation (0*432)^ and a rather
higher (although statistically significant) Wilks* A  (0o8l3, approxi- 

2mates X =l6o55» 8 d = f,, p <=05) than discriminant functions based on 
classification by both soil and slope = Thus, although the dichotomous 
classification's discriminant functions predicted the actual group for 
a larger number of cases (67/̂ of cases correctly classified) the soil- 
terrain classified groups seemed more distincto

To get another perspective on the soil-terrain groups, we can 
calculate the density for bananas of all types0 Table 33 shows these 
summed densities for each soil-terrain group, divided by the overall 
average of total banana density, making an index of relative staple 
densityo Neipa sichit, yar kizmit, and susis nek are the types of land 
more densely planted to bananas, while neipa korokwat, neipa kinnit, 
and yar sichit are the less densely planted categories..

Summary
This chapter described the classification used in Tubuala for 

soil and terrain types and for secondary growth, outlined the general 
form of the agricultural year, and described and identified, where 
possible, cultivars and cultivation practices for Tubuala in 1977o In 
this system, constraints of timing seem most severe for the planting 
and harvest of grain crops, corn and rice. Bananas can be planted over

A measure of association between the grouping variable and the 
discriminate function» When squared, the canonical correlation gives 
the proportion of the variation in the discriminate function explained 
by the groups=
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Table 33° Total banana density by soil-terrain group (divided by 

average total density for all groups)0

Land Type Weight

neipa korokwat 0.596
neipa sichit 1°552
yar sicb.it 0.910
neipa kinnet 0.775
yar kinnet 1.096
susis nek 1.261

V
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a more extended period, although perhaps sacrificing optimal levels of 
soil nitrateso

In the discussion of cultivars of various crops, the main 
effort was to provide a more detailed account than has been available 
in previous sources (Gamble et alo 1969; Jo Ro Williams 196?; Holloman' 
1969; Costello 1975; Torres de Arauz 1970)„ Except for Howe (1975) no 
authors tried to'identify cultivars or even to record the names accu
rately, and none but he tried to gain acquaintance with the agronomic 
literature on the crops of the region,, Even an incomplete knowledge of 
that literature renders some aspects of Cuna practice more intelligible, 
for example, their tolerance of broadleaf weeds in many plots or their 
disposing of coconut debris in spite of nutrient loss*

Looking at the average densities for cultivars in the sample 
as a whole, waymas (1Bluggoe’) comprises the greatest part (6l„9̂ ) of 
banana plantings, while waymatun ('Pisang masak hijau', 20%), machunnat 
('Horn Plantain', 9=8%), and merki waymatun ('Gros Michel', 8o0%) make 
up a smaller part of the 1977 field sample= From informants' accounts 
of subsistence agriculture at earlier times, we find that machunnat and 
probably waymatun once played a much larger part but were displaced, by 
the widespread adoption of waymas, which has a longer productive span 
and greater resistance to insect pests than other banana clones=

In the course of this description of agriculture in Tubuala, we 
note that farmers have taken up a number of innovations= Excavation of 
drainage ditches in the low-lying coastal plain, importation of seed 
types like 0£ nii warpaakwat, the manufacture of copra, and the use of 
purchased insecticides against coconut pests are a few examples« There
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are9 however 9 a number of attempts at innovation that have failecL For 
example, overuse of chemical fertilizer in fields established by a co
operative of young men led to a grassy succession* making the fields 
unusableo The intensive methods for rice cultivation that one man 
learned at Mandinga have not been copied by other farmers in the vil
lage* who judge the methods too time consumingo

This chapter tried to present a comprehensive picture of the 
agricultural system in Tubuala0 However* further discussion will have 
to concentrate itself on a portion of the total pictureo Bananas* the 
staple crop* are an obvious choice0 They comprise the largest part of 
the diet (over 70# by weight /Torres de Arauz 1970:197) * they are 
seldom bought* sold* or exchanged within the village* and substitutes 
for them are expensiveo The decision to focus on staple crop produc
tion can be dangerous where there are great differences in the inten
sity of cultivation of different crops (Minge-Kalman 1977)? but all the 
crops discussed here are grown by similar* extensive methodso

A preliminary question to ask is what sorts of banana plantings^ 
are found in the community« Although there are no explicit terms for 
various sorts of cultivations* we have seen that it is possible to 
categorize plantings by the type of soil and terrain0 Discriminant 
analysis showed that the density of eight major crops and cultivars 
(six categories of bananas* plus corn and coconuts) could distinguish 
among categories of land with moderate accuracy* although small sample 
size meant that some types of land were poorly representedo Through 
the total average density of banana cultivars* it was possible to
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calculate a rough index of the relative per-unit-area contribution of 
plots on different soil types to household staple production0

/

1



CHAPTER 7

ON HOUSEHOLD RESOURCE ALLOCATION AND 
AGRICULTURAL YIELDS

This chapter will attempt to estimate household allocations of 
land and labor for agricultural production and will propose models of 
household resource allocation based on household compositions The 
model most familiar to anthropologists is the one Sahlins (1972) de
rived from Chayanov, who had said that intensity of labor —  production 
per worker —  increased with the consumer-worker ratio of the house
hold* Sahlins (1972:110) elaborated:

Insofar as it is predicated on production to a definite and 
customary goal, Chayanov’s rule does not admit just any pro
portionate relation between intensity and relative working 
capacity» In principle it stipulates strictly the slope of 
the relation: the domestic intensity of labor must increase
by a factor of the customary consumption requirement for every 
increase of lo00 in the domestic ratio of consumers to pro
ducers c •

Thus, Chayanov's rule is rephrased as Q/C = k(C/W), where Q is the 
amount of domestic production (in income, sown area, or harvest), C is 
the number of consumers, W is the number of workers, and k is a con
stant (Evans 197^»269)o

However, Sahlins (1972:88) disagreed with the "marginalist 
reading” Chayanov gave to data, and so ignored the parts of Chayanov's 
work which dealt with utility of income and disutility of labor-o 
"Production to a definite and customary goal” means that the utility 
of income is determined by the number of consumers in the family (ioe0,

291
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family size) and by the "customary consumption requirement" per con
sumer o  This model is shown in Figure 31, part a, where the line MU, 
marginal utility of income, is vertical for the short run*

Actually, Chayanov abandoned that viewpoint in 1913 (Harrison 
1975s395)» Chelintsev, a contemporary of Chayanov, maintained that 
family consumption would be constant over a short run, implying that 
increases in the price for farm goods or in the productivity of labor 
would not affect total farm production,, Chayanov, in contrast, used 
the model shown in part b of Figure 31, where the curve of marginal 
utility slopes downward to the right. One way to see the difference 
between the two models is in the way they respond to an increase in the 
physical productivity of labor (p), which results in a shift downward 
in the marginal disutility of labor. In the first model, there is no 
resulting increase in farm income, while in the second, farm income 
increases from to x^o Chayanov explicitly rejected the idea that 
there was a fixed subsistence level and said instead that increases in 
labor productivity caused increases in family income which were posi
tive but less than proportionate (Chayanov 1966:80; Harrison 1975:395)o 
Under this model, peasants

o o  <> neither aim at a unique subsistence level of income „  „  . 
nor maximise income per time period ("crude materialism"); 
they seek to maximise the net utility of income and leisure 
(Harrison 1975:396).

Sahlins' formulation of Chayanov’s rule owes, in truth, little to
Chayanov.

To alter a model in adapting it for new purposes is not heinous 
if the result improves on the original. Sahlins is interested in 
examining the variation of household production within a community and
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Figure 31• Two models for the marginal utility of income, showing 
effects of a shift in the marginal disutility of labor.



in determining the manner in which household composition influences 
production:, Like Chayanov (1966:61), Sahlins uses sown area as a proxy 
for the total volume of economic activity<, Figure 32 shows the form 
of his analysiso The "true Chayanov line" is equivalent to the equa
tion Y=kC— i-eo, cultivated area is a linear function of the number of 
consumers in the household, Sahlins1 "empirical production slope" is 
the least squares regression of the cultivated area per worker (Q/W) 
on the consumer-worker ratio (C/V), The difference in slope between 
these lines and the distribution of points falling above and below the 
lines all have significance in Sahlins* analysis. One preliminary 
question, however, is how well these two lines describe the data points. 

Several authors have advanced criticism or advocated modifi
cation of Sahlins* analysis, Minge-Kalman (1977:274) argued that 
Sahlins had seriously underestimated the intensity of agricultural 
labor by focussing on staple crops and ignoring gardening. To test 
this assertion she applied Sahlins* method to her own data on farming 
in a Swiss peasant village, Her peasants use most of their land for 
pasture (which requires very little labor —  52 hour s/ha/year) and use 
a small part of their land for very intensive berry farming (which re
quires 3»754 hrs/ha/year)o Comparative data on labor use per area per 
year are not plentiful, but the range of labor intensity per area in 
tropical farming systems is seldom as great as in Switzerland (Clark 
and Haswell 1970:99)° It seems unlikely that omission of garden labor 
underestimates intensity in tropical farming systems as much as in 
temperate, mixed-farming systems.
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C / W  c o n s u m e r  w o r k e r  ra t io

(Evans 1974:270)

• in d iv id ua l  household observation 
Chayanov
line Y i  k(C ZW) w h e r e  Y = o u t p u t  per  w o r k e r  ( Q / W)

k= cons tant  
C /W : consumer worker ratio

empirical
line least  sq u ares  regression line, in the form

f  = a ♦ b 2 ( C /W )

B

C / W  consumer w orker  ra t io

(Massing 1976 295)

Figure 32. Two models for the relationship between production per 
worker and the consumer worker ratio.
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Massing (1977), who studied farming in the Kru culture area of 
Liberia and Ivory Coast, criticized Sahlins for bypassing the margin
al ist parts of ChayanOv' s analysis =. He suggested .that a graph showing 
the relation between product per worker and the consumer-worker ratio 
should resemble the average product curves familiar from introductory 
economics (Figo 32b)= When he calculated regressions of the consumer- 
worker ratio on product per worker, using polynomial terms as well as 
a linear model, he found that many communities showed regression curves 
in the form of an inverted parabola, as his model had predicted 
(Massing 1976:299)° Massing does not, however, take multicollinearity 
or the peculiarities of ratio variables into account° Multicollin
earity occurs when one independent variable is a linear function of 
another (Rao and Miller 1971:46-52), as when both X and X are incor
porated into a regression equation0 The fixed relationship between 
the two independent variables makes least squares estimation (the pro
cedure used in regression) impossible= Problems in interpreting 
correlations among ratio variables are discussed below0

Durrenberger (1979) tried to derive actual curves for marginal 
utility and marginal drudgeryo Both these concepts, however, are dif
ficult to quantifyo The only measurable data for utility of income 
are farmers' actual production and the only data for drudgery of work 
are farmers' actual labor hourso .. .In Durrenberger's paper, only produc
tion data are available» He derived a "production target," T which 
represented the goals of the family and argued that his model adequately 
predicted the realities of life if there was a discernible correlation
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(ioBo, the hypothesis that r = 0 could be rejected) between the target 
and actual production* His model for production targets was

T= (>(1-(CW/H))) V(CW) (C2) (Z3) (P/P’)
where CW= the c onsumer-worker ratio

H= the highest consumer-worker ratio in the population 
C= the mean consumer worker ratio
Z= the amount of food required to support one consumer unit
P= the productivity of the higher yielding of two main crops
P ’=the productivity of the lower yielding of two main crops*

The model takes many factors into account, including marginal drudgery 
which varies with the productivity of the two main crops and marginal 
utility which increases with the consumer-worker ratio* This is an un
usual sort of model and Durrenberger's method of testing it —  repeated
calculation of correlation coefficients and comparison of actual with 
predicted ranges —  is also unusual= Only intuition guides Durren
berger 's choice of modifications to the model* Taking the log of the 
model and then using multiple regression to estimate coefficients for 
its terms is a more usual way to handle multiplicative models, and 
Durrenberger's model could probably be tested in this manner =

One grave difficulty with Sahlins’ analysis has not been dis
cussed to date* His formulation of Chayanov's rule is that households 
produce to meet fixed consumption goals and that the intensity of pro
duction increases with the consumer-worker ratio* That is:

Q = k C and
Q/W = k(CAO

where
Q = total household production 
k = the customary consumption requirement 
W = the number of worker units in the household 
C = the number of consumer units in the household
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He uses least squares regression of production per worker (Q/V) on the 
consumer-worker ratio (C/W) to test both assertions (Sahlins 1971$58, 
1972:108)o

Pearson first discussed the difficulty in interpreting the 
correlation coefficients of ratio variables in 1897° Where X, Y, and 
Z are component variables, and

U = X/Z and V = Y/Z

are ratio variables, Pearson (l897s^92ff) estimated the correlation 
coefficient r ^  for the case where X, Y, and Z are independent and un
correlated, and found that it was not equal to zero,, He called this 
a case of "spurious correlation,,"

Schuessler (1975s201-228) summarizes recent work on the problem 
of using ratios in regression analysis0 He notes that the error is not 
in the correlation coefficient r ^  itself, but in inferring from the 
correlation coefficient that there is a relationship between X and Yo 
He advises (Schuessler 1975:212) analyzing in detail the relationship 
among all the components and all the ratio variables (X,Y,Z,U,V) before 
making statements about causal effects between ratio variables.

Therefore, while Sahlins* correlation coefficients validate 
his second claim, they say nothing about his first. Although Sahlins 
(1972:109n) himself said that the regressions "have little predictive 
or inductive value," the method continues to be used. One way to avoid 
some of these problems is to specify the model for household produc
tion differently, A model in the form Q = b^X^ + b^X^ + C 

where Q = total household production or sown area
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= total number of nonworkers 

Xg = total number of workers 
C = constant

can test both of Sahlins* assertions0 Sahlins is saying that the size 
of the household workforce has no effect on total household produc
tion, which is equivalent to saying that b^ in the regression model 
above will be zero or close to it0

This model differs from that of Chayanov and Sahlins in sub
stituting non-workers for consumers (ioeo, nonworkers plus workers, 
weighted for age) in order to avoid confounding the two*

Regression Models for Sown Area 
One problem with measuring landholding in San Bias is the ex

treme dispersion of fields (Howe and Sherzer 1975; Stier 1976a)© Cul
tivations belonging to Tubuala residents are scattered along the 
piedmont and coastal plain extending 5 km to the northwest of Tubuala 
and 3 km to the south, and may lie 2 km to 3 km iniand0 Figure 33 
shows the location of all fields belonging to one of the households in 
the sampleo It early became obvious that it would not be possible to 
measure all fields for even a small sample of householdso Staple 
fields seemed a reasonable focus under the circumstances,, Bananas pro
vide some ?C$ by weight of the solid food intake (Torres de Arauz 1970s 
19) and are by far the most important component of the diet= The labor 
intensity of bananas is low (see below), but cultivation methods do not 
differ much among crops and there is none of the intensive gardening 
which figured heavily in Minge-Kalman* s (1977) data* Banana
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Figure 33• Regression model for sown area, incorporating a term to 
allow for interaction, compared with observed sown area.
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cultivation in Tubuala is oriented almost totally toward subsistence 
rather than to trade and thus corresponds well to Chayanov's formula
tions o

Tubuala differs from many other San Bias communities in this 
respect* Elsewhere, bananas are bought and sold (Howe and Sherzer 
1975:442) as well as exchanged among households* Although Tubuala does 
export substantial amounts of bananas to central and western San Bias, 
production cooperatives supply this trade* It is possible to speculate 
on the reasons bananas are not sold within the village* Older inform
ants regret that meat and fish are now sometimes sold rather than dis
tributed among all households* At inna ceremonies and other special 
occasions the village cooks and eats as a single household and hospi
tality to Cuna of other communities is always important* It seems 
possible, then, that the lack of trade in bananas emphasizes village 
cohesiveness* In addition, leaders are always admonishing farmers 
(e,g*. Chapter 4) to work hard and to supply their families' needs* 
Self-sufficiency is certainly the ideal for households* Substitutes 
like imported rice are relatively expensive* One would expect, then, 
that area planted by households in bananas would depend mostly on the 
number of consumers, as did sown area in Sahlins' examples*

One problem, however, with using sown area as a measure of pro
duction is that the yield of banana plots varies greatly with age, land 
type, and planting density* The last two factors were discussed in 
Chapter 6, which estimated density of planting for different soil 
types* The effect on yield of the age of a planting is more difficult 
to evaluate* Commercial banana plantation fields show a gradual
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decline in yield over time, but the exact rate of decrease varies with 
soil type, clone, spacing, and management (Simmonds 1966:190ff)0 In 
the last chapter, we saw that farmers estimated that the production 
span of cultivars ranged from approximately 1„5 years (machunnat) to 
about 7=6 years (waymas), but some fields are considerably older. Com
parative data showing the changes over time in yields from banana 
plantings on smallholder farms are not available. I therefore assigned 
arbitrary weights by age to banana plantings, as shown in Table 34= In 
addition, I made the assumption that the effects of age and of density 
on the yield of a plot were independent. Therefore, the weighted value 
for each plot was W = (weight by age) x (weight by land type) x (area). 
Appendix D gives the breakdown by age and type of cultivated fields for 
households in the sample.

Finally, there was the question of choosing demographic vari
ables for the households. Most ethnographies of farming have not 
censused absentees and define the households as those persons resident 
in the community at the time of census. We have seen, however, that a 
large number of persons consider themselves members of the community 
and are included in village membership lists, although absent from 
Tubuala for a year or more.

The average age of banana fields is about 3 years (see Table 
31) and some fields were planted over 20 years ago. Although sown area 
represented the land cultivated and planted in a single year in 
Chayanov's studies of temperate farming, the cultivations of a house
hold in Tubuala represent its work over many years. In cultivation of 
grain crops, the loss of a worker or the addition of a consumer would



Table 3̂ => Weights for banana fields by year planted»
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Year Weight Year . Weight

1950-1967 0.20 1972 O08O
1968 0o25 1973 0o90s
1969 0=50 1974-1977 1.00
1970 0.60 unknown 0.30
1971 0.70



3 0 4

be reflected in the sown area for the next year. In the cultivation 
of perennial crops, however, it would be expected that adjustment be 
slower, as fields are gradually added or abandoned to adjust sown area 
to the needs and capacities of the household.

tute an additional problem — - a few households had members who divorced
or rejoined spouses during 1977 and the actual status of these rela
tionships was difficult to ascertain. Arbitrarily, then, I took house
hold composition as measured during censusing (Oct, to Dec, 1976) for 
demographic variables. Table 35 shows demographic variables and sown 
area for sample households.

Table 36 is a selection of the regression models tested. Total 
/ nonworkers, alone, explained very little (11%) of the observed vari
ation in landholding, implying that the consumption needs of the house
hold are not the only influence on sown area. Total workforce (present
workers plus absent workers, X^) was somewhat more effective, explain
ing 21% of the observed variation.

In order to incorporate information from migration histories 
of workers in the sample households, I calculated X^, which weighted 
the contribution of each member by his presence or absence over the 
last five years. Thus

worker spent in Tubuala and a^ is the weight for the worker's age in

Changes in household composition over the study period consti-

n 1976 where p. is the portion of year
X = 2 % (p.) (a.)

j=l i=1972 -3 J 
5



Table 35® Demographic variables9 total area cultivated to bananas9 total weighted area 
—  sample households9 Tubuala 1976-1977o
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20 10 2=30 0=0 6=17 0.0 2=4 4=11 2=36 1
40 10 2=00 0=0 5=88 0=0 1-3 1=38 1=33 0
48 13 1=50 4=0 5-89 0=0 2=7 4=42 2=85 1
51 4 1=00 0=0 2=75 0=0 0=9 1 = 54 0=67 0
62 15 2=00 lo5 8=29 0=0 2=1 5=82 4=57 1
69 9 1=50 1=0 5-49 0=0 2=4 1=16 0=96 0
89 7 1=00 0=0 4=37 0=0 1=0 1=43 1=72 1
94 16 2=00 0=5 10=06 0=0 1=8 2=29 1=51 0
97 5 1=00 3-0 1=00 0=0 1=1 1=06 0=73 0

104 ■ 14 2=00 0=0 8=91 0=0 1-5 0=75 0=50 0
105 9 0=50 0=5 6=39 0=0 0=9 1=83 1-39 0
110 5 1=00 1-5 1-57 0=0 1=0 1=62 1-34 1
Definitions: Total workers = present workers + absent workerso 305
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Table 360 Regression models for weighted area sown to bananaso

Variable(s)
R
(B2)b dofo P Equation3

A. Total non-workers <>33̂ 10 ol4 Y=»135X1 + 0898
(x1) (o023) (.121)

Bo Total workers .455 10 =07 Y=o39ix2 + 0683
(x2) (.128) (.241)

Co Total workers, weighted by absence
(x3) -534 10 o04 Y=.921X3 + .194

(.213) (.461)
Do Total workers, total non-workers, interaction

(x1,x2,x1x2) =749 8 =07 Y=o701X2-o451X^ -o218xiX2
(=396) (.564) (.299) (=105)

-2.891
E„ Total workers, total non-workers, wealth

(x1,x2,x4) ,847 8 o01 Y=.206X2+ .169X^10 491X^-=427
(06II) (=171) (o077) (.445)

^Numbers in parentheses are standard errors of the partial regression 
coefficientso

PR = 1 - ( 1 - R )  (T - l)/(T - K), a summary statistic based on 
residual variance, where T = total observations

K ■.= total number of parameters in the re
gression equation, including constant 
term*

Because R^ takes the number of degrees of freedom into account, it 
does not always increase with the addition of another independent 
variable to the equation (Rao and Miller 1971s21=
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year i and n is the number of workers in the household» was the 
only single variable which gave a regression line significant at the 
.05 levelo To summarize, while Sablins1 formulation of Chayanov pre
dicted that the number of consumer units in the household would be an 
important determinant of sown area, these data show size of the house
hold workforce, weighted by migration record, to be the best single 
demographic predictor of area planted to the staple crop.

It seemed possible, however, that the effect of workforce size 
on sown area varied with the number of consumer units in the household.
A regression model including X^X^ is one way to test for such inter
action, and Table 36 showed that it worked moderately well. Figure 33 
showed the distribution of data points and the model’s predictions.
Each line in the model is the predicted value for the sum of weighted 
area over the range of values for total non-workers in the household, 
given the number of workers. The model predicts that in households 
with one worker, total land in staple crops declines as the number of 
non-workers increases.. In households with two workers, total land in 
staple crops is almost constant over the range of non-workers. Finally, 
in households with 2.3 or more workers, land in staple crops increases 
with the number of workers in the household. This model suggests that 
households with one or two workers are intensifying use of a small land 
area or meeting some subsistence needs from outside agriculture or out
side the household, while households with 2.3 or more workers are ex
panding cultivated land as the number of non-workers grows.

This raised the question of the effect of non-agricultural re
sources on household farm management. Wealth ratings of households
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(discussed in Chapter 5) were based in part on sources of cash incomeo 
Of the sample households, those that had been rated as well-off in
cluded two with a store (households 20 and 40), two with a member living 
in San Bias (households 110 and 62), who had a salaried job, and one 
whose member had worked in the Canal Zone (household 89)0 A dummy 
variable, X^, was coded 0 if the household had been rated as "regular" 
and 1 if the household designated "well-off" by community members0 A 
model incorporating this variable was the most efficacious found —  it 
accounted for 72% of the observed variation in weighted landholding 
and was significant at the O01 level. The model predicts that at every 
level of workers and non-workers, rich families have about 1.5 ha more 
cultivated land than ordinary families (Fig. 34). Adding another 
worker to the household would be expected to raise cultivated area by 
.205 ha., while adding another non-worker would increase cultivated 
area by .169 ha.

The regression model for sown area that took only the number of 
non-workers in the household into account, model A, explained only a 
small part of the observed variation. Model A corresponds to Sahlins* 
assertion that consumption needs alone influenced sown area. Model D 
corresponded roughly to Chayanov's model of farm production, in which 
total production was influenced both by the number of non-workers in 
the family (which affected the marginal utility of income) and by the 
size of the family workforce (which affected the marginal disutility of 
labor). Model E, however, which included a wealth rating, suggests 
that non-demographic factors influence area sown to staple crops more 
than does household composition.
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On the Sexual Division of Labor 
In smallholder agriculture9 the major inputs to production are 

land and labor* Sown area can serve as a measure of the volume of eco
nomic activity in the household (Chayanov 1966:61) where complete data 
are not available* To make this substitution, however, ignores the 
possibility that the labor intensity of cultivation (i0eo9 labor inputs 
per unit area) varies among households and also neglects the house
hold’ s involvement in non-farming activities* This section will analyze 
daily work as recorded over six months (May through October) for the 
sample of households discussed above and in Chapter 6* This section 
will attempt to characterize the division of labor by gender, and will 
characterize the variation among households in labor intensity0

Examining the sexual division of labor is important in order to 
justify statements in Chapter 3 about assigning worker values to indi
viduals on the basis of age and sex* It will be remembered that males 
15-19 and 60-69 were counted as half-workers, while males 20-59 were 
counted as full agricultural workers* The basis for this decision in 
the ethnographic literature is clear (Stout 1947:22; Howe 1975*33)o 
Data on labor allocation have been limited, however, to informants’ 
generalizations and to a small number of household work diaries (Howe 
1975) which cover approximately one month* These do not permit quanti
fied estimates of the labor contributions of age and sex groups*

Data on time allocation have been relatively scarce in the 
ethnographic literature at large* Some authors (e*g*, R* B* Lee 1968: 
36; Rappaport 1968:258) observed a small sample of workers over a short

V
period. However, generalizing from a small and non-random sample is



hazardous« Johnson (1975) suggested visiting randomly selected house
holds at random times during the day and noting the activity of each 
person at the start of the visit» Others have used this method suc
cessfully (e.g.,, Minge-Kalman 1978) but it requires a very large num
ber of observationso The method yields accurate data on agricultural
work when fields are near the settlement, but when cultivation is

2scattered over 15 km , observing agricultural workers at random times 
is almost impossible» The cost-route method of recording daily work ■ 
(Spencer 1972) has advantages for recording agricultural work in a 
situation like this* The method yields a large sample of observations 
(4088 days’ work for 12 households over six months) with relatively 
little effort from the researcher*

Table 37 shows the frequency with which age-sex groups in the 
sample as a whole carried out agricultural and non-agricultural tasks 
between early May and late October of 1977 (observation dates differed 
among households, see below)* When people were asked what work they 
had done during the day, they mentioned between one and three tasks*
Some 90}o of days reported included only one task, so tasks correspond 
roughly to the number of days spent working* Table 38 shows the indi
viduals who did the work, grouped by age and sex* As in the population 
at large, females substantially outnumbered males*

These data are not an exhaustive record of all work carried 
out by the population* The most serious omissions are in work carried 
out in the home or in the villages child care, cooking, street sweep
ing, care of livestock, and minor repairs * Major tasks carried out 
away from the village, however, are probably reported fairly completely*
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Table 37o Division of labor by age group and sex0

Task '  Males  '  Females
0-14 15-19 20-59 60-69 O-jA 15-19 20-59 60^ 9~ Totals

Agriculture 
lo Clearing land 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 12e Harvest bananas 3 3 387 110 4 10 117 29 6633o Weed bananas 1 2 66 28 0 0 0 0 974o Prop up bananas 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 25o Plant bananas 0 0 25 9 0 0 3 0 376o Obtain banana

suckers 0 0 18 11 0 0 0 0 2980 Weed coconuts 1 0 36 18 0 0 0 0 759o Plant coconuts 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 4
10o Harvest coconuts 2 3 169 47 2 6 69 13 311
11o Weeding cacao 0 1 2 4 0 0 0 0 7
28o Harvest cacao 0 0 12 9 0 1 8 5 35290 Split cacao pods 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 2
130 Harvest sugarcane 0 1 59 9 0 2 9 3 78
IS© Get seed corn 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
170 Plant corn 0 0 21 4 0 0 0 0 25
190 Weed corn 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 2
20o Check on corn 0 0 4 1 0 0 0 0 5210 Harvest corn 4 0 123 38 0 3 10 1 179
220 Plant rice 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 2
23o Weed rice 0 0 19 0 0 0 0 0 19
24e Check on rice 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
250 Harvest rice 0 0 10 1 0 1 0 0 12
270 Harvest manioc 0 0 9 2 0 0 2 1 14
830 Weruk planting

material 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
840 Plant weruk 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
860 Weed weruk 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2

Totals 11 10 987 295 6 22 221 53 1605
Percent agric0 O.]# 0«6# 6l„5# 18 o4# 0o4# lo4# 130856 3o3*

Harvesting cultivated 
37o Mangos

fruits
1 0 8 3 7 13 59 10 101

4l0 Pineapple 0 0 1 2 0 0 2 0 5420 Nalup 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 3430 Marya 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
460 Limes 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 3480 Avocado 0 0 1 . 2 0 2 2 1 8
47 0 Mamey 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 4

Totals 1 0 12 7 7 17 70 11 125Percent o„8# 0 9o6$ 5o6# 5o6# 13 06# 56.0* 80%
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Table 37— continuedo Division of labor by age group and sex0

Males Females
T a s k ________________0-14 15-19 20-59 60-69 0-14 15-19 20-59 60-69 Totals
Hunting and animal gathering 
6)0 o Catching land

crabs 0 0 764o Forest hunting 0 0 965o Salnus 0 0 2
66 o Hav/ksbill turtle 0 0 10
6? o Bird 0 0 3
68o Crocodile 0 0 2
100 Butchering 0 0 2

Totals 0 0 35
Percent 0# (# 35#

Fishing
61o Spear fishing 1 0 117
62o Line fishing 4 11 266
63o Freshwater crayfish 0 0 2

Totals 5 11 385
Percent lo(# 2*2# 7806#

Household maintenance
120 Cut heavy firewood 0 0 78
30o Carry water 0 0 2
320 Cut light firewood 0 0 46
340 Harvest calabashes 0 0 1
390 Cut broom 0 0 0

Totals 0 0 127
Percent 0* . 12o4#

Construction arid construction materials
500 Construct pig cage 0 0 2
51 Cut masar 0 1 22
520 Cut canoe 0 0 22
530 Cut mangrove 0 0 22
540 Gather driftwood 0 0 1
5 0 Cut chair 0 0 0
570 Construct cemetary

hut 0 0 4
580 Cut poles 0 1 17
590 Construction 0 0 46
8l0 Gather sarki 0 0 1
55o Cut forked poles 0 . 0 4
820 Gather upkitup 0 0 1
85© Harvest weruk 0 1 32
87© Gather samu 0 0 3

4 2 2 39 12 66
0 0 0 0 0 90 0 0 2 2 6
2 0 0 0 0 12
0 0 0 0 0 30 0 0 0 0 2
0 0 0 0 0 2
6 2 2 41 14 100
696 2* 2# 41# 14#

0 0 0 0 0 118
87 0 0 1 0 369
0 0 0 1 0 3

87 0 0 2 0 490
17 0 7# Q# 0# 0o4# 0#

21 0 0 1 0 100
1 92 73 386 44 598
13 3 9 169 59 299
0 0 1 6 2 10
0 0 4 9 0 13
35 95 87 571 105 1020
3o4# 9o3# 8o5# 560O# 10.3#

0 0 0 0 0 24 0 0 0 0 2717 0 0 0 0 39
9 0 0 ; 0 2 331 0 0 0 1 4
1 0 0 0 0 1
1 2 1 1 0 98 0 0 0 0 26
2 0 0 0 0 48
2 0 0 0 0 30 0 0 0 0 4
0 0 0 0 0 1
8 0 0 1 0 42
0 0 0 0 0 3
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Table 37c— -continued0 Division of labor by age group and sexQ

Males FemalesTask 0-14 IFT9 ' "5EEW" ULTV" 15-19 20-59 'OT-W Totals
88o Gather kalis 0 0 1 0 6 0 6 6 1
89o Gather naiwar 1 0 4 1 0 0 0 0 6

Totals 1 3 182 54 2 1 3 3 249
Percent 0.4# lo2# 73 ol# 21*7# 0*8# 0*4# 1*2# 1*2#

Personal
31o 111 0 0 16 14 0 7 9 6 32
360 Visit 1 0 11 7 1 2 63 34 119
380 Transport 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 2
910 Business 0 0 9 1 1 0 3 0 14
920 Land measurement 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 7

Totals 1 0 43 23 2 9 76 40 194
Percent 0*5^ 

Cooperative and village work
0# 22*2# 1108# 1.0# 4*6# 39o2# 20*6#

1887o Coconut cooperative 0 0 132 56 0 0 0 0
l6o Sugarcane cooperative 0 0 4 1 0 0 0 0 9
44* Clearing paths 0 1 33 6 0 0 0 0 40
430 Airstrip maint* 0 0 18 9 0 0 0 0 17
49* Landfill0 0 1 49 8 2 1 13 1 75
780 Misce 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2
970 Carry canoe shell 0 0 8 4 0 0 0 0 12

Totals 0 2 244 84 2 1 15 1 349
Percent && 

Ritual and local government
0.5# 69*9# 24*1# 0*5# 0*3# 4*3# 0*3#

33e Cemetery 0 0 16 7 3 15 47 7 95
35* Gather urrwa 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 3
700 Brew inna 0 . 0 3 2 0 0 0 3 8
71* Cut ukkurwar 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
72* Drinking inna 1 1 79 31 1 0 4 0 117
730 Dance groups 0 0 9 0 1 1 0 0 11
74* Traditional congress 0 0 8 33 0 0 0 1 42
750 Inna ulu sope 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 3
760 Misc* govt© 0 2 23 3 0 0 0 0 28
770 Apsoket (exorcism) 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6
80* Congreso General Kuna 0 0 4 5 0 0 0 0 9

Total 1 3 145 91 5 16 51 11 323Percent 0*3# 0*9% 44*9# 28ol# 1*5# 4*9# 15o8# 3o4#
Curing
40* Gathering medicine 0 0 45

53o6#
3946*4#

0 0 0 0 84
0Includes landfill for house sites*
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Table 380 Workers in sample households, by age and sex0

Age Males Females

0-14 2 7
15-19 2 5
20-59 15 24
6O-69 5 5

Totals 24 41

/

I
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The tasks are divided into ten groups; agricultural work, fruit har
vesting, hunting and gathering, fishing, household maintenance (carry
ing wood and water), construction and procuring construction materials, 
cooperative work, days spent in ritual and in local government, and 
days spent on personal affairs (ioe0, visiting, illness, etc„)o

An overview of the distribution of tasks gives an idea of the 
relative amount of work accorded" each category. Agriculture absorbs 
the largest proportion of labor —  35=5^ —  during this period. Unfor
tunately, these records do not include the peak clearing and planting 
season during March and April. Weeding consumes a small portion of 
total time spent on agriculture (12.590 and harvesting comprises by far 
the greatest part (7&.390 * Women's participation in agriculture is 
limited to harvesting and women carried out 18.9% of the agricultural 
tasks reported for the period.

Many cultivated fruits differ from staple crops in that they 
can be harvested by anyone (see Chapter 6). Unlike other agricultural 
work, women do the bulk (84%) of this work, which falls between April 
and July.

Hunting and gathering include cash-producing as well as sub
sistence activities. The largest part of labor in this section goes 
to catching land crab's, and this is the only activity in the section 
that women engage in. Crocodile hunting is solely for the cash value 
of the skins, and hunting hawksbills (when they come up on the beaches 
to nest) yields cash as well as protein. Overall this section takes 
up only a small part of total labor, and other authors have noted
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(e0go, Howe 1975?59) that game is scarce near many coastal communities 
and fishing is the main source of animal protein.

Line and spear fishing take up far more time than hunting, and 
both are almost exclusively male activities. The yield of a day's 
fishing is not generally large: an earlier study showed that catches
from line fishing in protected waters averaged 1.25 kg of whole fish 
per fisherman per trip, while line fishing outside protected waters 
averaged 4=3 kg (Stier 1977) <> Spear fishing on the inrshore reefs 
yielded, on the average, 3°8 kg of fish, in addition to lobsters which 
are sold for export to Panama City. Most line fishing takes place in 
protected waters, and mens' willingness to expend a large part of total 
labor effort (18.9%) on an activity which yields little return in 
calories attests to the need for animal protein in an otherwise low- 

protein diet.
Household maintenance is mostly the hewing of wood and the 

carrying of water. Cutting heavy fire logs (soo sikke) is mens' work, 
while women do most of the gathering of light firewood (sappan amie). 
While some light firewood is driftwood or fallen branches, women cut 
most of it from the coastal mangrove thickets. This contrasts with the

situation in western communities (Howe 1975:31) where women seldom do
/

such work. Carrying water takes up the largest part of women's labor 

(44.5% of tasks reported, excluding ritual and personal categories) 
and, again, this contrasts with western communities, where men carry 

some or all water (Howe 1975:31, 65)=
Construction and repair include procurement of building mate

rials as well as construction itself. While some communities build
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houses cooperatively for residents (e0go, Howe 197^a:335ff)* Tubuala 
long ago stopped doing so (see Chapter 4)„ The labor recorded for 
construction and construction materials represents one house built by 
a family in the sample, contributions by sample households to various 
cooperative constructions, and a village levy of weruk (thatch palm) 
for export to western communities, as well as numerous minor household 
repairso

The subhead cooperative and village works includes only pro
jects which required the presence of workers (or substitutes) on a 
particular day* It does not include, therefore, time spent in getting 
materials for village use (e0go, fishing or harvesting bananas for use 
by the community« Some women* s cooperative tasks carried out within 
the village, eogo, street sweeping and cooking, went unreportedo The 
figure of 8=9̂  for the portion of total labor devoted to communal and 
cooperative work is therefore a lower limito

Like cooperative and village work, the subhead "Ritual and 
Local Government" underestimates the total time spent in these activi
ties* It excludes nightly gatherings, both mens' business meetings 
(macherkanpii) and singing meetings (omekan pela), which include women* 
The recorded data for men show that the largest component of the sub
head was participation in inna ceremonies (initiation), sponsored by 
one or more households every few months* For women, visits to the 
ceremony (nekoan) formed the largest part of recorded activity*

The last category in Table 37 is curing. The work represented 
is gathering medicine (ina amie) and it is exclusively a male province* 
Medicine men (inatulet) vary widely in training and experience: while
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many men know a little medicine and handle minor ailments, relatively 
few are considered experts0 Thus, in 12 sample households, five men 
spent one day or more gathering medicine, but only three of those were 
named by other members of the community when I asked how many 
inatuleti*s the village had,

<

On Measuring the Intensity of Household Labor 
In discussing the intensity of labor, it seems important to 

distinguish categories of work where decisions lie within the household 
(or between household members and one or two collaborators) from sorts 
of work whose duration and timing is determined by the community as a 
whole. Thus, household members decide when, where, and how to do work 
in agriculture, fruit harvest, hunting, fishing, maintenance, and con
struction, while larger groups (the production cooperative or the 
gathering) decide on the timing of cooperative work, ritual, and govern
ment tasks. Thus, it is likely that labor contributions to village and 
cooperative work vary little among households, while labor intensity in 
work for the household itself reflects demographic variables more 
closely,

Chayanov (1966:73ff) had felt that the intensity of labor 
(i,e,, man-hours worked over the year) would increase with the consumer- 
worker ratio. In Figure 31, an increase in number of consumers shifts 
the marginal utility of income upward and, like a shift in physical 
productivity, causes a less than proportionate increase in annual farm 
income. In empirical work, Chayanov used annual income as a proxy for 
intensity of labor. Its advantage over sown area is that it takes
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non-farm employment as well as agricultural labor into account» In 
this section, I will discuss the relationship between household compo
sition and the intensity of household agricultural and non-agricultural 
labor (including salaried employment) and village and cooperative worko

In order to measure household labor intensity, I recorded the 
daily work of members of sample households between early May and late 
Octobero I did not try to record the times at which work started and 
stopped, and so cannot measure variation among households in the length 
of working day. The period of observation varied slightly among house
holds, as Table 39 shows. I used the weights in the last column of 
Table 39 to correct for differences in observation period. Table 40 
shows total days’ work by household members. Although some households 
changed in composition over the observation period, I used demographic 
data as recorded at census (October to December 1976).

Because the labor allocation data are inter-correlated, it is 
difficult to separate the effects of one variable from the effects of 
the other. Table 41 shows the simple correlation coefficients. At the 
start of analysis, it seemed to me that both the number of non-workers 
in the household and the size of the agricultural workforce would in
fluence the total days worked by males in the household. Figure 35 
shows a plot of days worked by household males against the number of 
non-workers in the household. Model B includes both present non
workers (X^) and present workers (X^)= In that model, adding another . 
worker to the household increases the total days worked by household 
males by 11.07 days, while adding another non-worker increases the 
total days worked by 8.02 days.



Table 39» Length of observation for sample households0

House
hold

Start of 
Observation

End of 
Observation

Total
Days Weight

20 5/ 8/77 10/25/77 170 1=035
40 5/ 8/77 10/25/77 173 1=053
48 6/21/77 11/ 1/77 127 o„773
51 6/26/77 10/28/77 124 0=755
62 5/ 8/77 10/28/77 173 1=053
69 5/12/77 10/27/77 168 1.023
89 5/ 8/77 10/28/77 173 1.053
94 5/ 9/77 10/30/77 174 1=059
97 5/ 8/77 10/25/77 170 1=035

104 5/12/77 10/30/77 171 1.041

105 5/ 8/77 10/30/77 175 1.065
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Table 40o Days worked by household members, by category of work, 
household, and sex0
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20 107 29 91 85 76 3
40 120 28 137 114 89 8
48 102 6 68 46 62 7
51 44 16 46 50 30 14
62 94 45 67 172 86 2
69 67 5 79 90 92 12
,89 72 2 52 60 31 3
94 157 22 64 113 63 23
97 71 26 39 28 53 12
104 128 17 104 74 55 9
105 93 40 34 108 30 4

' 110 40 10 90 39 25 0
Definitions; (see Table 37)»
Agricultural Tasks — - see Table 37«
Household harvesting cultivated fruits, hunting and animal
work; gathering, household maintenance, construction and 

construction materials*
Non-household
work; Cooperative and village work, ritual and local

government, curing*
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Table 4lo Simple correlation coefficients: present workers9 present

non-workers, agricultural work by household males0

Present Non-workers Agricultural Work
(X̂ ) by Household Males

Present workers (X̂ ) 0o6l9 0o6l8
Present non-workers (X̂ ) Oo?98
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Figure 35- Comparison of two regression models for total days’ work 
in agriculture by household males.
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The standard error of the partial regression coefficient (b̂ ) 

for X[_ (present workers) is quite large9 however9 and a t=test does not 
show it to be significant (t=0o8l2 with 9 dofo p>o05)o It is possible 
to ask what these models say about the intensity of agricultural work, 
that is, days worked per male worker0 Model A says that the number of 
days household males spend in agricultural work is influenced mainly 
by the number of non-workers and is roughly equivalent to Sahlins” 
equation (Q/V/ = k (C/V/)) where Q refers to man-days of agricultural 
work (instead of sown area), V/. refers to number of workers, k is a 
constant (estimated here at 9o5)9 and C refers to total consumers0

We can ask what happens under model A when the average house
hold, which contains 5°56 non-workers and lo5 workers, loses a worker0 
If, for example, the 0o5 worker was a man over 60 who retired, the days 
per worker would increase by 50?& for the man who remained0 If the 
whole worker left for wage work, the remaining worker would have 200% 
more labor than before0 For male workers, intensity of labor depends 
solely on the number of non-workerso

* Intensity of agricultural work for female workers, however, 
bears little discernible relationship to any demographic variables0 
Before starting fieldwork, I had thought that the contribution of women 
in the household to agriculture would depend on the consumer-worker 
ratio of the household: that is, females would do more farm work in
households lacking male workers than in households with a large male 
workforceo A regression model fitting these speculations would show 
that total agricultural work by females increased with family size and

- ' i
decreased with the number of (male) workers present0 Figure $6 shows
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Figure 36. Agricultural work in sample households by females.
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that neither number of non-workers (X̂ ) nor number of workers present

I
(Xg) nor family wealth (X̂ ) explained more than a tiny part of the 
observed variation in agricultural work by femeleso

Because the amount of agricultural work done by males dwarfs 
that done by females, the regression model for total agricultural 
(male and female) work by the household resembles the model for agri
cultural work done by males; Y = 10o76Xn+51o62 r=„802, 10 dofo, p < =01(2 o 54)

where Y=total agricultural work
(in days) 

X^=non-workers present

The number of days' work at non-agricultural household labor 
followed a different pattern from agricultural laboro Non-agricultural 
household labor included all tasks which were decided by household 
members alone or in small, informal groups with others (for instance 
fishing partners)o These tasks included harvesting cultivated fruits, 
hunting and gathering, household maintenance, and construction,. The 
heaviest part of women's work, carrying water and gathering light fire
wood, falls in this category (see Table 37)» Household women spent, on 
the average, 78=4 days in non-agricultural household labor, while men 
of the household averaged slightly less, 72=7 days per household0

The time spent in this work by household males was influenced 
by the circumstances of the household; for instance accumulating 
smoked game in preparation for sponsoring an inna (girls' initiation)„ 
Individual skills and avocations also influenced the total amount of 
time. For example, Figure 37 shows that households 110 and 40 outdid 
other households in this respect, and this is mostly because they in
cluded men who spear-fished almost every day they could= The amount
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of time devoted to non-agricultural household tasks by men varied con
siderably between households (see Figo 37)V and the only demographic 
predictor for total time expenditure was the number of male workersc 
The amount of time spent on these tasks did not vary discernibly with 
the number of non-workers in the household. When the average household 
(1,5 workers) gained a workeri the working time per worker for this 
category would be expected to fall only slightly, from 48,4 days per 
worker to 40,7 days per worker.

The total days spent by women on household tasks seemed to be 
a function of family size, here represented by the number of non- 
workers, Figure 38 shows the data and the regression model. The best 
regression model for total days (male and female) spent in household 
non-agricultural tasks included both the number of workers and the 
number of non-workers (see Fig, 39)=

The last large category of work, non-household work, included 
days spent in cooperative and village work, local government, and 
ritual. These sorts of work differed from household tasks. They were, 
in general, determined by the community or by large cooperative groups 
and therefore were somewhat outside the control of members of indi
vidual households. Having taken on a government role or having joined 
a production cooperative, a worker has little direct control over the 
number of days required of him. The last chapter discusses production 
cooperatives, and Table 42 shows the most important ritual and govern
mental roles held by members of sample households. Figure 40 shows 
days spent by males in non-household work, plotted against the number 
of workers in the family. The amount of time spent in cooperative,
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Table 42. Principal ritual and political roles held by members of 
sample households.
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Figure 40. Days' work in cooperative; village and ritual tasks by 
males.
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ritual, and government work increased linearly with the number of 
workers« Under the model, time per worker dropped only slightly with 
an increase in the number of household workers —  for example, from 44 
days per worker for a one worker family to 36 days per worker in a two 
worker family. Variation in the number of non-workers had no dis
cernible effect on days spent in non-household work (r = =41, 10 d0f0, 
p>=05)o The number of days spent by females in ritual and village 
work was small (due in part to under-recording of some types of work, 
see above) and had no discernible relation to household variables (see
Fig. 4l)0

To sum up this section, we have seen that analyzing the in
tensity of labor is difficult where the division of labor is marked.
The demographic factors which influence the intensity of labor differ 
with the kind of labor and with the locus of decisions for that type of 
work. Thus, intensity of agricultural labor by males is very much in
fluenced by the number of non-workers in the household, as Chayanov 
predicted, and seems uninfluenced by size of the workforce, as Sahlins 
(1972) had proposed. The contribution of females to agriculture, how
ever, is small and apparently uninfluenced by family size, size of 
workforce, or family wealth. The most important determinant of time 
spent in non-agricultural tasks by household males was the size of the 
workforce, while family size was the best predictor of work-days for 
females in non-agricultural tasks.

The analyses above showed that female labor did not respond in 
the same way to changes in family composition as did male labor, and 
sample size was not sufficiently large to discern how it did act in
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some caseso The common method of treating work by women is to equate 
female workers to some fraction of male workers0 This weighting may 
work well in some ethnographic situations, where female labor can be 
substituted easily for male labor„ In this case, however, female labor 
is substituted for male labor in some tasks only, and there seems to 
be no simple equivalence between the sexes which allows a single 
analysis of all household tasks0

One caveat for all analyses of these data, however, is that the 
sample size (n=12) is quite small0 There are two main problems in re
gression models with small samples* The first is that the standard 
errors for the partial regression coefficients are quite large, and it 
is possible that a larger sample size would reduce them* Therefore, 
some effects which are not significant for these data (for example, the 
effect of X,_, present workforce, on total agricultural work) might be 
significant in a larger sample *

The second problem is that the multiple correlation coefficient, 
R, may be affected by small sample size and a large number of inde
pendent variables included in the regression model (Rao and Miller
1971slOff)* One way to take sample size and degrees of freedom into

—2account is to calculate R , which is based on the residual variance and
2 —2the variance of the dependent variable (Y)0 Unlike R , R does not 

automatically increase when a new independent variable is added to the 

regression equation*
Although there is often a risk of missing relatively small 

effects in data from a small sample, it is likely that the effects 
which are found will be large ones* Therefore, while it is possible
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that a researcher with a larger sample of households would find effects 
significant which were not significant here, it is not likely that a 
restudy with a larger sample would show that the effects found signifi
cant here were inconsequential„

On the Labor Intensity of Agriculture
By intensity of labor, Chayanov (1966;73) meant the degree of 

self-exploitation of peasant labor» Measuring the labor intensity of 
agriculture, expressed in labor input per cultivated area, is a sepa
rate problem. I claimed elsewhere (Stier 1976b) that the overall pat
tern of agriculture was extensive, but lacked data on labor inputs. In 
this essay, I can estimate labor intensity only for banana cultivation. 
The number of work-days recorded per unit area varied widely among 
households.

Table 43 shows that rich households expend considerably less 
labor per hectare in banana cultivation than poor households. This is 
true when area is weighted for density and for age of field (column a) 
and when it is not weighted (column b)= The difference between the 
groups in labor intensity of banana cultivation is interesting because 
it suggests that land is a scarce factor in production and that some 
households have more access to land than others. Assuming that all 
households use roughly the same technology, if land were available to 
all equally, I would expect that labor intensity of cultivation would 
be roughly the same for all households, since the input which yielded 
the greatest return to labor would be equal for households within the 
community. Since the absolute density of population in San Bias is 
low and since the casual observer sees much land under fallow, I had



Table kj>0 Labor intensity of banana cultivation, Tubuala (May to 
October 1977)=
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Wealth
Work Days/ 

Household weighted ha0(a) Work Days/ha0(b)
1 (rich)

0 (average)

20 36=43 20=92
48 • 27=68 17-85
62 15-38 12=07
89 18=22 21=91
110 21=26

X1 = 23=79
— 8=4l

17-58

40 52=84 50-92
51 57-32 29-94
69 40=73 33-70
94 58=16 38=35
97 47=64 32=81
104 132=56 88=57
105 45=93

X0 = 62=17
Sq = 31-66

34=88

t = 2=61, 10 d=f0, p < 0O5 t = 2,

= 18=07 
s^ = 3°84

XQ = 44=14 
Sq = 20=65

t = 2=76, 10 d=fo, p<=05
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assumed that land was not a limiting factor in production, except as 
distance made some areas difficult to farm (Stryker 1976; Von Thunen
1966)o

In order to compare these data with figures for other regions 
it is necessary to convert them into man-hours per hectare per year0 
If I assume an average work-day of 6<>5 hours and relatively constant 
labor inputs over the year, wealthy households expend 261 to 344 man- 
hours/ha/year, while the average for ordinary households is 638 to 898 
man-hours/ha/year» It is possible to dispute both assumptions, since 
the work-day varies in length and includes a number of tasks and since 
the period March to May (not included in the measurements) is the peak 
season for agricultural work* In the last chapter, I estimated that 
the labor necessary to clear, burn, and plant one hectare of banana 
field was about $4 man-days, or 351 man-hourso It is possible, then, 
to take the figures in Table 43 as estimates for labor in old fields, 
and to estimate the work required in first-year fields at approximately 
612 man-hours/ha/yearo

These figures can give a rough comparison with labor inputs in 
other tropical regions. Clark and Haswell (1970;99ff) and Netting, 
Cleveland and Stier (1978:14) assembled figures largely from West 
Africa. The Tubuala estimates fall in the low and middle ranges of 
the West African data. In Central America, estimates of labor inputs 
to subsistence agriculture are scarce, but figures are available from 
Guatemala, western Pahama, and Nicaragua. Tax (1953:109) worked from 
a small number of informants’ estimates, and found that milpa corn 
fields required 800-1267 man-hours per ha. per year. Nietschmann
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(1973sl42ff) used informant statements and observations of two subsis
tence fields that held manioc, taro, bananas, and sugarcane» to esti
mate that new fields required l,486o9 man-hours/ha/year, while a one 
year old plantation required 439°7 man-hours/ha/year0 Gudeman (1978; 
?8ff) gives the "socially expected" labor costs of subsistence maize 
and rice production in western Panama as 637 man-hours/ha/year 
(assuming a work-day of 6»5 hours), regardless of whether a field is 
being cleared and planted for the first time or is in its second year 
of cultivation,,

The Panajachel farmers are using milpa as a relatively uninten- 
sive supplement to intensive horticulture, but even milpa labor inputs 
are higher on the whole than the Tubuala figures. The Miskito and 
rural Panamanian data show labor intensity of cultivation which is 
about the same as that for Tubuala°

Agricultural Harvesting and Yields

Whatever the ideological differences among anthropologists 
studying tropical cultivation, fieldworkers agree that estimating pro
duction for staple crops which are harvested continually over the year 
is difficult. As with labor allocation, there is a difficult choice 
between exhaustive, direct observation of a very small sample and less 
precise measurement of a larger one, Rappaport (1968;252ff) chose the 
first alternative and measured 10 months’ harvest from three purpo- 
sively selected garden plots° Nietschmann (1973:146) recorded harvest 
from three plots, but gives no details on how he selected the plots or 
how he measured the yield, Ross (1976;575) when studying subsistence 
in the Solomon Islands wrote:
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Lacking any means of transport but slithering around on foot 
in the mud and having no means of weighing large harvests, I 
was unable to find out directly how much food a garden pro
duces o i

Instead, he used measurements of food consumption to estimate yield*
Boyd (I975;3l4ff) used more sophisticated methods —  a combination of
direct measurement (in cases where the whole garden was harvested at
once) and indirect measures (estimating harvested tuber weights and
weights per plant, and then counting crop plants in randomly selected
plots)*

One problem with methods like those of Rappaport and 
Nietschmann is that they required assuming that yields per unit area 
would be uniform among households* Only Boyd made a serious attempt 
to examine variation among households*

Cost-route reporting—  getting daily reports from informants 
on amounts harvested —  lacks the precision of direct measurement* 
However, it permits recording harvests for a large sample of households* 
Appendix E gives month-by-month data for banana and coconut harvesting 
by sample households* This section will confine itself to examining 
banana harvest, shown on Table 44*

Bananas harvested were recorded in heads (saila)* Weights of 
a non-random sample of heads averaged 8*7 kg/head for 'Bluggoe* (net 
of stem) and 9o5 kg/head for ’Tall Cavendish*’ Heads varied consider
ably in weight, so I did not convert heads to weight of fruit* The 
observation period for harvesting was the same as for recording daily 
work, and I used the same weights (see Table 39) to correct total har
vest for differences in observation period*
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Table 440 Bananas harvested (heads) during observation period by 

sample households: Tubuala 1977°

'Z' bo

20 127 110 15 41 2 295
40 99 97 0 12 0 208
48 155 63 5 3 1 . 227
51 77 13 0 0 3 93
62 200 92 1 5 1 299
69 133 52 0 1 0 186
89 88 52 0 0 0 140
94 246 36 11 2 0 295
97 162 15 4 0 2 183
104 193 33 0 0 4 230
105 188 42 0 6 0 236
110 58 9 2 15 3 87
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Figure 42 shows the predicted and observed harvests for a re
gression model including both non-workers present in the household and 
workers present in the household. Testing the partial regression co
efficients and their standard errors by the t-ratio, one finds that 
the coefficient for X^, non-workers present, differs from zero (t = 
2,16, 9 dofo p <<>05), but the coefficient for X^, workers present, does 
not (t = lo04, 9 dofo, p> ,05) o In testing the hypothesis that the 
partial regression coefficients for X^ and X^ are equal, the F ratio 
shows that the additional constraint does not appreciably increase the 
residual sum of squares (F = ,258, 1 and 9 d.f,, p o05)= With this 
constraint, the estimated regression is Y = 16,95 (X^ + X^) + 86,80,

The inclusion or omission of present workers as a predictor has 
meaning in the debate reviewed at the start of the chapter, Chayanov's 
view was that the marginal utility of income, of any subsistence good, 
sloped downward to the right, and that household production was set by 
the intersection of that curve with the marginal-drudgery of labor 
curve, Chelintsev (cited in Harrison 1975) and Sahlins (1972), on the 
other hand, believed that household subsistence standards were fixed 
and that a marginal utility curve for income or for subsistence goods 
was vertical. The model which combines X^ and X^ corresponds to the 
second model, and the data do not permit rejecting it.

It is possible to calculate yields for sample households by 
dividing total harvest size by the total area (weighted or unweighted) 
planted to bananas, These figures are shown in Table 4$, When yields 
are calculated on the basis of weighted area, poorer households clearly 
have higher production per hectare than wealthy households. When
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Y = 14-52X, +32 26X c+77 3 5  X ^ w o rk e rs  present 
(6-71) (31-15)
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Figure 42. Observed banana harvest for sample households, plotted 
against number of workers present, non-workers present, 
and expected harvest.
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Table 45o Yields for sample households,  Tubuala (May to October
1977o , •

Yield/weighted ha» Yield/unweighted ha« 
Wealth Household (in heads) (in heads)

1 20 120.8 69.3
48 103.0 66.4
62 62.1 48.8
89 77=3 93.0
110 61.6 51.0

5^ = 85.0 x1 = 65=7
s^ = 26ol s^ = 17=75

0 4o 148.5 143.1
51 183.9 80.0
69 189.4 156.7
94 184.5 121.7
97 242.2 166.8

104 441.8 294.5
105 159=3 121.0

XQ = 221.4 X0 = 154.8
Sq = 101.6 8̂  = 67=9

t = 2.89, 11 d.f o, P<.025 t = 0.9, 11 d.f., p> .05
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yields are calculated on unweighted area, the difference between the 
groups is not statistically significanto

Summary
This, chapter started by clarifying Chayanov8 s view on how 

peasant households set production targetso Looking at recent anthro
pological applications of Chayanov, it is evident that Sahlins” use of 
a consumption standard determined by family size owed more to 
Chelintsev than to Chayanov0 In addition, Sablins’ use of least- 
squares regression of the consumer-worker ratio on production per 
worker did not take into account the difficulties in evaluating corre
lation coefficients between two ratios which share a common denominator» 
It is easy, however, to translate Sahlins’ assertions into models which 
can be estimated by multiple regressiono

Although many studies have used sown area as a proxy for the 
amount of agricultural work carried out in the household, multiple re
gression shows that the factors influencing size of cultivated area 
differ from those which predict the amount of time a household devotes 
to agricultural taskso Thus, the best regression model for sown area 
showed that wealthy households had considerably more land under culti
vation than did ordinary households of the same size0 The only single 
demographic variable which predicted a significant part of the vari
ation in sown area was the total work-force, weighted by the amount of 
time members had been present in Tubuala over the last five years0

The intensity of household work, on the other hand, was heavily
influenced by household size and matched Sahlins9 reformulation of

• /

Chayanovo The data also showed a large difference in the amount of



work expended per unit land area and a similar difference in yields 
per unit area, between rich and ordinary households0 This suggests 
that land is not freely available, or, indeed, equally available to 
all householdso Rich and poor households farm to meet subsistence 
needs that are roughly the same, but poor households do so by intensi
fying use of a limited sown area, while rich households seem to have 
expanded cultivated area and seem to employ a more extensive produc
tion strategyo



CHAPTER 8

AFTERTHOUGHTS, IMPLICATIONS,. AND OVERVIEW

On Differences in Wealth Among Households
Most anthropologists who have done fieldwork in San Bias have 

taken a stand on whether social stratification is present in Cuna 
society but there has been little quantitative data collected on wealth 
differences among households and whether they persist0 Stout (194?: 
33-34) wrote:

Social stratification, though not a marked feature of San Bias 
Cuna society, nevertheless exists» » ■> » The principal deter
minants of the strata are wealth and adherence to the ideal 
moral code. There are two wealth strata: rich families who
have many coconut plantations, several canoes each, many clothes 
(especially women's), several complete sets of gold and silver 
women's jewelry, and cash savings; and poor families with less 
productive and saved wealth, though some members of it possess 
considerable jewelry in which they invest every spare bit of 
cash. . . .  Mobility between these strata is limited, par
ticularly concerning intermarriage.

Twenty years later, Holloman (1969:30?) disagreed, saying that 
■ class distinctions were a recent result of acculturation and that 
"among traditional agriculturalists there was differential prestige, 
but that stratification and differential life style did not and does 
not exist." Although individuals acquired considerable wealth, power, 
and prestige, families seldom retained preeminence for more than a 
generation.

Howe (1974a:260-261) agreed with Holloman and conjectured that 
Stout misunderstood rhetorical references to wileket(i) (literally,

348
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pauper, deprived person) and thought he was hearing about a real lower 
classo Howe found that the term wileket was applied to all sorts of 
people and that few individuals were consistently labeled with it0 He 
found no evidence for a relationship among wealth, political role, and 
ritual statuso Costello (1975»l64) found that there were wealth dif
ferences among individuals in Rio Azucar, which varied with age, labor 
migration history, and a number of other factors.©

When I asked two informants to group the heads of households 
in the village by wealth, they came up with different criteria for 
ranking thenu One divided households into those that had stores or 
concrete houses (group l), those that included a practicing curer 
(group 2) , those that had a labor migrant in Panama City who sent re
mittances (group 3)$ and average to poor households (group 4)„ The 
other informant grouped households into rich (group 1), average (group 
2) and poor (group 3)o The ratings were only moderately consistent©
One rough indication of inconsistency was that the correlation coeffi
cient between the two ratings was ©651 (91 d©f©, p <©01)© Appendix F 
gives the distribution of household goods by status ratings© While 
ratings for the small sample of households discussed in the last chap
ter were consistent enough to be reduced to a two-value dummy variable, 
the ratings for the whole village showed considerable complexity©

Chapter 1 discussed theories about differences in wealth among 
Russian peasant households© Chayanov (1966) had argued that changes 
in the demographic composition of the household were responsible for 
wealth differences© Marxists felt that class differentiation in rural 
areas was an inevitable concomitant of industrialization© Shanin
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(1972:115-117) later proposed a multifactorial model of peasant house
hold mobility9 in which random ocillation (due to regional changes in 
weather9 market prices, etCo) played a large parto

The sample of households for which I collected agricultural 
data was too small for demographic differences among households of dif
ferent wealth ratings to be apparento In the village as a whole, the 
inconsistency of the ratings creates another complication0 Table 46 
shows the composition of households broken down by status ratings: 
numbers of workers and non-workers present and absent and non-worker 
worker ratios* The table also shows the results of one-way analysis 
of variance to test for differences among the means of different wealth 
categories* When households are grouped by the second rating, no demo
graphic variables show means which differ among categories* When 
households are grouped by the first rating, some demographic variables 
show differences among the groups that are fairly predictable* The 
heads of households who are inatulet(i)s tend to be older than most 
household heads* Households receiving income from outside the reser
vation have more absent workers than other households* The richest 
households under the first rating have fewer total non-workers and 
fewer non-workers present than do other households* However, differ
ences among the non-worker worker ratios (including absentees and 
excluding them) for the households in different categories fall in the 
probability range *10< p < o05 —  slightly above the generally accepted 
level of statistical significance*

To summarize, the data on household wealth show that there is 
no single, unambiguous classification of households by wealth* The



Table 46=, Composition of households by status ratings.
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Total workers 2o6l 2.56 3o63 2.54 2,81 2,68 2,63 2,66 2.67 1-7 . 1 8 .14 - 8 7

Total non-workers 4.52 6.35 6 . 5 0 6 , 0 8 4,72 5-35 5-82 5-52 5-51 4.2 .01 1-7 -19
Workers present 1 o47 1.17 1.31 1=54 1.57 1,31 1 . 5 4 1.46 1.46 0.6 -63 2.1 -13
Workers absent 1.14 lo39 2.19 1,00 1,23 1,50 1,09 1.19 1.21 2.8 .05 0.9 -39
Non-workers
present 4.26 5o59

V--

5-79 5-78 4,46 4,90 5-43 5-15 5-13 3-9 -02 1-7 -19
Non-workers

absent 0.27 0.66 0 = 7 0 0=28 0,26 o,4l 0,38 0.35 0.36 1-9 -13 0-3 .76
Age of household 
head 47o08 6 2 . 8 9 45-25 48,76 49,74 4 9 , 0 0 4 9 , 0 9 49.16 49-20 5-3 .01 0.02 -97

N on-worker/v/orker 
ratio (includes 
absentees) 2 . 0 5 3ol3 1.83 2=78 1,96 2,30 2,61 2.44 2.42 2-37 .07 1.29 . 2 8

N on-worker/worker 
ratio (excludes 
absentees) 3.11 3*91 2.74 4,20 3-09 3-74 3-69 3-61 3-58 2.24 .09 0.66 -52

Number of house
holds 37 9 8 38 19 19 57 92 95 351



classifications produced by my informants had a large proportion (4l% 
for rating 19 GCP/o for rating 2) in the least wealthy category9 which 
probably corresponded to "average" rather than to the wileketso House
hold wealth did not seem to be a simple result of the non-worker 
worker ratio9 but was probably influenced by many factors: parents’
wealth, savings, during labor migration, illness or invalidism in the 
household, management ability, etc0 (Shanin 1972:l?2)o

This view of economic differentials accords fairly well with 
what is known about ritual and political status, where men acquire 
proficiency in a number of roles, and where there is no clear ranking 
or chain of command among positions (Howe 19?4a:4l6ff)0 Prestige is 
tied principally to political and ritual roles rather than to eco
nomic statuso

Summary and Overview 
In this paper, I have tried to give an account of the cultural

ecology of an eastern San Bias Cuna community, using a broad definition
of cultural ecology that included interaction with external social 
groups, detailed examination of the demography of the community, and 
an emphasis on decision-making and choice0 The effort was to portray 
changes over time rather than to sketch a system maintaining itself at 
equilibriumo For this reason, it was important to have a clear idea 
of the historical background of the 'Cunao

To resolve debate about the pre-contact antecedents of the San
Bias Cuna is difficult: archaeological data from eastern Darien and
Urab£ are scarce, and accounts of the conquerers are not always trust- 
sorthyo The idea that the Cueva deculturated at Contact and later
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formed the Cuna seemed the least plausible of those examined in Chapter 
3o The remaining possibilities are: (1) that when the Spanish first
landed9 the Cuna were a relatively distinct group living on the Atrato, 
who later dispersed into Darien and eastern Uraba (implying that Cuna 
words reported in 16th century explorations of the Atrato were spoken 
by people living along the Atrato); or (2) that the Cuna were de
scended from a number of different chiefdoms in Darien and in the 
Atrato basin (implying that Cuna words reported in the 16th century 
accounts of Atrato explorations were probably spoken by guides from 
the west of the Atrato (Howe 197W o  I have argued that the incidence 
of albinism widely reported among the 17th century Cuna indicated that 
they had been a reproductively isolated population at Contact9 which 
dispersed, rather than a recent amalgamation of a number of groupso 

Whatever the ancestry of the Cuna, the inhabitants of Darien 
and Uraba were decimated during the l6th century, and by the 17th cen
tury the Cuna clearly occupied much of the region and were engaged in 
the kind of continued conflict with colonial authorities and continued 
opposition to efforts to assimilate them that Spicer (1971) described 
in other peopleso The Cuna history to date fits the pattern of per
sistent cultural systemso Cuna intransigence, combined with the in
troduction of diseases like falciparum malaria and yellow fever 
prevented settlement of the northern Darien-Uraba region for over 
three centuries0

One result of this lack of non-Indian settlement has been 
absence of roads into San Blas0 This, in turn, has important effects 
on land use patternso Parsons (1976) described the usual sequence of
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land use changes that followed highway construction in Central America: 
the clearing of forest for cropland, introduction of African grass 
species for grazing, and gradual conversion to pasture for cattle for 
exporto Part of the reason for this progression has been that prices 
for beef have been more stable than for more traditional tropical ex
ports like coffee, bananas, and sugar (Parsons 1976:126)o Gudeman 
(1978:29ff) describes the effects of deforestation in a community of 
central Panama0

When the Spanish first entered the Darien, they found savannas 
extending west from the headwaters of the Chucunaque and also in the 
upper valley of the Rio Sucio (Sauer 1969:285)o When the Spanish wiped 
out the indigenous inhabitants of these areas, the lands reverted to 
foresto The Darien Gap Highway, if built, will make these areas acces
sible, and probably lead to a second deforestation0 In theory, quaren- 
tine regulations for foot-and-mouth disease control export of cattle 
from a zone east of the Bayano headwaters and prohibit cattle production 
east of the Tuira headwaters* It remains to be seen, however, how 
strictly these regulations will be enforced*

Demographic data for the period 1700 to 1900 are not complete* 
They suggest, however, that the center of density of Cuna settlement 
before l800 was considerably to the south and east of where it is now* 
Until the mid 19th century, sources suggest that communities were com
posed of dispersed homesteads scattered in river valleys* A 1761 
description of Uraba said (Arevalo 1892:II:260):

These Indians /the Cuna/ are completely separated in various 
places and hamlets throughout the Province, and /arjs/ so dis
persed that there are no villages of consequence* They do not 
live together, but rather one family in a place (paraje),
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another two or three leagues from there, and thus, all sepa
rated, without there being a place in which twelve families 
reside together, taking always as a village all those who live 
on the shores or environs of a single river.

Aggregated inland villages formed during the period after Spanish with- 
' drawal from the Darien, These communities later moved northward to 

the coast and, still later, to in-shore coral islands.
To form aggregated villages is a costly choice in terms of 

efficiency in agriculture, Rappaport (1968:261) estimated that a shift 
from scattered to clustered residences increased the energy cost of 
transporting food from garden to house by 8C$5 and lowered the energy 
production of gardens by 15-20%, At present, the labor cost in trans
port to nucleated villages probably accounts for unequal distribution 
of land among households in a region where absolute density of popula
tion is extremely low. While there is no evidence on the motive for 
this change in settlement pattern, it is possible to speculate that it 
facilitated the political and ritual interaction —  particularly the 
singing gatherings —  that Howe (I97^as 98) described:

The Cuna as a whole have been a source of puzzlement, because 
they have endured and even thrived under conditions that have 
destroyed many indigenous South American peoples, , , , Much 
of their success in maintaining their cultural integrity should 
be attributed I think to the unity of purpose and outlook they 
take from the teachings of the sacred gatherings and from the 
sense of comunitas (Turner 1971) overriding division that de
rives as much from that bi-nightly ritual of intensification 
as anything else.

While settlement pattern has changed over time, information on
change over time in household organization is scanty, and there is
little comparative census material from other communities, Matri-local
households including several nuclear families were the dominant type in
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my census in Tubuala households in 1976o Costello (1975) found a 
prevalence of neo-local household in Rio Azucar, a very acculturated 
village in western San Bias, but all other studies have suggested that 
the multi-family matrilocal household continues to be the most common 
type0 Where there are no indications for the historical origin of an 
institution and no good data for variation within a society, it is 
difficult to make claims about how an institution is functional or 
adaptive to factors like swidden cultivation by males, scarce homesites 
in nucleated villages, or labor migration0 What evidence there is sug
gests that large matrilocal households were prevalent while much agri
cultural work was carried out by women, while settlement was dispersed, 
and while labor migration was still extremely rare 0

To estimate demographic rates and to discern demographic change 
in a small population without written records is difficult,. Chapter 5 
discussed some methods which were useful„ The average number of chil
dren ever born to women over k3 was 7o33» denoting relatively high 
fertility. The mortality experience of birth cohorts has varied 
greatly, and estimated life expectancy at birth (from the Brass method) 
was about $6 years. Aggregation of migration histories showed that 
absenteeism rates for males (i,e,, the proportion of man-years in which 
men of a given age group were absent) have increased dramatically over 
the past ten years for every age group between 15 and 59o For women, 
however, rates of absenteeism have remained extremely low. While fac
tors like the omission of migrants' long absent and errors in recollec
tion of distant events could explain a small part of this change, I do
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not think that such errors can account for more than a small part of
the increaseo

Chayanov1s (1966) model of change over time in peasant house
holds did not incorporate demographic information or information on 
actual consumption needs for food0 An additional problem is that his 
inclusion of workers in the total consumer units in the household con
founds the two variableso When households are summarized as workers 
and non-workers* using weights that are more appropriate for San Bias* 
change over time in household non-worker/worker ratios (including 
absentees) shows far less regularity than Chayanov’s model and a dif
ferent pattern of development0 When absentees are excluded from 
household non-worker/worker ratios* the regularity in development 
declines still further* and the average ratio increases from 2o47 non
workers per worker to 3°62o

A prerequisite for analyzing subsistence agriculture in Tubuala 
was a detailed ethnographic description of crops and cultivars0 Most 
statistical analysis of the effects of household composition on sub
sistence methods were developed for annual crops in temperate zones0 
Where the staple crop is bananas * a perennial* fields differ far more 
in productivity than do fields of a crop that is sown and harvested 
annuallyo In order to clarify how planting patterns and productivity 
in banana fields varied* I did a discriminant analysis of a sample of 
fields classified by soil and terrain type0 The analysis showed that

1
soil and terrain predicted the cultivar density of a field moderately 
wello The cultivars that varied most regularly among soil-terrain 
categories were corn, coconuts, and waymas (1Bluggoe')„ In order to
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get a measure of land planted to staples that corresponded closely to 
actual production, I calculated the average total banana density for 
soil-terrain categories, and used it as a weighting factor, along with 
an estimate of the decline in yield over time0

Most analysis by anthropologists of the effects of household 
composition on subsistence agriculture has been based on Sahlins* in
terpretation of ChayanoVo Unfortunately, Sahlins drew selectively on 
Chayanovo In addition, his methods did not take into account the dif
ficulties of working with variables composed of ratios of other vari
ables 0 He analyzed only the regression of labor intensity (estimated 
by production per worker or sown area per worker) on the consumer 
worker ratio, and his method allows only for finding (or not finding) 
a relationship between these two variables<> Multiple regression on 
the component variables in Sahlins* model is a more straightforward 
method that permits adding other variables to the model and finding 
more interesting relationships among the component variables0

Analysis showed that the only single demographic variable which 
predicted area in staple crops at all well was total workforce weighted 
by migration history during 1972-1977® Thus, each household’s sown, 
area was the accumulation of a number of years of work, and the con
tributions of absentees* labor in previous years were still apparent0 
A far more effective model took into account the wealth rating of the 
household in addition to total workers and non-workerso The model 
predicted that at every level of non-workers and workers, wealthy 
households had about lo5 ha more land planted to staple crops than 
average-to-poor households0
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When intensity of labor is measured directly, in terms of days 
worked, one finds that the factors in household composition which 
affect total household work vary with the sex of the workers and with 
the type of workc Thus, total days work in agriculture by males cor
responded closely to Sahlins' model? the number of days worked in
creased with the number of non-workers in the household, regardless of 
the number of workers. The amount of agricultural work done by females 
did not appear related to any factors of household composition. In 
particular, it did not seem that females did more agricultural work in 
households with relatively few male workers. The total amount of non- 
agricultural work done for the household, and for institutions outside 
the household (cooperatives, village, ritual tasks) by males seemed to 
vary only with the number of workers, Non-agricultural work by females 
for the household increased with the number of non-workers in the 
household, while the amount of work done in village, ritual, and co
operative groups seemed to be unpredictable,

Analysis of harvest records showed that banana production could 
be predicted by the number of non-workers in the household and by the 
number of workers, and it was not possible to reject the hypothesis 
that the coefficients for workers and non-workers were the same. Since 

the sum of workers and non-workers corresponds to Chayanov's definition 
of consumers in the household, it seemed that production was solely a 
function of consumer demand.

Thus, weighted sown area in staple crops differed between 
wealthy and average households when the numbers of consumers and 
workers were held constant, but the total expenditure of labor in



agriculture and the total production of staple crops could be predicted 
by demographic variables9 regardless of wealthe Average households 
used land more intensively than did wealthy households: they expended
more man-days per hectare (whether calculated on weighted or unweighted 
base), and got higher yields per hectare (calculated on a weighted land 
base)o

Thus, Sahlins* interpretation of Chayanov fits these data in 
some respects (although it is possible that larger samples would show 
more complicated relationships) but fails in others0 Chayanov*s con
tention that only demographic variables accounted for wealth differ
ences, does not seem true here, and there are significant differences 
in the resource allocations of wealthy and average households in 
subsistence agriculture0
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Table A-lo Cuna names for fish and their species equivalents=

Cuna Name English Translation Species Equivalent

apu arrat

naras apu

apu niakala

apu kwale kwale 
apu sapan arrat

apu sapan kinnet 
apu walalet 
apu meket 
bonito 
ese nunmakke 
ipia tarpookwat 
ispe ua 
kakan ua

kelu kortikket 
kelu mattar 
kelu ololet

blue apu 

lime apu 

devil’s apu 

slippery apu
apu with a green stomach

apu with a red stomach 
long apu 
lying down apu

dorsal fin that hurts 
two eyes close together 
mirror fish 
leaf/garbage fish

yellow kelu 
flat kelu 
holey

Sparisoma rubripinne 
Scarus vetula
Halichoeres radiatus 
Ho garnoti
Ho bivitattus 
Ho poeyi
synonymous with apu niakala
Scarus taeniopterus 
Sparisoma viride
Sparisoma viride
Halichoeres radiatus
Sparisoma rubripinne
Euthynnus alletteratus
Oligoplites saurus
Chaetodon ocellatus
Selene vomer
Calamus calamus 
2.° ba.jondo 
Co penna 
Co pennatula
Seriola dumerili
Caranx fusus
Caranx hippos
Co latus



Table A-l— -Continued. Cuna names for fish and their species equivalents.

Cuna Name English Translation Species Equivalent

kelu yarkan arrat kelu with blue back C, ruber
kelu yarkan sichit kelu with black back Selar crumenophthalmus
kelu warakwat long kelu Co fusus
ua kepkep corresp, to a bird Malacanthus plumieri
korki ua pelican fish Aulostomus maculatus
makep ua 'paint (bixa) fish Myripistis jacobus
nalu uru shark sucker Echeneis nauerates
nalu nukali tooth nalu Lutjanus vivianus
nalu nukar apinni nalu with prominent teeth Lo apodus
nalu walalet long nalu Lo griseus
nalu wilup sii nalu on which a spot sits Lo synagris 

Lo analis
ner kuki Hypoplectrus puella
ua kwamma crested or black guan Bodiamus pulchellus
ua kwapep Abudefduf saxatilis
ol ipia golden eye Priacanthus cruentatus
kuipir ua Chaetodipterus faber
matun ua ripe banana fish Elops saurus
oli kaya mud mouth Odontoscion dentex
orkorkor ipia waysipu orkorkor with a white eye Haemulon flavolineatum
orkorkor sapan kortikket orkorkor with a yellow stomach Ho sciurus 363



Table A-l--Continued«> Cuna names for fish and their species equivalents,.

Guna Name English Translation Species Equivalent

orkorkor sichit black orkorkor Ho carbonarium
orkorkor ile ile striped orkorkor Ho carbonarium
orkorkor yarkan tulu orkorkor with a hunched back Ho plumieri
orwaip walalet long orwaip Stephanolepis setifer
opakwa orwaip seagrass orwaip Balistes capriscus
ua panter flag fish” Serranus tigrinus
ua puka 
ua pukkip
(kannir saa ua)

much- from that blood spurts
out

chicken shit fish

Bodianus rufus 
Khyphosus incisor

Khyphosus incisor
ua punaya girl fish Anisotremus virginicus
ua pur wasp fish? Mugil curema
purtukkis 'Ulaema lefroyi 

Gerres cinereus 
Eucinostomus argenteus 
Eo jonesii 
Eo gula

puttu great tinamou Lactophrys trigonus
sarmon Elagatis bipinnulatus
sartin ese suit sartin with a long dorsal fin Opisthonema oglinum
ua sespaa Rhomboplites aurorubens
sik nikkat that has a beard Polydactylus oligodon
ua sikkwi (sikkwi refers to a large number of species of Haemolon aurolineatum

small birds, including antpittas, orioles, grachle, yellow-olive flycatcher)



Table A-l— Continued,, Cuna names for fish and their species equivalentso

Cuna Name English Translation Species Equivalent
ua sikli great curassow Pomacanthus paru
ua sino pig fish Pseudupeneus maculatus 

Mulloidichthus martinicus
swirkwa unidentified bird Lactophyrus trigonus 

L, bicaudalis
taitak arrat blue taitak Acanthurus coeruleus
taitak sichit black taitak A0 chirurgus
tapu nukar suit tapu with long teeth Sphyraena barracuda

. So gauchancho
tapu kotto Scomberomorus regalus
tap kar arrat tapu with blue bones Strongylura timuru
tasi unidentified small mammal Holocentrus rufus

opossum Ho ascensionis
tor kole Odontoscion dentex

Umbrina coroides
tukkar nikkat that has a neck Synodus intermedius 

So synodus
Trachonocephalus myops 
Saurida normani 
So suspicio

tuku Epinephelus striatus 
Eo adscensionis

achu tuku dog tuku Eo itajara
tuku kinnet red tuku Cephalopholis fulva 

Petrometopon cruentatum



Table A-l— Continued., Cuna names for fish and their species equivalents*

Cuna Name English Translation Species Equivalent
mor kauk tuku

sule tuku 
notuku 
ukku mattar 
ua wetar 
yalatela 
yarpi sichit

soap tuku

paca tuku 
frog tuku 
hungry
collared peccary fish 

black yarpi

Mycteroperca bonaci 
.Eo morio
Alphestes afer
Opsanus beta
Syacium micrurum
Albula vulpes
Ocyurus chrysurus
Gymnothorax funebris
Enchelycore sp*



Table A-2= Composition by weight of catches obtained by three tech
niques »

Line Fishing Line Fish- 
in Protected ing Unpro- ($)■ 
Waters (90 tected (.%) Spear

Elopidae
Albulidae
Clupeidae
Synodentidae

Muraenidae
Belonidae
Fistulariidae
Holocentridae

Mugilidae
Sphraenidae

Polynemidae
Serranidae

Priacanthidae
Branchiostegidae
Carangidae

Scombridae

Elops saurus lo^l
Albula vulpes lo04
Opisthonema oglinum «l4
Saurida suspicia 
So normani =05
Synodus intermedins =0?
So synodus »16
Trachinocephalus myops o03
Gymnothorax funebris 
Strongylura timaru .06
Aulostemus maculatus 
Holocentrus ascensionis .37 
If. rufus o 59
Myripristis jacobus .18 .
Mugil curema .50
Sphraena barracuda .36
S. gauchancho 1.39
S 6 Sp O O 03
Polydactylis oligodon 2.48 
Epinephelus guttatus .04
E. itajara
E. morio .39
E= mystacinus
E. striatus .06
E. adscensionis 
Cephalopholis fulva 
Petrometopon cruentatum .?4
Alphestes afer .11
Mycteroperca bonaci .05
Serranus tigrinus .006
Hypoplectrus puella .05
Priacanthus arenatus 
Malacanthus plumieri 
Caranx fusus 2.25
_C. hippos 1.11
_£. latus o3^
C. ruber 
Seriola dumerili 
Selene vomer .29
Elagatis bipinnulatus 
Selar crumenonhthalmus .12
Oligoplites saurus .67
Scomberomorus regalis 1.30
Euthynnus alletteratus

.81

.36

,26
,97
,22

4.62
.77

3.15
5.02

17.71
2.72

.12
5.44
3.174.30

,97

2.48
1=02
1.85
3.19

.08

8.29
1.70

2.37

.60

.10

1.94

1.92



Table A-2— continued. Composition by weight of catches obtained by
three techniques=

Line Fishing Line Fish- 
in Protected ing Unpro- (%) 
Waters (%) tected (%) Spear

Lutjanidae

Pomadasydae

Sparidae

Sciaenidae
Mullidae
Gerridae

Khyphosidae
Chaetodontidae

Labridae

Scaridae

Lutjanus analis 
Ijo apodus 
L, griseus 
Ijo vivianus
L̂o synagris kkc
Ocyurus chrysurus 3<
Rhomboplites aurorielens , 
Haemulon aurolineatum 12. 
Ho bonariense 
Ho carbonarium 
Ho flavolineatum 1<
II „ plumieri 3<
Ho sciurus
Anisotremus virginicus < 
Calamus ba.jondo 
Co calamus <
Co penna
Co pennatula <
Odontoscion dentex <
Umbrina coroides i<
Pseudupeneus maculatus 
Mulloidichthys martinicus 
Gerres cinereus j
Eucinostemus argentus 
E, gula 
E„ .jonesii 
Ulaema lefroyi 
Kyphosus incisor 
Chaetodon ocellatus 
Pomacanthus paru 
Abudefduf saxatilis 
Bodianus pulchellus 
Bo rufus
Halichoeres bivitattus 
Ho garnoti 
Ho poeyi 
Ho radiatus 
Thalassoma bifasciatum 
Scarus croicensis 
So vetula 
So taeneopterus 
Sparisoma rubripinne 
So viride 
So spo

M

,89
46
44
5016o04
.43
.07
.77
.09
.09
004 
,98 
.49 
.03 
.49
o06
Oo 6

,20
060
.24
005 
.43

7.16

,03
,08
,11
,02
.12

.80
3.40
22.98
2.59
.59
.27

3.17

.15

.44
4.30
.29
.12
=94

.24
1.50
.17

15.98

5.33

1=85

,04

1.48
.60
.40
.33.40

1.00

25.77
7.39
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Table A-2— continued. Composition by weight of catches obtained by

three techniques.

Line Fishing Line Fish
in Protected ing Unpro- (%) 
Waters (%) tected (%>) Spear

Acanthuridae Acanthurus coeruleus 1.87 6.28
A. chirugus .0?

Balistidae Balistes capriscus .16 2.48
B. vetula 4.20

Ostraciontidae Lactophrys bicaudalis 3-29
L. trigonus 1.92

Monicanthidae Stephanolepsis setifer -15
Batrachoididae Opsanus beta -17

99-91 99-77 100.41
Total Weight (in ounces) 3048.04 675-45 1291-40
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Nombre

CENSO DE TUBUALA, 1976
Sexo Numero Numero Lugar de nacimiento de casa
M /0/7/9/4/ / / ,/ / T

Edad Relacidn con sakke Educacidn Donde asiste Trabajo Salario mens.
/ / /i/o/ _ W/D/S/ / /4/ T . / _ - / / / / / /
Nombre de padre Nombre de madre #origen Cuantos Residencia

matrimonios
Alentino Valventi Herminia Gonzalez _ Z A Z / _ _ _ _ _ / / T
Matrimonies Nombre de esposo/a Proco# iPor que termino? Duracidn
1* / / / / / /  _ / / / / / /  / / / /
2. _  . / / . / / / / LJJJ. J II///
3e . / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
ko / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
Hijos el mas joven primero Fecha
Nombre Numero de nacimiento &Murio? Edad Residencia actual
1. / / / / / / / / / /  " / / ../ / / . -  . .._  / / /
2. / / / / / / / / / /  : .. / / . / / / . —  _  - - / / /
3. / / / / / / / / / / . _ ..... .../ / /
4. z / / / / / / / /  . ___/ /  / / / _ ..._ _ ./ / /
5 _ z . z y  / / / / / / /  . / /  / / / ._  ._ . / / /
6. / / / / / / / / / / .. / / ../ / / ______ =.. / / /
7. / / / / / / / / / / / / - / / / ____________ / / /
8. / / / / / / / / / / ._ _  / / . / / / ______ _ / / /
9. / / / / / ./ / / / / / /  / / / _____ ___ / / /
10. L L L L L . J j  L L L ... Z.Z....Z/ / . .... .... .._///



Numero total de hijos 
Migracidn Lugar
lo

iCuantes viven? 
Duracion Trabajo Salario mensual

__ _ _ _ _ Z Z / / Z .  -
Codigo
z z z

2o / / / / / / / / __  ̂ / /J I z z z z
3o / / / / / / / / _ _ _ _ _ z z z z z - - - Z Z Z
4. / / / / / / / / z z z z z - Z Z Z
5o / / / / / / / / - Z Z Z ..
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AGRICULTURAL QUESTIONNAIRE
Household head H.H• number Pep.rat 1:7

No.
Did you plant rice last year? No 
Where Soil Seed type Amt. planted Amt. harvested Pests

Notes:
How was seed procured?
How many days last year spent clearing?_______
How many days last year spent planting?_______
How many times was each field weeded? When? .

No. Where
This year, will you plant rice 

Soil Present status Seed type Amt. will plant
Nuripirike n n. sichit nainu oros sippukwat untara

How do you know the time to plant rice?

No.
?1

Did you p 
Location
Purmulu

lant corn la 
Soil

n. kinnet

st year?
Seed type

op sichit
Amt. planted 
untar

Amt. harvested 
40 canastas

Pests

Notes:



How was seed procured?______ own
How many days last year spent clearing? 1 0 + 8
How many days last year spent nlantinp*? 4
How many times was each field weeded? When? didn’t

Was last year better or worse than other years? good year
This year, will you plant corn? yes___________

No. Where Soil Present status Seed type Amt. will plant
72 Kaikanti ni kinnet nainu on sichit untar

How do you know the time to plant corn? when the other sow, he will also

Cooperative fields of corn/rice? (list above and on sheet CZ1 etc.) no

Bananas
Did you plant bananas last year?________ yes_______________

No. Where Soil Type /- Planted
B1 Nuipirakar s n. sichit
B2

Notes:
V Io
VI



How was seed procured?

How many days last year were spent clearing?__________
How many days last year were spent planting?__________
This year, will you plant bananas?____________________
How do you know which bananas are best to use for seed?

No. Where Soil Present status Type to be planted

Notes
Type What soils can grow? Pests? Hardy? Rank
Vaymatun kinnet
Escoro waymatun
Waymatun ochi
Merki waymatun
Waymatun mattu
Waymatun sunnat
Waymatun ipiaene
Waymatun tukkor
Sinomas purtiket
Sinomasi
Machunnat
Silip turpasuit
Wayakir
Escoro waymatun kinnet
Wayakir sichit
Waymatun machunnatkit
Cooperative banana fields (list above CR1 etc.)



Coconuts
V.'hat coconuts five the best seed for planting?

V'here do coconuts grow best?_______________________________________________________

Pests in different places?_________________________________________________________

What do you do about nusu?_________________________________________________________

What do you do about sibet?________________________________________________________

What do you do with coconut husks and leaves?_______________________________________

What sociedades do you belong to?
Name How memb. gained Yr. joined Income/mo.

Where are your coconut fields? Others’?
No. Type Nuts Hot/cold Pests Income/mo.

How many coconuts do you harvest in a month?______________
10 years ago, how many coconuts did you harvest in a month?
Why the difference?______________________________________
Do you use insecticides?_________________________________



Household head    number______________ Dep. ratio

Field
No. Location

Soil 
Type . .

V yrs ago 
cleared How acquired

Harvest 
year crop/s bad/gd



Field Location Soil Seed type How procured Amt. planted

What soil is best for otoe______
Manioc____
Sweet pots 
Yams

Dimensions of opaila _______________________ft.
Date

Notes:

V Io
vO
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Table D-lo Cultivated area by land type (ha«)o

Cultivated 
Area by 
Land Type 20 40 48 51 62 69 89 94 97 104 105 110
yar korokwat 1=85 .14 1.68 1.22 0 =33 0 .53 0 .46 .49 .74
neipa sichit .12 .26 .14 0 .98 .24 1.15 .86 O

O[> =06 =23 =29
yar sichit .76 .26 1.38 0 =52 .13 .20 =21 =28 .06 .31 .18
neipa kinnit 0 .12 0 0 o29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
yar kinnit = 29 =32 =15 0 0 0 .08 .06 0 0 H C

O 0
sursis nek =81 0 0 - =32 0 .20 0 0 0 0 .06 0
unknown .28 .28 1.07 0 4.03 .26 0 =63 0 =17 .56 .41



Table D-20 Cultivated area by year planted (ha0)o

Cultivated 
Area by Yr0 
Planted 20 40 48 51 62 69 89 94 97 104 105 110
1950-59 0 0 0 =32 0 0 0 =11 =16 =02 0 ' 0
1960-69 =93 =16 =55 =30 0 =20 0 =85 =39 0 =44 0
1970 O

O =04 =14 0 =45 0 =o4 0 0 0, 0 0
1971 0 0 0 0 =57 =12 =48 0 0 0 0 =41
1972 .28 =05 =14 0 =57 =08 =16 0 =28 =03 =10 0
1973 1=28 =14 =94 0 2=71 =05 =29 =20 0 0 =21 0
1974 0 =29 =31 =39 0 =02 0 0 0 =22 =12 =19
1975 ,64 0 =36 =25 =23 =08 =46 =32 0 =06 =05 =76
1976 - =40 =31 =10 0 0 =20 0 =64 0 =10 =28 =26
1977 0 =39 1=24 =28 =29 =41 0 0 =23 =16 =52 0

V4oo
pj



APPENDIX E

BANANA AND COCONUT HARVEST, BY MONTH 
AND HOUSEHOLD

Table E-l0 Harvest (total, by crop) broken down by month and house
holds

Month 20 40 48 51 62 69 89 94 97 104 105 n o
V/aymas
May 19 21 - - 36 21 9 37 25 14 10 11
June 27 13 4 10 45 24 12 24 17 46 24 13
July 34 17 27 15 26 28 47 47 22 48 15 17
August' 16 37 35 16 14 14 7 56 36 34 34 15
Septs 12 6 44 23 24 32 12 43 29 30 93 -

Octo 19 5 45 13 55 14 1 39 33 21 12 2
Total 127 99 155 77 200 133 88 246 162 193 188 58

V/aymatun
May 1 5 — 11 8 4 5 4 8 10 -

June 22 14 2 - 18 6 8 3 0 14 2 2
July 23 17 16 5 9 10 12 11 0 • 1 0 2
August 28 25 13 2 34 10 7 2 5 0 17 ' 4
Septs 13 18 16 5 9 9 5 8 6 5 8 1
Octo 23 18 16 1 11 9 16 7 0 5 5 0
Total 110 97 63 13 92 52 52 36 15 33 42 9

Merki waymatun
May 5 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 4 0 0 0
June 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
July 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 2
August 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Septs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0
Octo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 15 0 5 0 1 0 0 11 4 0 0 2
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Table E-l— continued*

Month 20 40 48 51 62 69 89 94 97 104 105 110
Machunnat
May 6 1 - - 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 3June 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0
July 3 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ' 1 2
August 5 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 4
Sept, 8 0 3 0 O' 0 0 0 0 0 0 6
Oct. 18 2 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0
Total 41 12 3 0 5 1 0 2 0 0 6 15

Other Bananas 
May 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0
June 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
July l 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 3
August 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Sept. 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Oct. 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 2 0 1 3 1 0 0 0 2 4 0 3



Table E-2o Coconut harvest by month by household»

Month 20 40 48 51 62 69 89 94 97 104 105 110 total
May 120 50 0 0 350 460 10 200 55 35 72 0 1332
June 62 127 100 20 90 25 0 200 170 123 90 10 1017
July 10 110 58 60 252 111 281 188 10 71 389 20 1560
August 86 173 98 70 209 93 0 95 70 69 120 0 1083
September 103 100 190 122 315 76 30 275 45 156 130 0 1542
October 123 125 295 195 150 142 0 170 60 52 20 10 1342
November - - 10 - - - - - - - - 10
Totals 304 685 751 467 1346 907 321 1128 410 506 821 4o 7886
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Table F-l* Crosstabulations —  household goods by household status ratings*.

Rating 1 X 2 d=f = p Rating 2 X 2 d.f= p
Status 1 1 2 3 4 Status 2 1 2 3

Concrete No 17 8 7 33 (65) 28=38 3 -01 No 7 13 ^7 (67) 19-8 2 =01
house Yes 20 0 0 2 (22) Yes 12 5 6 (23)

■ (37) (8) (7) (35) (87) (19) (18) (53)(90)
Status 1 1 2 3 . 4 Status 2 1 2 3 ,

Sewing 0 12 3 4 20 (39) 4=82 6 =567 0 6 8 27 (41) 2=3 4 .68
machine 1 24 6 4 18 (52) 1 13 11 29 (53)

2 1 0 0 0 (1) 2 0 0 1 (1)
(37) (9) (8) (38) (92) (19) (19) (57)(95)

Status 1 1 2 3 4 Status 2 1 2 3 jOutboard 0 23 9 8 34. (74) 14=21 6 =03 0 9 17 51 (77) 18=85 4 =01
motor 1 13 0 0 4 (17) 1 9 2 6 (17)

3 1 0 0 0 (1) 3 1 0 0 (1)
(37) (9) (8) (38) (92) (19) (19) (57)(95)

Status 1 1 2 3 4 Status 2 1 2 3
Typewriter 0 27 ,9 6 31 (73) 3.87 3 -275 0 11 15 47 (75) 7-72 2 =02

1 10 0 2 6 (18) 1 8 4 7 (19)
(37) (9) (8) (37) (91) (19) (19) (56)(94)

Status 1 1 2 3 4 Status 2 1 2 3
Radio(s) 0 12 7 3 27 (49) 15-74 6 =02 0 4 10 37 (51) 15-44 4 =01

1 23 2 5 9 (39) 1 15 8 16 (39)
2 2 0 0 2 (4) 2 0 1 4 (5)

(37) (9) (8) (38) (92) (19) (19) (57)(95)

V Ioo
<3



Table F-l— continuedo

Rating 1 x 2 d0f 0 P Rating 2 x 2 d.f . P
Status 1 1 2 3 k Status 2 1 2 3

Tape 0 ' 30 9 5 35 (79) 9.99 6 .12 0 17 15 50 (82) 2.15 4 =70
recorder 1 7 0 3 2 (12) ~ 1 2 4 6 (12)

2 0 0 0 1 (1) 2 0 0 1 (l)
(37) (9) (8) (38)(92) (19) (19) (57)(95)

Status 1 1 2 3 4 Status 2 1 2 3
Gas stove 0 2& 9 8 37 (82) 110 7 6 .07 0 i4 17 54 (85) 11=81 4 .02

1 8 0 0 1 (9) 1 5 1 3 (9)
2 1 0 0 0 (1) 2 0 1 0 (1)

(37) (9) (8) (38)(92) (19) (19) (57)(95)
Status 1 1 2 3 4 Status 2 1 2 3 ■

Refrig 0 31 9 8 36 (84) 9.20 3 .02 0 13 19 55 (87) 24.98 2 .000
erator 1 6 0 0 0 (6) 1 6 0 0 (6)

(37) (9) (8) (36)(90) (19) (19) (55)(93)
S Status 1 1 2 3 4 Status 2 1 2 3Stove 0 22 9 6 36 (73) 17.45 3 .01 0 10 i4 52 (76) LACOrAH 2 =001

1 15 0 1 2 (18) 1 9 4 5 (18)
(37) (9) (7) (38X91) (19) (18) (57)(94)

Status 1 1 2 3 4 Status 2 1 2 3
Pigs 0 7 2 2 8 (19) 19.2 18 .37 0 5 11 (20) 13.27 12 .351 8 1 4 10 (23) 1 6 5 12 (23)

2 11 4 0 13 (28) 2 3 5 21 (29)
3 8 2 1 l (12) 3 6 3 3 (12)
h 0 0 1 l (2) 4 0 0 2 (2)
5 0 0 0 1 (1) 5 0 0 1 (1)
6 0 0 0 1 (l) 6 0 0 1 (1)

(34) (9) (8) (35)(86) (19) (18) (88X 88)
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